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1
INTRODUCTION

SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THESIS
l(i) Nature of material collected by the writer 1969-1973

The areal limits of the study in hand are basically the bounds 
of the counties of Derry and Tyrone. My interest in part 
of this area was stimulated by visits to the excavation at 
Ballynagilly after 1966.

The discoverer of the site, Mr James Brennan of Feegarron, 
and his fellow-worker Mr George Freeburn of Craigs, Orritor, 
had collected a vast amount of information and many artifacts.
It was therefore first necessary to catalogue these collections 
and much of the finds catalogue and an . analysis of it was 
presented as an undergraduate dissertation entitled ’The 
Settlement and Economy of the East Tyrone Region’ (Q.U.B.,1969). 
This provided a basic chart for a more detailed exploration of 
this almost virgin terrain in terms of prehistoric food supply 
and production. That study achieved much of what it set out 
to do, though many sites however remained unvisited, many 
artifacts remained unseen and no planned excavations had been 
carried into effect.

l(ii) In this postgraduate study, the main intentions. were
(a) to examine ..arge accumulations of stone axe-heads and 
determine how far they may have served as axes, rather than 
adzes, or any other purposes.
(b) Another important aspect, controversial at the time, was 
the megaliths. Mid-Ulster was considered crucial to the 
typological and chronological arguments developed between
de Valera and Corcoran. Plans of sites therefore had to be 
drawn as part of the programme.
(c) At the same time another progressive aspect of prehistoric
studies was emerging through independent palaeoecological
investigations within the area to hand. Not only was the

14study of pollen and determination of C dates in progress, 
but Prof. Frank Oldfield was also at the time devising 
collecting apparatus for examining early rates of silt 
deposition in the Lough Neagh Basin. Such instigations 
provided a most useful backgraund against which to test hypoth
eses pertaining to early settlement.



2

1(ii) cont.
At the outset, the Bronze Age appeared not to offer 

such a clear set of problems. But the absence of complete 
catalogues of singe^l-finds of bronze, or of a proper catalogue 
of pottery presented an obvious need. similarly, burial sites 
of the period had suffered considerable neglect in Ireland, 
there being no classification of cairns or interest in circles 
of thedegree that was being shown in Britain. Although cists 
were a well Known phenomenon, structured cairns of the types 
defined by the Scottish ■archaeoloqiaal Forum of 1972 appeared 
almost absent from Ireland. Fieldwork in Central Ulster 
therefore presented an opportunity to examine a number and 
relate them to those of Scotland and rtales.

General questions respecting the raw materials used by 
prehistoric man arose early in the study, but apart from some 
work on flint and gold, tay studies involved mainly collecting 
ores and primary references.
l(iii) These objectives were not to be immediately achieved. 
From 1970 onwards this area proved difficult for fieldwork and 
the probramme of surveying field monuments was thus deferred 
until circumstances were more favourable. Meanwhile, I was 
able to draw many artifacts and visit some important sites.
And on one visit to the area I discovered the Mesolithic- 
Beaker site at Tullywiggan near Cookstown, which I was later 
to excavate jointly with Dr H.M.Bamford.
l(iv) A programme of work on museum and other collections, 
to compile a census of all artifacts relevant to the period, had 
for the time to take precedence over a comprehensive snrvey of 
field monuments. So complex were the problems presented by 
some of these collected data that they cannot be fully discussed 
here. The collections of John Bell of Dungannon at Edinburgh 
for example, comprising over fiee hundred unprovenanced bronze 
artifacts has been almost entirely omitted. That of James 
Bell, originally from Ballymoney and district, which was at 
York until acquired by the Ulster Museum during February 1974 
is also hardly represented. John Bell's collection was found 
to have limited relevance to this kind ©^distributional study, 
save in an indirect statistical sense. The 'Ballymoney Collect
ion on the other hand, had many provenanced artifacts though 
of Antrim rather than Derry, and to consider the distribution 
of this raw information would have meant a digression r 
into the re-examination of distributions in North-east Ireland
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I(iv) cont.
involving numerous further small collections.

l(v) Lists of bronzes from Central Ulster were compiled 
which included objects provenanced simply to ’the Bann’, 
whether from the berry or Antrim side. So close is the 
river to be identified with the county boundary that it was felt 
a reasonable and natural limit.

The listing of groups of burial pottery was reasonably 
complete, despite the fact that much of it was not put at the 
cataloguer's disposal between 1970 and 1973 and Miss Kavanagh's 
subsequent published Corpus (1974,1976 and 1977; P.R.I.A. /3C, 
pp 507-617;76c, pp 293-403 and J.R.S.A.I., 107, pp 61-95) 
has outdated many earlier efforts. Hence no catalogue of pottery 
is included in this thesis, though the basis for a large 
catalogue does exist.
l(vi) At the British Museum over six hundred stone axes were 
examined as part of the inquiry inteded to solve the axe/Adze 
relationship. The information collected during this invest
igation has not been fully analysed, but some of the two

, CNhundred axes from Derry, Tyrone and North Antrim have been plotter 
on the distribution map; a list of these is appended (Appendix 
2; FIG 0.15).
l(vii) The Hperrin area has a complex geology and topography, 
to which I was given much insight by James Brennan and George 
Freeburn, who in turn had learned much from George Barnett.
These insights included an introduction to gold-panning and 
instruction in the recognition of ores, as well as detailed 
instruction upon the nature and extent of local drift deposits.

The results of gold-panning formed the basis for our 
joint study of 1973. More important, perhaps, for my grasp 
of early 'exploitation patterns’ was the realisation that 
our discoverees appeared to demonstrate a remarkable coincidence 
between the previously uncharted Northern Goldfield and the 
findspots of Early Bronze Age lunulae. This was to have 
profound effects upon my approach to both the metallurgical and 
petrographic problems in prehistory, and my statements of 1973 
and 1976, as well as my present views on stone-axe trading 
(reviewed in Chapter 4 below), were the logical culmination of 
investigations which searched for local supplies of natural 
mineral resource before accepting the necessity for early 'trade' 
or'exchanoe' mechanisms.
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l(viii) It *as while I worked at the NMI that the O.S.
Memoirs were drawn to my attention by Mr R.G.Haworth. The 
research which was to follow was to^alte^radicall^ the 
original course of the inquiry. Almost eighteen months was 
subsequently spent transcribing from the entries relating to 
the antiquities of the county which were contained on roughly 
twelve thousand folios of MS. It was fortunate that County 
Tyrone had hardly been sampled by the early Topographical Section 
of the O.S. Tor if it had been, I might be setting in the Royal 
Irish Academy yet. The subsequent card indexing and cross- 
referencing of the Derry sites was to continue until I left 
Ireland in August 3i973. Since that time, a^ attempt has 
been made to analyse the results, some of which are presented 
here as part of the argument of the dissertation. Besides 
those entries which related to prehistoric and medieval 
artifacts, the listing comprises several hundred individual 
descriptions of raths, souterrains, crannogs, toghers and 
individual bogs; there are lists of bog bodies, bog butter, 
quernstones, mothers, iron objects and a plethora of less 
important items. Circumstances have therefore not allowed of 
my visiting all the sites involved, and some of the grid 
references presented here are only arbritary.
l(xi) Notwithstanding these difficulties, the bo^y of 
information of c 1835 which has come down to us from the O.S. 
provides a unique starting point for a distributional study 
of artifacts and monument distribution. It would be fair to 
claim that most present-day distributional studies are limited 
insofar as no key has been left giving more than a hint of 
earlier discoveries or the destruction of sites. And whereas 
the 0. S. Memoirs cannot be claimed to give any total spatial 
or chronological index to sites or finds since abandonment or 
loss, it may justly be sa^d that they do give a completely 
fresh diaension to prehistoric distributional studies.

l

The originally intended theme had thus been modified in 
the light of the studies of 1970-1973. ihe body of data upon 
which the resulting thesis has been based (Appendices I-III) 
has nevertheless led to some positive and valuable conclusions.



THE CONCEPT OF PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT IN IRELAND
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2(1) The course of the study of Irish prehistory has 
f conceptually developed/along lines similar to Britain and 
its European neighbours. In the late eighteenth century the
idea of tribal bands roaming the country before being civilised

#•

by the Romans gave way to a documentary record of monuments and 
the systematic collection of artifacts. It is here shown 
that the typological consideration of both artifacts and of 
monuments outweighed much of the cultural interpretation 
and chcrographical significance which was being attached to 
either up until the 1860s and 1870s.

Chief among the recorders of artifacts must be numbered 
Sir William Wilde, who did so much to help provide provenances 
and conservation for the specimens in the Royal Irish Academy 
collection. Among the discoveres of artifacts in the contexts 
of their settlements, W.J.Knowles probably ranks as the gr eatest 
pioneer, even executor, though it was William Gray who provided 
a most useful advance in his analysis of the distribution of 
•Rudely-worked flints in the North of Ireland' in 1879. In 
that paper he introduced the concepts of flint workshops of 
a primary nature, and of detached outstations and although this 
may have oversimplified matters, it was a first attempt to 
analyse settlement sites into type, and to plot their distri
bution in Ireland.

Margaret Ltokes produced the first distribution map of 
standing monuments in 1882 for the Revue Celtique, and W.C. 
Borlase was swift to acknowle ‘ ie her contribution to the study 
of megaliths in his great wox . of lb9T \Vol.I, p.ix;. It cs 
towards the end of the century that some real feeling of a 
geographical coverage of ground by prehistoric communities 
is to be had from synthetic works. Certainly, in his earlier 
works, Wood-Martin conveys no sense of the ubiquitous nature 
of settlement (for example Pagan Ireland of 1893), and the 
idea of ’waves’ of settlers manifest in Wilde's Catalogue 
(1857) is to be found both in Wood-Martin's w^rk and in the 
revised Handbookof Antiquities of wakeman (1848) edited 
in 1903 by John Cooke.



2(ii) The historian's and geographer’s attitude towards 
archaeological evidence has for long been deterministic.
Climate, vegetation and soils are believed to have dictated 
the suitability of food producing practices while tihe disposition 
of minerals controlled the supply of tools, ornaments and 
items of trade.

r
Certain aspects of this determinism have altered A 

dramatically during the past two decades. For example the 
old idea that valleys were wooded md impehettable while the ' 
hills were not has been hit very hard by the impact of palaeo- 
ecology. The behavioural model in which man was totally enslaved 
by Holocene climates has also taken a knock; this time it is 
possible to see a partial reversal of roles, with man altering 
parts of the ecosystem so that the climate changes significantly.

Attempts have been made to investigate other aspects of 
this determinism, notably in the examination of stone and metal 
tools and ornaments in order to ascertain the source of the 
raw material as well as the method of manufacture. It is to 
be regretted that in this young field of study many hasty 
conclusions have been drawn which have a strong bearing 
upon the origins of this Thesis. Metallurgists and petrologists 
appear to have demonstrated the existence of widespread ’trade’ 
and ’exchange' movements in prehistory. In truth, present- 
day determinism has been transplanted into the past and values 
inextricably mixed. Many prehistoricms now feel that prehistoric 
man was attracted to particular centres where minerals or rocks 
were 'manufactured'. It is the purpose of Chapter 4 to 
examine the quality of geological evidence upon which these 
premises are based. Altnougn preliminary statements maae 
upon this subject by the writer have met considerable hostility 
from some ^quarters, most dissidents to these views seem not 
to appreciate that the> mer£5ySreplace one degree of determinism 
with another - another whichW^it'is hoped,be tested as 
thoroughly as the one it modifies.



2(iii) From the seeds of Miss Stokes’s study of 1882 has grown
up a most interesting philosophy of Irish Neolithic settlement,
based almost entirely upon the distribution of megalithic sites,
principally Court Cairns (or Tombs), and having at its culmination
de Valfera’s 'Court Cairns of Ireland* in 1960. There are
unfortunate elements of ciu uvinistic Nationalism embodied
in the simplistic views which have claimed a Neolithic Western
entry into Ireland quite devoid of any trappings of the
British Western Neolithic element. This chauvinism was remarked
upon in Dublin recently by Glyn Daniel and his remarks were
not well received. The alternative theory which it sought to

*•replace, one of almost exclusive entry across the north of 
St George's Channel from Argyll, originally propounded by 
Evans, and most recently championed in detail by Corcoran 
in 1960, is equally beset with dangers. Both philosophies are 
simplistic in outlook. At their root is the premise that 
a dense distribution of monuments upon the ground is an indication 
of early primary Colonisation. Conversely it is assumed that 
an absence of tomb sites denotes areas which were either not 
settled early, or never settled at all. The possibility that 
sites may have been destroyod1 rarely, if ever, entered the 
argument, though in recent years O'Nuallain has taken steps 
to rectify this omission by unearthing and publishing early 
Ordnance Survey documents, Herity's excursion into the 
antiquarian archives and literature appear to have been under
taken with the single-minded notion of recognising only 
tombs of the Passage Grave class. This is unfortunate, since 
early documents might also shed light on other types of burial, 
burials which have not so far interested megalith -oriented 
scholars, but in any case, antiquarian studies have many pitfalls 
and these have not so far been explained.

The gazetteer of sites (Appendix 3) which accompanies 
this study has been compiled . to help gain a better
understanding of processes destructive of monuments during the 
past one and a half centuries. Through this it is hoped that 
both pitfalls and advantages will be seen, of us ing early 
field surveys? and whereas caution has been exercised in 
appraising published interpretations of these documents, 
the commentary (chapter 3) is not meant to be a vehicle for 
the debating of finer typological or chronological aspects of 
the Court Cairn controversy.
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2(iv) So chaotic was the organisation of the National archaeological 
collections before Mahr's time, that the compilation of 
artifact distribution maps was for long limited to the types 
which had most financial value, or were spectacular ornaments 
at the present day. The catalogifing of gold provided a starting 
point, but it was Mahr who provided a stimulus for tte cataloguing) 
analysing and mapping of sites and finds using the more mundane 
material. Indeed, some of Mahr's material was so mundane 
that it may rightly be claimed that some of it was only natural 
stone. The influence of Fox upon Mahr’s philosophy (1937) 
cannot be underestimated. Mahr would dearly have .1 ikcf r.c 
produce a ’Personality of Ireland' along the same lines 
as Fox’s of ., and although he was aware of the pitfalls
of the method, his extensive paper of 1937 must be seen as 
an attempt to emulate his counterpart at the National Museum 
of Wales. His exposition differed from Fox's in that it was 
extremely detailed, so that its shortcomings may now easily 
be appreciated. Mahr had worked from collections of artifacts 
with unreliable provenances; besides those which were natural, 
many were actually forgeries. In his definition of a 'Riverford' 
culture, Mahr provided no discussion of the incidence of 
discovery or of the present-day economic activities which 
were involved in the recovery of artifacts. Through his 
purchasing policy, a further generation of ragmen were to 
continue buying and selling antiquiiic?s, usually without any 
real consideration for the circumstances of discovery.

Although cite difficulties ’'countered in cat? guing 2nd 
mapping finds for this thesis are not precisely those met 
by Mahr, an examination of his methods of analysis and extrapolation 
are of obvious value to the inquirer. Here, the examination 
of the local artifact population will be accompanied by details 
respecting the circumstances of discovery (where known), the 
bollectors or dealers through whose hands they have passed, 
and an account of certain historical and economic processes 
surrounding rates of discovery which might demonstrate clearly 
that there are shortcomings to the compilation of artifact distri
bution maps.
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3 SUMMARY OF AIMS AND PURPOSE
For the purpose of this dissertation, a limited amount 

of information has been selected from the mass of MSS antiquariam 
papers and museums collections examined between 1969 and 1973 
in order to (i) assess the value of compiling distribution 
maps of prehistoric sites and finds in Ireland ;
(ii) discuss the impact of prehistoric man upon the landscape 
and resources within Central Ulster and elsewhere if possible 
and (iii) review some of the problems concerning man’s use of 
natural resources within Ireland during the Neolithic and 
Bronze Ages.
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Chapter 1.4
' • r j ■ ,THE PHYSICAL BACKGROUND ^ ^16 O t).

- 1:: r':-.The area described by this study is bounded on the east
by the River Bann the western shore of Lough Neagh and
the Blackwater River. On the south, the low hills of the
south Clogher Valley carry the political boundary between

*

Co. Tyrone and its neighbours Cavan and Monaghan. To the 
southwest and west, the Tyrone boundary encompasses the 
watershed of a handful of rivers which centre on Omagh, and 
further north, upon Newtown Stewart. In all, parts of five 
natural regions are involved (FIG.O-i ). On fche northwest, 
part of the Mourne-Foyle Basin; on the southwest, the 
most northerly part of the Carbomferaus Region, and on the 
east, the western half of the Bann-Valley-Lough I^feagh Basin. 
These three encompass on the north the Sperrin Highlands, and 
on the south, the Tyrone Uplands.

The Mourne-Foyle basin includes parts of both Co Derry 
and Co Donegal, the Foyle acting roughly as divider between 
the two. The eastern, Derry side comprises a coastal plain, 
the sand 7 reclaimed estuary of the Foyle, culminating at

N"

Magilligan Point. The Sperrins form an L-shaped range running 
south from this Point, and forming the great divide between 
Foyle and Bann. The average summits of the various ridges 
are normally 1200-1500 ft (c 450m) O.U. The steepness of 
slope tends to be greater on the western than the eastern 
side, at least in the northern part of the massif. Lying 
between the Sperrins and the Foyle is a further upland, 
the Loughemore Forest af:oo-.-oh;-'ally par*: -be -
Highlands, but separated from them by the River Roe, the lower 
reaches of which form a nat/ijual coastal extension of the Foyle 
Basin.

The horizontal of the ‘L* described above forms a solid 
barrier running east-west, rising to heights of over 2,000ft 
(c. 600m) O.D. This barrier is laterally entrenched by 
the east-west draining Glenelly River. The northern watershed 
forms a suitable county boundary. The plateau formed 
on ?Jie one hand, by the Moyola River, draining to the east 
and on the other, the Glenelly, to the west, may be temed 
part of the ’Draperstown-Omagh Corridor’ which itself is 
a natural division between the Sperrins and the Tyrone Uplands.
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The plateau itself is bounded on the east by Slieve Gallion 
and on the west by Mullaghcarn Mountain. This feature 
has no clear boundary on the southwest and merges into the 
western part of the Tyrone Uplands to form the northern 
edge of the Glogher Valley. This natural valley corridor 
together with the extreme south of the county belong^ to 
the Carboniferous Region which includes most of Cos Sligo 
and Fermanagh and part of Co. Armagh.

To the east of the Sperrins the flat floor of the Bann 
Valley runs from the mouth of the River Bann, expanding into 
Co. Antrim and widening between Slieve Gallion and Lough 
Neagh as it becomes undulating lowland. Further south it 
merges imperceptibly into the Clogher Valley and the peatlands 
of North Armagh.

It is clear from the foregoing that the area of study 
may hardly be described as a discrete geographical unit; 
the county boundaries are political or civil divisions of 
post-Medieval date and with the exception of the two central 
massifs at the core of North Central Ulster, the physical 
divisions of the area are relatively arbritary. The Bann 
Valley and the Lough ar< split by a boundary with Antrim; 
the Jlogher Valley and West Tyrone look to a Fermanagh- 
Sligo Region and though little of the Foyle Basin lies 
within Donegal, the proximity of the Donegal Highlands 
on the west invite some comparison with their counterpart, 
the Sperrins on the east. The geographical limitations 
of the area under study therefore provide interest and 
inference which go beyond the immediate county boundaries 
of Cos Derry and Tyrone,
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Chapter 1.5
SOLID GEOLOGY (FIG.OZ)

If it may be said that central Ulster is a region made 
up of parts borrowed from a much wider area, it may equally 
be saio that both within and without the study area, the 
bedrock dominates that regional physical geography.

Any geological investigation is here well-served by 
an old but still sound text, Portlock’s Report on tne geology 
of the county of Londonderry and of parts of Tyrone and
Fermanagh (1843). From what is 'perhaps the most remarkaole 
single work ever published on the geology of Ireland'(Andrews 
1974, p 169), a reliable summary may yet be based in 
conjunction with later o ?.f>i ':• hed gapers5 and B -F . ^ .'r*' s
Regional Guide to the Geology of Northern Ireland (1972) .

Central Ulster hosts six major geological divisions, 
or at least groups of rock formation. These are dealt with 
briefly below from most recent to oldest.

1. Mesozoic to Recent
The most recent deposits are the diatomites of the 

Bann Valley which are clearly post-glacial in origin. These • 
may be considered the recent successors to the Lough Neagh 
Clays which lie beneath and to the southwest of the Lough 
and are difficult of access, since they are often covered 
in drift. Its lithology is of considerable interest and 
includes lignitic clays and lignite bedsj both have been 
the object of economic exploitation during the past two 
centuries. The date of the facies is not certain, but 
has been suggested as early or mid-Oligocene from its florr.

2. Cretaceous and Triassic
From beneath the basalt cover of the Antrim plateau and 

its outlier, Slieve Gallion, chalk outcrops in a discontinuous 
band, running roughly NNW-SSE through central Co. Derry 
to the west of the Sperrins, and re-appearing in south Derry 
near Moneymore where it passes into eastern Tyrone. The 
flint-bearing chalk is very hard through its contact with 
the Tertiary lava flow and in respect of this compactness 
it differs markedly from English chalk-.

Lying unconformably beneatkthe north part of this exposure 
is a bed of Triassic New Red Sandstone and some Keuper 
Marl. Some of this series re-appears to the east of the 
Tyrone Uplands and outcrops to the south of Dungannon.



3. Carboniferous
Together with the Old Red Sandstone, Carboniferous 

deposits make up the greatest area of sedimentary rock within 
Central Ulster. These comprise mainly the earlier, basal
conglomerates and grits of Tournaisian and Visean age. 
Exposures of the grits are well seen in the Clogher Valley, 
but in places they are overlain by limestones and shales.
The Visean limestones are better developed in the exposures 
around Omagh and to the west, Much of the series in Tyrone 
is made up of 'Calp' an earthy or argillaceous limestone 
interbeded^and infrequent occurrences of clay. Sandstones 
are also known, and northwards towards Cookstcwn the lithology 
of Calp passes into more regularly bedded limestones.

4. Old Red Sandstone
The Old Red Sandstone outcrops in the Tyrone Uplands and 

forms a good part of the Clogher Valley. The facies comprises 
conglomerates with sandstones and mudstones, occasionally 
intruded by andesitic lava flows.

5. The Tyrone Igneous Complex
This complex, which makes up the floor of the Draperstown- 

Omagh Corridor, may be divided into three broad groups; 
metasediments, basic plutonic rocks and granites. It 
seems likely that many of the volcanics are Ordovician 
in origin. The plutonic rocks comprise a wide range of 
dolerites and gabbros, while five similar though distinct 
granites are represented, and these are likely post-Ordovician 
in age. Rocks of Upper Ordovician and Lower Silurian age 
occur to the south of the complex around Pomeroy.

6. The Dalradian Complex
The greater part of Donegal together with Counties Derry 

and Tyrone west and north of the Carboniferous limestone/**"^ 
Tyrone Igneous Complex is built upon Upper and Lower Dalradian 
schistose rocks. The disposition and succession of this 
area is complex; its composition includes several types of 
schist, psammites and limestones, ,;as well as a variety of 
volcanic rocks.

From the foregoing summary of the geological history 
of the area, it will be appreciated that a wide range 
of bedrocks underlies the-area under investigation, and 
that these rocks contain a massive potential of minerals 
suited to both economic and aesthetic requirements.

«J
\



Chapter 1«6 DRIFT
The complex glacial history of Northern Ireland is not

yet properly understood. In recent years two doctoral dissert
ations have been written about the study area. Colhoun's
on the Sperrins (1968), Creighton’s more concerned with the
Bann Valley, NE Derry and MW Antrim (1974).

*

In his study, Colhoun mapped sediments and geomorphic 
features, relying mainly upon macroscopic examination of 
lithologies to determine the origin of erratics. Cre ighton, 
on the other hand, se lected sampling sites from which pebbles 
were counted and examined closely, though apparently not 
under the microscope (1974, pp 33-37).

Any glacial survey of Ulster must relate co cne pj-oneer 
work of Charlesworth which its author reviewed in 1961.
Both Creighton and Colhoun offered re-interpretations of this 
work. Colhoun's thesis refuted Charlesworth’s view that 
Donegal ice overtopped the ^perrin range (1971, 1972). Colhoun's 
first glaciation ha4 its source in the south of the main 
Sperrin range, This movement carried erratics of the Tyrone 
Igneous Complex northwards through the Sperrins during his 
Early Sperrin Glaciation. This was followed by a Donegal- 
Bovevagh Glaciation, which is represented by the shelly till 
of North Derry, deposited when ice invaded from Scotland.
Colhoun named the penultimate (Munsterian) glaciation the 
Spincha Glaciation; in this erratics were also carried 
northwards to meet the Scottish ice along the North Coast.
During the Midlandian, locally named the Late opemn Glaciation, 
which also emanated from the outh ‘"'perrin Block, the area wac 
completely glaciated. Coxhoun concluded tnat the topography, 
exerted little control over the general direction of ice 
movement in this region.

Creighton attempted to determine how far the Bahn valley 
had been glaciated by ice travelling from North Antrim and 
from various parts of the Sperrin area by using characteristic 
indicator rocks as indices of direction travelled. In these, 
chalk was an important component, but in hand specimens many 
of the other stones were classified in such a general way as 
to have made it difficult to be certain of their sources.



One such, for example, was schist; schists occur in the 
Scottish Ice, Donegal Ice, Mid-Ulster Ice, and should also 
be recognised from parts of the Antrim Plateau. Without 
petrographic definition, this is far too general a grouping 
to be of use as a direction indicator in the Bann Valley, where 
any or all of the above may be expected to occur. It is posible 
that grea ter value might be. attached to the use of local

V. # * #sedit mentaries, to basalt arid to Aiisa Craig Microgranite, 
but even then, with a particle size not exceeding l.o cm, 
we are only dealing, in this gravel, with a type of deposit 
which is one of many comprising the suite of tills carried 
during the Devensian. It is remarkable that in neither of 
these theses, their author* made reference to the movement of 
larger erratics mapped by Charlesworth (193^ A£>f Wfr. ), or oy 
the early Boulder Committees.

These studies form an adequate basis for the study of 
landforms. More precise data relating to the areal delimit
ation and physical composition of deposits is still largely 
wanting. For a more general guide to this type of information 
we must still turn tpthe Memoirs of the Geological Survey.
Here, some details appear to contradict the conclusions of 
Creighton. Sheet 13 (IS^F p.ll), for example, records chalk 
and flints as a characteristic of the boulder clay r'.n MW 
Antrim, while around Armoy, chalk boulders are recorded. 
Creighton's work gives the impression that both flint and chalk 
are rare components thereabouts. According to the
geological Memoirs, the Bann Valley gravels are characterised 
by chalk pebble and flint, and much of it carried by the river 
while the clays on the West shore also contain basalt and flint 
^G.S.M. 27, pp38,39). The 1itnologicai criteria by which 
Devensian ice direction was determined in these recent studies 
is therefore of limited value.

A personal knowledge of the drift within the area of 
study gives the writer every assurance that an enormous range 
of clays, sands and gravels exists there, and that these 
contain a wide variety Of iqneous, metamorphic and sedimentary 
rocks both of local and distant origin, the petrology of which 
has yet to be determined.
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Chapter 1.7. LAND USE
When considering the distribution of prehistoric sites 

and finds, the history of land-use in post-medieval times 
demands attention from both palaeoecologists and archaeologists. 
Unfortunately, at the present time, so little is known of th<? 
actual vegetation history during, and after the Plantation, 
that were it not for the written records of the period, it might 
truthfully be said that less was known of this period, than 
of the Neolithic Landnam. Some attempts have been made to 
rectify this, and at least one historian has asked pertinent 
questions about the fate of the native woodlands (McCracken 
19^1 ), Palaeoecologists have also devised technical methods 
of overcoming the many problems with which more practical 
investigation of these questions is fraught (o'S’^Kiva^ *Jc 
1973).

Sources for the study of eighteenth and nineteenth century 
land-use are to be found among the copious collections of the 
0.S.Topographical Survey. But the raw data wfy£ not systematic
ally copied for this study, the aims of which are primarily 
prehistoric in interest. Incidental references to land-use 
during the un' covering of ancient monuments and the discovery 
of artifacts are quite common in the Memoirs themselves, and 
these are noted below (pp'aj ^i) and are well illustrated 
throughout Appendices I and III.

In general, it may be said that the past two centuries 
have provided fairly stable conditions for regular farming 
practices. Types of husbandry practised here have altered 
little over the years and I f anythithere ufes.•. 
recently, a recession in the upland limit of ploughing in the 
Sperrins < ... This retreat might have helped protect
known and potential archaeological sites which lay upon 
marginal lands. However, the policies of the Ministry of 
Agriculture in the later *70s give rise to anxiety. Marginal 
land reclamation and improvement grants are now being made to 
hillfarmers and this policy can only have the effect of 
destroying sites which are unprotected or unknown, and the 
chances of archaeological site discovery and excavation are 
in any case diminished by the replacement of manual by mech
anical operations in agriculture.
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Chapter 1:8
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF BOGS IN CO. DERRY 

There are at least five different sources from which
information^on the extent of bogs before 1836^may be had^ As 
each was intended for a different purpose, an account of each 
in turn will help give some idea of their usefulness and reliabil 
ity for archaeological purposes.*'

The earliest map is that of Graisberry and Campbell, 
taken from the Royal Dublin Society Statistical Survey of 
1802 (FIG/? 3 ). An examination of this document makes it
clear that its compilers were interested only in mapping low
land bog, or flow bog. The blanket peats which comprised 
the greater part of the uplands are absent from it. It rs 
not altogether clear why there should have been such exclusive 
concern with flow bogs, but lowland agricultural improvement 
and improvement in communications were both growing motives 
at the time.

Campbell's map makes it clear that the Bann Valley must 
have been difficult of access at this time, and that parts of 
other river valleys and estuaries were inhibited by flow bogs.

Although the map which accompanies George Vaughan Sampson's 
County Survey was printed in 1814 and is the earlii?^§Su?ce, 
the Reports of the Commissioners on the Bogs of Ireland of 
1819 were actually surveyed in 1813 and are therefore the 
earlier of the two. This national report dealt in the North 
almost exclusively with the bogs of the Lough Neagh watershed 
&nd Bann valley. Its primary purpose is clear it was to 
ascertain the feasibility of reclaiming lands for agricultural 
purposes, c.rd to make recon:ndation.'? ^ . the i "a...
and navigation of the river.

The Appendix to these reports by Thomas Townsend includes 
seven maps which cover the area from the North coast to as far 
south as Portadown. and Blackwaterstown (numbered 1-7,Plates 
XVIII-XXIV). Although some part of the total acreage of bog 
lies in Cos Antrim and Armagh and is therefore beyond the limits 
of this study, the totals are worth recording since they provide 
some, idea of the then state of the landscape.

There were nearly 65,000 statute acres of bog together 
with over 10,000 acres further liable to annual flooding 
(loc.cit.Map 7). This total is exclusive of 'the Quantity 
in the part affixed to Map no.3* which comprised a further 20r00C 
acres of bog «.r>d over 600 acres of flooded ground. a further
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caveat excluded 100 acres of Plantation Measure (above 170
*

statute acres) of Coarse Curragh around Dartry Lodge near 
Blackvaterstown which was also subject to flooding. Similarly 
Camus. Bog (Map no.l) and Digbye Bog (Map no.3), also in County 
Derry were also excluded.

It is clear from some of Townsend’s totals that he dist
inguished between useless Red Bog, which was soft and virtually 
undrainable, and ’Firm’ or ’Green’ bog, which was more amenable 
to improvement. The relationship between these two and 
fen or blanket peat is not absolutely clear.

The statistics from the Commissioners * Survey of 1819 
are recorded here because they are the only yardstick which 
gives a clear and accurate measure of the extent to which 
Ireland was peat-covered before large-scale drainage took 
place. And since the peat clothed the landscape some idea of 
its spread and type is absolutely necessary as background to 
the rate at which both portable and monumental antiquities 
were to be recovered from beneath it.

Alongside this comprehensive survey, Sampson’s 1814 map 
at first sight appears less useful; the scale (two inches to 
the mile as opposed to six) and the whole style is much less 
ambitious than Townshend’s. But the purpose was different.

In many ways it was similar to Campbell and Graisberry’s, 
and in omitting upland heath, both have limited value.
Because of this basic inbalance due to lack of upland peat 
mapping, the best impassion overall has been gained by 
superimposing the heathlands illustrated on the key map for 
the First Edition of the o. S. Six- inch of 1032- t .p* r.
the lowland bog of Sampson’s survey some twenty years 
earlier (FIGO-4 ). The resulting picture is still probably 
not of the maximum extent of bog, but is as elose as it is 
possible to get.

Finally , the most exhaustive source of information is 
the O.S.Memoirs themselves. Many of the parish accounts are 
furnished with detailed summaries of the nature and extent of 
local turbary. Its quality is uneven, the main objective in 
this case being determination of fuel deposits. On the rare 
occasions that they are given, acreages appear quite small.



and would not otherwise appear on any of the maps so far disc
ussed. Others, greater in extent,do compare with some of 
the areas already mapped. Most important, however, is the 
minute detail often provided about the type of tree encountered, 
the level at which it lay, its orientation and the way in which 
it was detached from the stump. Although far too copious to 
be listed here, certain information abstracted from it 
(Appendix IV) has been used to map the incidence of discovery 
of burned wood, and of wooden stakes.

The final source of information about bogs comes from the 
Interim Report of the Council of Scientific Research and
Development Fuel and Power-sub-Committee, a post Worl d War II 
study taking as its model the type of report produced by the 
Land Utilisation Survey. Having specific agricultural oojectives 
the survey dealt with the history and extent of bogland in 
the study area. In Co. Derry these were Maghera, 1620 acres, 
with only 380 acres of virgin bog, the peat up to 17 feet 
deep. For the first time an accurate survey of an u^pland 
blanket peat zone, Glenshane, is presented, comprising some 
16,890 acres in area and up to 14 feet deep . Three are in 
County Tyrone; Fiye/miletown (4,000 acres), the Black Bog 
(1,820 acres), and the Grove Bog (980 acres), though the 
information about them is of rt ther limited value here since 
there art no early data available for this county for comparison.

The overall picture which emerges from a brief examination 
of these peatland surveys, is one of bogland gradually being 
eaten back over a period of two centuries. Many lowland peats 
have now disappeared without trace, while though upland 
blanket peat has certainly shrunk, its areal extent is orobab'v 
now relatively stable and is unlikely to be cut back further, 
either as fuel, or for farmland. A radical change of ecbnomic 
and meteorological climate would be needed to advance either 
of these two factors. The rate of archaeological discovery 
within these marginal lands is presently quite static,- 
therefore, except where intense fieldwork intentionally seeks 
out material.



CHAPTER TWO

PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT 

Introduction
Tn the late nineteenth century the Ballymena collector 

and polymath W.J.Knowles made a profound influence upon Irish 
prehistoric studies through his' activities in North-east Ireland 
and including part of the area covered by this thesis.

Over the past fifty years two other men have undertaken 
investigations of prehistoric sites in Mid-Ulster which have 
also shed light upon the nature and extent of early settlement 
in Ireland.

As a collector, A McL May investigated all cf
earth-moving; among sand dunes, along the Bann and on farms, 
and his observations and excavations not only brought forth 
artifacts representing a broad spectrum of early human activity 
but/also attracted specialist scholars of soil, bone and pollen 
to the area.

Oliver Davies was a university academic whose excavations 
and fieldwork were aimed quite specifically at solving problems 
of prehistoric human behaviour; from the genesis of faiming 
and metallurgy to more general questions of immigration and 
colonisation.

The work of Knowles, May and Davies now merits very close 
re-examination - closer than the scope of this study permits- 
since many of their finds are now forgotten and sites which 
they excavated are threatened by agricultural activity or 
natural erosion. As an in-depth study is not possible here, 
it is honar to draw', attent-'c' to a M c* their ■'v\;
bear upon present-day concepts of prehistory.

The more recent fieldwork of J, Brennan and G, treebum 
has also added numerous finds and sites to the archaeological 
record; in this case from an area previously not suspected as 
one of prehistoric activity. The importance of their work, 

j focused by excavation and pol]en analytical investigation upon 
the settlement site at Ballynagilly is underlined by brief 
descriptions of other sites discovered by them, or investigate<
by members of the Palaeoecology Laboratory, U.U.B. This, together 
with material culled from the O.S.Memoirs will be used to outline 
the advantages of these varied approaches and the general use
fulness and application of the results.



Chapter 2: 1 PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT SITES IN MID-ULSTER
Evidence of prehistoric occupfellon from the study area may 

be divided for the sake of convenience into four groups; 
first, evidence from coastal sand dune and Bann Valley 
diatomaceous deposits; secondly evidence from isolated sites 
at which excavation has demonstjrated there to be vestiges 
of early living sites; thirdly, waterlogged, principally, 
'crannog* sites, which exhibit similar features, and finally, 
areas of settlement defined by intensive field-wa. Iking or 
farm-to-farm collection as exemplified by a survey conducted 
in the Cookstown area.

i) Sand dune and Bann Valley sites
Interest in Irish coastal sites goes back well over a 

century and it has involved serious collecting and systematic 
survey during that period. The sand dunes along the coast 
of N Derry comprise a small part of the many which occupy 
estuaries and bays from Mayo to Down.

In general, recovery of artifacts was made in the 
nineteenth century before scientific excavation could be 
made. Notable exceptions to this are the Dundrum sites 
excavated by Collins (1952band 1959^. Despite the absence 
of plans and str.atigraphical detail from the early investig
ations, a remarkable legacy of artifacts has survived, which, 
though scattered throughout numerous museums, forms a useful 
adjunct to discussion of the numerous descriptive papers of 
Knowles and his contemporaries.
Huts

Herity has recently drawn attention to the important 
hut groups which were actually planned at Whitepark Bay,
Co. Antrim (D 01 44), just outside the study area (Herity 
and Eogan 1^77, p. 99 Fig. 102; Knowles 1901, p.333).
Twenty sites were plotted, each approximately 6.0 m in diameter 

i and lying in a rough line 500 m long and parallel to the shore 
More sites were noted at the E end of the bay and the invest
igations also produced over 500 flint implements, many potoherds 
bones, ehells and teeth. Hut groups were also noted by 
Knowles at Dunfanaghy (1889, p.181), Bundoran (p.182-3), 
and at Stredagh, Co.Sligo (p.183), and Collins has more 
recently described similar sites at Dundrum (1952b,p.8).



£ conomy
goth Knowles and later Hewson have drawn attention to

i
the prodigious number of bones and shells which have been 
found at most coastal sites. Without an analysis of the 
surviving material, or fresh excavations/like that of Collins
at White Rocks, Co Antrim (C 88 40j 1977)/, though in thisAlatter case no bones were forthcoming. However, it may safely 
be assumed that whati^^cver vegetable matter was eaten by the 
inhabitants, their diet was well supplemented with seafood; 
presumably if there were an absence of cereal produce, 
vegetable matter from the sea in the form of vitamin-rich 
seaweeds would have been eaten.

Technology
With the exception of a few finds of bronze and of iron 

slag, the majority of ot>^t?c£fom the sandhills, both at 
Grangemore and Portstewart, are of stone. The implement.; 
types represented range from microliths, through a classic 
repertory of Bann flakes and large scrapers to polished stone 
axeheads and fine, pressure-flaked tanged and barbed arrow 
heads.

There are two distinct shools of thought as to how the 
raw material was obtained for the manufacture of these pieces. 
Knowles, who described the use of various types of rock (1889 

and 1891), concluded that use was limited to ’whatever kind 
of rock they found in their own neighbourhood*(1891, p.629), 

whatever its composition (1899, p.185). Hewson, on the other 
hand, constantly expressed surprise that local material was not 
being used, that what he believed to be freshly-mined flint 
appeared to have beep sought after i ), This '’lie: 
is treated at length elsewhere.

Chronology
The discovery of both microliths and bann flakes from the 

sandhills sites makes it quile clear that Mesolithic communities 
were enjoying the close juxtaposition of the natural foods 
of the sea and the raw materials of the shore-line (Woodman 
1978, pp 214,275-282). The stone implement types already 
noted suggest that occupation may have been continuous at 
least until tanged and barbed arrowheads went out of fashion. 
Pottery of Neolithic type is not so common from the Grangemore 
and Portshwart sandhills as is Beaker, and cord-ornamented 
pottery of the EBA (Hewson 1935; May 1948, p.145-155). It 
is clear from all the literature that artifacts of many 
different types of material are to be found at these sites



Permanence of Settlement
Several factors must be taken into consideration when 

inquiring into the potential of the sites as seasonal 'stations’ 
where'only one of a number of potential activities was under
taken. First, the nature of the soil which may be several

rinches thick at sandhill sites, seems to indicate that there 
was a potential for pi/ough or hoe agriculture. The possibility 
of permanent mixed economy was a real one. Secondly, Knowles 
originally suggested that burials were made in sand dunes 
(1889, p.185), whilst Gray actually described what appearsb 
to have been a burial cairn at Ballywoolen (Appendix 2 no.
May later described a collection of human bones from Grangemore 
(1948, pp 132-134) and incidentally mentioned the discovery of 
a food vessel in a little mound there (p.132). This 
could have been the mound already described by Gray.

In Co. Down, Collins excavated an earthen barrow, possibly 
Bronze Age, on the dunes (1952bpp 0-7), and at White Rocks 
a stone cist protecting an inhumed burial of unknown date (1977).

Although by no means a conclusive argument, the fact thAt 
funereal monuments have been found interdigitated with signs 
of fairly permanent habitation upon sandhills seems to hint 
at some sort of continuum of living and dying there. Had 
the sandhills formed outstations of more permanent all-season 
headquarters, it might have been imagined that bodies would 
have been carried home. But they appear not to have been.
Bodies were buried near the beaches where the occupation debris 
is prolific.
Discussion

The sandhills cultures of Ireland have probably produced 
some of the most comprehensive artifactual evidence of prehist
oric habitation, lifestyt; and technology presently available 
to prehistorians. The absence of scientific analyses of floral
and faun* al assemblages, of C ^ dating or of detailed catalogues

^ . s’ .of early and even more recent finds from the areas makey'it
difficult to answer some of the more pressing questions which 
must be asked. The scattered collections from these sites 
must therefore be catalogued and related to early field reports. 
Further sites must be excavated, and most importantly, certain 
areas of these old ground surfaces should be design^ated 
for permanent preservation before natural or human erosion removes 
them completely.



Finally, the question of human erosion is one which 
must attract greater attention in a consideration of the history 
and abandonment of the sand hills. It has been noted that 
plough soils of several inches may appear upon these coastal 
sites; yet often these have been broken and are stratified 
one upon another. Once soils have been broken by the plough 
and the underlying sand exposed, blow-outs might rapidly 
exterminate several acres of viable settlement area. Perhaps 
such experiences were regularly encountered by prehistoric 
man , and colonisation of these dunes was dependent upon 
the re-establishment of vegetation, until either man, or 
all available soil was exhausted, or both.

From the published accounts, it would appear that 
prehistoric settlement was vitually ubiquitous throughout 
the N. Derry sandhills. The fossili,sation of partial 
settlement patterns in this area therefore aeems to indicate 
a general ubiquity of prehistoric man. The story of
investigation is dominated by only two or three personalities, 
all three of them collectors - Knowles, Hewson and May.

The Bann Valley
The prehistoric cultures of the ^ann Valley exhibit many 

of the elements of the sandhills. Potsherds are to be found 
alongside lithic artifacts, not in sand, but lying in or 
upon diatomite or boulder clay, principally within the area 
of Lough Beg and at the N end of Lough lNieagh. These localities 
have attracted the attention of collectors and scholars since 
the days of the O.S.Memoirs and a number of the articles 
illustrated in Appendix 1 weie discovered in tovniands which 
were formerly subjected to flooding on the Derry side of the 
Bann.

Woodman has recently produced an admirable synthesis 
of the geological, environmental and archaeological facets 
which make up the study of the diatomaceous deposits, 
principally for the Mesolithic period (1978)1. In his study 
Woodman summarises his own excavations at Newferry (1977), 
which demonstrated that stone axes of metamorphic, igneous 
and sedimentary struck principally from pebbles were to be 
found as early as the Melblithic in horizons of c. 6,000 B.C.i 
the excavations of Smith and Collins (1971) in which



i'y: I '
. . . 14Neolithic horizons were excavated and C dated, then related

to anthropogenic vegetational change detected in pollen
abalysis at the site; finally, of Movius (1936), in which
both pottery and microlithic flint was described. Woodman
has explained the difficulty of reconciling both artifact types
when evaluating this excavatiorv (1978 , p.234).

The concept of a Bann 'culture' was first proposed by 
Mahr in 1937. The main feature of the culture was the 
appearance of massive stone axes, flat clubs and associated 
prehistoric lithic material, usually to be found at river 
crossings, along river banks or lakesides. The classic area

US' A 1emerged as type-site: the Ba '/alloy, .'vasfciurina the mid-
*■ i ~

’thirties subjects) to dredging and during the work a large 
number of discoveries were made which formed the basis for 
Mahr’s thesis. Many finds emanated from the hands and the 
collection of Dr Stewart who lived in Portglenone. His 
collection now resides in the National Museum (Woodman 1978, 
p.330)

This latter material together with other, formerly at 
Pebmarsh, Essex and in the private possession of Dr Fawcett, 
is distinguished by massive basalt axes, some of the largest 
ever recorded from the British ■‘‘sles (Mahr 1937, PI XX).
These axes are noteworty for having grease upon their inter
stices, possibly mixed with carborumduni dust, vhist the sharp
ened blades are virtually facet ed by the action of some form 
of friction wheel (personal observation).

Whilst the presence of large numbers of stone axes 
from the Bann is well attested (Appendix 2,*^ '. the
Stewart Collection which titivated Mahr’s imagination and 
interest in the area may largely be regarded as unreliable 
or completely bogus.

Interpreting the concentrations of finds along the stretch 
of river taken from dredgings is notjeasy. Many of the axes from 
the dredging found their way into the river through having 
been washed there during floods of the valley plain; others 
may represent genuine concentrations which are situated 
close to the prehistoric settlement sites which produced them 
but which have been gradually eroded away by meandering 
of the river.
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The distribution of axes along the Bann river is very 
difficult to evaluate. The May Collection is probably the 
only one which provides provenances which have integrity.
Besides the fakes already mentioned, many axes sold privately 
during the '20s and '30s were probably given specious provenances 
in order to make them the more saleable. An attempt has(been 
made here to plot the finds cartographially? unfortunately 
the sample is too small to give a statistically valid idea 
of the relative proportions of axe materials..
In any case these axes could be of almost any age from the 
Mesolithic to the Bronze Age, possibly even later, so that 
discussion - - ' ; is of very ;imited
value.
Chapter 2i2 ii) Excavated Prehistoric settlement' sites.

Vestiges of actual habitation during Neolithic-Bronze Age
times have been excavated from Ballynagilly, Beaghmore and
Tullywiggan, as well as at Coney Island, Lough Neagh,
which lies just outside the study area. Material hsr been
recovered from beneath grave structures, principally at
Ballybriest. The ’Neolithic Hearths' excavated at Gortcorbies

14in 1947 have now been ascribed a much later date by C dating 
(May 1947; Goddard 1976) though the sites remain of considerable 
interest as showing that Iron Age clearance and occupation 
(c.100 B.C.) may be recognised in the area, even if artifacts 
remain to be related to it.

Beaghmore(H 685 842) Co. Tyrone. May 1953; Pilcher 1969 andl*?75 
This site is orincipally known as a remarkable Bronze 

Age ritual site. However, it is also important because bands 
of small fieldstones underlie the ritual monuments and .'are
field boundaries of the Neolithic . Although these boundaries 
may have been formed b)* field clearance immediately before 
the erection of the circles (Pilcher 1969, p.75), there is a 
strong probability that they are of greater antiquity, since 
Neolithic ’hearth sites’, suggesting settled occupancy of a 
rather earlier period were excavated within Circle C by May 
after the War (1953, p.180-181). With hindsight it may be 
possible to re-interpret these ’hearths’ as rubbish pits, 
though their content of pottery and flint does not offer 
incontrovertible evidence of a Neolithic date, since the 
pottery (only one sherd of which was illustrated fig.11, p.189),

O* 5.
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was according to Childe, of limited diagnostic value (May 
1953, pp.181-182),

During further conservation work undertaken in 1965, 
a hoard of flints was found near Cairn 9 (Pilcher 1969, p.80) 
and this later gave a C" * determination of 1605+ 85 b.c.
(U.B.-23). Another, third ’ht^rth' was found during
conservation in 1971-2 to the NE of the alignment from 
Cairn 6 where the cairn ran under the peat (Pilcher 1965 
Fig.11:FIG,;1975 p.83). A faceted stone interpreted as
a polishing stone was recovered and associated ’charcoal 
yielded a date of 2185 +_ 80 b.c. (U.B.-603).

While not indicating that actual living accommodation was 
sited at the stone circle site, tne small collection of 
domestic finds which comprised the three hearths, the stone 
axes and numerous flints may be taken to indicate almost 
permanent acti/ity in the area which was responsible in 
part at least for the phases of veyetational interference 
recorded in the pollen diagram (Pilcher 1969).

Ballynaqilly, Co.Tyrone (H 743 837) Apb imon 1969; 1974-. Pilcher.
and Smith 1980.

The Neolithic-Beaker settlement site at Ballynagilly is 
now well-known, though the findings made at the site remain 
largely unpublished. Since its accidental discovery in 1965 
by Mr J. Brenna^and subsequent excavation and pollen analysis 
the site has become a key one in any discussion of prehistoric 
man-land relationships on the seaboard of Western Europe.

The site lies upon a graveA ridge known locally as 
’the Corbie* (FIG.O 6). Before excavation the hill was 
covered in blanket peat, and this was only stripped away in 
order to facilitate the quarrying which precipitated emergency 
excavations following the site's discovery. A short distance 
to the north and south are streams which run roughly NW-SE 
and which drain some distance to the BE, into the bog which 
surrounds the site to the G and E. The hill itself rises 
about 16.Om. above this old lake basin.

Three main occupation areas were recognised. On the 
hilltop was a Neolithic site, the most spectacular feature 
of which was the footings of a timber house (ApSimon 1969 Fig.l;
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1976 Fig.4 p.lp; FIG.0-7 ). The dimensions of this house make 
it comparable with those excavated at Lough Gur and at Ballyglass 
Co. Mayo. Radiocarbon determinations taken from the house 
timbers suggest a date of around 3,2oo B.C. and give it a 
broad contemporaneity with the iandnam phase and first elm 
decline recognised in the nearby, boy. Implements from this 
period include three arrowheads found within and three without 
the house and something over 100 other stone and flint artifacts 
on the hill top. Pottery from this horizon was of Lyles Hill 
Ware type. Some axes appeared to have been of local rock 
and the excavator also believed the source of flint to nave 
been locally-derived nodular material (ApSimon 1976, p.20).

Late Neolithic activity was observed to the N£ ana of
the Early Neolithic focus. That on the SE comprised linked
pits and depressions which contained sherds of bandhills type 

14and provided C determinations of around 2,200 B.C. Here, a 
flint industry of broader blade was believed to have been 
fashioned from flint taken from a nearby natural exposure on 
Slieve Gallion Implements included hollow scrapers and 
lozenge-shaped pressure-flaked arrowheads. This industry 
was compared to that from Goodland Co. Hntrim (Case 1973).

At Ballynagilly this activity was close to a spread of 
occupation debris of Bell ueaker type, and this overlay 
Neolithic material. Here structural features were difficult 
to trace owing to later cultivation. The flint industry was 
once again different from that which preceded it and produced 
tanged and barbed arrowheads. Apbimon sought parallels for 
this cultural assemblage in denmark and Holland. Culturally 
the pottery was assignable to Lanting and Van der Waals stages 
2,3 and 4 (1972) and is comparable to Beakers in the Northern 
part of Britain. Dating to around 2„000 B.C., this settlement 
was contemporaneous with further forest clearance associated 
with cereal and pla^ntain pollen, initiating mixed arable and 
pastoral farming, which lasted for possibly 300 years.

■:i vvj,’;. I’ 1
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Close to this occupation area, potsherds of possibl^y 
Food Vessel type were recognised, probably associated with 
plainware bowls for domestic use only. The date for these 
of around 1650 B.C. was coincident with further landnam 
in the bog, and, presumed revitalised farming in the vicinity. 
Cordoned Urn sherds were also noted, but these were not CA 
dated. It seems unlikely that'these were sufficiently late 
to have been associated with the zenith of pastoral and arable 
farming believed to have attained around 1200-1150 B.C.

As noted by the excavator, the site lies in an area where 
prehistoric activity has been demonstrably intense (ApSimon 
191^' p.28 and Fig. 2 p.17). i rom the fields close to the 
site both in Bailinasollut and ha: a^ r.» .• i 1 ly tc’s- " e.rr*
axeheads have been recovered by Mr C, Free burn (FIG. O'*'~ ).
Further (undated) potsherds - possibly Neolithic - have been 
excavated wtthih Feegarron td, only 3 km to the E (J.Brennan 
pers comm). Cordoned urn has also been found within a charcoal 
deposit at Craigs, Orritor (G.Freeburn, pers.comm), only 4.o km 
to the SE and whereas further fieldwork by them has not brought 
a great deal of prehistoric pottery to light, the amount of 
flint artifactual material collected by Messrs Brennan and 
Freeburn in this locality is prodigious (see below).

Tullywiqqan, Co. Tyrone H 816 756 (unpublished excavation)
It was during systematic fieldwork in search of further 

settlement sites to the S of Cookstown that Beaker and Neolithic 
sherds were discovered by the writer late in 1970. Under 
rescue conditions similar to those which prevailed at 
Ballynagilly, the site v, excavate:) d-ring 1971.

Tne site was much confused by 19th century agricultural 
operations including la2y beds. However, the plough soil over 
the site was quite de^p (up to c.50 cm) and it contained 
numerous artifacts - flint and potsherds, as well as charcoal.
It is possible that the earliest artifacts were the microliths 
which were scattered over the site. Although neither 
of the excavators felt these to have been resid ;ual from earlier 
occupation (Bamford 1971;personal observation), Woodman has 
since suggested that these might have 'represented a hunter's 
camp at which several composite implements were left*
(1978 b, p.342).



The largest single feature of the site was a pit about 
3.0 m across and o.5 m deep which contained a melee of occupation 
debris. A further pit, about 1.50 across and 0.80 m d> »p 

had bee.* infilled with boulders and charcoal, while another
contained two almost whole shouldered bowls and a hearth-pit 
site contained part of a plain £>owl and a broken polished 
stone axe, possibly of local rock.

To the N the site cut into a ditch conjecturally 
between 4.0 and 5.0 m wide which was adjacent to the largest 
pit. At the centre of the pit was a slot, possibly for a large 
post hole. Carrowkeel ware, a lozenge-shaped arrowhead and 
a perforated stone pendant wore also noted. One of the mai' 
problems was of ascertaining the date at which the ditch 
was built; although it appeared to cut the large pit, the 
pit might have been built into it. If' the feature (which
might have had a diameter of as much as 100 m) had enclosed the 
top of the drumlin, then the excavation took place completely 
outside it.

Itis unfortunate that none of the more recognisable 
Beaker sherds were found during the excavation; only before 
and after it in the quarry s€>ction. Palaeoecolocjicai samples 
and charcoal fior dating have never been processed.

t ji;,;,!.



Chapter 2:1, iii)
Part 3: Waterlogged Habitation oites

So far, we have described coastal sites at which bones 
and shells are preserved, but from which vegetable matter is 
largely absent, and also inland habitation sites from which 
there is a general absence either of bone or of vegetable 
matienal. The ideal site would preserve both types of food 
remains, but could only achieve this through anaerobic conditions 
in water, where there was insufficient acidity to destroy the 
bones.

The potential of crannog sites to satisfy these conditions 
has long been known: certain crannoga, principally of the 
Early Christian period and later, have preserved remarkable 
classes of arhfccf which might help provide information
for the determination of economy and husbandry. Central Ulster 
hosts a number of crannog sites, some of which were drained 
during the nineteenth century. Unfortunately finds from these 
were often scattered, av$ these cannot be considered here.

A handful of crannogs are mentioned in the O.S.Memoirs 
for Go. Derry and others have been described in the 
periodical literature from time to time. Some of the Bann 
Valley sites certainly demand re-investigation, but in the 
iasence of excavation reports, it seems most appropriate 
to examine the three excavated sites within Central Ulster;
Lough Enagh, Island MacHugh and Escragh Lough.

1. Lough Enagh Co.Derry (C 472 195) Davies 1940
Trial excavation took place in 1940 which established 

a succession of occupation from Neolithic times, as exemplified 
by Sandhills ware. These were associated with Bann flakes 
and hollow scrapers. A second layer . produced most
of the pottery. This might nowadays be termed Grooved Ware.
The third produced material which at the time was believed to 
belong to the LB&, but which, being principally urns of the 
cordoned type, would today be considered EBA.

The main difficulty to be met in interpreting this excavation 
is that no real guide is provided as to when the island was 
built up into a crannog. Questions mast be asked respecting 
the way in which Neolithic geoups came to be inhabiting a knoll 
which was to be almost immersed in water at an unknown stage in



its history. This point is also importance at Island 
MacHugh.

2.Island MacHugh,Co.Tyrone (H 364 837) Davies 1950,
In rfiany ways similar to Lough Kn Island MacHugh was

occupied sporadically ffom Neolithic times until the seventeenth 
or eighteenth century. Its origins as a crannog depend on 
the interpretation put by the excavator upon layers of brushwood 
and of timber beams which were recovered from the very base 
of a waterlogged deposit some metres deep. Although palaeo- 
ecological investigations were conducted at the site by Mitchell,
it is extremely difficult to relate these to the published
excavation sections. oimi.l-.iijr . a; .:rea was trenched
haphazardly - obstacles to excavation were encountered in the 
form of tree stumps and building foundations - it was difficult 
to relate one stratum to another. F inds from the site 
were numerous, but it is difficult to form an objective view 
of these from the illustrations provided in the excavation 
report.

According to the excavator, the earliest layer produced 
evidence of structures associated with Neolithic pottery and 
flint artifacts, which included hollow scrapers and lozenge
shaped javelin heads and arrowheads. The story is

summarised by Evans (1966, p.202), and the following account 
is his resume:

After an -’.r.terval when trees grew over the habitation
layer the island was re-occupied; in the :Late Bronze Age > 
when a layer of brushwood was laid to support the moriiced 
horizontal beams of *•••'. was apparently ? circular crar.nc - 
The crannog was surrounded by a band of vertical posts 
ending in an outer palisade which followed approximately 
the shore of the island. There were portions of puncheon 
(split-log) floors and a large stone hearth. The inner 
structure was 90 ft across, and it was apparently unroofed 
though there were post-holes to support a shelter around 
the fire. Finds from this level included bones of ox, 
pig, sheep, deer and horse. There were carbonised grains 
of wheat, barley and oats. Since there were also iron 
nails, the excavator, while insisting that the culture 
was Late Bronze Age, would put the date in the early 
centuries A. D. Indeed, some of the. pottery is finger- 
tipped souterrain ware which could be as late as A.D.1000. 
The same layer produced hollow scrapers, cinerary an'i



cordoned urns and these can hardly be later than the 
true Bronze Age. Clearly the stratification is confused

Among a handful of other important Irish sites, Island 
MacHugh requires a re-consideration which cannot be made 
without further excavation, detailed examination of the 
existing finds (and much of the organic material is already
lost), as well as a full programme of pollen analytical,

. 14dendrochronological and C investigation.
The problems posed by the environmental and topographical 

situation of the site will be discussed below.

3. Sscraqh Lough, Cp. Tv tone (C 7'/l> ol b) Collins and Seaby
1960, Williams 1978,

This site rather differs from the other two. Excavated 
later and under different hands and conditions - as a salvage 
oparation - the site ironically furnished a clearer picture 
of both structure and function at this particular crannog 
site.

Although termed 'crannog . the sites in Lough Escragh 
do not in themselves suggest their origins as islands; more 
as lake or bog-side settlement sites which were overtaken by 
rising water tables. Much less may be said of the early 
origins of these sites than of those previously discussed. 
Although Neolithic-type flints, including Bann flakes, 
have been recovered from the general area (Collins and Seaby 
p.34), these could not be related to the structures. The 
main finds of the excavations at three distinct settlement 

areas wichin the x^ougii saddle querns. Bronze ^ige swore,
and socketed axe moulds and tv/C bronze artiracts - a possibly 
EBA flat axe, and a socketed axe. At least one of the piled 
floors would therefore appear to have been a bronze workshop.

It may be presumed that the reason why habitation later 
than the Late Bronze Age is absent, is due to the fact that 
the water table rose so high and so quickly that it overtook 
man's ability to build' structures which would cope with the 
problem .



The origins of Crannoqs
The excavations at both Island MacHugh and Enagh Lough

. t?serve to emphasise the difficulties which bes^t the study of
early crannog sites. Although^tsland McHugh the impression 
is given that the island was protected by timber beams or 
brushwood as early as the Neolithic, the possibility remains 
that a considerable period of time separated the abandonment 
of Neolithic occupation and the commencement of re-occupation , 
by another group. Furthermore neither the date at which any 
of the strucutres were built nor their stratigraphic relation
ship to the finds is made rlcai. The site may be a further 
example of a site like Lcugh s-nagh, w . .•? the trigir..?.! occr.. 
took place upon what to all intents and purposes appears to 
have been dry land. Only later eeents made the water table 
rise in such a way as to make it necessary to heighten the 
habitation area. The fact that in Lough Escragh the sites 
are to be found around the rim of the lake, rather than upon 
a single knoll in its centre, suggests that the original 
intention of the settlers was not of isolation and protection 
but of convenience to a source of water. In this sense the 
site is comparable to the many which were to be found along the 
shores of Lough Gara.

The problem of rising Vater tables is one of the most 
important which must be considered when evaluating the siting 
of lakeside or crannog sites. An anthropogenic origin, 
brought about through local vegetation change and possibly 
alteration in local microclimates may not be ruled out 
as factors in their incept,.on. An inability in prehistoric 
man to grasp the basic elemnnts of earth processes would have 
precluded any attempts at drainage, so that the vegetation 
or silting which clogged up lake basins not having..moved, .
man became trapped by events at least partially of his own 
making.



Chapter 2 :1, i v)
Part 4 The East Tyrone Region; A Study in Intensive Fieldwork

Between 1965 and 1973 a number of sites were discovered 
in the area roughly to the North of Cookstown, which produced 
flint industries of varying types. Most of the work was 
done by Mr J.Brennan, Mr G.Freejpurn and the writer, while 
material was collected by Mr J.Gunn, formerly at the Draperstown 
School. Finds are still held privately, though many have 
now been passed to the Ulster Museum.

As the information culled from this survey is central 
to the arguments advanced elsewhere in this thesis, a brief 
resume of these discoveries, oroviously described elsewhere 
iBriggs 1969), is deemed necessary.

Small flint assemblages have been recovered from the 
following townlands;
1. Ballybriest, Co. Derry (H 76 87).
2. Ballinderry River Mouth, Co.Derry/Tyrone (H 955 815)
3. Ballynagilly Co. Tyrone (close to excavated site).
4. Ballymaguiggan, Co. Derry (H 94 89).
5. Brackagh, Slieve Gallion, Co. Derry (H 787 898).
6. Cookstown (various locations).
7. Craigs, Orritor (various locations centred on 770 804)
8. Derrinleagh, Tyrone (H 74 79j,
9. Drum Manor (H 77 77).
10. Feegarron, Tyrone (centred on 767 327),
11. Maloon,Tyrone. (H 7978).
12. Orritor, Cookstown, Do.Tyrone, Boles Farm(760 790)
13. Moymore, (Lough Bracken), Co.Tyrone (H 70 75).
14. Toberland,Co.Tyrone (H 79 79).
15. Tullycoll, Co Tyrone.
16' Unagh, Co. Tyrone (H 80 80).

Of these, it is possible only to describe 7,9,12 and 13, 
which a more full discussion will be made of theBallybriest 
site.

Bes^ides the foregoing, individual finds have been made 
in Ballinasollas (H 72 83), Carnanransy (H 62 85), Croaghbane 
(H 66 81), Davagh (H 7086), aildress ( H 77 78), Killeenan 
(H 70 78), Killymoon (H 82 76), Lissan (H 77 84), Slaght- 
freeden ( H 7386), Lough Fingrean, Co.Tyrone (H 57 77), 
and from the Sixtownlands Co. Derry (various localities).
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Surface Collections 
Ballvbriest FIGS <3-S’- lO . ■

On either side of the road between Lough Fea and Blackwater 
Bridge (0.S.6 inch sh, Derry, no.45 H 885 756), disappearing 
below the peat bog immediately to its west, and lying 
exposed from beneath turf cutting on the east, lies an 
extensive scatter of flint, charcoal and putative occupation 
debris. The site was first noted in the face of one of the 
two disupd gravel quatries on the east of the road, in 1959 
by James Brennan. The proximity of several now well-known 
upstanding prehistoric monuments underlined the potential 
of the site. In consequence a close watcn was xept upon 
peat-cutting within this area, and it is from what might 
therefore be termed a salvage operation, that most of the 
finds derive.

The artifactual material was found scattered haphazardly 
beneath a shallow cover of peat, which was only about 1.0 ft 
(30 cm) deep . Collection of finds was made at exposures 
in the peat, and as digging progressed, prehistoric material 
was systematically removed, in all, from ten small exposures 
in this area. The writer was able to see the flints from 
the site during 1968-9, and subsequently, but not all finds 
have been available for examination.

The possibility of extending the inrstigation into the 
forestry area to the W was considered, but deep ploughing had 
effectively destroyed most of the ground surface there.
Some clearance cairns were nevertheless to be recognised 
in this area (see table of rinds).

Despite the unscientific manner in which the finds were 
made, it was collected systematically, so that it is possible 
that an examination may provide useful information about the 
nature of settlement.

•I v 1 ^ f' • tv * i L.a • •; i

Almost 11% of the total nSterial examined (10.8%) - 170 
flints, was worked. Of the worked material, about 14% or 25 
of the flakes were of petit tranchet derivative type. The 
scrapers, 133, represented 70%, and the other worked implements- 
32 pieces, represented 16% of the total retouched sample. About 
6% of the total sample was burned.
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FIG. 0.8. Site plan of settlement area at Ballybriest
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FIG. 0.9. Small finds from salvage excavation at Ballybriest.
(from Briggs 1969)
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FIG. 6.10 Flintwork from salvage excavations at Ballybriest
(from Briggs 1969)
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Ballybriest; Flint Assemblages (FIGS 0-3fO<o).
Waste Burned Cores Worked Flakes Scrapers Arrowheads

Site 1 300+ 10 7 18 1
Site 2 305 28 7 8 30 7
Site 3 340 2 4 8 5
Site 4 477 21 10 9 20 3
Site 5 95 17 1 6 15 3
Site 6 - - 3 8 3
Site 7 259 32 5 3 16 1
Site 8 Not Catalogued
Site 9 95 9 3 1 17 2
Site 10 Not Catalogued
Total. 1871+ 119* 33 32 133 25
^Burned material is not included in any other categories, 
though some clearly represents pressure-flaked artifacts.

An analysis of the cores showed them to be polyhedral, 
bifacial, and single and couble platform types, while a small 
blade element was also present. One particularly fine discoidal 
core from site 4 was compariable to one from Windmill Hill 
(FIG.a-9,^ ;Smith I.F. 1965, p.88 Fig.37,F8).
Artifacts
Chisels: There were several unusual pieces among the worked
material. A small broken chisel of mottled grey flint,D-shaped 
in section, 8 cm long and 3 cm wide IFIG.O is comparable in 
N Ireland only to one found in a field close to the’Corby* 
at Ballynagilly (FIG.0%1 ). The latter, of white-grey flint, 
has parallel sides, and is slightly longer and more square in 
cross-section. Tools of this type are uncommon either in 
Britain or Ireland. The Ballynagilly specimen has affinities 
with the tranchet type of axe more reminiscent of Mesolithic 
communities and it is possible that local cultural continuity 
existed from Mesolithic to Neolithic, thus preserving techniques 
and implement types.



FIG. 0.11 Flintwork from Ballybriest and other sites
(from Briggs 1969)
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FIG. a.12 Flintwork from the East Tyrone Region
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(from ^riggs 1969)



Scrapers: The scrapers may be divided into classes of both flake 
and core scraper. There were short scrapers on cortex blades 
(FIG.0 i<y>) . or without cortex (FIG.0 ‘r/y), long blade scrapers 
(FIGS (J-10,’5 ), those trimmed all around to. form disc-
scrapers (FIG.©i($/0 > while some are double-ended (FIG.OiM), 
others keeled (FIG.Cl^t ) • Only one side scraper is represented 
in the assemblage (FIG.d>W;^).

All have been measured, and seem to compare favourably 
with the industries from Windmill Hill and West Kennett 
(Smith 1965, pp.93-96). Scraping angles were not recorded, 
neither were striking platforms examined.
Transverse Arrofc/heads and Derivative Forms: Of over twenty 
petit-tranchet derivative arrowheads (henceforth PTDs),13 
are illustrated on FIG & $(nos 5,6,7,9,10,11,13,14,15,18,19, 
20,22,23).

Flanagan has noted the general absence of this type of 
implement from closely dated contexts (1966, p.89). Nevertheless 
the recent excavations at Newgrange have produced several 
(O'Kelly 1966) which are most likely Late Neolithic or Beaker 
in date. In Britain, the type is most commonly associated 
with the Windmill Hill Culture (Clark 1967). Elongated forms, 
the most common in the Irish Neolithic (Flanagan loc.cit)

v are amongst this assemblage jFIG.0-0), whilst smaller bifacil- 
ly worked examples like those from Lough Escragh are also 
present (Collins and Seaby 1954). The transverse type of 
PTD is represented in FIG.O /0 , nos 9,10 and 18, while no.14 
with its developed tang is of a more evolved type.
Other types of flint artifact: These include a fabricator 
(FIG.09,k), a backed point, possibly part of a n arrowhead 
(FIG. (i ,0,11 ), a poorly backed , knife and a multi
purpose implement (FIG.O'l,*). Numerous blades are present, 
many probably used as knives (for e.g. Fldt >1 nos 18,20,21 ,22, 
24,25,26,27 cuvil 28). These display slight retouch along a

-i

working e dge, most likely through utilisation.
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Discussion
---- —....

The Ballybriest assemblage is as yet unparalleled in 
a, non-megalithic site in Ireland. The absence of hollow 
scrapers is odd and there is an apparent pre-occupation 
with producing scraper and arrowhead forms. Only two artifacts 
from the site vaguely hint at *in economy other than hunting 
or herding. One is the grinding stone (FIG.(5 9,5 )~ which 
might have been used for grinding axes or meal or bone - 
and a somewhat dubious sickle (FIG.Ow^s).

The absence of pollen analysis from this locality made 
it difficult to assess how far hunting or gathering may have 
taken precendence over plant husbandry, though Pilcher's 
work at a lake basin on Slieve Gallion hints at numerous 
clearances during the Neolithic and Bronze Ages (1973 ).

So far as a date for the site is concerned, if the artifacts 
alone are -onsidered, the PTDs obviously play an important 
part in its determination. Although Flanagan suggests the 
dating of these to be unequivocally Late Neolithic - a date 
which for other reasons seems sound at Ballybriest - the 
argument for a Late Neolithic date in this case rested on 
the association of their currency with that of hollow 
scrapers. And since the demands of environment and economy 
may well have determined the sites at which either or both 
may have found a use, and the currency of few Neolithic
flint implements is determined with accuracy, this type of

. 14judgement should be defterred until proven by C dating.
Nevertheless, dates obtained from the nearby cairn

which place the pottery and and settlement assemblage within
the third millennium B.C. (Appendix 3, site 11 ) hint at a
broadly contemporaneous origin for both settlement and burial
site, the relationship between which might usefully be
ascertained through a planned programme of systematic excavation

14pollen analysis and G dating .



Further Stray finds in East Tyrone

The general scarcity of provenanced flint artifacts 
from West of the Bann is commented upon from time to time 
and in recent years, c«nd in the *pse.nce of more concrete 
evidence of Beaker or other diagnostic culture traits, 
arrowheads i>1iculci assume some importance upon the distribution 
map.(fc^- JkA-p, Httriho,-, ). The placing of provenanced
discoveries on record is therefore Aet

The earliest type of arrowhead represented from surface 
collections in this area is a leaf-shaped example from Lough 
Fea (H 868 760 jFIG.O-fSt). a similar one, though more of 
a diamond shape from Magnera is in the Ulster Museum. Later 
hollow-based forms are represented by the arrowhead from 
Corick (FIG.O )f^allinascreen (FIGP'i,^) and these 

bear some similarity to the hollow-based one found near 
Omagh in 1958 (Collins 1959a, p.42).

Barbed and tanged arrowheads are represented by 
FIGS 0 , 6 ~ ^ which come from the Sixtownlands.
These lopsided forms are typically Irish and have been found 
in unassociated contexts at Some, Co.Donegal (Collins and 
Beatty 1955,p.117^, from Baronscourt Demesne, Co Tyrone, and 
From Evishbrack Mountain (Collins 1957, p.47).

Plano-convex knives of unifacial form are known from 
near Ballynagilly (FIGjO^/I) and Davagh (FIG.O^V-). Another 

knife, pressure-flaked bifacially, also comes from Davagh.
Plano-convex Unites have been found in both Court 

Cairn and Passage Grave contexts (Collins 1966, p.67,fig 9.1 ,7: 
O’Kelly 1968, p.117), and. in the case of Newgrange 
upon a beaker sett Lament site, while later known from 
associations with Food Vessels.

Other Surface Collections in the Cookstown Area
During road widening operations in 1965, Mr G.Freebum 

discovered a ’hearth’ at H 779 754. He described a reddened 
area of soil encompassing a scatter of flints, which included 
a thumb scraper (FIG/] 12 tj) , two large scrapers (F| G<U n ) .

one of which was an end scraper, the other a side scraper.





The other worked flint had a slight notch apon the
bulbar face with only a little secondary working on the upper 
surface. A battered end broken grey porcellanite axe (FIG 0 
suggests comparison with the site excavated by Flanagan at 
Drumadonnell,Co.Down (1966).

Another site (Boles Farm; H *791 762 ; FICJ? <2 nos 1-14)
produced a scatter of waste flints in 1966. The collection
had a hicjh element of blades compared to the Ballynagilly
and Ballbriest sites, though it is doubtful if sufficient material
was recovered to make observations particularly meaningful.
There was a general absence of diagnostic flint forms, though
several the flakes fFIG Q * 1 - nos 3,5,6 and 8) exhibit very
fine secondary working, probably due to wear rather than
deliberate retouch. FIG.i4-.nol indicates a piece with
a worked upper surface, possibly a knife. Scrapers are

a* 11 >1?probably represented by FIGSx 9, 10,11,and 12, whilst FIG ncffl3
was probably intended as another knife. The most interesting
item in the assemblage is FIG 7. nol4, probably a transverse
form of petit tranchet derivative arrowhead.

At Craigs Farm, Craigs td (H 807 7735 FIG.0d no 15-18). 
further flint scatters have been noted. A piece of cordoned 
urn has also been recovered in circumstances which suggest 
that there may exista domestic site in the locality, /jnong 

the recovered flints have been blades (FIG.O. c nos 15,16 
and scrapers (FIG.®|2_nos 17 and 18). From Slaghtfreeden 
come four flint knives (FIG?[ no 24), one of which is comparable 
with a similar find from Trillick (Collins 1950, p.43).
Lough Bracken (H 754 705) ha produced a pressure-flaked 
scraper, a curiously notched flake, and a putative ?Bann flake 
(FIG.^f2, nos 27-29).
Discussion

Suiface collections from the Cookstown area provide
I indications of prehistoric settlement not ascertained from 

other sources. In date the finds appear to be Neolithic 
and possibly Bronze Age, though trial excavation at a number 
of localities would no doubt confirm or disprove the suggestions 
which have been made above. It has been encouraging to 
discover that prehistoric occupation may be recognised at 
such a number of localities and that they occupy a wide range
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FIG. (3).13 Stone Axes from Fast Tyrone 
(from Briggs 1969)



FIG. &-I5 Map showing distribution of lithic material
in East Tyrone recording fieldwork of Brennan, 
Freeburn and Gunn (from Briggs 1969)
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of topographic situation, enjoying diverst environments, possibly 
as they did in prehistoric times, It is hoped that further 
fieldwork will be undertaken outside Central Ulster which will 
provide comparable data for areas so far thought to have been 
devoid of prehistoric settlement.

Stone Axes from the Cookbtown Afea FIG. t> /4-.
During 1968-9 a catalogue of all stone axes from the 

East Tyrone Region was undertaken («rigus 1969, pp 52-59 and 
Appendix 2). In this study it was established that a fair 
proportion of the 60 or 70 implements recovered from the area 
were found at some distance from the zone where megaliths 
were preserved. These were made or a variety of igneous, 
metamorphic and sedimentary rock; the study suggested that 
axe shape was closely related to the available raw material, 
and whereas a number had been petrografhically identified as 
of Tievebulliagh-type porcellanite and several others appeared 
to be of that rock, it was pointed out that there were 
possible alternative sources to the known sites of Co.Antrim, 
situated closer to hand on Glleve* Gallion. It may now be 
added that a greater familiarity with the drifts of the area 
suggests to the writer that the material of the axes may well 
reflect the erratic content of the drift (as discussed elsewhere).

So far as the function of these implements is concerned, 
they may have been utilised in a variety of activities, ranging 
from hoeing in agriculture, tree felling and log trimming, 
to more delicate chiselling oprations, such as would have 
produced planks of the type recognised in the wall slots 
of the Ballynagilly nous^ atu •

It tj> concluded that stone axes may be added to the 
variety of material which indicates a widespread presence 
of prehistoric man in this area, and that when flushed from 
private and public collections they add a fresh dimension 
to what limited information is obtainable from visible and 
upstanding monuments.



Chapter 2.'2. 5?
Indications of Early agriculture- Introduction

fieldwork and publication of extracts from :the O.S. 
by Davies stimulated later investigation into early Irish 
agriculture (1939, 1948). Although fairly comprehensive 
for the County under review, the information which Davies 
was able to present fot tin rest oi Ireland was limited 
by an absence of both do< uinen(ration and fieldwork. In 
Tyrone, attention was drawn to the existence of a stone 
wall which overlay a stone circle at Castledamph (.Davies 
1942), while the early boundaries described from Co. Donegal 
were more likely of ‘|he early historic period (1941).

An awareness of the type of evidence whicn Davies 
was bringing to notice may have helped lead to the discovery 
of the field boundary ot small stones and ear^? about 170 
feet long which was recognised beneath Bronze Age alignments 
at Beaghmore (May 1953). Further investigation of this 
and two other similar features at the site has not revealed 
convincing or conclusive evidence of date or function 
(Pilcher 1969, pp 75,78 and Fig.Hi here FIG. C*5 ) .

At Millin Bay, Co. Down, a more spectacular wall about 
0.75 m high and 0.5-0.6 m wide was found to underlie a 
cairn possibly of Late Neolithic date (Collins and Waterman 
1955). This latter is so iar the only example of such a 
wall to have been noted on the eastern seaboard of Ireland.

It is probable that searches among the O.S. memoirs 
and other 0. S. document15 elsewhere in Ireland
will bring to light farmer descriptions and plans of early 
enclosures. These have not so far been examined in detail 
but the recently-publ i . o < count of Done go re oansh,
Co. Antrim, includes material which ^ most encouraging.
This is in the form of plans and descriptions of both 
travelling boundaries and oval field or settlement enclosures 
of varying sizes for which there is little or no indication 
of a date (Simpson 1974, Plates 3 and 9).

In recent years a concerted programmed of fieldwork 
incorporating an all-Ireland survey by questionnaire 
(Herity 1971) together with excavation and survey (Caulfield 
1978) has greatly augmented the amount and type of information 
about early enclosure which is now available for study.
This will be discussed below.



FIG. 9.16 Distribution of sub-peat stone walls 
(mainly from 0.S.Memoirs)



Chapter 2.2(i)
Early fields, mainly bounded by stone f i - o • K=> •

Since Oliver Davies’s publications onlearly walls combine 
both his own fieldwork and information derived from the O.S. 
Memoirs, it is not always easy to appreciate from which source 
he argued his conclusions. Appendix 4* is therefore a complete 
transcription of those entries in the Memoir which relate to 
this topic. The dozen or so references make little difference 
to the distributions offered by Davies, though re-appraisal 
of the descriptions provides an opportunity to compare these 
accounts with fhtiP of settlements presently being
surveyed in Ireland and elsewhere.

Although having written at some length about the boundaries, 
Davies never furnished accurate purveys of them or excavated 
at the junctions of the walls to establish stratigraphical 
relationships. Despite some discussion of the shape of 
the enclosures (1948, p.48;1939 p.63) Davies was unable to 
detect a particular preference for shape or size of field, and 
the only published plan (1948, Fig.l, p.49) shows many field 
lines but none making up a single complete enclosure.

Having been drawn to compare the evidence with that from 
the chalk downs of England *hich were ’Celtic’ or Romano- 
British (1939, p.63), Davies at first suggested that the 
Irish sites might also have been of that date, or later, 
with a genesis of peat-growth in the Early Christian period, 
Later he was to push back this date to the Middle Bronze Age 
(1948, p.50).

As already noted, there is confusion regarding the date 
of the fences described in the memoir. The interspersion 
in this document of information about house foundations 
(for example Appendix 4" nos 2,9,10,12) with that about 
prehistoric structures or fences rarely makes clear the 
relationship,, the one to the other. The appearance of ’forge 
dross' and cinders (particularly in no 12 and Tyrone no.l) 
among these sites, together with the fact that Davies managed 
to select only two items to help date them - the cup- and-ring 
marked stone and an undateable ’hammerstone’; (1948, p.50 Fig.2) 
further diminishes confidence in ascribing them however 
tentatively to a prehistoric period.i



FIGOt.17 Distxibiitiet; n£ suh-ctuni wouJen circles

and fences (froffi •tJ’.ii.K.,' nirs)
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The physical appearances^f the early field banks when 
seen in the 1830s suggested that some had been built in 
herringbone pattern (Davies 1939, p.61; R.I.A.MS 26/1(28) drawing 
no.17), while the normal method had been to infill between 
larger boulders and orthostatic fioldstones in drystone manner 
and it is to the credit of the original builders that Robert 
Thompson was able to re-utilise their original structures 
(Appendix no 6). And it is not surprising that Thompson 
did take advantage of these early boundaries since contemporary 
building methods were very similar to those which had estab
lished the 'fences’ in the first place. In his account 
of bogs in ix>wer Cumber, ragan descrioea the fences as of 
clay, ’raised from the soil and in some instances where 
stones are to be had, the entire fence is built with stones,"
(R.I.A.MS 36/1(39) p.21).

It is possible that the distribution pattern of these 
early field boundaries may be significant in terms of ancient 
agricultural practice (FIGSoifc-i3 ). Certainly the complete 
absence of any sightings within the Bann Valley is very important 
and may be put down to two or three factors, single or combined.

First, much of the peat upon the valley floor was ’flow 
bog’, i.e.it was highly charged with water and therefore in 
many cases volatile until recent times. In this respect 
it contrasted sharply with Western Loughermore, where, 
according to Fagan, the peat rarerly attained a depth 
greater than eighteen inches (MS 36/1(26) passim). It must be 
remembered that the f ieIdwal l 3 in the West of the country 
were oy comparison with those in the ^ast, ^ore easily recognisab 
being ’indicated to the eye by a line of thicker heath 
exactly over them ’(Appendix A- no.10), that is to say that 
’cropmarks’were being used to identify walls in the area.
In the East, conditions of waterlogging would have made it 
difficult for peat diggers to recognise broken-down linear 
features. And in areas where stone was scarce both this and 
any wooden posts would have been removed for immediate use 
in building or contemporary agricultural practice. Therefore, 
although some artifacts and even wooden stakes may have been 
recogniseable at the edge of flow bogs, the interiors would
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have concealed the main part, and the small heaps of stone 
normally taken as indications of field clearance might have 
been ascribed more natural origins.

A second possibility is that in the £>ann Valley proper 
there was insufficient fieldstone to create these boundaries, 
and land divisions may have boon almost entirely of timber, 
a possibility which is made the more probable when it is 
seen that the distribution of wooden fences and structures 
offers a complementary pattern to the stone (FIG.C*<*-).

Thirdly, due to the differences in natural environment 
which may have existed between Loughermore and the 3ann Valley, 
(including the absence of building stone already suggested)- 
there may have been very real differences in the types of

3tsubsistence farming practised in the two areas. ^ving to 
the unpredictable and variable flow of the Bann, plant 
hubandry on a permanent basis would have been impossible, and 
the herding of animals might therefore have been simpler, 
and some of the stake circles and fences may have played 
an important role in corailing .



Chapter 2:2 (ii)
Early clearance anc fields in Co. Derry

Strong indications for forest and heath clearance 
'in the form of pollen analytical information and collected 
data from excavated prehistoric settlment sites can be 
supplemented by the documentary references to the pre-bog 
landscape which have been extracted from the 0. S .memoirs'.
Within the manuscript source there are three main types 
of data relevant to this topic. One is the burning of 
trees and woods as observed during peat cutting or contemporary 
land-taking in the nineteenth century, A further set of 
evidence is of wooden structures preserved in the peat: 
of hurdles.- circular enclosures u’ ’ fences* , .Tinallv. 
there are occasional descriptions of stone field boundaries 
and these in turn may have been associated with ridged 
ploughlands, structural evidence of habitation, or 
portable artifacts.

Often the three types of evidence are juxtaposed, 
suggesting the proximity of deliberately burned woodlands 
to subsequent agricultural allotments. It is noteworthy 
that the mid-Ulster grouping owes its distribution to the 
preservation of peat. Recent fieldwork in the area suggests 
that many of these field boundaries have now disappeared, 
having been destroyed in agricultural improvement, or 
are once again covered in blanket peat. Only where 
peat is actively being cut for fuel, as in Co. Mayo, is 
there any chance of similar indications to be met with.

( iii )E vidence for Burning, n '■ C ■ .
Although entries in the Memoir relate to burning in a 

total of 58 townlands, four of these have not been identified 
in the Townland Index (nos 17,34,3b and 54). Many of the 
entries refer to a handful of townlands, and as such, these 
often occupied the ill-clefined margins of massive boggy
tracts. In only one case (no 1), that in which 'a rusty 
old hatchet' was also found, is there any positive suggestion 
that the origirt of the fire was anthropogenic. For the 
rest it may only be surmised that there is a strong probability 
that the fire which played a large part in the cycle of 
forest clearance had a direct connection with prehistoric 
agriculture.
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It is not clear from the manuscript entries how 
far felling could be observed to have preceded burning, 
and the breakage of trunk from root (no 57) should have 
provided an opportunity to amplify whether or not
there were axe marks upon it. ' Such burning close to the 
roots as left the ’upper part of the tree...in good preservation 
might be taken as an indication of natural scrub fire, though 
there is no reason why it should not equally 
indica^ human clearance of undergrowth. The tterwoiV rdso
iv'cVw.des a great deal of descriptive matter about bogs 
great and small throuahout the countv. A close examinationit tcoo f£of these^might have helped provide clues as to where the 
forest* were being ’exploited’ for timber. Here we would 
have expected to read of numerous roots a corresponding
absence of trunk and branches in the surrounding deposit.
A cursory search has not been particularly rewarding, and 
so enormous is the amount and so wide tho variety of : 
timber descried it must be surmised all local prehistoric
demands could have been easily met (unpublished typescript).

Lacking so much of the specific information about 
the condition of the tree, which would have helped to 
fill out the picture, these descriptions, both of the 
trees within the bogs, and of burning, are of limited value.
Only when the observations are plotted on a map (MAPCi/r)

, (r ,do further infesting features emerge. The consistent spread 
of sightings along the bann Valley from Lough Beg to the 
North coast is a distribution consonant with contemporary 
bog clearance. A noticeable gap to the southwest is 
attributable to the presence of the Black Bog (0 8090) 
which was hardly cut back at this time. There are few 
occurrences in the Sperrins proper, or indeed, in the of

Loughermore Forest, a fact attributable to their covering 
of blanket rather than fen peat, the preservation of timber 
being far less likely under the relatively shallow depths 
attained by sfc>ch covering.

The most interesting feature of this map is the 
concentration of sightings in the area around the Kau^han 
River- Burntollet River confluence. There is here a 
striking coincidence between this grouping and the incidence 
of observed field walls, ay well as a local concentration 
of megalithic structures.



Chapter 2:2(iv) 
Wooden enclosures FlG O- l>

Prehistoric wooden corduroy trackways have attracted 
considerable attention in the archaeological literature 
in recent years. Although preserved under similar conditions, 
other types of wooden structure are more .rarely recognised 
and described. The O.S. Kerndirs provide information 
of varying quality about linear structures and circular 
enclosures of wood which had been preserved beneath peat, 
the precise date and functions of which must at present 
remain spculative.

These enclosures are known from twenty-two townlands, 
and che entries invariably empnasj.^e tnat the stakes which 
matie up the structure were sharp at their uppermost ends 
as well as their lower. Kxcept where it is explicitly
stated that the top of the stake bears axe marks, it might

ft? frpbe fair to suggest that^j pointing of the stake^would result
from exposure to the weather. The diameters of the sticks,
where recorded, were between two and four inches, though
some were five (no 10), and their general Height above
the old ground surface, up to four feet, although the pOssibilit
that some had weathered down before the peat preserved them
must be borne in mind. Most were of hazel or alder.

|<'«re rThe/distances which these ‘rows 1 of stakes travelled is
nowhere made clear; their dimensions are not given, though
inferentially some may have been the size of a sheepfold.
The mention of an entra.uce lends credence to the speculation
as to such a use. Although 'those rectangular enclosures
which appeared to be tic..u toui to eijht feet in the interior
end’ which much resembled 'the pins made in fields and
market places, to keep sheep togetner' and which had their
counterparts in stone nearby are something of a mystery,
they do give a moderate impression of the tppe of function
which might have been expected for such structures (no.20).
Furthermore, the recognition of a hearth at Lisnamorrow (no 17)
adds a more human and domestic touch to the speculation.

As elsewhere in Jt J.ucl (aoe i.olaw it is the
view of the country peupi* h.aat these were the traps used
for slaying deer. And indeed, the idea has much to commend
it, particularly when the upper points of the sticks are
considered. But had the point resulted from weathering,

bewand thi ftop originally/more blunt, with hair ropes fastened
^t> the tops of the stakes (no. i), these would have made
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FIG. 0.18 Burning Beneath Peat (0.S.Memoirs) based upon 
Appendix 4.



Hadfine animal enclosures. Had ther stakes been joined 
together in this way, it is unlikely that the rope would 
have surviv(?iA , and the recognition of fragments of hair 
rope by peat-cutters among the fibrous fuel is remote.

So sparse are sightings of these features in the 
field that little may be said'of their distribution.
Those in the lower Moy:’a Valley are marginal to the massive 
peat bog which still survives in that area. A general 
observation which can be made is that such stakes may 
have been driven into ground that was already covered 
by peat, and from which fieldstones could not therefore 
easily be won. Areas o' th-.. Bann valley which have a 
clay or diatomite cover would have been difficult to 
enclose in stone, since material of a suitable size would 
have had to be carried some distance, and in any case, 
carrying fieldstones any distance would have defeated 
part of the object of clearing ground : boundaries were 
convenient dumps close to hand , serving the dual role 
of apportioning land and clearing it.

i



Chapter 2.2(v)~
Distribution of £arly Clearantx* and Agriculture: Discussion
From the positive sightings of burning, fieldwalls and megaliths, 

we are led to the negative sightings of monuments and artifacts 
of Bronze Age date in this area (though it should be noted that 
standing stones are not absent FIG. Chap. 3 ^p.
The question now arises: is this a real distribution of Neolithic 
occupation indicated by a high density of monuments and a 
strong intensity of agricultural practice, as might be interpreted 
from the high incidence of burning and of early field boundaries, 
which, owing to land exhaustion is replaced in the Bronze Age 
by a recession of settlerneani onto land whore blanket peat was 
not yet initiated? Or is this set of distributions one which 
is typical for Ireland as a wnole during this period, but one 
in which factors of preservation and scientific investigation 
make it unusual in the archaological record at present?
The latter would imply a significant shift in preferred areas 
of settlement during the Bronze Age in general.

Before attempting to cwswer the question, a number of 
contributory archaeological factors must be examined. First, 
although it is reasonable to suppose that the ’megalithic' 
monuments may have been Neolithic, there? is presently nothing 
beyond conjecture which might make the field boundaries 
contemporary with them in this area. Indeed, it might be 
argued that Neolithic occupation could have existed with a 
bare minimum of forest clearance, and that the construction 
of 'fences' took place subsequently, and over a long period. 
Davacats's discovery of a cup-and-ring marked stone in one of 
these boundaries at Highmoor (no. <36 ) and the presence of
others in a recently-excavated burial site nearby at Baliygrol1 
(B.Williams, pers. Comm.) might be taken as indications that 
sites incorporating passage grave art were already out of use 
when the Highmoor stone wa.s placed in the field boundary.
The removal of such a stone during the Bronze Age, when megalithic 
tombs were still commonly used fof/^BSPi^fY seems less likely 
than that it woilild have been effected long after the currency 
of such burial monuments. Furthermore, so far as the 
associated structures are concerned in this area, the square- 
walled building at Slaghtn-mus (Davies 1948, p.50. fig.3.) and 
the so-called 'Upper House* seem more likely to belong to the 
historic period, particularly since the latter incorporates 
prehistoric structures into its enclosure. Indeed, the impression



given by the Memoirs of the state of this tract (Loughermore) 
before the extensive land-taking of the pre-Famine years, is 
one of a palimpsest landscape rather than one of a single 
period-land surface.

An important method of investigation not available in 
Davies’s day, palaeoecology>has been used to provide detailed 
work at 'the Pubble’, Loughermore td, not far from these early 
fields. In this work are demonstrated indications of a 
complex history in man-land relationships in which several 
phases of human interference were recognised (Goddard l.C.
1971, pp.114-116). The field boundaries may have been constr
ucted during any one of these phases. excavation at cnis sies 
has shown that blanket peat inception had taken place in that 
part of Loughermore Forest by the Beaker period, or around 
2,000 B.C. Factors which relate this event to Neolithic 
agricultural malpractice may have included overgrazing, and 
the part played by fieldwalls in the organisation of the farming 
which caused the overgrazing are not clear, either from 
archaeological or palaeoecological investigations.

It would be easy to attach great importance to this one 
grouping of sites, but there can be little doubt that its 
preservation owes a great deal to special local conditions

which were afforded before the Famine. Comparison 
of this with other groups of sites is not now possible, since 
so many similar ones disappeared under the impact of agriculture 
during the last century. It is apparent, for example, that 
at Knockoneill there wore fie’Iwalls to be found in close 
proximity to the megalithic tomb, and that these were not 
visible when the site was excavated during the last War 
(Hemk^ ). These may have been of the Early Christian
or Medieval period, and then!is no reason why many others 
might not also have been so* certainly upland agriculture did 

I not terminate during the Iron Age (Goddard l.C. 1971: Goddard 
A. 1971).

A further important factor of recognition and survival 
could be the relative accessibility of quarrystone and hardcore 
and also the weathering properties of the original materials 
from which the early walls were built, moreover when weathered 
down, the forms of these walls are not obvious to the untrained 
eye and bands of small fieldstones such as those ’Neolithic'
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boundaries at Beaghmore would hardly have been recognised, 
preserved or re-utilised by the average farmer. The fieldwalls 
of Loughermore may therefore owe;, their preservation and 
recognition to their construction from a particularly durable i

stone, and the coincidental interest generated by Ordnance 
Survey fieldworkers at a time when they were being uncovered.

Further reference to the difficulties of interpreting 
these distribution maps will be madr when the evidence is 
considered for Ireland as a whole.



Chapter 2:2 (vi)
Indications of early clearance and agriculture elsewhere
in Ireland and beyond.
1. The nature of the evidence, 
a. Burning

Outside the evidence presented by pollen-analytical 
investigations at the present day which have detected 
charcoal layers in many peat bogs, records of burned trees 
comparable to those now available for County Derry are 
quite uncommon elsewhere in the British Isles. The known 
evidence must therefore be reviewed before its date and spatial 
distribution is discussed.

In a now velUBtmown essay read to the Dublin Philosophical
Society ir 16d5, William King communicated one of the earliest
surviving observations of a pre-bog land^surface. In
his Discourse on the manner of Manuring lands with seashells
as practised in the counties of Londonderry and Doneqall,
he wrote:

Tis certain Ireland has been better inhabited yn it is 
at present. Mountains that are now covered with Bogg 
have formerly bin plowed, for when you dig five or 
six foot deep, you discover a proper soil for vegetables, 
and find it plowed into ridges and furrows. This is 
observable in the wild mountain between Ardmagh and 
Dundalk where ye Redoubt is built and likewise on ye 
mountains Altmore. Ye same, as 1 am informed, has bin 
observed in the County of Londonderry and Donegall (/where/ 
a plow was found in a very deep bogq in ye latter, and 
a hedge with wattles standing under a bog yt was five 
or six feet above it. i have seen the stump of a large 
tree in a bog ten feet deep at Caste Forbes, ye trunks 
had bin burnt and some of the cinders and ashes lay 
still on ye stump. I have likewise seen large old
oaks oft grow on land yt had ye remains of ridge and 
furrows in ye North. Yt there are yet remaining ye 
streets and footpaths of a large town, and in truth 
there are few places but either visibly or when ye 
bogg is removed, there remains marks, of ye Plough, which 
sure must prove yt the country was well inhabited.
(B.M.MS 4811.3, fol.10)



This remarkable cosibination of information about clearance
and agriculture merits further discussion. Dr. Ralph 
Thoresby was able to communicate a similar account to Bishop 
Edmund Gibson in 1695 for his revision of the Britannia.
Made by'a Dr. Johnston, it noted ‘several roots of trees, some 
very large standing upright, others inclining to the east 
some of the trees have been found'lying along with their roots 
fastened, others seem'd as it cut or burnt, and broke off 
from the roots‘(Gibson 1695, col.725).

Despite the prodigious amount of peat-cutting which took 
place in Ireland during the first half of the nineteenth 
century, few records were made of bog stratigraphy or content.
In his geological Memoir to accompany oncet 125, relating 
to parts of Galway and Clare, G.H.Kinahan noted that 'a large 
tree will be found lying close to the stump, but not joined 
to it, and it will be charred,' (M.G.o.126, p.13).

Another reference was made by R.Dunne of Brittas, Co.
Laois. He noted marks of fire ’on nearly all the butts 
of trees on the edges or margins of bogs’ and asserted that 
'in general a piece* was 'burned out..about one or two feet 
above the roots of the tree. No axe or hatchet marks /wer^7 
ever found to have been used for cutting down these trees'
(1869, p.437).
b. Wooden Enclosures

Wooden enclosures have attracted marginally more attention 
than burning. In 1848, Richad) Hitchcock presented skewer
like pieces of wood from Courranaire, Corkaguiney, Co. Kerry 
to the Royal Irish Academy (hr; .IV, p.272). The brother of 
the above R.Dunne described discoveries of wooden tools, like 
hoes, of spades like corn shovels and other objects devoid 
of metal, surrounded by a stake fence 'fixed in the solid bog’ 
which he was drawn to suggest were deer traps (1S69, pp.436-437). 
Similar stakes were found at Cavancarragh near Topped Mountain 
(and elsewhere in Co. Fermanagh. Une of birch 'had apparently 
been cut by a small metallic instrument, most probably,, from 
the shape of the cuts, by a paal^stave of bronze’(Bannon, 1881 ). 
Not far away, Thomas Plunkett later observed 'crude pottery' and 
burnt brick clay' beneath up to twenty feet depth of peat.
He inferred that early settlement had taken place under a warmer 
and less humid climate than exists at present, that the finds 
were contemporary with local burial monuments, and that all 
had been erected prior to the growth of peat (1875, pp.538-40'.



In the far west, the Geological Survey picked up further 
evidence of stakes ft long and 2% inches in diameter with
a chisel point at the thick end (Kinahan 1863, p.l3fn)

William Smith O’Brien, the leader of the abortive Young 
Ireland Rebellion of 1848 appears to have put his talents to 
more scholarly use in his retirement. In 1858 
he sent£a wooden stake and part of a cow's horn found under 
a great depth of £>og on the summit of a mountain ^lieveluachraZ 
near Cahirmoyle. The stake was explained by ^Its fmder7 
to have, formed a portion of an ancient fence, which has 
been covered for many centuries with bog. Eleven or twelve 
feet of turf have been cut from the mass of bog unaer wnich 
it was found.'(1858, p 75).

Smith went on to point out that’land which at present is 
of no value except for turf was formerly used for pasturage, 
and enclosed for that purpose, though it lies in the vicinity 
of some of the richest land in Ireland.’ O’Brien owned 
several other stakes and believed that cartloads were to be 
had in the same locality.

c. Stone enclosures and ridged ground
L.-- - ,In addition to the most comprehensive descriptions of

King (1685) already alluded to, Gerard Boate surmised that 
’certain types of uneven ground, chiefly in Co. Meath 
and further northward..had been plowed 45Soormer times(1652, 
part 1, p 47). Two early tourists werefto chronicle ancient 

fields. Passing through Donegal in 1752, Bishop Pococke 
found on stoney ground near the shore at Trawmore, Dunfanaghy,
’stones..laid in rows in many places as for bounds, but in some 
places so near to one another, that I concluded many of 
them were pickt up by the herdsmen to clear the ground’
(Stokes 1891, p 59). Crossing the Curragh over forty years 
later, Joshua Gilpin saw in a number of places ’furrows 
evidently the work of the plough and yet no tradition remains 
of its ever having been cultivated or ploughed’ (Pennsylvania
Pub. Lib. MS 16/11).

The forerunner of the Topographical Survey of the O.S., 
the Statistical Survey published by William Shaw Mason provides 

father information about Kilmactige, Co. Sligo. Here, the Rev. James
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Neligan wrote . 'when the turf has been cut away, the 
remains of a stone wall has been seen, extending many perches.’ 
The trees in that locality had also been felled by fire and 
not cut down,'as the thick part of the trunk next the roots 
still retain the marks of fire, having some feet of them 
reduced by charcoal' (Mason 1816, II, p 360). A more 
interesting association was seen by 6dward lienn at Errischroe, 
Dunaghy, Co. Antrim, where 'marks of old cultivation ' 
appeared in various spots. These consisted of'ridges of great 
breadth, the furrows still of much depth. At one of these 
places a wooden spade, about three feet and a half long, 
was found' (1861 ,-.220} .

A number of sightings in Britain comparable to the 
foregoing have been extracted from early antiquarian sources 
and listed elsewhere (Briggs 1978 '' ).

More recent investigations have included the stone 
wall which ran beneath the megalithic monument at Millin Bay, 
Co. Down (Collins and Waterman 1955), and a series of field 
systems of rather later date at Goodland, Co. Antrim (Case et 
al, 1969)

The most up-to-date excavation of field enclosures in 
Ireland has been undertaken in Co. Mayo by Caulfield (1978). 
Caulfield pointed out that ih the past investigators of the 
problem had fallen into the trap of attempting to date 
the fields with reference to the date of the peat growth.
We have already noted abov* that Davies believed this 
date to be during the L.*t« 'oman mc ; aiiy Christiar period 
(see also Caulfield 1978, p,j.j7), so (.nut ne believed the 
fossilised ground surface immediately preceded that date.

Sites have been investigated at three\localities in 
Co. Mayo; at Glenree by Herity (Herity and Eogan 1977, p.50), 
and at Belderg Beg(Caulfield 1978, p.140) and Behy/Glenulra 
(ibid, p.138-9). Glenree has provided no hint at dating 
beyond that of being pre-peat; its situation close to a 
megalithic tomb has been noted. At both of the latter sites 
radiocarbon dating has been undertaken (Caulfield p.141-142).

From GlenuVa there is only one C* ' date SI, 1464, 4460+
115 b.c; Fron Beiderg-Beg/Behy ten (UB 153F.155 and 158F 
which corrected indicate 1940, b.c.,1650 b.c. and 1980 b.c.) 
SI 1469-75 when corrected indicate 1885 b.c.,2270 b.c.
1270 b.c.,1260 b.c. 1220 b.c. and 345 b.c. and 955 b.c.)



It is clear that numbers of artifacts, including ron^i-bottomed 
vessels, flint implements and other stone tools and waste, 
together with saddle querns were recovered from the site, 
though it is not clear how these relate to the physical 
dating evidence so far provided. Nor is it absolutely clear 
what the precise relationship of the wall structure is to 
the Behy megalithic tomb, though the wall is subsequent to it. 
No doubt the publiaation of the site will clarify the details 
which are at present a little tantalising.
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Chapter 2:2 (vii)

Discussion: Early Fields

From the diverse accounts of sub-peat enclosure which 
are to be had principally from Central Ulster, but also from 
other parts of Ireland, it is quite- clear that, enclosures 
of different shapes, sizes and varying materials were being 
built during prehistoric tiroes. The exact periods during
which the majority were being erected is not made clear

la,by palynaiogical work and C dating; too poor a sample size 
is yet available for anything other than pure guesswork. 
Nevertheless the dates from Caulfield's sites in the West of 
Ireland do offer food for thought, clustering around 
2,000 B.C. and it is tempting to link these with the widespread 
environmental deterioration which was detected pollen analytically 
in the North, though of course these events might not have 
taken place in the West either synchronously or through the 
same vegetational processes. 14More investigation of these sites and more C and pollen 
analytical investigations are required alongside. Furthermore 
the limited geographical distribution of these sites should 
be disregarded by the disinterested scholar and searches 
should be made elsewhere. Although most of the records of 
sub-peat enclosures in Ireland have of the North, West and 
Southwest, these are areas in which peat has been cut by 
hand in recent historic times. The settlement of the East and 
Southeast of the country has probably involved continuous farming
for a millenium; elsewhere, agriculture has been far more

Ksporadic and potentially less destructive.
Some hints that agricultural remains did exist in the 

East have been cited above from seventeenth century Sources.
The Midlands remain to be explored, and while peat is cut 
commercially by massive machines, we may not expect to detect 
wboden or stone structures lying on old ploughsoils. The 
discovery and description of these sites owes a great deal 
to the personal efforts of a handful of men, undertaken at 
times coincidental to the appearance of features beneath 
f’.eshly-cut peat. Tn the present century Davies, Caulfield 
and Herity have fulfilled roles as observers in this relatively 
unrewarding task, while Thomas Fagan, perhaps unknowingly, 
supplied information which is unparalleled elsewhere in the 
country.



Chapter 2.6 PALAtlOECOLOGY

Introduction
Central and Northeastern Ireland have been important to 

palaeoecological studies for over half a century. Within the 
study area Jessen sampled sites at Toomebridge and Newferry 
in 1934-35. (1949). Here he concluded that the Bann Culture 
continued to the end of the bub^Boreal, that peat formation 
began in the latter part of (his) zone VI and that the 
diatomite into which prehistoric sites intruded had begun 
forming at the beginning of the oub-Boreal and continued on 
into the early part of the Sub-Atlantic period (1949, pp 122- 
123). Nearby, at Ballymacombs More bog he adjudged the peat 
formation to be coeval with that at Newferry, and it was 
recognised that oak was dominanf over elm in the upper part of 
zone VI (p 123-124).

Closer to the coast, at Somerset, a complex and long 
history of marine invasion was chronicled, the zenith of which 
was in mid-Zone VII at a time when there was a crest in the 
pine curve and a slight decline in elm and rising alder 
(pp 125-127). It the Bann fcstuary itself, the lowest organic 
layer was possibly of zone VI and this was laid down when sea 
level was at least 7.0 m higher than at present. A pine 
maximum at the top of zone VII, followed by a rise in alder

accompanied a fall and then a rise in oak. This was 
presumed to have been roughly coeval with the marine transgression 
(pp 127-130).

Investigations were later to be undertaken at Ballyscullion 
Bog by G,F.Mitchell where it was recognised that events 
similar in nature and possibly coeval, had also taken place 
(1956).

Although these investigations were important in establishing 
that vegetational changes were roughly synchronous throughout 
the Irish post-glacial, with local variations in the quantity 
of certain species present, and in the dates (estimated) of 
their dominance, they were of limited value. First, none 
was related by charcoal layers to a potential phase of forest
interference by man, and secondly, had it done so, there would

bet*have; no means of calibrating the precise date at which it
occurred and thus relating it to archaeological artifacts or
monuments. Refinements in analytical technique as well

14as the intrc duction of C dating was to alter this situation 
dramatical3y during the later * 50s and early *603.



The work of A.G.Smith
In 1958, A.G.Smith was to publish a diagram from Fallahogy 

td, Co. Deny in which a landnam phase was properly documented .
i L.It Vdsjthe first from Ireland. This was followed by a study 

of neaiiy Cannon's Lough (1962), and although cereal grains 
were recognised at Fallahogy, there was at neither site incont- 
rovertible evidence for cereal cultivation.

Smith's work was soon to add a completely new dimension 
to this type of study, whea in 1962 the Fallahogy analysis 
which demonstrated an elm decline preceded by a landnam 
phase incorporating charcoal was radiocarbon dated (Smith 
and Willis 1961-62, p.19). This showed that agriculture had 
been introduced locally at around 3.100 B.C.

But how far were these results applicable to the rest of 
Ireland? How did they ra(ate to the pollen zones which had 
already been established by Jessen and Mitchell? Were there 
other, earlier or later clearances to be recognised in 
Irish bogs, and could these in any way be related to actual 
settlmen^c sites? What was the relationship, if any, 
between the presence or absence of certain flora, and was 
there any connection between the activities of man and the 
growth of the bog itself?

Not all of these questions found easy answersj at first 
man's activities were felt to have been moulded by the super
position of a vegetation which reflected climatic development. 
Slowly botanists realised that man may have had a role in 
altering the vegetation, and that microclimates may have been 
altered in consequence. The close links which existed between 
the drainage and acidity of soils were brought info the

In mid-Ulster three types of bog site were to be investigat 
those in the Bann Valley which were associated with mires, 
those on the upland blanket peat, and thirdly, the most import
ant dimension for the purposes of prehistory was added by 
the choice of sites which had an archaeological significance.

i) Mire Sites
Pollen analytical investigations at Fallahogy demonstrate 

that around 3,300 B.C. landnam was followed by the classic 
series of forest degeneration and regeneration recognised 
in Denmark. Locally, it was represented by a decline in elm



and a rise in grasses; during the stage normally associated 
with farming, ribwort plantain bee atne common and nettle and 
sorrels were present. Upon abandonment by early farmers, 
the plantain curve fell and hazel reached its maximum, after 
which elm began a steady recovery while hazel and grass fell 
back.
ii) Upland Blanket Peat Sites

As part of a programme or research designed to inquire into 
the origins of blanket peat formation, Mrs A.Goddard examined 
13 sites in N Ireland. Two of these were in Gentral ulster - 
at Loughermore Co. Derry, and Lough Lark, Co. Tyrone.
Cons* :lerable traces of early man were detected through this 
vegetational history, so that part ol ur Goddaro's work is 
worth quoting in extensoi

It appears from the pollen diagrams that once blanket 
bog accumulation commences at a site, the subsequent 
vegetational history is similar to that of other blanket 
bogs in the area. Greater diversity occurs in the 
pre-peat vegetadon and in the events associated with the 
transition to blanket bog. No one common series of 
developments leading to blanket peat accumulation exists 
at the sites studied, although some sites can be grouped 
together as they show broadly similar patterns' of veget
ational change...

Goddard A 1971, p.130.
The sites ae^then divided into five broadly similar groups:

(1) sites in flushed situations (pp 130-133),
(2) bites with strongly developed podsols (pp. 133-134),
(3) sites which enjoyed open conditions ior a rej.atively long 

period before inception of blanket peat (pp.l34-135),
(4) sites with immature or undifferentiated soil (p.135) 
and (5) those where reed-swamp peat underlay the blanket peat 
(pp. 135-136),
Louqhermore

The site at Loughermore fait within the second group. Here 
the site had been subjected to a series of minor clearances 
from Neolithic times onwards (as determined by Goddard I.C.
1971, pp 59-116). The woodland however maintained its ability 
to regenerate, although with successive clearance the dominance 
of oak was lost and a more open secondary hazel oakwood formed. 
This regeneration suggests that during part of the early period 
the soil must have been fairly fertile, and Dr Goddard suggested 
it might have been a podsolic brown earth. Severe clearances



are believed, to have brought about open conditions, and the 
area remained treeless after about 800 B.e. These clearances 
probably completed podsolisation so that drainage became 
impeded and caused the formUion of raw humus and hence blanket 
peat formation.

<rLough Lark, Co. Tyrone
This site also belonged to the second type, but here a 

woodland consisting largely of hazel, which decreased in 
importance towards the mineral soil/peat interface ’suggesting 
degeneration of the woodland possibly due to decreasing base 
status of the soil. Open conditions came rapidly, and these 
were associated with burning and clearance at c. 180C B.C.
Tree removal caused higher intake of water by the soil, which 
resulted in rapid leaching and an acceleration of podsolisation.

At both these sites the events were triggered off by activities 
believed to haet been of LBA man.

At seven sites in her study. Dr Goddard demonstrated by
14 . . .0 dating that there had been strong changes in vegetation at

around 2,000-1,800 B.C., at four sites similar changes
took places at around 1,200 t 100 B.C. and at a further 
seven these events were repeated around 800 + 100 B.C.(p.138). 
These clearances were related by Dr Goddard to the vigour 
of contemporaneous 'cultural expansions’.

Dr Goddard was unable to confirm that there had been 
any strong contributory climatic change influen cing the 
events outlined above, and sir? concluded that 'in all cases 
the disappearacne of woodland is associated with human inter
ference in the Bronze Age, either by direct grazing of animals, 
or by clearing the trees which were unable to regenerate 
due to the continuous nature of interference and the extremely

Swet conditions (p.144).
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FIG. 0.19 Distribution of Blanket Bog sites investigated pollen analytically 
From Goddard A 1971.
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iii) Pollen Analytical Investigations Associated with
Excavated Prehistoric Sites.

Although in 1939 Mitchell recognised a broadly synchronous
decline in elm, pine, hazel and possibly willow at Island
MacHugh, Co. Tyrone. These t indyigs were not related to

14grass pollen values, nor those of veeds^and C dating was 
not available at the time (Davies 1950, pp.3-6, Fig. 27).

Of more value was Mitchell's diagram from Beaghmore in 
1947 and 1950 (Mitchell 1951; May 1954, pp.194-197). Here 
plantain and dock were recognised in the base of the peat* 
Neolithic activity had penetrated well into the sandy soil 
which Mitchell recognised to have been leached. He surmised 
that this leaching might have been the cause of blanket-peat 
inception.

Pilcher's investigations at Beaghmore (1969) were greatly 
to amplify the albeit tentative conclusions reached by Mitchell. 
Calibrated by radiocaroon dates, the 1965 diagrams offer 
strong chronological guidelines to the dating of the LN and 
BA culture sequence on the Draperstown-Omagh Corridor. Here 
a landnam around 3,300 B.C. in which pine and elm were cleared 
heralded cereal cultivation and grazing which lasted about 
500 years, and this was followed c.'2 the inception of mom? 
heath around 2,05o B.C. A number of minor agricultural 
clearances were effected in an environment of partial forest 
cover until about 100 B.C. Unfortunately it was difficult 
to relate the construction of the stone circles to the pollen 
record. Prehistoric activity at the site is discussed above 
(p.li ).



Ballynaqilly
From investigations conducted in a mire adjacent to ^he 

excavated sites (see above p.^3 ) were summarised thus:
The mid postglacial was examined in detail and showed

«r

evidence of Neolithic forest clearance involving burning.
. 14Charcoal of pine, oak and hazel C dated to ca 3200 B.C.

was discovered. This date coincides with those for a
Neolithic house and other associated features. The
Neolithic clearance phase lasted some hundreds of years
with periods of minor forest regeneration. During this
phase different types of agriculture may have been used.
A total recovery of the forest albeit with a different
composition, was deduced to have taken place before new
clearance in Beaker times at ca 2,000 B.C. Somewhat before
this, at 2,200 B.C. the final decline of pine pollen occurred
but was apparently unconnected with human activity. Heath
began to develop at 1,800 B.C.

Various clearance episo^des from this time through to
200 B.C. caused a further progressive deforestation. Brief
regeneration after 200 B.C. was followed by indications
of locally wetter donditions and renewed deforestation at
A.D.450. Despite some scrub regeneration around A.D. 800
continuing pressures on the woodland culminated in an
open landscape by A.D. 1500.

(Pilcher and Smith 1980, pp 345-6)

The difficulties of reconciling agricultural clearances 
observed in the analyses at this site, with the available 
archaeological information, underline what is in fact a general 
problem. On the site itself no pollen analysis has been



forthcoming from archaeological features. The nature of 
the agricultural clearances is not illuminated by the finds 
from the site; if field clearance were going on nearby, the 
blanket peat still covers most of the walls, if trees were 
being felled, the axes were not used in large numbers, and 
if digging, planting and harvesting of cereal or leguminous 
crops were effected here, its archaeological vestiges, if 
ever extant, have now vanished. Similarly, it may be said 
that no animal remains have been forthcoming from either 
this or similar inland sites (see above for discussion), 
so that the animals which in all likeli lood devoured saplings 
and ring-barked mature trees, these, are also absent.

Palynd!.loqical Investigations in Lough Neagh
an investigation of Lough Neagh muds through borings taken 

from the lakebed has demonstrated two main periods of forest 
clearance in the lake basin. These were around 4,000 B.P. 
and 300 B. P. (0' Sullivan et aJL 1973, p.278). The first traces 
of plantain appeared above a level where Pine had declined 
steeply and 'there was some sign in the rest of the pollen 
record, especially in the Ulmus and Graminacea curves, that •_ 
this core may record some disturbance in the forests of the 
drainage basin sufficiently widespread and synchronous 
to be reflected in the diagram for the Lough before the 
succeeding landnam (p.274). In the subsequent level, features 
associated with forest regeneration were noted and grass 
values were high. General land clearance seemed to be indicated 
around 3,000 B.C. presumably as a result of Neolithic activx'-y. 
Following this, there was a gradual and almost uninterrupted 
increase in grass pollen, alongside decreasing oak percentages. 
Cereal grains were not recognised in any quantity and the 
main weed types were more characteristic of pasture and waste 
ground than of extensive arable cultivation.

Discussion; Palaeoecology
Central Ulster has played a key role in the development 

of palaeoecological and pUynalogical studies. No opportunity 
has been missed which might have related this work to the 
activities of prehistoric man, either directly at archaeological 
sites, or indirectly, at places where settlement was proved



by analytical investigations where it might not otherwise 
have been suspected.

In a recent paper Mitchell set out to asK six questions 
of the pollen record: the*e were where, how, when and for 
how long did peat form? And what did the country look like 
before it began and is the process of formation continuing 
at the present day (Mitchell 1971) ?

In response to these questions, it may be said that
, , , ,wherever pollen analytical ij,r*estigations have been instigated

in N Ireland, the vegetational record has revealed signs of 
human interference which might be taken as having been 
detrimental to the natural balance forest cover. The 
events are therefore widespread within the region. And 
although blanket and fen peat were well-established before 
Neolithic times and Neolithic activity helped stimulate peat 
formation at some sitesaround 2,000 - 1,800 B.C. the most 
intense human activity appears to have its widespread 
establishment^ This date is again emphasised by the sampling 
of Lough Neagh, as a crucial point in the history of environ
mental deterioration, deterioration which is in this case 
linked with increased silting of *>t . Most workers
seem to agree that an anthropogenic cause, whether it be agric
ulture for arable farming or for pasture - was the main root 
of processes bringing about environmental change, and the 
degree of na^uraal climatScf^'r^. change having no connection 
with local vegetational patterns, is quite unclear.

Peat appears to have formed easily u pon all manner of 
soils, and so far as the analytical investigat
concerned, its formation was continuous until cutting removed 
much peat in post-Medieval times. Given aonditions similar 
to those of the prehistoric or Early Christian periods, 
blanket peat continues to accumulate, holding an extnwnely 
useful tool of investigation for the historian.



Chapter 2.5 Prehistoric settlement Sites in Ireland
In their recent STfRthesis of Irish Prehistory, Herity and 

Eogan provided clear summary accounts of settlement in Neolithic 
and Beaker Ireland. In his section 'Habitations, Houses and 
Farmsteads' Herity outlined several historic references to 
putative early Neolithic settlement sites which include many 
noted teelrjw (Chapter ^ )j sites indicative of habitation found 
beneath megalithic tombs, and finally the tangible evidence 
of early shelter, the houses at Ballyglass, Co Mayo, at 
Ballynagilly, Co Tyrone, and at Lough Gur, Co. Limerick 
(pp 44-50).

For the later Neolithic period, 'Habitations*(p.97) are 
divided for convenience between’The Sandhills' (pp.97-102; 
the'Bann Fisheries' (p.103) and Lough Gur (pp.104-107j. The 
few Beaker settlements are noted by Eogan (p.129) under the 
title 'Bconomy and other aspects of the Group.'

The sparse Bronze Age settlements are treated briefly 
under these above headings, some of the sites being multi
period, though the site at Lough Gur (Site D) is also mentioned 
later (pp.170-171).

In terms of actual vestiges of artifacts and of surveyed 
archaeological features, these accounts are a useful intro
duction to the surviving evidence, which is in its nature 
quite consistent. Any habitation area is likely to comprise 
the debitage of stone-working, many waste flakes, some finished 
implements, hammer stones and pebbles. The universal presence 
of pits or of trench-slots is noted. Most habitation sites 
mentioned by Herity and Logan tend to be discussed for their 
pottery associations, rather than their other artxfactuai 
types, this often being the only way in which excavated sites 
are to be distinguished from random finds of undiagnostic flint
scatters. In the main, the drawback of the total evidence,. . . 14as has been seen in mid-Ulster, i ,s a scarcity of C dated
sites, of faunal and (outside the few classic and mainly
Northern sites) floral investigations or evidence.

Herity and Logan are not alone in admitting that field
work may radically alter the geographical basis of many assump
tions and theories about, prt.hlutoric settlement. Nevertheless, 
a major difficulty here in the explanation of prehistoric 
culture change is an almost total failure to take account of



negative evidence. Such an approach cannot easily anticipate
the type of dramatic change experienced when a small area
like East Tyrone is examined in depth. Questions respecting
the permanence, siting and synchroneity of small habitations
cannot be asked, let alone answered, if prehistoric houses
are merely anticipated beneath excavated megaliths rather than

*sought upon ploughland, in quarries, and beneath the great 
blanket of bog which still envelope much of the country, 
but which is being removed by machines without due regard 
for archaeological finds.

The distribution of prehistoric habitations in Ireland 
reflects, more than anything else, chance or random discoveries, 
and can hardly be considered representative of what actually 
does exist, or did exist.

Discussion: Central Ulster and Prehistoric Ireland
Among the many motives invoked as responsible for attracting 

prehistoric man to Ireland has been the fertility of her 
soils. In this connection present-day values of fertility 
have often been used, though, as demonstrated by Dr Goddard, 
information respecting the quality of early soils may often 
be forthcoming from pollen analytical work. Thus, although 
Harbison writes 'the better lands in the eastern half of 
Ireland* attracted prehistoric man (1973, pp 128-129), and 
Herity bases speculative statements upon the premise that the 
eastern half of the country has been left far richer by 
nature than the west (Herity and Eogan 1977, p.l) while 
struggling to reconcile the view with the fact that Western 
Ireland is today the zone xn which early field systems enjoy 
best preservation (Herity 1973), neither authority has taken 
a measured view of the climatic or vegetational history which 
is now available.

Within the study area, several points have been made clear; 
areas now quite infertile or^Suitable for settlement were 
host to sporadic but prolific habitation from about 3,300 
to after 1,800 B.C. During that period primitive forms of

ifood production were practised, the dta’ls of which are known,
«son^what unsatisfactorily, only from pollen analysis.

Forest destruction was widespread, and whether or not any of 
this was intentional for the improvement of herbaceous vegetation
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as animal fodder (cf. Mellars 1976), or for arable farming, is 
not clear. What is clear is that these practices were carried 
out well after peat inception had begun, and that in the early 
nineteenth century the sight of burned treestumps was common
place in Co. Derry. The connection between sightings of early 
fieldwalls or boundaries of stone or of wood with the
few excavated sites is not well established stratigraphically 

. 14or chronologically. Further C dating evidence must be
forthcoming before the idea of planned landscapes in the Irish+» vNeolithic is accepted.

The sum total of evidence in Central Ulster is one intimately 
bound up with a handful of personalities and their special 
interests over a period 01 half a century. The O.S. Memoir 
is obviously an exception to this. These workers have pravided 
a unique and cohincidental juxtaposition of information, 
the circumstances of which may only be repeated in another 
Irish county given a planned campaign of fieldwork, and 
excavation backed by the whole battery of scientific apparatus 
which is presently available.



Chapter 3
PREHISTORIC ARTIFACTS FROM THE ORDNANCE SURVEY MEMOIRS 

Introduction
Much of the present study is based upon MSS material 

deriving from the work of the Topographical Section of the 
Ordnance Survey in Ireland between 1824 and 1844, and most 
particularly concerning the years 1834-6(Andrevs 197sj.
Due to its sheer size and relatiy^C inaccessibility as 
MS in Dublin or microfilm in Belfast, the Memoir has so 
far d'efied systematic analysis. it is therefore not surp
rising that the mechanics of information collection 
employed by the topographical team together with an 
evaluation of the worth of their work has not so far been 
undertaken.

In the section which follows, it is therefore aimed to 
catalogue all prehistoric artifacts mentioned in the Memoir, to 
attempt to classify them, trace their present whereabouts 
whenever possible and finally evaluate their cultural and 
distributional significance to prehistoric archaeology.

The Memoir material for ounty Derry differs from all 
other counties except Antrim, in that it includes 
detailed descriptions of everything encountered by the field- 
workers. Larcom's virtual obsession with the minutiae, 
thrust upon his employees Bleakley and Fagan, enabled the 
pair to exhibit more than a passing interest in the folklore 
and archaeology which they were collecting. It. is 
to be regretted that so little is known of either man, 
or of James Boyle, who va; responsible for most of Co. Antrim.

ost of those engaged
in the survey must have been by the standards of their day, 
or indeed of any day, quite remarkable men, and it is to 
their credit that the record they have left behind is 
unique.

The account of these artifacts is here divided into 
six parts? The History and Methods of collection} A discussion 
of the original nomenclature used to identify the artifacts 
and the classification adopted in this study:Circumstances 
of discovery and preservation of the artifacts} Distribution 
of finds} Implications of the material to settlement and 
culture in Co Derry and beyond,and finally, the Dispersal 
of the artifact material and its present-day disposition.
L cU , p
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3 : 1. History of the Survey and Methods of Information Collectso,
Some hint of the method whereby artifacts were acquired 

and recorded, or recorded, is to be had from a cont
emporary letter written by Alexander olville Walsh of 
Dromore, Co. Armagh to hi an Dawson on August 3rd 1838.
Here Walsh complained that 'xogcan last many things lately 
in his neighbourhood by a man,of the name of Fegan wno was 
in that part of the Country going from house to house enquiring 
for any remnants of antiquity and taking down notes (as he 
said) for a History of the bounty of Antrim connected with 
the Ordnance Survey. In consequence o' them getting 
scarcer Roggan has to travel much farther in search of them.' 
(R.I.A.MS (Wo*,) .

Here in Rogan the supplier and in Welsh the middleman 
and collector, is a glimpse of an embryonic antiquities 
trade, only three years after Fagan had begun scouring
Co. Derry, where there had been no real awareness of 
early artifacts having monetary value. It is quite clear that 
elsewhere in Ireland there was a growing awareness of the 
rwwards to be had from casual discoveries and that Rogan 
was one of a growing body of men who profited from them, 
even to the extent of making a living out of antiquities.

In Fagan and Bleakley, Petrie, the Head of the Topograph
ical Survey, had men who stood apart from this trend to 
deal, and who faithfully collected and reconlM 
wherever they went, loyally returning finds to Dublin in 
the belief that these would continue to be treated with that 
same- respect which the fieldworkers had bestowed upon them.
The fieldworkers’ record.; were fastidious in the extreme, 
and were full, occasionally to the point of being repetitious. 
Often they were accompanied by scale or near-scale drawings, 
though those which appear in the Fair Sheets can hardly 
be described as works of art, and are r?ot of a quality

, (ZrtTfcicllwhich would enable . to be re-identified. The better 
illustrations were provided by professional topographical 
artists who drew cross-sections where appropriate 
These men had presumably been trained under Petrie’s eye 
and in Co. Derry they included Charles Ligar, John Stokes 
and Butler Williams.



Fagan and Bleakley were not the only members of the 
Ordnance Survey team to collect antiquities. Cn the 
Geological Survey side of the project was an 'honest, indust
rious and accur ate observer’(Fortlock., 1843, p ix) , one

V,-Thomas Flanagan. There was clearly no onus on him to hand 
over his discoveries to Petrie, and rather than do this, 
he appears to have preferred to sell his collection to 
the British Museum in 1843. It comprised mainly stone 
axes, but included somr> bronze artifacts which all retain 
townland provenances, if rather illegible ones in some cases. 
This collection having 1 ■ • a made outside the auspices of 
the Topographical Survey, it is not included here.

2.i. Presentation of Prehistoric Artifacts in the Memoir
The value of the original MS source lies in its containing

descriptions and illustrations of artifacts at the time ofertheir original discovery.^shortly afterwards, and before 
provenances and the folklore which attached to them had been 
lost through commercial transactions. The prehistoric 
artifacts dealt with in this chapter form only a part of 
those available from the Memoir as a whole; in its entirety, 
this includes coins and even the insignia of municipal 
corporations. Under the heading ’prehistoric' are included 
flint and stone implements, bronze implements and moulds, 
beads and gold objects. The few wooden objects listed 
here are felt likely to be of considerable antiquity, and 
if the wheels and spades cere not actually prehistoric, it still

* - ,-7 " ~ Ar C,'"
seems worth including them as examples of tooi^-types whicn 
have been in use , almost unaltered in style, since Roman 
times.

Certain of those wooden objects described as ’butter 
crocks’ cr ’churn's’ might also have been prehistoric in 
origin. These however are listed with a whole range of 
wooden vessels, many containing butter, some hooped in brass 
others merely 'lossetts'or 'mothers' which are presumed to 
have been of a later date. Similarly the quernstones, iron 
artifacts, coins, bog bodies and other medieval or later 
antiquities will be presented elsewhere. Only two 'urns’ 

are now identifiable and these are dealt with below (Chapter 4)



Chapter 3:2 (ii) Treatment of artifacts in appendix 1
In the compilation of the appendix of prehistoric artifacts 

every effort has been made to convey such details of size, 
condition, circumstances of discovery, findspot and subsequent 
history of artifact as accurately a. possible. This tasK is 
not made any more simple by the prv'ent absence of many or 
most artifacts, so that regrettably, typological and therefore 
cultural considerations may be dealt with only summarily.

Provenancing artifacts on the map presents a slight efctv.ical 
dilemma. with only a townland name to go on, a find may have to 
be plotted within as many es four or five grid squares, only 
one of which covered the original f in I cot. Four-figure 
grid references taken from the Gazetteer of Northern Ireland 
(HMSO 1969) are provided where the appropriate townland is 
listed? some have been worked out independently from the 
available one-inch or six-inch coverage ? others are arbritarily 

ascribed to the nearest town. It is possible that in some 
cases there may yet be a tradition of a particular discovery 
remaining in the odd farm, and this being so, no doubt future 
fieldworkers will correct the distribution maps.

Equally, the placenames presented something of a headache, 
since the consistency of nineteenth century spellings and on 
occasion the interpretation of the original Irish from which it 
derived has often left a wide variety of alternatives to 
choose from. Here the Topographic.il Index (HMSO 1962) has 
proved invaluable. All placenames in this study are listed 
according to the conventional form adopted in that Index, but 
where ascertained, the spelling upon the original manuscript 
is retained.

Although it might at first sight appear unneccesary to 
include names of informants, the dale of discovery and the name 
of the fieldworker, these a.'t included nevertheless, since 
some insight might thereby be gained into the consistency and 
integrity of the observations, from season to season and 
individual to individual. Also, the provision of the names and 
domiciles of informants might eventually lead to much closer 
provenancing of discoveries if land terriers of the period 
become available.



3. Circumstances of Discovery
An important aspect of the documentation from the 

Memoirs is the provision of- clear evidence of the economic
and*social conditions which surrounded discovery* Du ■ 
occasion, useful data is also provided about the
physical nature of the ground, from which finds were taken.

Most of the discoveries listed in the appendix
were found in bogs. The better part of this total was
most likely blanket peat; some however, must have been
found in r^licj^. joasins of fen peat. A.t Moneyneany,(no. 16 ) and
Fallaghloon,/the depth was eight feet, while at Ballynease-
macpeake> it attained a depth of twenty (no. 27} .In at least tvs;
instances, Drumlejrph and Culnagrew (nos H8 and 100 respectively) ,
•flow bog' is mentioned and^reference may indicate that the
demands of land-taking at this time of economic crisis
had forced peasant farmers to cut into the unstable spongerslike edges of dangerous morass^ which comprised some of the 
lowland peats.

Few of the stone or metal objects are noted to have
come from burials or sites indicative of actual occupation.
Nevertheless the association of a spearhead from Cloverhill,

97with the site of an old Druid's Altar (no ) and the 
archer's bracer from Drumsteeple whi’h had accompanied 
an urn containing ashes are of considerable interest,(no.44) and 
the discovery of arrowheads in an old fort at Ballymulderg- 
more (no.5 ) and of a bronze implement beneath the
surface of a fort at Ballymenagh (no.72) highlight the total 
nature of destruction of u h rath cites. In t»ie latter 
case it would appear that prehistoric material was found only 
after the rath had been taken away, together with its organic 
kitchen-midden debris to be used as mahure.

A most tantalising entry is the one which describes 
the discovery of 'a ring one inch in diameter, but greatly 
corroded by time and rust when found' alongside 'earthen 
crocks that contained calcined bones and ashes' at Craigadick 
(no.132 )• The loss of this ring is the more unfortunate 
since metal accompaniments within Early Bronze Age burials 
in Northern Ireland, or indeed within Ireland as a whole 
are particularly rare,



Similarly, it is tempting to speculate upon the type 
of ‘Ancient Pike..about 18 inches in length and raised along 
the centre similar to a bayonet and having a screwed on 
tang to fasten it to the handle' which might have been found 
in ‘demolishing an ancient caijn of stones ’ in Drummuck 
(no. 119). Was this perhaps a /dagger or halberd of the Early 
Bronze Age, or <x rarer Late Bronze Age accompanied
burial ? Or was the placing of the earn above the place 
where it had been buried a much later action and quite

I ^fortuitous ft >-r
The deliberate hidi '■ > art i • a > seems hardly attested

from any of the entries, but the discovery of the Mercury 
figure from Caugh Templemoyle (no.138) beneath a very' large 
stone invites a suspicion that the stone's position was not 
entirely cxccudehtal •

Almost without exception these discoveries were made 
in digging; whether that is expressed by the term 'in labouring 
land' (no,92),'digging new land’ (nos 99, 135 ) or in
'reclaimnng' or merely ’taking’ new or uncultivated land 
(no.log),the activity involved was land reclamation for 
agricultural purposes. In two or three other cases, 
associated works were involved : such as ’digging a lane’
(no 73) or ’under a road’ or in, ’ts:inking a water cut ’ (nos95,117 
Thus it may be appreciated that all of the discoveries 
mentioned in this Memoir were made before any large-scale 
well-organised agricultural or industrial activity took 
place within tne fiwld ... f discovery •.** ng lve*vH mat-tu .

Extensive account ; of the folklore of stone implements 
are given in some of these early references, but these are 
outside the scope of the present inquiry. However, it is 
of some interest to note that once discovered, superstition 
favoured the preservation of stone implements; only shapeless 
flints seem to have been destroyed, as <c»un^tiwtT (ko j

, . as appendages to the tinder box. Bronze implements tended 
not to share the reverence afforded stone. Many of the 
entries for which the artifact is now lost relate how the 
find had been ’converted to other uses’. Some sold to smiths 
or the forge must have been used in mending household articles.



4. Distributions
i. Flint.

The twenty-two entries of flint implements represent 
discoveries in at least twenty thx'ee townlands. About 
seventy five recogniseable flint implements are recorded 
as well as several discoveries either of hoarded material, 
or deriving £rom putativ-: settlement sites.

Not all the implements are furnished with illustrations, 
and many which do survive are in outline only, made in the 
field by Fagan. None of the drawings gives sections, though 
that sketch resembling a tranchot-derivative arrowhead from 
Tirnoney (no. 20, FID 1.1, iu . 3), !•; accompanied by somethin 
which approaches to a reasonable section. This drawing 
is also of interest in that it is the earliest illustrated 
example of the type from Ireland (possibly also from the 
British Isles). A good number of the illustrated flints 
are clearly flakes: sesren from Derrygarve (no.ll ,FIG.l . 3 
lower) and three or four from Ardtrea (no.3). Some of 
these are more clearly Bann Flakes, for example that from 
Eallyscullion (no.8, FIG.1.2, no.2 lower), Annagh (no.2,
FIG. 1.1, no.l ). One Ardtrea flake (no.3, c, no.6, FIG.1.5) 
has the appearance of the more unusual notched variety of 
Bann flake as first defined by Knowles in 1912 (Plate XII).

It is often difficult to distinguish certain shapes 
of flake from leaf or lozenge-shaped arrowheads, but examples 
from Ardtrea (no.3,b.no.1, c, nos 2,9,10 ) and Ballymuldergmore 
(no. 5, nos 6 and 10) are v ar.ly examples of the latter 
category, a more slender, a:• ...•^-1 variety c cmes from 
the latter townland (no.5, 11).

A more unusual, hollow-based arrowhead is illustrated 
from Ballynacross in outline only (no.f, FIG.1.1,no.8).

A comprehensive range of tanged and barbed arrowheads 
is represented. The tiny ‘Beaker type’ from Ardtrea (no.3 
a, nc.5) is accompanied by two round-barbed specimens (same 
figure, nos 1 and 2) besides larger notched examples (nos 
3 and 3). Similar types are represented elsewhere from 
Ardtrea, Ballymuldergmore, Derrygarve and Magherafelt (no. 17) 
The clumsily made spearhead from Ballymuldergmore (no.5,1,
FIG. 1,4) is of a type recognised as having a relatively 
restricted currency within the North of Ireland ( Coiii^s

j though it should be emphasised that no overall
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distribution of the type has yet been plotted.
From this source, flint implements appear to be largely 

confined to the east of the county (FIGOio). Stone axes 
appear to have been collected over a similar area, though 
extending somewhat to the ncrth, to the west of the Bann Valley.
A comparison betwen this and the distribution of James Flanagan's

CoU -Collection (Appendix 2, pp ), collected around the same
time, or slightly later, shows a complementary grouping, 
though there exists a fair amount of overlap (FIG. D-ti ).

(ii) Objects of Stone
Few of the stone axes mentioned in the MS are worthy 

of special. attention. j . < ca.se •*...%• hue original tompcsi .
of the stone be ascertained from the description given in the 
text. Of greater interest is the hoard of axes and a polishing 
stone from Ballymacpeake (no.26), which lies at the head of 
a pattern of discovery that has not taken such stones more 
than about 20 km from this particular findspot.

It is not possible to ascertain much of the early beadstones 
(nos 46-50), which might have been of any age or culture, 
and insufficient are mentioned to form an intelligible pattern 
of loss or of collection.
(iii) Objects of Wood

Of the eight wooden objects listed in the catalogue, two 
are wheels, one solid, the other spoked; two are spades; one 
is the pattern for a bronze sword, while the ancient butter 
stand from Cragmore and the three-legged bowl from Ballydullaghan 
(nos 152-153) may well have ’an f*eo3 ithic/fiarly bronze Age 
polypod bowls such as ate still rare from Ireland. The 
drawing of the tri-cephalic wooden statue from Ballybritam 
may be a gross misrepresentation of the discovery that was 
actually made, and this should be used with caution.
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4. iv.
Bronzes

Forty years ago, Wafson plotted findspots of County 
Antrim bronzes which, among four hundred and fifty finds 
listed by type, included twenty four taken from the O.S.
Memoirs (19^5,^/og'-(is) . ithohgh Watson’s study included 
a proper discussion of the significance of the overall 
distribution in terms of culture and of settlement, he 
omitted to plot Memoir finds .separately from those 
which he found in the literature or. in museums. One 
important drawback to Watson* a li : L in any case, is that 
he failed to give preci.- x unu. 1; f oferencus. or tc 
reproduce drawings where these existed. It is therefore 
possible that Watson overlooked certain bronzes sketched 
and described only in the Fair Sheets but not in the finished 
Parish Accounts, moreover we are denied the potential of 
comparing original drawings with museum specimens. This 
is to be regretted the more since these points would 
have rendered it a study analogous to the present one. 
possibly the only study of its type.

All localised bronzes have been'plotted on the map, (MApo-iL) 
irrespective of type, in order to gain a clear picture of 
overall discovery patterns. Of the ninety-six finds which 
have been given findspots on the map, some twenty-five are 
of unknown implement types.

Quite different factors affected this distribution 
than those which obtain at the present day, (as uoted ^

' /hrv«iUth>o There uie only t\vo cac.es of major
concentrations of five or more implements in one townland.
One of these, Brackaghreilly (C 80 00) was a genuine focus 
of discovery. The other, centred on the Banagher Mountains 
(H 68 02) is a collection area reflecting the habits of 
the Ross and Ogilby families. Excepting the Banagher 
enneentration, the early distribution map may be considered 
a fair and accurate feflection of discoveries made between 
c, 1785 and 1836, though particularly between 1820 and 1836.
In this, it differs significantly from the modern pattern, 
and since a taste for collecting had not developed at the
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time of the Survey, and there was yet little demand for 
antiquities or even recognition of the intrinsic historic 
worth of the artifacts, near-absolute certainty attaches 
to the testimony of the many disinterested witnesses who 
provided Fagan and Bleakly v/ith their information. Difficulties 
over identification of J i no. will not be dealt with at this 
juncture, but it is important to note that twenty one fines 
were variously disposed of to tinkers (three flat axes, . .
thirteen unclassified a , to smiths (one hoardor were 
otherwise ’converted to other! nee* (one spearhead and 
two unclassified axes). The only hint of any dealing 
comes from, the sale of an un-' iassifi. d axe to a gentleman 
outside the area (no.92) though the flat axe from County 
Down (no. 54)must be taken as a warning that artifacts could 
and did travel locally as items of curiosity. Certainly 
the subsequent histories of the Ogilby and Ross collections 
bear this out, the presence of finds from other parts
of Ireland in Ogilby’s collection r usl" cast dcubC 
upon the findspots of some of the more local itflms.

The immediate visual impact of this early distribution 
map is in the intensity of discoveries between the Sperrins 
and the Lough Neagh- Lough Bee area. In stark contrast 
to the later map (MAPc-i3), finds from the ’collecting towns’ 
and from the river Bann itself are totally absent. Indeed, 
the shortage of bronze swords from the earlier record, and 
their abundance from later river drainage schemes lends 
credence to the suggestion that many swords may have been 
deliberately deposited in cnc- v.r religious purposes 
alternatively the more important . ttlenients may have been 
situated upon the flood plain and from them the finds would 
have been washed into and preserved in the soft river muds 

unc( diatomite. But weighed against their apparent sparseness 
on the earlier map, we must add the observation that a 
bronze sword might more easily have been ’converted to 
other uses’ than could so many other smaller bronze finds.
A rapier from Co. , now in the U.M. (see p. FIG-^g )
is fitted with an iron collar for use as a bayonet (perhaps 
in the ’98 rebellion?) and j.> a just demonstration of the 
bellicose potential of such finds.
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FIG. 0.23 Distribution of bronze Age metalwork post-1836
Five or more denoted by small halo, ten or more, 
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Further caveats must be added to these cautionary remarks. 
Most of the detail collected pertaining to small finds -fror* 
this county spans a field-vorking period of about eighteen 
months, from early 1835 to late 1836. Some parishes visited 
in 1834-5 appear to have been productive of more specific 
information about such die overies than later, and the 
appearance of line drawin by Ligar in 1835-6 may have 
been the response to a dire tive reccu^ved from
Petrie or Larcom at that time. A knowledge of Survey policy 
in Antrim and elsewhere is here clearly desirable so that 
a clearer idea may be had of the efficiency and motivation 
of the fieldworkers.

:



4. (vi) Distribution of Bronzes ro;- 'l:^36:a cotriparcvcive study.
At a glance, the overall distribution of bronzes in 

Co. Derry at the present day, when taken from museum sources 
and printed works, can be seen t> have a strong bias 
towards the Bann Valley, and in particular, to the River 
3ann itself (MAPo-z.2). Between fifty and one hundred 
bronzes alone are pro vena need r.u Lai source. At a rough 
estimate this is probably equal to the total number of bronze 
artifacts from the rest of tae court y, and in archaeological 
terms the figure might be used to suagest a more intensive 
kind of settlement attracted to th' river valley or to 
the river. Looked at more closely, any real archaeological 
conclusions might have to L;*' . in vie-. ^^ '
sampling biases which affect the collection of primary 
data. Agriculture, river drainage schemes and the collecting 
habits of antiquaries are all legacies which must be documented, 
and explained if the pattern is to be properly understood.
Antiquaries and Collectors

One of the most important factors affecting artifact 
distribution patterns is collecting and dealing in antiquities. 
During the nineteenth century there grew up an industry 
in buying and selling, of owning and hoarding and even 
more occasionally, in studying the artifacts flushed from 
peatbogs and rivers through human activity. In Ulster, 
the important names were John Bell of Dungannon, James Bell 
of Ballymoney, Alexander Colville Welsh of Dromore, and, 
perhaps the most important single individual to our immediate 
argument, W.J.Knowles of .11 ;..cnu. John Bell of Dungannon 
left over five hundred . ,cuu..-. - - iixsn bronze®, now
housed in the N&tional Museum of Antiquities of Edinburgh.
The Ballymoney Collection of Wu? unrelated Tarn*. E>£l( in Antrim 
passed through Edinburgh, Reith in Yorkshire and the Yorkshire 
Museum and returned to Ulster only in 1974. Welsh left 
his material or his family sold it upon his death, to the 
Royal Irish Academy- None of these three collections bore 
particularly useful provenances. There was some semblenc* 
of order in the Knovle: collection, and indeed, Knowles 
published quite a lot oi it in his lifetime. Nevertheless, 
findspots were on occasion fabricated or obfuscated for 
unknown reasons (cf Briggs, forthcoming).



The present-day distribution map is a record of 
discoveries made later, rather than earlier in the collecting 
boon. Although few museum artifacts are entirely without 
provenance, with alarming regularity this relates to a 
collecting or dealing centre. Derry City, Draperstown, 
Limavady and Kilrea emerge as small local foci. More 
important are Garvagh, Coleraine, Portglenone, Toome and 
Toomebridge (both in County Antrim). The latter are 
included to help give a more balanced picture of the Bann 
Valley. Purchases made at these centres may have been 
discovered anywhere within several miles' radius, or 
even have beer, imported rrou a considerable distance by 
dealers, or through the migration of a family. In this 
sense, the flat axe from Co. Down which in 1836 was in 
the possession of John Burdot, bookbinder of Ferryquay 
Street, Coleraine, is of considerable interest.

Drainage Schemes
A further factor in this distribution is the Bann 

drainage. Certain parts Of the river were scoured for 
necessary drainage or navigation purposes on two or three 
occasions during the past one and a half centuries. 
Fortunately many or most of the ■" bronzes found under 
contracts executed by the commis:doners of Public Works 
during the 1840s and 1850s were passed on to the Academy 
(Wilde 18 5'^Tpassim) . At this period, the Cutts, Loughan
Island and Toome began to emerge as important findspots 
particularly for swords and larger spearheads. Iron Age 
and later as well as prolific amounts of lithic material 
were also recovered. During the 1920s and’30s, drainage 
again brought artifacts to light, and to cope with the 
gro.wing trade in them two or three individuals manufactured 
fakes in both stone and bronze. Throughout these inter-war 
years, Bann Valley provenances were regularly attached to 
any old artifact, wherever it came from, in order to satisfy 
the hunger and anticipation of the market.

Provenances of ’River ,.ann’ are therefore not of 
any great value to the distribution map, though it is 
true that Hwords and larger spearheads are a particular



feature of this river in the saute way that the Thames 
has proved to be for similar types (bhrenberg, 1977).
The Thames, the Shannon and the Bann have all suffered 
at the hands of the collectors and for this reason the 
Bannside towns together wit.', Loughan Island and the Cutts 
may be accepted asyfindspoU . 'Hi • with the strongest reserve.

Finds which may be confidently referred to a particular 
drainage scheme and to an individual government off.iccal 
associated with it are usually authentically provenancec ,
Many of those from private collections cannot be offeree 
the same degree of immunity from suspicion.
Discoveries made in farming

Outside the Bann Valley, about fifty bronzes are given 
townland provenances, so that plotting to four-figures 
is possible on the O.S.map. In odd cases, transcription 
or sheer ignorance on the part of the collector or museum 
authority has made it difficult to locate an exact findspot.
But in the main, this appears to be a reasonable guide to 
distributions of finds made over the past century or so.

Discoveries made in arable farming or in peat cutting 
over this period seem to lie below the 500 ft O.D. contour, 
though some ten percent come from higher ground. The western 
side of the county is more thinly spread than the east: 
here there is a cluster along the commuter belt for Derry 
City, and with a couple o; odd exceptions, the remainder 
are confined to the area around Limavady. Continuous 
farming from medieval t’ to the esent day in this 
north-western area ija^have slowly stripped it of its 
antiquities, and its/agricultural history must thus be 
contrasted against those of the : ann Valley and the Sperrins, 
which were until more recent times under peat.

One smaller feature of the map merits comment. A 
void appears in the east between Lough Beg and the concentration 
centred upon Draperstown (around H 8090/9090). This patch 
can be directly attributed to the presence of an extensive 
bog on either side of the Loyola JRiver, and is a feature 
inherited from the earlier artifact distribution map 
(MAP o-li) .
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Finally, in assessing the limitations of the distrib
ution map, it must always be borne in mind that some of 
the finds plotted on the earlier map may also appear 
upon the later, where finds in the Memoir with townland

-to tel l -fin

provenances are absorbed into^/the small collecting towns.
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5. The Prehistoric Material Culture of Co. i^erry from O.S. Source.
As museums are replete with flint implements and stone

axes collected in Co. Derry, the impact of a few dozen new
findspots is not great. .V-ome stone objects are rather more
useful to the prehistorian. The archer’s bracer from a single
grave burial at Drumsteeple, novT lost (no.44), is the first
to be positively identified from a burial in Ireland, and
helps augment the growing suspicion that Ireland did have a
classic single-grave burial tradition in which grave goods
were deposited with bones and urns. Remarkably few of these
grave goods have been of bronze. it is therefore again
encouraging to record a bronze rirg from a burial at.
though unfortunate that it should have been lost (no.132). ,cl P-

As -Lrish ’Food Vessel*-type axes . have not yet been"
. >5 .published, the presence of such a sjKJimen from Drumconready

is a welcome addition to the record in a county where perforated 
stone implements appear to have been rare.

The impact of this MS is strong upon the distribution 
of flat axes, which were otherwise uncommon in the area 
(Harbison 1969a, passim), and the unusual halberd/dagger 
from Banagher (no.56), so similar to that from ?N Ireland 
in the Bell Collection in Edinburgh (Appendix 2 FIG.2.4), 
leads one to suspect that the two might have been originally 
found together, possibly cast in the same mould, or even 
comprised part of a hoard.

Eamentably little has been written about palstaves, 
spearheads and socketed axes in Ireland, while even rapiers 
have not been individual • y der-c rihr* i :o properly Mlustrr v--' 
(though see Trump 1961 for useful measurements). What may 
be said of these bronzes is that their distribution pattern 
seems to indicate a widespread occupation during the Bronze 
Age, and one less concentrated in the valleys than might 
otherwise have seemed the case.

There are seven putative Bronze Age hoards. One, from 
Aghansillagh (no 123) may have only been two socketed aixeheads 
found close together and otherwise unrelated. The hatchet 
and pike from Carnanbane is also not certainly a closed group, 
though in view of the contents of the other hoards, the possib 
ility that it was also one is high. Similarly, the ’halbert’ 
from Drumbrock is suspect (no. 126).



The remaining five are however of considerable interest, 
particularly as no Bronze Age hoards have otherwise been reported 
from the county. These each included brass rings? only one 
from Carnanbane (no.125), the quantity not stated from Magnadone 
(no,129), twelve from Annagh (no.12'1), sixty from Dunronan 
(no.127) and 150 from Lackagh (no.128). Three included amber 
beads: Carnanbane, Dunronan and Maghadone; one, Carnanbane 
also had a wooden ring - possibly lignite, and the only 
useful hint of dating evidence comes from Maghadone in the 
form of a bag-shaped axe (FIG, 1.15, no.3). The use of bronze

arings, of amber/anb lignite are considered to be charact'eristic 
of hoarding in the Dowris Pha -e of the Late Bronze Age 
(Eogan 1964, p.302,309). Other Irish boards containing 
bronze rings include Seacon More, Co. Antrim and Trillick,
Co Tyrone (Eogan 1964, pp 332 and 348 respectively.)

This new information from the Memoirs establishes a 
Northern grouping of hoards, possibly of personal ornament 
or of horse trappings, which may well refrect the availability 
of amber from close to hand (see Chapter 5).

From other local finds it is well known that bronze 
casting was taking place locally and the newly provenanced 
Caraloan and the lost Drumderg moulds are both of interest 
in this respect. Indeed, it may now be possible to compare 
palstaves found in the area with thin matrix.

The remaining miscellaneous items of bronze off^er 
tempting tit-bits upon which we may speculate about the 
Early Iron Age and Romano-British period. These include 
a cauldron handle from C,:imore (-no 1 36) and a Y-shaped piece 
from Moneyshanere (no.135), both now lost, the former LBA/
EIA, the latter 1st Century B.C. or later. According to 
Dr B.Raftery, the Kilcronaghan late La Tene type brooch 'is 
intriguing and tantalising’ and he sw^ests it may be a pocr 
drawing of one in the National Museu.n of Ireland. Its 
distinctive upturned foot and catchplate certainly makes it 
comparable with one listed by Wilde* (Raftery B. in lit).

Even more intriguing are the ’curious brass articles 
much resembling shallow saucers’ from Templemoyle (no.139).
Their shape is further emphasised when described elsewhere 
by the 0.S.fieldworker as ’a bruiser’, a form of concave disc 
used in lens-making (no.80). Might these have been the Petrie



discs', for so long unprovenanced in the National Collection?
Finally, the Roman period is given some representation 

locally by the discovery of the Romano-British figurine of 
Mercury on Caugh Hill (no.138), This is also presently 
unprovenanced in the Petti: Collection.

This is an impressive catalogue of early discovery which 
in its way is - unique. Its analysis makes a remarkable
impression upon the study of an area so well worked by preh
istorians and collectors for a century past, and every effort 
should now be made to trace the missing finds.

■1



6. Dispersal of the finds
Although, as already noted, a number of finds were 

destroyed, in the course of the Survey a number of private 
collections were visited and their exhibits mentioned or 
sketched. The fate of these collections is by no means 
easily determined.

As might have been expected, the greater number of collectors 
belonged to the Anglo-Irish ascendancy. Some held material 
found upon their estates or glebes, while others actively 
collected from the parishes of which they were patron or 
owner. Lord Garvagh, for example, paid 10/6 for an 
urn (MS 40/1(5) p.25), while the Rev Nelson Myre owned a food 
vessel from Kilculbrack, upper Cumber. The Rev. James Bryce, 
member of a family of dissenting and enlightened educationalists 
had 'remarkable articles of antiquarian and mineralogical 
interest' (29/1(7) p.25), though many of these were obviously 
nbt of prehistoric origin.
Around Cookstown, both the Staples of Lissan and the Stewarts 
of Killymoon held material found, presumably upon their estates 
The former owned the'Lissan Rapier ' now more precisely 
provenanced to Tullynure (122) , while the latter held gold 
which may have been absorbed into the 'Killymoon Hoard'(146).

Interest in excavation and antiquarianism was not entirely 
the monopoly of the Protastaftf ascendancy, however. Parish Priest 
Quinn of Omagh dug up an urn in Boveagh and owned an unrecognise- 
able bronze instrument from Maine 'together with other
brass instruments found from time to time m .Desertmartir.
Parish (42/’.(3) p 5). Tne fate of his collection has not been 
ascertained.

There were two larger collections; one, of the Ogilbys 
from the Kilcatten area, the other with Mrs Ross at Banagher 
Cottage. Ogilby's collection was acquired by the National 
Museum of Ireland in 1871, and besides the two food vessels 
(FIG. 3.26), it contained much irrelevant bric-a-brac and 
out-county artifacts. No written account surviv. es of the 
accessions fo the Belfast Museum beluie 1911, but from the 
fine halberd (56) having turned up among the Ulster Museum 
collections, it may be deduced that the rest of Mrs Ross's 
collection also went to that repository.
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The 0.S.Collection
The collectionwhich must claim most attention is that which 

was, according to the MS, regularly procured from peasant 
farmers. All told, several dozen articles are mentioned, and many 
of these appear to have beep prehistoric. These finds included 
several fragments of pottery? from iamneyrankin 'the pot cur^sly 
carved (37/111(4) p.32)j bones and urn from a Druid's Altar 
in Cloghan td and Rocktown (Appendix 3), as well as material 
from a 'Dermot and Crania's Bed' in Co. Tyrone, the latter 
specifically said to have been in the possession of George 
Petrie Esq. A number of other it-ras are said to have been 
in his possession.

The publication of several artifacts now in the Petrie 
collection in recent years has made it fairly easy to link 
the otherwise unknown 0.S.collection with that formed by 
Hhe Head of the 0*S.Topographical Survey, George Petrie.
In fact, Petrie's collection appears to have absorbed most if 
not all the specimens collected by the fieldworkers and returned 
to Dublin. In exactly what capacity these were collected, 
and whether or not payment was made for them may probably never 
be known.

The connection between the collections is seen by comparing 
Coghlan and Rafter}'s published drawing of an unprovenanced 
palstave mould in the Petrie Collection (no.428? Coghlan ind 
Raftery 1961, no.13 here no.131). Many other specimens now 
require to be examined and matched, it possible, with the 
sketches in the Memoir. A start has been made in this usefu* 
exercise by Miss M.Ehrenbery, who has kindly supplied photograph 
of four further items which are clearly matched with Memoir 
sketches (FIGS 121,1-22) ,

Whereas it is likely that the returns from even the most 
thnruogh exercise of this type will be small, the fruits of 
the labour make quite a difference upon the distribution map 
(for discussion of which see above). It is disturbing to 
have to record that Petrie, 'Father of Irish antiquarianism' 
a man who regularly sermonised about the necessity to provenance 
collected artifacts, should have been responsible for holding 
a collectiao which incorporated finds made during his service 
with the Crown which were to completely lose documentation 
long before his own death. The effect felt by other collectors 
and antiquaries of national standing must have been dramatic.



Chapter 3: Conclusion
Some three or four hundred, or more prehistoric artifacts 

were noted during the Topographical Survey's work in Co 
Derry, 1834-37. A useful proportion of these were drawn and 
described, while s.djne specimens even survived to be located 
in museum collections.

From the study made of this early Survey, four main 
points now emerge:

Firstly, this is the earliest collection of fine plan 
and section drawings of prehistoric artifacts in existence, and 
as such it now forms an important contribution to the history 
of antiquarian studies and of science. Retrospection of its 
putative impact upon nineteenth century scholarship, had :.t 
been published in the form originally intended, is worthy of 
speculation. Had this, and other prehistoric material, been 
catalogued and published by Petrie and his co-workers, the 
course of Irish Archaeology might well have run very differently.

Secondly, at a local level the collection makes a deep 
impact upon our knowledge of the prehistory of the county, 
and its analysis greatly enhances the scientific potential 
of the many unprovenanced specimens in the Petrie Collection 
at the N.M.I.

Thirdly, this study cleariy demonstrates many of the drawbacks 
which are to be learned about the use of distribution maps, 
and its application's to other areas, should not be overlooked.

Finally, the passage oi a major national collection into 
the hards of a major civil servant, as is demonstrated in the 
case of the Petrie Collection, gives rise to concern about 
the organisation and practice of archaeology in mid-nineteentb 
century Ireland, and emphasises the crying need to re-examine 
and catalogue not only the Petrie Collection, but also the 
bulk of the National Collections which have not been published 
since Wilde’s day.
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Chapter 4: Prehistoric Field Monuments in Co. Derry; the O.S.
Meino i rs

3urr -■ ■ - • . iitAj f.

Introd-.:ct ion

A noted in the previous chapter, the O.S.Memoirs were

compiled from house to house collection. The work began
*

in 1833 when Petrie, 0’Donovan and stokes made a tour of Co. 
Derry (possibly also Co. Antrim). During the course of this 
tour, Stokes sketched^ O'Donovan collected folklore and language 

traditions, while Petrie also appears to have sketched, though 
his work never became available for study.

During 1834 Oldham (later to become Director of the 
Geological Survey of India,, also . ...pable topographical 
artist and surveyor trained through the O.S., was sent to 
Caugh Hill, where, according to Stokes (1866, p.19), Petrie 

had already sketched a cairn, Here Oldham planned the Aughlish 
circles (no.7).

After this brief pilot survey, the Topographical Survey 
mobilised to cover the whole county. Here, Thomas Fagan, 
assisted in the compilation of some parishes by James Bleakly, 
visited most sites and farms in the county. When important 
monuments were drawn to his attention, directives were 
sent instructing John btokes, Charles Ligar or J.Butler 
Williams to make accurate surveys and precise sketches.
These early plans of prehistoric monuments are among the finest 
of their age.

In consequence of these visits a fine archive of sketches 
was appended to the finished accounts of monuments
being written in Dublin. , .v: . j-w- <4 V*‘-.‘v c* ppear 1- have
based upon Fagan and Bleakly'w fair sheets, the sketch-s 
and a personal knowledge of particular sites on the part 

of the writer.
FI Throughout the Appendix (3) it is stated that 1833 sketches

k ...were exeqted by du Noyer. Thas xs xn error for Stokes.



On occasion, Fg^an would report a site to be worth sketching 
but as none is represented in the MSS, we must presume that 
it was never forthcoming due to lack of time or a difference 
of opinion on the part of Ur- artist.

The motive for sending Seorge du Noyer on an independent 
trip in 1838 with the purpose of sketching further monuments 
throughout much of Ireland, is not clear. Perhaps by that 
time Petrie realised that the writing was on the wall for 
the closure of his Surveys berry and Antrim had taken too 
long and he was under severe fire from his critics. Du Noyer*s 
form an important landmark in the history of topographical 
sketching.

The Memoir for Co. Londonderry was deposited by H.M.
Ordnance Survey, Phoenix lark, at the Koyal Irish Academy 
in 1857. After that time, it appears not to have oeen used 
by those who compiled it and it was not until W.C.Borlase 
was compiling his volumes describing Irish dolmens in 1897 
that scholars were again to draw extensively upon it.
There.is evidence that by 1905, local schilars were examining 
the MSS, though general use does not seem to have been 
made until George Barnett, tian cit.)- ! some sections for 
articles printed in Northern newspapers in the 1920s. Evidently 
this acted as a catalyst to further local interest. A McL May,
J Mullen and G Glassey all appear to have been familiar with 
the source during the 1930s, though it is likely that only 
May actually transcribed material from it personally and 
the other two were dependent, upon him. Oliver Davies not 
only used the MSS to re-lo.. re sites and describe early finds 
but also published substantial quotations from them, together 
with sketches of destroyed sites. Watson was to follow with 
a thorough study of Co. Ant m during the 1940s, though publishing 
his findings in a rather inadequate and summary form (1945).
The Preliminary Survey of 1940 and its corrections all leaned 
heavily upon the O.S.Memoirs. In this most useful comparisons 
were made of early site descriptions with up-rto-date observations.

A more recent ohase of interest was stimulated by the 
publication of a complete Parish Memoir for fintrim Town, 
alongside an introduction drawing attention to its usefulness 
and vastness as a resource for local historians and archaeologist! 
(Traynor 1971). MacNeill and Simpson followed with publications 
of Templecorran and Doneyore, respectively (1972 and 1974).



Kilroot and Glynn, also edited at that time, still remain 
unpublished in typescript. In each of these cases useful 
data was related to prehistoric or Medieval settlement patterns 
and in the case of Donegore, uaiiLg original plans of field 
patterns and monuments, Simpson was successful in reconstructing 
an early landscape.

Of more general interest is the work of Flanagan (1976), 
who used a complete search of the f ^ us the basis for an 
article on cist burial in the the methodology and
conclusions of which will be discussed below. Similarly,
Herity drew extensively upon the documents for his study 
of Irish Passage Graves in 1974,

The present study was undertaken by combing all existing 
Memoir material relating to the courtfy. Other information 
has been added from the O.S.Letters of O'Donovan, the O.S. 
NamebooKs in Phoenix Park and from the MSS of A.McL May 
(Ulster Museum) arid-G. Blassey (P. R. 0,N. I. ). Some complete 
descriptions of sites have been liftTi from the accounts 
given in the Preliminary ■ ur;vi;y (1910), either as useful 
comparanda, or because no oth • source exists. Similar 
shortcomings of cartographic plotting exist in this gazetteer 
as in the one which accompanied Chapter 3 (Appendix 1).
Many classifications by the writer are arbitrary and 
future fieldwork and excavation will no doubt modify ana enhance 

the limited analysis possible at present.
Monuments are described and discussed under the following 

heads (1) Megaliths according to the U.S. (2) Passage Graves
(3) (i) Bronze Age burial (ii) cairns uii) cists <,iv),urns 
(v) multiple burial (vi) contents of cists (vii) relationship 
between cists and urns; (viii) Cists, Cairns, Stone and Soil.
(4) Cairns, principally of the Bronze Age (5) standing stones; 
(6) Stone Circles; (7) Conclusion: Monument distribution

I patterns past and present.



4:1 MEGALITHS IN CO. DERRY ACCORDING TO THE ORDNANCE SURVEY

The recognition of megalithic tombs from the MS Memoirs 
is not an easy task. Often the use of local folk-lore, using 
terms such as Dermot and Grianne's Bed, Giant's Grave or 
Druid's Altar may provide a clue as to whether or not the 
structure was massive, or of potentially remote antiquity.
But this <f'S only a rough guide. Often, in the absence of 
measurement or of plans, the suggestion that the site was 
a megalithic (i.e.most likely a Neolithic)tomb, rather than 
a cairn or later date, must be made upon entirely subjective 
judgement. There can be no doubt that if some of these site 
were to be located, it would bo discovered that their size 
and type was originally neither megalithic nor Neolithic.
Equally, it is likely that among those sites now listed as 
Bronze Age cairns, or even as cists, and of standing stones, 
there must have been many earlier sites, some of them 
composite in structure and multi-period in date.

If the diagnosis of typology is difficult for the surviving 
monuments for those now destroyed, it is
almost impossible, except where plans survive. Even when 
these do exist, having been surveyed by engineers whose disin- 
-terested brief had not been clouded by the dogmas and theories 
of this age, orthostats are not di.stinguished from flat field- 
stones, so that a complete absence of pattern makes it impossible 
to recognise the nature of the plan, and the sketches 
merely enhance the confusion. Good examples of this are 
met with in the drawings relating to Ballymully (28 i FIGS 
3-16-3.18), Brockabcy, (no 50, FIG ? 24), drawn c.trly ir. the 
O.S. programme of investigation. Cashel (62 iijFIG 3.30), 
a galleried tomb, may have had either a horn or a plain facade: 
Cloane (no.66;FIG.3.33) is too dilapidated for useful observation 
to be made. Crossreagh (no 79;FIG 3.39), in the same style 
as Ballymully is equally incomprehensible and Drumderg (no96s 
FIG 3.43) appears to have portals.

In fact, plans have survived of 27 different megalithic 
tombs. These are executed in different styles and range from 
a thumb-skebh in the Fair sheets of Bleakley's Mobuy (no.174 
FIG.3.57C) to accomplished surveys such as that of Garrick East
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(FIG.3.28). Most offer little to help form an opinion of the 
type of site involved. Ballymully (29 i), a gallery grave, 
is still extant and has altered little since it was drawn in 
1835 (FIG.3.20). Our knowledge of Garrick East (3.25a) is 
enhanced only a little by the early plans, while Timoney 
(no.213;FIG 3.51b) also appears similar today, though whether 
a ’portal* tomb, or part of a wedge or court tomb, is not elear.

Some fresh, useful information is to be gleaned from some 
of the plans, however; The mystery of Mobuy is not solved by 
the crude sketch of an elongated chamtor tomb, but is clearly

cfnot/a passage grave , as has been suggested (see below).
Of greater interest are t he plans of 'arnanbane (no. 54 ii).

Glasakeeran (no.117 FIG.3.51), Mullaboy (No. 1 78; FIG. 3.59b), 
Tamneyreagh (203 i ;F1GS 3.58-3.71 ) Glasakeeran were 

incorporated into the list of Wedge Tombs of Herring and May 
(1940, pp 254-5), and indeed, Coday both would otherwise 
be virtually unrecrogniseable as such without excavation. 
Camanbane (FIG. 3.25) presents the appearance of a Court Tomb,

Similarly for Mullaooy there exists a remarkable ground plan 
(FIG.3 60b), reminiscent in structure midway between a Wedge 
Tomb and A Neolithic circular burial site (Herity and Eogan 
1977,pp 81-84).

Of the remaining 19 sites with plans, Grevolea, from 
a very early sketch, may have been a portal tomb, though the 
drawing is so stylised, possi bly taken from local memory 
rather than at first hand, that it is not to be relied upon. 
From among the remainder, Kilboyle (no.143;FIG 3.55) and 
Largantea (no.153;FIG.3.56) are of interest. In these cases 
their plans intimate nothing of the style of tomb as was 
subsequently to be recovered from excavation.

Only one site has so far produced sufficient charcoal 
for determination, namely Ballybriest Camanbane (11 i),

I and this was of around 3,000 B.C. for material buried beneath 
the forecourt.

Artifactual assemblages from these sites have been diverse 
Within the county, generally speaking, the Court Tombs have 
yielded Neolithic shouldered bowls and the admixture of Beaker 
material in the matrix of the chambers at ^argantea (no.153) 
and Loughash, nearby in Tyrone (Herring 1938) has led to
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Megaliths. Destroyed sites noted in O.S.Memoirs •.
Sites noted in PSAM and other sources 0.

FIG. 0.24



helped buoy up the view that Wedge Tombs may have been of
Beaker origin, a view which is widely held. Unfortunately

. . 14this is not yet supported by C determinations.
Certain other tombs deserve mention.
Records of the site at Ballygroll (no.16 i), destroyed 

around 1816 are both unusua'1 and, important; the use of timber 
within a tomb as part of its basic architecture was indubitably 
a common practice, but its preservation and record is extremely 
rare. For comparanda we have to look to the long barrows, 
where an absence of fieidstone must have determined the use 
of wood . It is interesting to speculate how far local 
environmental factors may have determined its use in Ballygroll. 
At eight feet long by four feet wide, this might have served 
as the wooden cist to a bronze age burial, rather than a 
Neolithic one.

The group of megalithis which at one time stood in 
Ballymoney must have been in their time, as spectacular as 
that now surviving at Ballybriest. Unfortunately their 
precise locations and definitions are not known. One of them 
(no.26 iv) was compared by the fieldworker to that on Carnan- 
bane Hill (no 54 i), which appears to have been a Court Tomb, 
though how far this comparison is valid is an open question.

One megalithic site used for secondary burial is that of 
Clagan (no.14), of which now only three stones remain; one 
possibly a portal, is 10 feet high. This is one of many such 
sites used for Food Vessel burial in Ireland.
The description accompanying the Feeny monument (no.110 i) 
hints, with its large outer enclosure of flags enclosing a 
smaller enclosure in the shape of a modern grave, at its origin 
as a putative Wedge Tomb.

A further oblong cairn, ’built round in a ring of large 
stones laid side by side’ and therefore resembling the rear 
end of a Wedge Tomb, was destroyed at Ling ( no.161).

Some idea of the sheer size of the monuments is best had 
from Loughtilube ( no.109 i), one of which was 80 ft by 60 ffc 
by 6Jj ft high, which along with neighbouring monuments produced 
upon destruction some 3,000 cartloads of stones:.
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A major difficulty of site classification is to 
met in those described variously as 'cromlechs’ or ’small 
cromlechs’. In some cases these may have been Bronze Age 
cists, in others. Neolithic cists, or subsidiary chambers 
to otherwise defunct Court Craves, The one described in 
the Parish of Templemore (Jallyrfnagrorty, no 25), is so small 
that it might well have been Bronze Age. The same made be 
siitid of the Giant's Bed in Carranroe (no 58,"FIG 3.27). the 
ground plan of which does not inspire confidence as a particu
larly extensive megalith. In both these cases, the idea that 
a 'dolmen' and therefore possibly an early chambered tomb 
was the subject of the inquiry, rather than something 
more modest, is one regularly found in Borlase’s boli.rrns of 
Ireland, in which these sites are both mefationed.

It will also be appreciated that a secondhand description 
of the destrac^tion of a structured cairn comprising large 
slab or boulder cists might easily pass for a megalith and 
vice versa. A good example of this tantalising problem 
is the entry for Cloghan ( no.67), inside of which an urn 
containing bones and ashes was found.

The difficulty of determining ’dolmen’ structures 
as architectural features in their own rights, as opposed to 
parts of other structures, has only been touched upon.
How far it is possible to define I^B?^leof Portal Tombs in 

* the presently accepted sense (for example Herity 1964) is 
not the purpose of this analysis. The forty ton capstone 
of the Crevolea site (no 76; FIGS3. 35--37a) would have 
formed fine portals to a massive court cairn; the same 
would apply to Tirnoney, and to the massive stone at Tamiaght 
(Coagh no.200; FIGS 3.65-3.66) where the presence of a massive 
standing stone and reputedly of a former circle of others 
poses further questions of interpretation.



Ordnance Survey Megaliths compared with those from the
Preliminary Survey of Ancient Monuments (1940)

The recognition of a dense distribution of megalithic 
tombs in mid-Ulster has long provided fuel for speculation 
about tomb typology, origins or directional indicators of 
culture movement.

In recent time, snune 37 megalithic structures have been 
recorded from within the county. Excavation has been 
undertaken at Ballybriest , Carrick East, Kilhoyle, Knockoneill. 
Largantea and Taimeyrankin. Only one of these sites has so
far produced a date, as noted about, and in the others, evidence 
of age and culture sequence rests upon observed stratigraphy 
(which was nowhere particularly well preserved), and artifact!al 
discoveries.

The classification of the sites has attracted a number 
of students and six of the sites mentioned in the PSAM have 
been suggested as Court Tombs (sensu de Valera 1960)^ These 
are Ballybriest darnanbane, Carrick East, Coolnasillagh,
Ervey, Knockoneill, Strawmore and Tamneyrankin. A total

2.of nine Wedge Tombs*has been arrived at, and a list(from 
Herring and May 1940 with modification) runs;
Ballybriest (ii), Bailymully, Boviel, Drumderg, Glasakeeran, 
Kilhoyle, Largantea, Slaghtaverty, Tamneyreagh and Park 
Tireighter.

There remain; •megalithic'sites at the following locations 
which are as yet not classified: 3Ballybriest (iii), Ballygroll, Carn , Cashel, Coolcoscreaghan, 
Downhill, Drumconready, Owenreaqh, dlaghtneil ,Tam ^.aqht (Coaob) 
Templemoyie, Tirnoney and Tullybrick. Fieldwork and excavation 
will no doubt alter this position, but may also show that the 
classification of megaliths need not be so rigid as presently 
claimed by the chcir.pions of rapid diffusion.

1. de Valera (1960 p.115s1961,p.242) does not accept 
Coolnasillagh, which was suggested by Corcoran (1960), lists 
Carrick East as uncertain and rejects Ervey outright.
2. The terms Court,Wedge and Portal Tombs has been adopted 
throughout this discussion following de Valera (1972, p.xiii). 
Some inconsistency will be found with the appendix, which was 
compiled before the appearance of that work.
3. Though suggested as a Passage Grave by Herity (see below)



Chapter 4s2 PASSAGE GRAVES
In the introduction to the Inventory upor^which Herity’s 

study of Passage Graves is based, its author notes the 
difficulty of diagnosing the type of site without excavation. 
Three criteria are therefore considered to be reasonably 
diagnestic of the type; hilltop siting, a round tumulus and 
a megalithic kerb- Herity claims that these features 
certainly link a site to the passage grave tradition, so that 
all sites which include them are listed by him 'in an attempt 
to arrive at a maximum list of passage graves'(1974, p.205).

A large proportion of the sites included in this list 
owe their place in it to manuscript of early textual references 
which are of limited value. His treatment of Co. Oerry is 
based almost entirely upon the 0.S.Memorrs, and for this reason 
it is felt necessary to scrutinise closely the premises upon 
which this diagnosis is based.

In Britain, it is generaly accepted that most real hilltop 
cairns ere of BA origin. Very many Irish one/ have also proved 
to be so. Conversely, many passage graves do not enjoy 
hilltop situations, and many of those which do could, like 
the BA cairns,^be seen as monuments which owe their survival 
to an inaccessibility to destruction, rather than to a 
preference of their builders for such positions.

Circularity of site has, in the past as often as not been 
connected with BA funereal monuments, and there is a growing 
number of BA cairns - kerb cairns (see p.'ix-fiS ) - the kerb 
of which may be described as megalithic.

A more cautious distinction between the two types ought 
therefore to demand the inclusion of a cruciform grave structure, 
of passage grave art, and of artifact assemblages demonstrably 
Neolithic.

Herity’s work suggests that there may have been 10 such 
sites in Co. Derry (1974, pp.216-217). Six of these instances 
are based upon the O.S.records, two upon the PSAM and two or 
more upon an account by John Bell of 1816.

The O.S. references will be discussed first. Herity’s 
conventions for citing MS references are difficult to use and 
are extremely vague fojr the O.S.Memoirs. For Donald’s Hill, 
Drumsurn Upper, he ciCes Balteagh Parish f.33. Balteagh is 
a parish for which there exist 22 bundles of folios. Here



Herity is citing from the finished Memoir, i.e.Box 31, the 
second parish, fascicle two, p.33 (here no.100). In fact the 
Fair Sheet account in fasc 22, pp.29,31, is much fuller, giving 
dimensions of the grave, and for one of its stones. Whereas 
in <\£ither account is there sufficient evidence to prove the 
site a passage gra\^ , it may have been this, though may just 
have easily have been a circular Kerbed cairn . though if 
the dimensions of the grave are to be believed and it was 
15 feet long by 5 feet broad, it is difficult to escape the 
possiblity that this was^of passage grave type.

The Daff Stones in Moneydig have had a confused history 
(here no.Zo3). First described by Buick and Kirker in 1904 
when a plan of what was apparently a large cist was published 
(Buick 1904, p.161), further notes were added the following 
year by Clark (1905, pp 72-73). Clark claimed that 'an urn of- 
baked clay was found in it nearly a century ago; but it 
crumbled to pieces on being exposed to the sun.' These facts, 
he said, were mentioned in Bleakley's notes, O.S.Memoirs 
for Desertoghill Parish, R.I.A. Dublin, a statement not 
challenged since.

Bleakley's Fair Sheets (Box 37/111(4)) include three 
discoveries of urx>s. -Tkese were two in Lisachrin.pp 26 and 
(nos 162 i-ii )f?£>ne in Tamneyrankin, p. 3b (no. 202 i ).
The Daff Stone is in neither of these townlands, though from 
his phrasing, Clark was obviously referring to the first of 
these entries. This MS cannot have been checked in citetions 
subsequent to Clark, though indeed, there is a description 
of the site as a ’fort' 45 feet in diameter enclosing the 
mound within this large cist was situated. The description 
has Smce been overlooked because of its description as
a 'fort'. This might just as easily have been a BA cairn 
as a passage grave, in fact, without a description of kerbstones, 
it :seems more likely BA.

Herity entitles his third site, that in Ballynameen td,
'The Cloghogals' and gives no MS folio reference. Again//vow, !■}(■ ,■ i f / fthere are differences .. textual content and that m the 
original memoir. But from neither source is there sufficient 
evidence for a serious diagnosis of the monument type.



At Templemoyle four prehistoric sites may be recognised. 
Herity believes that here the polygonal chamber described in 
the PSAM (p.203) may have been the remains of a site described 
in the Memoirs. No effort was made at concurrence between 
the various authorities. One site here, described during its 
destruction by Fagan in 1835 (np.207 ii ) which had contained 
a 'circular enclosure formed by stones being set up on their 
ends in the ground* might be the same as the ’polygonal 
chamber* already alluded to. Notes and a plan made by Gla^ssy 
seem to suggest that the chanber may have formed the forecourt 
and chamber to a court cairn (no.207, iii,). but he also

AX**-#
described a further massive cist nearby, which could/formed a 
part of a variety of megalithic tombs.

Although not mentioned by Herity, the site in Cam td 
appears in the O.S.Memoirs as a 'circular platform or stage 
of small size* made of piled stones (no.52). This must hn^C
been one of the three sites observable in 1940 (PSAM p. )
Here it is stated that there were 'two tall stones placed 
like a portal on the south side* but it does not state, that 
they were any way matched (pace “erity, p.217). There is 
slim evidence for a passage grave at this site.

The cairns on Slieve Gallion, in Boveagh and Iniscam tds 
are separated by a distance of about 200 m. Herity*s account 
of Iniscam, though not as stated, from Boyle in 1838, is 
substantially as appears in the Memoir, though the 'grave* 
was not here described as 'large*.

Further information about the .. is to be found in the 
same fasi^le, when it is stated that 'an ur^was found

Lk ...there.( although we cannot ascertain if it came from
this cairn or merely from an unprotected sitey Iniscarn being 
basically open moorland with little agriculture, it is possible 
that it came from- this cairn.

There is little reason why the Boveagh site should be 
regarded as a Passage Grave, other than its being upon a 
hilltop.

In Ballybriest there are eight or nine monuments.
The one alluded to by Herity lies to the east of the road 
(1974, p.217; here Appendix III, no.11 ii ) and personal 
inspection upon a number of separate occasions suggests that



this was a wedge or a court tomb; the present shape of the mound 
may owe much to recent cairn robbing for road metal.

Finally, we turn to the next townland, Mobuy, in which 
were two sites of which nothing now remains. When John Bell 
opened these in 1815, he described one as small and conical, 
the other, larger, eliptical ang convex (1816, p.235).
The latter was nearly a hundred yards in circumferences, and 
this one was favoured by Herity as a likely contender for 
a Passage Grave (1974, p.217). However, a 'Giant's Grave' 
was thrice described here in the 0.3.Memoirs(no*174).
In 1825, John McSweeney described it as an oblong cairn of 
small stones, 125 ft long and 20 to 30 broad, lying nearly 
from West to East, h similar description was given some ten 
years after this, by John Bleakley, whilst the third account 
describes it as a parallelogram of the same size. This one 
is accompanied by a sketch plan which gives the site the 
appearance of a court cairn or wedge grave (FIG.£70).
The orientation for such a tomb is classic and we may
take the circumference as the same as that of Bell's ( 2 x 125
+ 30 * 20 ft approx = 300 ft = 100 yards).

It must be concluded that only one Co. Derry site postul
ated by Herity as a Passage Grave should tentatively be retained 
upon the distribution map. The others are either insufficiently 
well documented and must remain undiagnosed until excavated, 
or fall into another class of prehistoric site.



Chapter 4:3 BRONZE AGE BURIAL

Over 100 potential BA burial sites are represented 
in the gazetteer of prehistoric sites (Appendix III);

• • this compares with the 8 listed by Waddell in 1970 (p.iE) 
and the 23 multiple burials of Flanagan (1976). As 
Waddell's list is drawn largely from the 'printed literature 
it will be appreciated that the Memoir multiplies Known 
figures by a factor of ten.

These sites comprise a diverse series of burial types 
recogniseable within the tradition;which may appear remarkable 
for a single county. And, though the available information 
on nineteenth century discovery is variable in quality, often 
its detail is percipient and capable of being related tc 
information derived from recently-excavated sites.

CAIRNS CISTS AND URNS
All told, some 21 cairns are mentioned in association 

with urns or cists. These comprise roughly 20% of total 
burial sites. Definitions of the shape and size of the 
cairn are not common, but some at least were shown to have 
been revetted by kerbs, like Dunmore (no.104 v ). Similarly 
the disposition of the cist within the cairn is rarely stated, 
thus making it difficult to relate the information to more 
well-known excavations such as those at Gortacloghan (no.124) 
and Gortcorbies (no. 127) . That some inhuma:^Lions were 
covered by earthen or clay and stone barrows rather than with 
stone is clear; the Pubboil (burnfoot, no.48) was one of these. 
But it is noteworthy that in cases where recent excavation 
has attempted to define the bounds of covering ico’Tnd«*. succ0"^ 
has not always been met with. We may surmise that many covering 
mounds were so thin that they were easily eroded, carted
away or ploughed out. In fact, one of the only barrows 
recognised by excavations was that at Urbalreagh, Co. Antrim 
(Waterman 196%).

A handful of megaliths excavated in the 1930s and '40s 
has produced burials of bA date, for example Cloghnagalla,
Bovdel (no.49), Kilhoyle (no.143), Largantea, Well Glass Spring 
(no.108) and Tamney rankin (no.202 ii ).



4:3(iii) CISTS
Waddell has shown that the normal shape for BA cists 

i5 roughly square (1970, p.91-4), and that although long 
cists are known from the BA, the style continued down to the 
Early Christian period (pp.94-96). Polygonal cists were 
considered to have been a widespread adaptation of the idea 
into cinerary urn cultural circles (pp.96-97).

A total of 79 cists may be had from both Memoir and later 
sources; of these, 19 are sufficiently well described to be 
classified. One (no.30) was 18 inches square. One was 
polygonal (no.18), and 8’circular' (nos 16,23,50,94,125,133 i ,
150 ii and 187 i ). These were presumably built of tight- 
fitting polygonal angular stones, or of rounded boulders.
Nine long cists are identifiable (nos 10 i , 43,63,73,82 i iv'1, 
118,121,132). It is worth considering the contexts of these 
in case they may have been of a later period.

The Ballintaggart (10 i ), Cavanreagh (63), Glebe (118), 
and Glenmaquill (121) cists were devoid of artifacts, though 
the latter three were full of dark rich earth. At Gortnasky 
there was an unaccompanied skeleton (no.132 i ). Obviously 
none of these is particularly diagnostic of any period. However, 
the cist at Barr Gregg (which in illustration appears more 
like a megalith than a later cist.FIG 3.24, no.43), was 
set in a mound resembling a ker*> cairn, while Craigadick (no.73). 
and Culnagrew( nos 8 i and iv ) contained urns and the 
former a bronze ring. Three of the nine may therefore tentat
ively be regarded as BA in origin.
4 : 3( iv) URNii

In discussing the pottery from these burials, 'urns' 
is a citation accepted as conveying that at least two vessels 
were represented. Based upon that assumption, at least 123 
are represented from the county.

Some useful descriptions are made confirmatory to a 
Neolithic or more likely a BA date. These include 'tastefully 
carved and polished surface (172 ii ), or 'Curiously''handsomely' 
or’beautifully‘carved (202 i ; 30 and 86 respectively); merely 
'carved on the surface'(24, 137,196 i ), 'in squares (150 ii ), 
or with 'dice-like markings’ (4). The fabric as often as not
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mouldered down to dust upon exposure to the air, and may 
have been 'thick and rudely constructed'(198 iv ). One 
couple of urns would have held 25 quarts of water (70); one 
was reputedly of wood (299 ii ). Size differed from grave to 
grave One foot long by ^ inch thick (94) eight inches 
in diameter, mine inches deep and ornamented round the top 
(187 i ), 10 inches high, the same at the base, broad at 
the bottom and narrow at the neck (112). At Slaghneill 
(192.ii ) 'two of them were about 6 inches high, small at 
the mouth and base, and swelling out in the middle. The 
other was about 2 feet high, but not small at the mouth like 
the other two. It resemblej the butter crocks no; used 
for exporting butter*(192 ii ). This is perhaps the best 
description of those available and hints at something like 
a couple of Food Vessels (?vases) accompanying an urn.
In this case, the urn was found'with its mouth down..' 
and is one of three inverted urns described in the memoir 
(to which may be added several recent discoveries). Another, 
•turned on its mouth, and containing about 2 gallons of 
gelatinou ssubstance,' came from Ballymoney (26 vii’FIG.3.13) 
while two from CcP1 yvenny were 'inverted' (70).

Seven urns were covered by slate lids which rested across 
the mouth of the vessel. It is of interest that at Ballygroll 
(no.16 i ) the slate was not the only form of partition 
and the urn was also protected by a heavy stone cist which, 
in common with the surrounding cist at Ballymacpeake (no.23) 
and Swatragh (no.198 iv ), was circular. At Strawmore (no.196 
ii ), a cemetery site, ana at Magheramore (no.44), it is not 

clear whether or not there was a cist, and at Ballynacallybeg 
(no.30), it is most unclear if there was both capstone and slate, 
the bones actually lying above the slate; the sketch which 
accompanies this account, in common with that for Coolyvenny 
(FIGS 22b and 22c respectively), add*little but confusion to 
this interpretation.



4:3 (v) MULTIPLE BURIAL

The definition of multiple burial from a source of
it*the quality of the O.S.Memoirs begs/a good deal of assumption. 

Despite the problems, for the »ak.e of argument, any reference 
to more than one urn at a single site is considered a multiple 
burial; similarly two or more cists are accepted as a cemetery.

Flanagan, in a recent paper on multiple burial, has 
already listed those from the county as part of a national 
survey (1976). As some of the information given in that paper 
is at slight variance with that presented in Appendix III, it 
is felt necessary to list Flanagan’s sites, presenting concordance 
numbers with the appendix, and explanatory notes where these 
are considered aseio-f,.

TABLE OF BB0N2E AGE CEMETERIES IN CO.DERRY 
(after Flanagan(1976))

Cisted Cemeteries (p.15):- 37.Altaghmoney; (rect. Altaghoney, 
no.3) /!/;41. Bonnanaboigh (O.S.); (rect.BrocRaghboy,no.50)/2/t 
38.Cloghan (O.S.) (no. 67) /~3/ = CraigadicK (O.S.) (no 73) /4/; 
43.Drumconready (O.S.) (no.94); 40.Drumtibryan (O.S.)
(rect. Duntibryan no.106 ii) /s7• 36. Shantallow (UJA 15) (no.189); 
38.Strawmore (O.S.) (no.196 iv) ;99.Stranagalwilly (UJA) (no.",95).
Uncisted Cemeteries (p.16):- 135.Ballintaggart (O.S.)(no.10);
136. Coolvenny (O.S.) (rect. Coolyvenny no.70); 137.Dunmore 
Fort (O.S.) (no.104 v )jl38 Gortfad (UJA 22) (no.125);
139.Knocknageeragh (O.S.) (no.150 i )/6/-140.Moneyrandle (UM). 
(rect. Moneyrannel no.176) 141.Slaghtaverty (0.S.)(no.190 iix 
142.strawmore (O.S.) (nc.l9u ii ) ; 143. Tainney ranKir. (C.S,)
(no.202 ii ) .
Mixed Cemeteries(p.l7):- 172. Cornaclery (JRSAI 72)/Ballydullaqhr- 
(no.15); 173. Culnaqreen Hill (O.S.) (rect.Culnagrew no.82) /7/; 
174.Derryard (O-S.^not traced ? Bovevagh Parish; 175. Knockna- 
cart (UJA 7) /Crossgare/ (no.77); 176.Slaghtneill (O.S. )(no.!92( ii))
Notes /!/ As noted in Appendix III (3i.il Lewis's reference is 
not necessarily reliable; Zi/Only one encisted urn is recorded 
from this site; /3/ This seems more likely a megalith containing



either an original Neolithic vessel or a single secondary 
burial; /47 Possibly two separate sites existed here; one found 
in 1836, the others containing multiple burials, in 1835 and 
earlier; /5/ The Memoir here clearly refers to a souterrain, 
of which a plan is given (no.106 ii ): a single urn is also 
recorded here (106 i ; /6/ Two-sites are represented here.
150 (i) is likely an uncisted cemetery, (ii) either a single 
encisted poetry group or a multiple encisting, but more likely 
the former; /!/ It is difficult to reconcile the view that this 
was a 'mixed cemetery' with the fact that four separate and 
unconnected instances of burial were recorded from the townland 
(62. nos i-£v)•/8/ I am unable to trace any reference to burial 
in this townland.

Multiple burials not listed by Flanagan include the following 
Ballycrum (no.13); Ballynian (no. 36) ;Burnfoot (no^SJ^/jperhaps 
this, also in Bovevagh, was DerryardJ/j Cundrum (no.83);
Flanders (no.H2)j Gortagherty (no. 126); Killycorr (no. 147 L *; 
Lisachrin (no.162).

Subsequent to the Memoir, the following may also be added/ 
Altikeeragh (no.5)/ Claragh (no.65); Kilculbrack (no.142); 
and Rocktown (no.187 .

DiSanction between encisted and uncisted burial using the 
O.S.Memoirs is difficult. The absence of a statement confirming 
the presence of cists accompanying urns or bones need not 
necessarily imply that cists were entirely absent. The manner 
of burial protection seems to have assumed less importance 
in local folklore than the fact that pottery was present, 
so that meircry of the 'crock' and the bones tends to overshadow 
observations about stone protection, its disposition or composit 
tion.
h^s0mitting five of Flanagan’s multiple burials from the total 

(ttrc>s 37,41,38,40 and 173) and adding ten sites not listed by 
him, there are on record 23 probable instances of multiple 
burial in the county.
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Chapter 4:3 (’O’i)
CONTENTS OF CISTS OTHER THAN ‘URNS'

A select but catholic range of articles is recorded from 
these burials. Among the more unlikely, certainly unidentifiabl< 
a foul's feather (no.24), a piece of tinse)- possibly a small 
gold ornament (no.4), a piece of parchment - perhaps preserved 
flesh in waterlogged conditions - which accompanied a piece 
of ore - a more likely find (no„204 ii ), as well as two gallons 
of gelatinous material, already mentioned (no.26). More 
readily recogniseable was the lost hone from Drumsteeple (no,99 
Li ), which had a hole at each end and was indubitably an 

archer's bracer, ironically the only record of an archer’s bracer 
from an Irish burial. The find from Gortnaskey (no.132 ii ) 
may also have been one. Two brass rings,or ornaments of a 
circular form are listed, from Craigadtck(no.73), and Coolyvenny 
(no.70 and FIG 3.22c) while the nature and association of 
the 'brass hoops' with 'one of the crocks ^/which/ had on it 
an inscription’ must remain a mystery. Since accompanied vessels 
are so rare in Northern Ireland, it is particularly unfortunate 
that the bronze knife blade found at Moneyrannel in 1931 should 
now be lost (no.176).
iTHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CIST AND URN

There are 38 separate instances of urn recorded without 
the basic protection of a stone cist a further 35 were 
protected by what may loosely be regarded as cist material. 
Nineteen more examples of cists devoid of pottery are noted, 
eight of which were in cairns, only four of which were encisted.
SINGLE GRAVES,CAIRNS,STONES AND SOIL
An evaluation of the foregoing information or. 3A single gr*v*»

burial is limited by any lack of cultural data which disappeared
when most of the urns 'mouldered down' ; by the fact that
discoveries made in the present century, finds made down to
the present day, are often made under circumstances hardly
conducive- to scientific research. And whereas a number of
sites have been excavated with a view to establishing chronology
and cultural context, the heyday of excavation - by A.McL May

14and Oliver Davies - was past before ^ and pollen analysis 
had become the precise standard tools of excavation which 
we know today. We have therefore arrived at the rather ironic 
position of having established a greater density of BA burial 
in this county than for any other in Ireland, yet we are unable
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to properly relate these facts to the information culled from 
areas like Wessex, where disinterested scholarly research is 
almost two centuries old.

An attempt can be made, however, to relate the compositions 
of the cairns, cists and unprotected burials, to the natural 
environment of Co. Derry. ,

Whether or not it is possible to distinguish in every 
case between cisted, uncisted or mixed burial, or indeed, 
whether or not it is desirable to do so, is a questionable 
point. In discussions of bBA single grave burials .. _
at the present time, exhaustive examination and extended 
analysis if made of stone-lined cists, of barrow morphology 
or grave orientation. Little effort has been made to relate 
these to the availability of flat stone slabs, of cairn 
material or of large revetting boulders. Furthermore, the 
tenor of argument about such morphological details as have 
attracted attention, is that encisting, as opposed to, say, 
burial in a pit, must assume a cultural significanee, rather 
than one or-another choice drawn from a variety of possibilities 
which take advantage of local resources.

Central Ulster is well served with a wide variety of raw 
materials. The localised occurrence of many more unique 
primary outcrops - of well-cleaved sedimentary or metamorphic 
slabs - is much confused by the multi-directional activities 
of glacial ice, which during the Pleistocene also introduced 
rocks from the west, east and south. These factors are clearly 
reflected in the diversity of structure, form and composition 
of monuments in the area.

Records of single-grave ^urrui , in 'common with many otivsr 
types of archaeological record, are stronger for the NE of the 
country than elsewhere, and indeed, the O.S.Memoirs form a 
cornerstone in that knowledge for Cos Derry and Antrim.
BecCRAse of this intensity of cover, it could appear at first 
sight that in this part of the country Bronze Age settlement 
was most intense (Harbison 1973). But that this might also 
have been the case elsewhere in Ireland is very probable, even 
though the records do not yet demonstrate it so clearly.



0FIG.0.26 probably of the Bronze Age
• Single site 
(f) Two or more sites.



The picture which begins to emerge is therefore one of 
local use of stone as land clearance progressed. Our scant 
knowledge of so-called mixed cemeteries like Clogskelt 
(Flanagan 1976) would seem to indicate that urn burial was 
protected when the stone could be found to make a cist.
More rarely, drystone wall would substitute for the slabs, 
and when all else was exhausted, the crock would be placed 
upon a small stone flag with a slate covering its mouth.

In using the exclusive criterion of cist burial as an 
indicator of the single grave burial of European tradition, 
it is therefore possible to miss the basic essential of cultural 
entity in its overall diversity (Waddell 1970).Unprotected 
burial, more difficult to recognise m ploughing, is equally 
important (Stevenson 1975).

Similarly it is possible to lay great emphasis on the 
presence of a large covering mound of stone together with a 
stone kerb or revet-.ment. But in the Highland Zone, the 
functional value of a cairn as a device for clearing stone 
from agricultural ground, and of larger erratics to serve 
as revetment stones, is one which deserves greater attention.

Rather than ritual, astronomical and landscape vista 
values influencing the structure, form and composition of cairns, 
the natural terrain, its solid and superficial geology must 
be taken into account in detail. Only then may cultural 
significance be attached to local variabtis in the tradition.



4.4 CAIRNS, PRINCIPALLY OF THE BRONZE AGE

The most difficult problems of identification are 
encountered in respect of the cairns of potentially Bronze 
Age date. It is becoming increasingly probable , as already 
noted-, that round cairns in Ireland may have origins in the 
Neolithic; Passage Graves and Late Neolithic round cairns 
are the obvious forbears.

A handful of sites have been excavated in recent times. 
Under circumstances not recorded at the time, a Bowl Food 

Vessel was found encisted in a cairn on Mullaghmeash Mountain 
in 1937 (no.180). No details of the construction of the cairn 

were noted. A more rewarding excavation, at Gortcorbies 
in 1945, uncovered two cairns, one r intc ?.r ovr er ho
stone perimeter of the other, and each containing cists.
Inside the larger cists were beaker sherds. A nearly circular, 
barrow-like site, possibly akin to a ring cairn in type, produced 
a Food Vessel (May 1947). At Cornacleary, Ballydullaghan, a 
series of Food Vessels and urn burials both encisted and in 
pits was buried within a cairn enclosed by a stone perimeter 
(May 1942), while the burials from Crossgare (May 1944), might 
have originally been covered by the cairn which was extant 
in that locality in Fagan’s day ( no.77). Having survived 
the removal of the cairn, this site exemplifies the difficulty 
of either recognising many single-grave burials when robbed o f 
their cairns, or of making too hasty a decision as to the 
original mode of burial (cf_, Brennan e_t aJL 1978 ,pp. 35-36).

The two encisted cairn sites at Gortacloghan appear to 
have been robbed before excavation in 1947 when ncthlag was 
recognised (no.140). c

The excavations of circular cairns within Co. Derry has 

therefore established, in common with similar sites elsewhere, 
that Beaker, Food Vessel and Urn may be associated with
singl6-grave burial there. Both cists and unprotected burials 
are found beneath cairns, and the cairns, on occasions when 
observed, may be revetted by larger stones. The presence of 
more than one pottery tradition within the same cairn, as best 
exemplified at Clogskelt, Co. Down (Flanagan 1976), suggests 
cemetery usage over c u a considerable period of time.
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This group of Co. Derry sites helps illustrate the wide range 
of building materials available to and used by prehistoric 
communities over much of the northern two-thirds of Ireland's 
surface area, as earthen or clay barrows, or stone cairns.
The distinction between stone and earthen forms is quite 
difficult to assess without a detailed analysis of the locally 
available materials. At Gortcorbies the excavators found some 
quartz pebbles; their importance, if any, is quite unclear. 
Quartz boulders are a common constituent both of the local 
bedrock and of the superficial deposits of many areas in 
glaciated Ireland, Scotland and Western Britain, and to safize 
upon the presence of a small number taken from a cairn mass 
without due regard for the other rock types within the cairn, 
and in the absence of a sondage into the surrounding boudder 
clay to sample its content, the observation is quite 
meaningless (pace Burl 1972, p.46).

No research excavation has been undertaken at known 
Bronze Age sites in the county for some years now; Co. Donegal, 
well-known for its megalith <3, has been even more neglected, 
and the time is now ripe for further research to help establish 
the relationship of Bronze Age burial sites in the Central 
and Western part of Ulster with the more recent (unpublished) 
excavations at Loughaveema, Co. Antrim, where a classic encisted 
kerbed-cai’-n produced a Food Vessel burial, and the barrow 
site at Urbalreagh, also in Co. Antrim (Waterman 1971), which 
yielded an urn in an unrpotected pit.

Including the sites lieted above, some 56 cairn sites 
have been plotted on the d.u,Lribution map (MAP 0 it) as likely 
to be of Bronze Age date. It is possible that some of these 
may be contemporary or later field clearance cairns, and that 
certain of them will pro^e upon excavation to be Neolithic. 
Regrettably,few of the site descriptions are sufficiently 
detailed to afford even the barest analysis.



Chapter 4:5 STANDING STONfcS
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Standing stones make up by far the largest single category 
of site in the county, and in this respect it compares with 
the published work on Co. Down (ASCD pp 20-21).

Some 74 such stones or groups of stones are recorded from 

the Memoirs and the fieldwork of A.McL. May. Indubitably 
many at one time formed some part of larger monuments such 
as megaliths or kerbed cairns, field boundaries and monuments 
of later periods. An amazingly large numtter, 54 or more, had 
been measured in 1835-36, so that from the range of about 2^ 
feet (no.82 vi) to 11 feet ( no.64), it can be estimated that 
the average size of constituent boulder or fieldstone was around 
four to five feet.

3y the time they were reoorcieu, many were already lying 
on the ground, and there is no way of knowing if in fact any 
of these had ever actually stood erect. These were nos 92,
139, 166,182,and 192 (ii). At least one of the sites was 

described (in its way)as an erratic boulder (no.147 ii).
Already, by 1836, many of these sites had been destroyed 

and at least two spectacular stories are recorded of treasure 
seekers venturing to overthrow the stones; in Clagan (64 i), 
and in Killycor (147 iii). In both cases it was Tyrone and 
not Derry men who did the dirty deedJ

It is possible to suggest .which stones may have formed 
integral parts to other larger and composite monument^.
At ARdground (no.6) the tall stone illustrated by Du Noyer in 
1838 could well have formed the portal to a megalithic tomb 
(FIG. 3.1). In Loughtilube (nol69 ii) the proximity of other 
cairns or burial grounds suggests Vho possibility that, the 
several stones thereabouts had also torme a a pare or 
complex monument or group of structures.

Several alignments are represented,; one at Coolnasillagh 
(a later sighting from the PSAM), another at Culnagrew (82 vi), 
where various other monuments and the only burials and 
associated with standing stones is recorded (82 ii).

Although there are suggestions of standing stones in
By

the 'rims of forts' (for example Gllany,no.115 i), it is rather 

tantalising to learn that stone pillars comprised part of such 
a feature, since the 'fort' may not have been of medieval date, 
but could instead have comprised a part of a henge structure 
or ring-cairn. .



FIG. 0.2/ Standing Stones.
C Noted in O.S.Memoirs. 

Sites observed post-1936
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The ’Stonehenge' at Drumsteeple (no 98 iFIG.3.44) is perhaps 
the most enigmatic site recorded; it may have been a megalithic 
tomb, or might easily have comprised alignments of an unknown 
use and origin.

Agricultural fences certainly took many of the boulder s 
from the fields, and naturafly the larger ones would have been 

left in situ and the walls built around them. The account of 
stones at Tamneyreagh (no203 iii) must be considered typical 
of the problem in hand, since old fences formed the utiliseable 

bases for fresh land divisions after bog reclamation.
Many of the sites listed here (nos 75,79 ii. 111 i,ii,

129, 131,145,148,164,174,194,215,218).were only first recorded 
during the 1920s and 1930s by A.McL May. It is possible that 
many of these are boulders incorporated into boundaries 
in relatively recent time, and to which local tradition rapidly 
attached itself. Indeed, it is possible that many of the 
stones mentioned by Fagan and Bleakley shared that origin.

ii:..-

■f'H



Chapter 4.6 STONE CIRCLES
The popularisation of prehistory over the past three 

decades has seen great attention given to stone circles.
They have been variously ascribed the functions of observatory, 
temple or ritual site, burial site or deliberately-placed 
feature to enhance the landscape^. The early mathematical 
claims of the Thoms having been largely eroded away, more 
mundane, and to a greater part, more likely explanations may 
now be offered.

Not only has there arisen debate as to the function 
of these sites, but considerable difficulty has been, and still 
is- exercised in attempt! :• *:.o cl a • if y or even to recognise
stone circles. The main problem is of divorcing empty

:_ areas, having only orthostatic stone perimeters 
from those stone perimeters which structurally revetted nairn 
material. In the account which follows, some discussion 
will be devoted to asking how far present disti^nctions may 
be valid.

When Oliver Davies first published lists of Ulster stone 
circles in 1939, he relied upon the O.S.Memoir material as a 
major source of information, supplementing it with correspondents 
and his own fieldwork. Not all of these sites could be checked 
on the ground, so that Burl, in his major work upon the subject 
(1976, pp.366-367), relied heavily upon Davies, adding minor 
fresh sites from later workers.

At the time Davies wrote, there were four main groups 
of circles in the county Aughlish, Ballygroll, Ballyholly and 
Corick. Nine further examples were listed? Altaghoney. 
Carbalintober, Coolnasillagh, Cuilbane, Ervey, Lackagh, Letteren. 
Magheramore and Owenreagh. Burl added to these Ballybriest 
(after Evans 1966, p.149) and Gortcorbies (after May 1947, p.63).

The Aughlish circles were first described by Oldham for 
the O.S. in 1834 (no.7). At that time only two were complete 
•the ethers being so imperfect that we cannot trace the 
continuity of the circle.' In attempting to interpret the 
early sketCk plans of the exact location and nature of these 
sites we must turn to Beaghmore, Co. Tyrone (Pilcher 19w? F/6 O-^)
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Stone Circles in Central Ulster
• Single site (Tyrone sites added after Davies and 
(D Grouping of tvo or more sites. Burl).
Q Derry sites mapped by Davies and Burl, but

probably erroneously attributed to circle class.

(•



An interesting and important point which emerges from this 
comparison is the small size of stones employed in both cases. 
Furthermore the infilling of the Beaghmore surface areas with 
stones •, superficially at least, to match that which
appears on the Aughlish plans (FIGS 3.4 and 3.5). Perhaps 
the best-preserved of these circles is that detached from the 
main group, whi^ih straddles the boundary with Templemoyle 
td (no.207 i ; FIG 3.4). The delineation by Petrie (Borlase 
1897, p.419) suggests it to have formerly had a ston^ i^t'eirrcr' 
and in this respect it seems reasonble to regard it as the same 
as the 'very large cairn of stones of all sizes...' carried 
away from time to time. The artifacts taken from this site 
were possibly of both prehistoric and later date, though of 
the details we cannot be certain(no.7 viii'). The patterns 
of arcs which appear on the plan may therefore have been 
figments of the surveyor’s imagination, or conversely were 
structural details for the base of a larger cairn (FIG. 3.4).

Considerable interest therefore attaches to the fact 
that although it now appears to be a free-standing circle, and 
it appeared so in 1834, the structure had been robbed out 11 
years previously, and a burial or burials removed from the 
premises.

Similar interest attaches to the Coolnasillagh site 
(no.69 ii ). In 1835 it was described as 'thickly studded 
with stones', a feature such as might be expected to be 
associated with a robbed cairn revetted by upright stones.
The concentric circlesi within it recall the type of structure 
recognised beneath large stone cairns.

The descriptions given in 1835 for the Corick circles 
(nos 71 ii-iii ) are difficult to tally with the information 
supplied to Davies by A. McL.May (Davies 1939 , p.10 no.28), 
but any discrepancy between the two accounts may be put down 
to the fact that only the tops of the larger stones would 
have been visible at that time, the other stones having 
been obscured by pcat~

Both Davies and Burl list circles separately in Cuilbanek Outand Magheramore tds (nos 80 and 1/2 xv ). ^ Only one circle 
ever existed here, and this was on the Cuilbane side of thebtownland boundary. Again the difference in nuyer of wisible 
stones (9 in 18 35; 15 in 1939)must be put down to their 
exhumation from the peat^



The earliest account of the site at Owenreagh (nol84 .ii ) 
seems to suggest that it was originally a megalithic tomb » 
rather than a free-standing circle. The few stones which 
remained when Davies saw it in 1939 hint that.it had been 
grossly despoiled by that time, though even when described 
in 1940 (PSAM) a grave structure was discernible among them.

One site not listed by Davies, and which appears to have 
disappeared withoui trace, was the Twelve Stones at Terrydreen 
(no.208 i ). The only description of this site is open to 
a variety of interpretations; it may have been a megalithic 
tomb, a kerb cairn, or even a free standing stone circle, though 
the account unambiguously states that the circle stones

The above are those sites, the early descriptions Of rfliicn 
lend themselves to interpretation as sto^e circles. The 
earliest descriptions of the Altaghoney (2) and Ballygroll (no.16) 
areas mention, no circles. The sites at Ballybriest, Carbalin- 
tober, Letteran and Lackagh (Burl 1976, pp 266-7), have either 
not been visited since Davies's day (the latter three), could 
not be located upon the ground, or were not identified as 
stone circles upon visitation.

A further site, Ballywoolen (no.39), described by W.Gray 
as a stione circle in 1979 and his opinion later hackneyed by 
Borlase (1897, p.25) was a kerb cairn, and is here 
as such.

In the absence of proper field survey of all the sites, 
only the handful mentioned in 1835-6 may be commented upon.
A century after the sites were first noticed, already those 
at Aughlish/Tmmplffmoyle, Cvolnasillagh and Owenreagh had 
suffered alteration. And indeed, from tne evidence presences 
in the Memoirs, the first two seem to have originally been 
large cairns revetted by circles of upstanding stones - 
the kerbs of kerbed cairns, owenreagh and Ervey began life 
as Megalithic tombs, an origin probably also shared by one 
of the two Ballygroll sites, though clear evidence for this 
is presently lacking.

Of those sites described in 1976 fcy Burl, that at Magher- 
amore does not exist, nor ever did, and Letteran was a circle 
surrounding a cairn, though whether as revetting or merely 
a concentric encircl'ing device is not made clear. Nevertheless, 
this too may have been a kerbed cairn. The sites at Aughlish, 
Ballyholly and Corick appear not to have been visited



since 1940 at the latest, shile no proper surveys have been 
undertaken at the latter two important groups.

In 1939, E.E.Evans suggested to 0.Davies that circles 
in mid-Ulster may be the survivals of the kerbs of circular 
cairns. Davies felt this unlikely in Tyrone
•because circular cairns are rare, also this theory does 
not account for the alignments and other secondary features 
of the circles'(1939a, p.6). This is a circular argument.
The apparent absence of stone cairns in the Derry/Tyrone 
area could well result from the robbing out of kerbed cairns.
This would account both for the absence of cairns and the 
presence of the circular ro^otmentc vni..u without cairn maos 
appear like stone circles.

To attempt an analysis of those circles which are certainly 
of free-standing origin when the facts of their aondition 
and form are at second-hand and out-of-date wob^J.d be pointless 
under present circumstances. Nevertheless, several important 
features do emerge from the information in hand. Firstly, 
that upland concentrations of this type of site were originally 
associated with tombs of various periods, and also with 
alignments, some of which might just as easily have formed 
early field boundaries as appendages to the ritual sites 
(particularly those noted at Aughlish and Ballygroll ).
Secondly, that upon fy.cavation, as at Gortcorbies, the date 
and culture of these complexes may be demonstrated as early 
as Beaker in origin. And finally, that confusion over the 
classification\of stone circles may arise from a common structural 
ana functional origin as kerbed cairns, protected round barrows 
or even megalithic tombs. Removal of stone in relatively 
recent time, _ the erosion of earth from the ground area of 
the ba<yow, or the growth of peat over part of the plan of 
the structure may all have been contributory factors to 
this confusion.



Chapter 4.7- Co. Derry: Monument Distribution Patterns.
past and present.

It is evident from the o.S.Memoirs that during the years 
leading up to the Potato I'amine, destruction of archaeological 
sites was very intense. Diverse factors affected discovery 
and destruction at that time. ^ In the Pann Valley numerous 
cists and urns were being ound when ilow bogs were completely 
removed prior to agricultural land improvement. On the 
eastern and Central Slopes of the Spenins, sites appeared 
as the margins of cultivable land were slowly extended beyond 
and into the edges of the blanket peat at heights approaching 
400-500 ft O.D. Arable farming at this time does not appear 
to have penetrated to the upper slopes of the Central Sperrins. 
Although not always explicity stated, it is clear that 
it was during agricultural practice discovery took place.
Other operations were sometimes involved, for example road
building, as at Terrydreen (no.208,i ) Ijlany cairns were 
removed for hard-core while the larger pieces of cist or 
megalithic structure were incorporated into buildings as 
lintels, thresholds or ashlar. Even wooden parts of the 
•megalith* atjBallygroll (no. 16 i) were used in building.

In order to adJ usefully to any dircussion of the rate 
and nature of destruction in this county, it would help to 
know more of agricultural policy recommended by the London 
Companies to their numerous tenant farmers in the county.

As the technique of spatial analysis is adopted more 
frequently in preA'storic studies, so it becomes more and more 
important to ascertain the 1 xation of sites which would 
otherwise not be detected or suspected. Furthermore, 
theorists have been blessed with more concise information 
about preserved stone burial and ritual monuments, than 
with any idea of the location of domestic sites or wooden 
and soil(as opposed to megalithic cairn, structures.

It is not difficult to find in the literature distribution 
maps of megaliths or single-graves which draw the conclusion 
that high density of occurrence demonetrates the relative 
'strength',’maturity’ or ’earliness* of a culture. The 
distributions used by opposing factions in the Irish megaliths 
debate contain elements of one or all ofjthese values (Evans 
1966, Fig. 4 ).

Nevertheless, approaches which unquestioningly accept 
present-day distribution maps si face value have many limitatior
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In a paper designed to introduce and illustrate these 
limitations, Stevenson has drawn attention to the complex 
factors controlling the distribution of archaeological sites 
(1975). These factors assume two distinct dimensions; 
the survival of the monument through absence of destruction 
on the one hand, and its discovers or recognition potential 
on the other, Stevenson stressed the importance of the 
original building materials within these parameters, and 
introduced further criteria in which survival or discovery

, y ,depended among other thins, upon type of agricultural practice .
A

proximity to urban development cu>d . he nature of geomorphoiogical 
process. Overall, it wan held that each site presented 
a unique set of factors which controlled its potential 
recognition by the fieldworKer. All had to be taken into 
consideration when viewing patterns of settlement.

In Co. Derry, most of the monuments .• disappeared
since 1836 were of stone, although some may have been 
earthen barrows or ring ditches of which no mention was made 
in the Memoirs. Being of stone and situated upon craggy, 
doggy places and upon marginal land, the former sites of these 
monuments do not lend themselves to re-discovery, either from 
aerial photography or from fieldwalking. The caveat must 
be added that some may have left behind scatters of flint 
charcoal, or potteryrthus providing indications which excavation 
might elucidate. In many cases recorded in the MSS, destruction 
was total, so that their eradication from distribution patterns 
compiled from surviving monuments means that social or 
economic theses based upon them would bear no relation tc 
the original which it set out to/replicate.

The pattern of single-grave finds for the county offers 
greater refinement in our knowledge of local factors of 
destruction.(FIG. 015 ). The koe Basin and the Coleraine-
Limavady-Derry City coastal strip . are not well represented 
here. Interestingly, these have formed the best ploughlands 
in mid-Ulster since Anglo-Norman times. After centuries of 
continuous agriculture, few sites could be expected to survive, 
Today, there are virtually no megaliths and there a^e only 
occasional discoveries of .' ingle-grave burials, usually 
unprotected. The sweeping away of the last few megaliths 
in this zone is nowhere more explicitly described than 
at Ballymoney (no.26), where Fagan’s text and btokes’s drawings



(FIGS 3.12-3.15) convey some idea of the totality with which 
land was cleared for food-production in the nineteenth century.

In a few cases the larger sites are now represented 
by the odd standing stone It is nevertheless difficult to

. fescape the conclusion that many .^appeared in hedge
banks and ploughland during fifeld clearance subsequent to 
1836, and that these are the only remaining representatives 
of post-glacial ground cover, or even flattened prehistoric 
monuments,

As methods of archaeological prespection improve, it 
becomes less difficult to envisage lowland areas of uhe 
British Isles where distribution patterns of a particular
age may be constructed to a high degree of accuracy from 
aerial photography. Perhaps irjsome cases these patterns 
will approach true representations of the original human 
trace. In most they will form useful complementary patterns 
to those Highland Zone patterns which reflect quite different 
environmental conditions.

It is less easy to see many settlement pi£terns created 
retrospectively. Few antiquarian sources, printed or MS, 
afford documentation sufficiently precise to double or even 
treble existing knowledge of several classes of prehistoric 
sites as the O.S.Memoirs do.

There are notable exceptions. Hardly any of the Anglo- 
Saxon cemeteries of Kent, excavated successively by Cromwell 
Mortimer, Brian Faussett and James Douglas, survive^ at tne 
present day. Even aerial photography has failed to recognise 
most, and the MS excavation records of the period remain *\"o 
only key to their former existence. It is possible to cite 
other less spectacular examples of destruction in the British 
Isles, though in the main the records are of a couple or a 
handful of sites at most: in the main large compilations of 
data which help re-populate whole landscapes have not 
survived.

For reaJly useful comparative material we must look 
abroad at Ltlneberg Heath, where a population of 250 stone 
tombs documented in 1843 hud become decimated by 1914 
(Sprockhoff 1938, pp 48-49). A similar story is told by



the work of J.J.Reuvens in Drentfre, 1833, in this case 
involving records of a landscape now completely altered 
(Brongers 1973), while the more scientific drawings of 
Lukis. and Dryden made in 1878 also in Drenthe help augment 
the local picture and our know ledge ?iof megalith typology t 

It is noteworthy, however,' that none of these surveys 
was conducted through house-to-house interview, and it is 
doubtful if records of such detailed features as small cists 
and unprotected burials may be from MS sources
elsewhere in Western Europe at such an early period. These 
records are unique to the history of science, and as such 
deserve to be excavated from their archive and given gene-a" 
circulation. This must be followed by intensive fieldworking 
programmes attempting to re-identify the sites through ground 
searches and interviewing of the surviving families in the 
area.

(
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Chapter 5

The Distribution of Raw Materials and their availability
in Pr- historic Ireland

Introduction
Over the past century attitudes towards prehistoric 

studies have been strongly tempered by the need to discover 
the origins of raw materials employed in prehistoric artifacts. 
Since the mid-nineteenth century there has been debate as to 
the origin of what today are termed 'precious metals’
(Armstrong 1922), while more organic materials, amber and 
lignite, have been ascribed respectively to the Baltic and to 
Whitby.

From about the turn of the century, when the remains of 
flint and other hard stone workshops became known in Belgium 
Britain and Ireland, certain key materials were siezed upon 
as deterministic to prehistoric settlers. Antrim flint was 
one such material, while in more recent years, porcellanite 
has become another. Numerous authorities regard these 
materials as having had a magnetic attraction for prehistoric 
man- In similar vein, students of the Bronze Age have 
begun to regard known deposits of gold, tin and copper as 
localities to which prehistoric man was similarly drawn, either 
for subsistence purposes, or for the pursuit of trade. And 
indeed, there is a belief in the dependence of Bronze Age 
communities upon these metals.

It is significant that during the time in which these 
ideas were growing, cottage indust. ■ -.mail rc-nc- and evud
workshops were slowly being replaced by larger commercial and 
industrial units in Western Society. This was to have a two' 
fold effect upon investigations of prehistoric activity; first 
the knowledge of primitive methods of prospecting for, and 
winning raw materials was lost, often without any record, and 
the memory of locations at which very minor amounts of these 
minerals had existed vanished with it. Secondly, the concepts 
of human behaviour held by scholars of the period became 
subconsciously conditioned by the nature and values of the new 
commercial and industrial society. Thus, terms earlier used 
to describe activities carried out on a domestic basis - 
the ’manufacturing ’ of goods, the ’production* of raw material



Their meanings changed Cfc describe something large-scale. 
Perhaps of more significance for the prehistorian was the 
transmutation of the word 'industry* from its early use 
to describe (in French), a particular and limited suite of 
items made by an induviciual or individuals, to one which had 
connotations of more far-reaching economic proportions 
involving 'import' and 'exportX

The chapter which follow, has been written with the 
object of documenting some of these changes as they have 
been applied to the archaeological record. Also to provide 
clear factual documentation of geological occurrences which 
have so far eluded mention in the archaeological literature. 
It is written in five sc tionn- I. On lint and Scone,2, 
copper; 3. Tin; ^T,.Gold, and Amber and lignite.



Chapter 5:1

STONE AND FLINT

Trading or gift-exchanging is a concept commonly 
employed by prehistorians to explain the necessary movement
of stone or of implements from primary rock occurrence to human 
group, or simply between one/group and another. The concept
is exemplified in recent British studies such as those of 
Clough and Cummins (1979). The Irish 'trade* has not so far 
attracted the same systematic investigation as its British
counterpart and dope’s joint study with Preston and Moreyrof 1952, supplement^)by Rynne's of 1961 and 1964 remain/the 
only introduction to a wide field of interest. A paper
by Preston, a petrographic study of A< fri m baked shale implements, 
written in 1958, is presently being prepared for the press 
by Mr P.Francis. A brief summary of the distribution and 
chronology of the porcellanite axes has also recently been 
presented by Dr Iso bel Smith (1969, p 19-20).

The arguments advanced for r.rade in stone axes in Ireland 
are based upon:
(1) An assumption that factory sites are the organised response 
to an absence of suitable axe-making material outside the 
immediate influence of the primary rock exposure.
(2) The belief that an unpolished axe or 'roughouf was 
functionally undesirable in that state, or that it was
culturally an indicator of the Mesolithic, rather than, a potentia

cNeolithic implement-
(3) The circumstantial existence of polishing stones presumably
used to finish factory pr >-hju tv , • \ r* Qf * ■> ’

finished or partly-finished axes found at some distance from 
the primary rock source.
(4) Petrographic confirmation of the identity of implement 
with its bedrock.

The idea of flint trading, an idea older than that of axe
trading, shares many of these fundamentals. The importance
of flint, or of similar material to the prehistoric economy manifest-inand/Lts settlement patterns need hardly be stressed, since
its presence or absence, -f

, might have held the balance between the stimulus to 
cofonise and settle, or to necessarily trade for similar



raw materials or tools.
In the argument which follows, it is intended (1) to 

scrutinise these premises, mainly through published accounts.
The geological primary juxtaposition of flint with porcellanite 
and baked shales makes it convenient to document their occurrence 
together in drift (2). Finally we will evaluate how far 
it is reasonable to ascribe the movement of the raw materials to 
trade or gift exchanging (3).



(1) FLINT AND STONE FROM EXCAVATED CONTEXTS AND SURFACE FINDS

This • section comprises (a) a background to the
trading hypothesis in Ireland (b)the axe factories; (c) axe
hoards and polishing stones in Ulster; (d) axes from exaavations
outside Ulster; (e) introciuct ion to flint: (f) worked flint

*

from sites within Ulster; (g) flint artifacts from the rest 
of Ireland (h) summary.

(a) A Background to the Trading hypothesis in Ireland
It is well to begin a study of this kind by quoting 

the pertinent comment of Sir William Wilde:
In material the oto^c colu^. a^iozd examples of nearly 
every de rription of rock found in Ireland suited for 
the purpose, by its hardness, toughness, absence of 
brittleness, and susceptibility of polish...
And as these objects have been found in such abundance, 
and in so many localities, the celt-makers must have been 
dep endent on the suitable stone of his particular 
district for the materials of his trade. As yet, all the 
specimens which have turned up are formed of native, and 
mostly of rocks common in Ireland. The antiquary seldom 
possesses a sufficiently accurate knowledge (even if 
such were required) of all these stones, to be able to 
arrange them either lithologically or topographically 
(1857, pp 38-39).

Contemporary opinion was in broad agreement with Wilde, 
and Edward Benn, an illustrious early scientific collector 
of flint and stone implements in tne North felt able to 
speculate on the manner of manufacture:

The stone of the country has formed the general material 
and their construction, I would conjecture, has been effectt 
in this manner.-- Thecstreams were searched for water- 
worn stones, approaching as nearly as possible to the 
form required. These were then by the process commonly 
called knapping reduced to the shape or rude, unfinished 
hatchets, amd completed finally by frintion. Some are 
still rude at the end, untouched apparently except by what 
I have called the knapping- the sharp edge, or that



required for use, being alone finished....the way in 
which they were made has been suggested to me by the 
ciccumstances of the rude blocks of n«.ne or ten hatchets 
having been found together in a heap on the bank of a 
•small stream. . They were blocked out into shape in the 
manner I have mentioned, and would seem to have remained 
in the place in which they'lay since the time they were 
first formed (1861).
Although rejecting the necessity to carry stone around, 

both Wilde and Benn believed that flint was a commodity of trade 
(Wilde loc.cit. pp 6-7).
W.J■Knowles

The most influential figure in the development of the 
trading idea in Ireland was probably W.J.Knowles, the Cullybacky 
and Ballymena collector. His discovery and publication of 
stone working floors in northeast Antrim was, and to some2 nitdegree remains, the most important single factor in the/trading 
hypothesis. It is therefore worth recording Knowlesv attitudes 
towards the discoveries he was making at sites throughout 
the country over the period from around 1870, when he began 
his collecting and investigating, until the Tievebulliagh 
episode began during the ’90s. Writing of the implements 
which he excavated from sites among the Dundrum sandhills, 
he believed;

that the people had been entirely dependent on such small 
boulders as they could procure from the drift and around 
the seashore, and that very probably none of the flint 
had either been brounht by them, or procured by barter 
from a distance. Everything shows that the flint was 
not so plentiful as they could desire, and other material 
was tried. I procured several neatly-formed flakes 
of quartz crystaland a scraper of greenish rock, of a 
kind found plentifully scattered about. I observed 
several other flakes of various kinds of stone, which I 
believe were used as scrapers: but all stones except 
flint have suffered so much from weathering that one 
cannot always speak with certainty of the artificial 
character of any marks which appear on them (1881, pllO).



In the West of Ireland, Knowles and a handful of 
distinguished and influential co-authors, having examined 
similar sandhill sites, were disappointed not to have 
found flint.

Connemara is so far removed from the flint producing 
rocks of the North that it could scarcely be expected 
to be found here unless there had been commercial inter
course with the North in prehistoric times, which is not 
likely to have existed, as such intercourse does oot 
seem to have taken place at these times even among 
neighbouring tribes. The settlements in Connemara appear 
to be no exception to the rule observed in other places 
of the same kind, in different parts of the coast of Ireland 
that the cutting tools and implements of the people are 
made solely from the rocks found in their own neighbour
hood (Knowles e_t ajl, 1899,p 434).
The joint authors re-iterated these sentiments in their 

concluding remarks (p.438), betore noting that even where 
flint was abundant, implements were made of igneous rock in 
the North of Ireland; a plate showing six Implements of Basalt 
(p.439) - which are clearly porcellanite artifacts, and 
including a tanged and barbed arrowhead, a knife and a scraper, 
illustrated the point. Knowles felt that similar artifacts 
ought to be found made from native rocks elsewhere in -Lreland, 
but again regretted that weathering made the recognition of 
such tools extremely difficult (p.440).

The basically ncn-tr-- 3ing viewof the Irish collect'.'-! •;
were soon to be tempered by the observation^ of the geologist 
E.T.Hardman which were published by W.F.Wakeman in 1887.
Hardman had visited the Kimberley District of Western Australia 
and documented at first hand actual barter of raw materials 
among the Aborigines (Wakeman 1887, pp91-93). As one of the 
earlier ethnographic parallels cited in Irish prehistory, 
this account was une of a growing number which were duly 
noted by Sir John Evans in his most influential Second edition 
of Ancient Stone Implements in 1897.



In Wood-Martin's able summary of Pagan Ireland, published 
in 1893, both the ethnographic evidence and the local 'boulder' 
viewpoints were explained(pp 3b7~9) . This text comes at a 
watershed in the history of the development of these ideas.

Knowles's earlyyhttitudes were soon to be overtaken by 
an argument based upon his lengthy and archaeologically 
profitable collecting expeditions among the hills to the west 
of Cushendun and tushendall. Although there were several 
important mitigating circumstances which at first made Knowles 
reluctant to alter his view:, significantly, the prevailing 
tide of thought and the uniqueness of the factory' sites soon 
helped change them. By i ub he had uxfted ground, and was 
then persuaded that it was * probable that the best axes when 
finished were traded to different parts of the country’(p.393). 
This opinion has not altered radically since, and over the 
years it has been strengthened by the appearance of similar 
industrial sites in Wales (R.C.A.M.caerns I, 1956, p.yli ) 
and in the Lake District (Bunch and Fell 1949), and the 
application of implement petrology (dope 1952).

Above all else, it is probably the sheer quantity of arti
facts collected by Knowles which drew him and posterity to 
conclude that his discoveries were part of an economic cycle 
of supply and demand.

The discovery, geology and archaeology of the factory 
sites must now be covered in some detail.

(b) The Axe Factories 
(i) Rathlin Island

The discovery of unpolished axes at working floors in 
northeast Ireland at a time when interest among antiquaxies 
was shifting from the activity of merely collecting implements 
to a curiosity in their function and origin forms a key link 
in the chain of developments of Neolithic trading theories 
in northwest Europe. And although W.J.Knowles•s name is 
inextricably bound up in these discoveries, it is to William 
Gray that we owe the first apparent sighting of a manufactory’ 
in Ireland. A good decade before Knowles claimed a knowledge
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of Tievebulliagh, Gray •
described the site of an ancient factory of rough trap- 
celts, discovered on Rathlin Island, where a considerable 
number of roughly-chipped unpolished celts of trap 
or basalt were found, together with a quantity of chips, 
indicating that at this spot there had een an ancient 
manufactory of stone celts (1887, p.506).
The celts' to which Gray alluded are now in the Ulster 

Museum (Mus.no.1013/30). According to Dr P.C.Woodman 
'One should really be described as a retouched flake. The 
others are partially poii ned specimens. Two are complete 
roughouts with very slight traces of polish on the tops of 
the ridge while the other is a rather amorphous specimen.
This last specimen could be a portion of a rewor .ed polished 
axe. It is the only one not marked as Rathlin from Glass(?)' 
(P.C.Woodman, pers comm.) There is a further 'roughod out 
porcellanite axe....two porcellanite flakes and eight flint 
scrapers from near Brockley i-arm, Rathlin island donated by 
Dr S.^.Agrell to the Cambridge University Museum (Mus.Nos 
53.103). The condition of these is not known.

The site of Gray's ’Manuiactory' is not recorded, and Knowles 
•was never able to find anyone who had done more than bring 
away one or two select specimens’(1906,p383). We next hear 
of this locality in 1931, when Baudouin and Whelan described 
two half-polished axes from the Island, and subsequently again 
in 1934, when Whelan reviewed the Irish 'Campignian Question .
In his review, Whelan ar ’W attent.ior to Knowles’ v work 5*'* 
Tievebulliagh (p.129), then described his oun excavations at 
Ballynagard, Rathlin Island (pp. 130-143) . In this exposition 
Whelanc was anxious to list . the totality of implement 
types represented at the site. This included many of flint 
as well as porcellanite, in which all flint implement 
types' were reproduced and many specialised tool types were 
made exclusively from it (p.135). A number of picks were 
illustrated, which, though generally unpolished, might have 
been classed as 'roughout' axes. The excavator felt that 
some of these showed wear consistent with digging in the 
chalk for flint, while others were too well preserved to have 
been used as hafted implements. certainly many implements 
were worn, though whether in flint mining or through other 
agencies is not clear.



In his analysis of the total lithic content of the site, 
Whelan showed that the proportion of flint used was roughly 
equal to that of porcellanite; and there was among both a high 
proportion of utilised material in relation to waste flakes 
(p.138). The impression given is that this industry was not 
one producing tools in surplus to immediate requirements: 
it is the sort of industry to expe< ted upon a domestic 
site. More illuminating finds were not forthcoming from 
the subsequent work undertaken by Whelan at Ballynagard (1935) 
and Movius rightly concluded that it must be considered an 
occupation site relojted to the Western Neolithic cultures ' 
and added, more speculatively, that it probably represented 
a camp site connecteiv^he ixc factory at brockiey (lS42;.p231)- 

Nevertheless, while not publishing any finds further to those 
already mentioned, he went on to describe Brockley as one 
of two great axe factory sites (p.262).

Subsequent research upon the island can be briefly summar
ised. In 1936, Hewson published several groups of potsherd 
from near Ushet Lough (O.S.D 1548) which were accompanied 
by a stone axe which is probably of porcellanite (p.166-7).
E.E.Evans subsequently visited the site and picked up many 
flakes of flint and Rathlin blue-stone, two roughly chipped 
blue-stone celts, several beach pebbles, some of which were 
burnt and others used as hammer-stones with pieces of sand
stone and numerous small sherds of Neolithic type1(1945,p 24-5).

The question now arises as to the type of site we have 
been describing. Are these settlement sites producing implements 
for local consumption, or of an industrial and commercial nature? 
The sum tot*.! of stcr-r ax $ taKe.n f --la'* - -• - .
traceable cannot amount to more than a couple of dozen.
At the sites, themselves flint implements are as common as 
porcellanite, and among those there is even beach pebbleflint 
(or glacial pebble) (Wt^an 1935, p 108), which must have had 
some value to the occupants.

The impression gained from the literature (for tr'sevt^lfc 
Jope 1952, p.37; Rynbe 1964; Herity and Eogan 1974, p.37) 
is that there is sufficient evidence to postulate a large 
factory site, or working floor close to or upon the dolerite 
contact zone in Brockley td. But the impression gained from 
Dawson’s description of this exposure is that it is only 15.0m. 
in diamter (Dawson 1954, p.159) A>nd a personal visit
to the area in 1972 made xt clear that porcellanite is not 
easily found in Brockley td, even in walls close to the ou.tc*x>p



Tool production here appears to have been based upon 
secondary, re-cycled rock, rather than upon the primary 
source. Even then, there is no workshop specifically working 
this material, so that until large numbers of broken implements 
have been discovered, the claim that Rathlin was a ’factory’ 
should on present evidence be discarded. It is unfortunate 
that Gray should ever have used the word ’manufactory' to 
describe his discoveries, since the word has taken on quite 
a different meaning in more recent archaeological writing.
It must be surmised that the sites on Rathlin Island fall 
into that general pattern defined by Wilde, Benn and the 
younger Knowles, and that these are vestiges of prehistoric 
groups being dependent upon, and reflecting in their domestic 
lithic industries, the material to be found in the ground 
around them.
’Rouqhout Axes'

Part of the foregoing account of Rathlin has introduced 
an important fundamental to the belief of Neolithic 'manufacture 
for export’, namely the present archaeological interpretation 
put upon unpolished axes found close to early workshop sites.
As it is generally assumed that flake stone axes would not 
have been serviceable utility tools (unlike their Mesolithic 
predecessors), any axe not completely polished is presently 
interpreted as one needing work to finish it off. Few of

<Lthese unpolished axes have ever been examined clo^ly.
The only study known to the writer is that of cowper (1934), 
which was overlooked by .Mcs Fell when she paid considerable 
attention to interpreting the distribution and general, morph
ology of the ’Cumbrian roughouts' some thirty years later (1964).

Largely unpublished research by the present writer suggests 
that none of the Cumbrian unpolished axes is sufficiently 
unaffected by weathering attrition to determine if on the one 
hand these were ’factory -fresh’ i.e. completely unused, 
or alternatively were slightly polished or had battered blades 
which might suggest that they had been intended as functional 
flake axes (Briggs 1978). The published observations of 
axe finds from the Rathlin sites give the impression that 
these have been polished or worn with use, and the observations 
kindly made available by Dr Woodman seem to confirm this view.



tl)(b)(ii) Axe-vorking sites in the Tievebulliaqh Area
On the east side of Tievebulliagh, an almost perpendicular 

face, W.J.Knowles noted very extensive working, particularly 
in a large talus at the foot of that steep side (1906,p. 384) 
Working sites appeared to litter the foot of the mountain 
and at some of them flint was also found, though this was 
scarce in comparison to the ’ daV.k metamorphic rock1.
Knowles's account contains a good deal which has since been 
overlooked and is therefore worth quoting at some length:

In Glen Ballyemon, several varieties of rock were used for 
axes, but the kind which was most in favour was a close- 
grained rock of blueish colour, which, as far as I can 
find, is not native to , s district. Meta.-'t-rphic -ocv- 
do occur in the valley, but 1 have not as yet observed 
this close-grained blueish rock anywhere in situ. It 
always appears in the form of boulders, which show glacial 
striae.

un the top of Tievebulliagh, I found boulders of 
the blueish rock firmly embedded in the boulder clay, 
and in cases where the axe-makers could not excavate them, 
they chipped such parts as remained above ground. We 
find that when a boulder was too heavy to be removed, 
they endeavoured to break it up, though I have seen some 
boulders which have resisted their efforts. There is 
a fine large piece of this rock weighing several hundred 
weight in front of Mr James Uuinn's house, which has had 
many flakes and spalls removed from it and now with its 
weathered browny appearance, it looks more like a Jump 
of metal th?n. a stor°. I think i'~ r.o .liv-**.1 y th• ^
rock may have been brought by glaciers from Scotland, 
since we do not find it in situ. Boulders of Ailsa 
Craig rock are found in various parts of County Antrim, 
and it was recently found in boulder clay as far inland 
as Ballymena. It is therefore not improbable that the 
other rock may be of Scottish origin’(1903, p.363).

Unpolished axes were noted from various localities, and 
a fcjroup of 16 had been found in a hoil- >v* in a peat bog at 
Dirnaveagh (C.S.D 09 08), which Jopc subsequently suggested 
had been roughouts (1952, p,39).



(Tievebulliaqh, continued)
The area in which the working floors have been recognised 

covers several square miles. Knowles’s sites in Glenballyemon 
were in Muroo, Lougheen, Knockan and Glonariff (D 23 25), 
Tamnaharry (D 21 25) to the east of the exposure and Glenaam 
(D 19 27), and Glendun (D 19 BOT to the north (1902, p.757-8). 
Later, Moneyduff (D 09 17), Glenlesiie (D 1016) and Tully- 
kittagh (D 12 16) near Clough were added to these localities 
(1903, p.360-363;1906, p.3H3). It is possible that not all 
Of these working floors took advantage of porcellanite 
Antrim baked shales (Preston, forthcoming) and, as noted above, 
other fine- grained rock v<=, also a Apparsntii
sites where unpolished axes could be found were also known at 
Ballycastle (D 11 40; most likely a baked shale site), near 
Ballymena (D 10 03), and elsewhere in the Bann Valley (1906, 
p.392). To these should be added Loughaveema (D 20 36), where 
both flaking and polishing of axes was effected (Jope 1952,
P* 39) .

Despite the presence of such large amounts of artifact
laden scree, it is clear from his own accounts that Knowles 
never actually appreciated hhat there had been a primary 
outcrop of porcellanite at Tievebulliagh. The exposure is 
not great in extent, measuring approximately 30 feet horizontally 
and about 10 feet vertically (Agrell and Langley 1958, p 98). 
Although Knowles was able to record a random scatter of erratic 
boulders on the plateau above the mountain from which imple
ments hac( been struck, he also made it clear that these were 
rapidly disappearing Jv- > agri' ; At ; i.r.prc 
the time /(grell and Langley visited the area, so complete had 
been this clearance of erratics that, contrary to Knowles’s 
observations they felt it necessary to suggest that the 
porcellanite and flint ft.- .jmcnts which occurred to the west 
of the site had been carried thenc by Neolithic man from 
exposures below, rather than by the ice (op.cit.p.97).

It is possible that the standing of the talus at the 
site may have been exagger ated in importance ^when compared 
to the widespread nature of erratic working observed by 
Knowles at outlying sites, but it must be emphasised that 
many of these sites produced mixed flint and stone material, 
and could be taken as indicative of permanent settlement in 
the area.



(Tievebulliaqh, continued)
Knowles felt that ' the various sites of manufacture 

were determined by the places in which these /erratic/ boulders 
were dropped, as the people appear to have sat down around 
these stones and manufactured them into axes, rather than 
carry the heavy boulders to any particular place. There are 
other rocks of a coarser grain which have been used in making 
axes'(1906, p.385). Knowles also noted how the coarser 
material dictated that a - p ."-kin.g\ rather than a
flaking technique was employed. dome ten percent (about 240) 
of the total number of axes recovered by 1906 were partly 
ground or polished (1906, f ■ ■ ,o, 19.!).

The range oftooi ^represented by these discoveries 
was very wide, including, as noted above, tanged and barbed 
arrowheads (Knowles et al 1899, fig. opp.p.438). D.V.Clarke 
has more recently similar finds from Western Scotland
and these may be interpreted as having been produced from 
drift deposits of Irish origin ( pcy> ), The range of
tool -types carries its own message. Ke-cycled stone could have 
been collected at any time thnoughout prehistory and most 
likely w4i>V : .

Any evaluation of the inland 'manufactories’ discovered 
by Knowles must take account of the sites which had previously 
been explored and described. Knowles s assiduous fieldwork 
had produced many coastal sites which were known in contemporary 
literature as flint manufactories'. These were chipping 
floors at coastal settlement sites. Manufactory employed 
in this way is an unfortunate term since when originally 
coined, it meant that tools were made domestically. The 
function of the factory in post-industrial Revolution Britain 
helped give it a radically different commercial aspect, 
altering the whole concept of its function in prefaytory.
As often as not, Knowles's chipping floors were associated 
with pits, seashells, with pottery and with bone. In some 
cases even burials were manifest at these sites, and 
some still are (for example Collins 197>, p.2l ).
Knowles used the term 'manufactory' to describe the stone 
implement sites of the Antrim Plateau, and it may be contended 
that he also believed many or most to have been settlement sites, 
sites which might otherwise appear to have been absent from the
area



Evidence forthcoming from other studies suggests that in 
the Neolithic settlement of County Antrim considerable populat
ions were driven by land-hunger onto the plateau, where megaliths 
are still common (Watson 1956). Pollen analytical investigat_ 
ions indicate widespread clearances in this region and large 
numbers of stone axes would have^ been necessary to expedite 
the felling so extensively documented by Dr Goddard (1971)

No excavations have been undertaken at Tievebulliagh 
in order to establish the date or culture sequence at the 
site, or its relationship to the inception of blanket peat 
formation. On the basis of implement typology, the use of 
the rock could span a period “torn the Mesolithic/Neolithic 
transition well into the Bronze Age. With a period of local 
exploitation thus covering a period of up to 3,000 years, 
the presence of as many as 2,500 reject implements from 
a dozen or more different settlement sites located in an 
area tens of miles square is not a particularly surprising 
total. Moreover, as already noted, some terypercent of 
Knowles’s axes showed signs of polish which may tentatively 
be taken as indicating wear. No experiments have been undertaken 
do gauge the fissility of the rock as an axe-making medium, 
but a wastage rate of nine times the size of the end product 
could well be an acceptable one, particularly in view of 
the fact that in Neolithic times there must have been a 
seemingly endless supply of the raw material.

Knowles does not appear to have believed that cx 
preference was displayed for any particular rock; anything 
hard was used. Quarrying was not suggested by him. and 
preferences seems to have been for the most emily 
worked re-cycled stones. In general, Knowles appears 
not to have felt that his discoveries indicated pivBuistoric 
trade, though he raised the subject once in 1874 and on a 
further occasion in his final report on
working floors (1906). Although he did ^ that the 
best axes may have been 'carried down the valley for polishing' 
(1903, p.362-3), he was not tempted to suggest that any were 
transported to the Bann Valley for finishing, as was Jope, nor 
did he connect his ’factory' sites with axe-oolishing stones



(IMc) Stone Axe Hoards and Axe polishing stones in Ulster
Hoards of stone axes, found at some distance from 

from the 'factory' sites have been used in evidence for implement 
trading. Three from Ulster were cited by Jope (1952, p.39). 
Knowles mentioned one from .dmaveagh (O.S.D 09 08) containing 
16 ’rude’ axes recovered from a'hollow in the peat and it

reasonable to suppose that ’rude meant unpolished, though 
in the absence of more prec ise details about the circumstances 
of discovery, caution is due. It is possible that these 
implements were originally accompanied by working debris, 
furthermore as the find lias since disappeared it cannot be 
ascertained whether or not ill w - , o implements. 4 r
in fact some were not partly polished. Indeed, we may tfv'.h bp 
dealing with a 'find’ concocted for collectors by a bann 
Valley dealer. Similarly there appeal at present evidence
to support the view that the three unpolished axes from Armoy 
now in the Ashmolean Museum are from a closed group (Jope 
1952, fig.4, no.5 and p.39).

The well-known 'Hoard' from Danesfort, Belfast (Herity 
and Eogan 1976, p.45), published by Armstrong in 1917 (p.84) 
also merits a closer inspection. This find was earlier 
published by William Gray in 1872. From his account it would 
appear that a single 'rough celt' was first discovered in 
1869. A subsequent discovery of two polished axes was made 
in 1872, and these were soon to be followed by a further 14 
others. These were 'standing on end in the sand with the 
edges turned upwards' all within an area about 8 feet square. 
Whilst in Gray’s, or later, Lawler's possession, they appear 
to have been joined by a further couple of examples to make’ilU)up the present total£ The unusual positions of the axes 
may be due to rdteo./ . alternatively it is possible
that all were domestic rejects or 'used' implements thrown 
into the same waste sump. Similar examples of the positioning 
of axes have been recorded from Llandegai (Wales) by
Houlder (1974) and at Tullywiggan (unpublished excavation). 
Moulder has suggested that such discoveries may be connected 
with a pattern of trade which included middlemen, but this 
seems difficult to justify on present evidence (1974, fp ) .



The dispersal and polishing of 'factory products' has 
been linked with the coincidental discovery of polishing stones, 
particularly in the Bann Valley. Knowles claimed to own 
around twenty polishing stones, but from a perusal of his 
sale catalogue (1924), it seoms*more likely that he was thinking 
of small burnishers rather than large hollow stones when he 
made that claim. In 1952, Jope was able to plot only two 
such sandstone polishers lying just to the north of Lough 
Beg (fig.3, p.37). It is now possible to add five further 
findspots and several more finds to the total.

Besides those listed from f ul bane r-y Jacks or as whotstor ^ 

and grindstones (1909, p.13-14) in Manchester Museum, the 'grain
crubber' from 'near Portglenone' also published by him <jould 

also have been intended for polishing stone axes. Jackson 
himself pointed out that it was difficult to accept it as 
a grain rubber (loc.cit. p.10). Woodman has since noted 
that these polishing stones may also equally hare been used 
for grinding vegetable matter, also that the axes associated 
with the known examples were of schists, not of porcellanite 
(1979, p.116).

A further addition to the list of polishing stones comes 
from the Ordnance Survey Memoirs for County Derry and was 
briefly noted by Woodman (1979. p.llb). This example was found 
in conjunction with three p;>i _sbed stone axes some 20 feet 
deep in a bog ( \ I, fK 2 ^ ) .

Although polishing stone are known outside this area, 
in the South i see below p. ard Wrudmcn 1979 • ob' as w" 
as in Scotland (Callander 1933), the addition of
further findspots does not radically alter the earlier and 
more vestigial grouping which may therefore be tentatively 
assumed to have some cultural significance.

Knowles’s views on the movement of stone axes have 
already oeen1noted. Polishing, he felt, had been effected 
near to Tievebulliagh using local sandstones in Glenhallyemon 
and thereabouts (1906, p.392-3). He did not in any way associate 
flaked porcellanite axes with the polishing stones from 
the Bann Valley (as noted above and 1902, pp3,6,passimj■
In this connection it is of interest to include Flanagan's 
observations that the nature of these finds suggests more 

dWryoWtCv tT'in an \cb, o, o/xe i

could have been re-poli- <L <3V - *: o p. )



In this section we must note that although
there exist stone axe hoards none has been found in recent 
times in an excavated or scientifically recorded context, and 
that those which have been listed so far are capable of 
alternative interpretation to that of trader’s hoards.
Stone axe rubbers are to be found distributed in an area 
mutually exclusive of recorded Neolithic flake axe working 
floors. As those with known associations are with schistSo ( UJ\-
and not porcellanite, it remains possible that the average 
lump of sandstone did not contain a sufficiently high proportion 
of the carborundum, quartz or other nard mineral required 
to abrade a porcellanite surface, and that such abrasion 
was effected by loose quartz-rich sands, or by the use of 
small stones held in the hand.

There need therefore be no connection whatever between 
axe hoards, axe polishing stones, and the putative axe ’trade .

•j,

Table of Stone Axe Rubbers and Associated Axes

Bushfoot, Antrim

C 82 13
O.S. C 93 42 U.M.1934,150 

a & b
Cuilbane, Derry
Bann Valley, Derry -----—
Ballyneasemacpeake, Derry C 96 01

1936:
59,a &. b

1959:
322
lost

Newferry, An crim 

Culbane, Antrim 

Ballyclosh, Antrim

H 99 97 N.M.I.

C 97 00 7N.M.I,

D 07 02 lost

Culbane, Antrim (five sp.)C 97 00 Manchester

U.J.A. 23,1960, 
p. 55 

ditto

ditto

RIA MS 30/V( 3) 
p. 44

P.R.I.A.
pp.17-30
P.R.I.A. 3D C 
pp.218-219
U.J.A.ser.2,IX,
p. 10
Jackson 1909, 
pp 13-14
p.16 ditto.Portglenone, Derry C 97 03



(I) (d) Stone axe groups from excavations outside Ulster
Although stone axes are found in large numbers throughout 

the country, most have come from surface collections. Few 
have been examined petrographically and those groups which 
have received the most systematic description have been 
those found at certain major excavations over the past four 
decades. Three important sites have been selected for 
discussion so that the attitudes of excavators towards this 
material and the impact ol implement petrology upon their 
attitudes may be appreciated. These sites are Feltrim Hill 
and Ualkey Island, Co. Dublin and the Lough Gur complex,
Co. Limerick.

From Dalkey, Liversage reported 23 stone axes, and six 
stones described as ’axe polishers'(1968, p Of this
23, many of which were fragmentary or unfinished specimens, 
nine were of various kinds of shale or mudstone, varying in 
hardness and colour. Others were of igneous or metamorphic 
rock. Liversage concluded L.iat it seemed likely the beach 
had provided the stone for axes, just as flint had for small 
tools. He wrote

A tendency to select stones which expedience had shown 
to be suitable, may.explain the frequency of altered 
igneous rocks. Direct support for drift origin comes 
from (a) a natural elongated beach pebble of amphibolitized 
quartz dolerite, found in the northern basal midden, 
showing that some at my rate o*' t ho altered rocks ov.lc 
be found on the beach, and (b) an irregular piece of 
homeblende schist with smoothed angles, presumably a find 
fron the drift, measuring about 15x6x4cm, which had been 
brought to the site and partially chipped, though not 
sufficiently to be described as a roughout. This may be 
compared with Houlder’s observation that the earliest 
exploitation of the indurated shale at Mynydd Rhiw was 
of suitable pieces dug out of the drift (Moulder 1961).

That axes were poJished on the site is shown by the 
axe polishers... The roughouts, i.e.axes which have been 

* chipped to shape but not polished, were presumably made 
on the site. None of them shows such detailed prelimary 
work as the best porcellanite or Mynydd Rhiw roughouts



(Jope 1952; Houlder 1961), perhaps because the stones 
used were less susceptible to controlled flaking 
(Liversage 1968, p 146-7).

Feltrim Hill produced 18 axes, only two or which were 
complete (Hartnett and Eogan 19^4, p.ll) A number of rubbed 
stones which might have been used in axe polishing were also 
present. In his petrological report on the 22 axe
fragments submitted to him, Dr Jackson attributed 15 of them 
to probable local exposures of porphyrites at Portrane or 
Lampay Island (Hartnett and Eogan 1964, p.35-36), three 
were of material comparable to an occurrence at Donabate, 
and there was one specimen each of greywacke, limestone and 
grit. A single example of porcellanite axe was described 
(p.35-37). No comment was made as to how this may have 
travelled to the site.

The Neolithic and Bronze Age sites at Knockadoon,
Lough Gur produced few complete axes and many more fragmentary 
examples as well as numerous chips (O’Riordain 1954, pp 345,
379,403,42S^and 440). Two were of Tievebulliagh-type 
porcellanite and it is of interest that from the same site - 
site D, the one in which house-sites were recognised - 
one of the few complete axes was found to be of possibly 
Ailsa Craig origin(p.404 )

Many of the other axes from the Lough Gur area were found 
to be of 'greenstone', which, though superficially similar 
to that from the Langdale Pikes area of Cumberland, is 
petrographically distinguishable from it( p,405). And while 
no primary source for this rock is known, it is now presumed 
to have originated in Southwest Ireland. O’Riordain believed 
that both greenstones and porcellanites had been imported 
to the site by man. Nevertheless, the numerous polishing, 
burnishing and honestones from these several sites were 
felt more likely to have been intended for employment in 
grinding stone axes than in fragmenting foodstuffs(p. 449).

In this brief glimpse of the finds from three . 
settlement sites it can be seen that the presence or absence 
of a petrographically identified porcellanite axe of northern
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origin has partly helped mould the attitude of the excavator 
toward the finds he has described. The quoted viewsof Liversage 
are quite consonant with those expressed in the nineteenth 
cnetury by those dealing with similar material. Only at 
Lough Gur are there strong assertions that axes had to ber
imported and it is ironic that less is known about the 
drift in that area than the environs of the sites in Co.
Dublin. Further discussion of these problems will be given 
below
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FLINT : Introduction
It has already been noted that the idea of flint trading

in Ireland is an old one. Over the past half century it has
become customary to think of it as a relatively rare commodity
in prehistory, a stone to be had only from primary exposures

*in Counties Antrim and Derry. Given its apparent scarcity 
and limited primary occurrence, opinion has grown to the effect 
that northeastern Ireland must have held a monopoly of 
commerce in this material (Herity and Logan 1974, p.43)
Woodman 1979). Furthermore, Scott has now gone so far as 
to suggest that flint offered an incentive to Neolithic- 
colonists en-cering Ireland (X97L), though Case has redressed 
the balance of viewpoint slightly by drawing attention to the 
relative inaccessibility of primary deposits of Antrim flint 
when compared, say, to that in southern England (1974> p.173).
He points out that Antrim chalk would have been too hard for 
mining operations and that flint weathered from exposures or 
lying on Antrim beaches might have furnished a more reliable 
supply.

Case has pointed the way to a more cautious approach to 
the problems posed by the discovery of flint artifacts at 
so many prehistoric sites throughout Ireland. And in condensing 
information culled from excavations around the country, a 
number of questions must remain uppormiist,’ How far was drift 
flint used? What is the evidence (for it? Have local drift 
deposits been closely examined? Similar questions must be 
asked of chert and certain other rocks which appear to have 
been accepted as fair alter-:.ctives to flint. Finally, are 
the indices used to distinguish between what is believed to 
have been traded flint from what is believed to have been 
from the drift of any value?

!



(I) (f) Flint from excavations within Ulster
Flint implements are of fairly common occurrence on 

excavated sites and extremely populous as stray finds in the 
North'of Ireland. The close proximity of primary deposits 
of Cretaceous chalk containing flints indisputably helped
provide ’a ready and almost inexhaustible supply of flint’ 
(Movius 1942, xxi) which was 'excellent for the manufacture 
of stone implements'(Lacailie 1954, p.22).

The re-working of these Cretaceous strata since Oligocene 
times provides secondary deposits in chronological succession 
from the Lough Neagh Clays through the gamut of the Pleistocene 
ice ages to the present day. Re-cycled flint is -CottStcfutx 

a common component of suk^oils in the North and its place as 
a local resource in prehistoric stone industries must there
fore be evaluated carefully (See sections 2 and 3.below).

Despite the caveats mentioned by Case, current theory 
assumes that overall, primary flint exposures were an economic 
attraction to prehistoric man, and were exploited as such.
It is therefore paramount to ascertain if in fact Case is 
correct in stating that there is no flint mining. It must 
be asked if there are workshop sites close to the exposures 
for which the sole motive of exploitation could have been 
to produce surplus flint implements for trade or exchange.
The nature of the raw materials occurring at such sites should 
be compared with that found upon beaches or in drift deposits 
and the viability of the one compared to the other.
(i) Antrim

Two oft-quoted working s ^ites situated close to or even 
upon a chalk outcrop close to del fast were described by 
Bennet and Bell in 1923. It is now very difficult to re-

(Z-rcajci non
interpret the material from the sites since the^/method might w 
not stand up to present day standards. What can be said 
is that whilst no pottery or other occupation debris was found 
enor ous amounts of waste flint material was encountered, 
giving the impression of some measure of 'output'. One of the 
major problems at this site was the mixed nature of the natural 
deposits upon which the site lay and into which some of the 
material may have become incorporated by solifluxion processes 
since the Neolithic.



In 1938 Angus MacDonald invest 19octed a site at Squire’s 
Hill (Evans 1938, p.114) which was subsequently suggested as 
the source of the Lyle's Hill flint (Evans 1954, p.51).
Although Squire's Hill remains unpublished, it seems in this 
case unlikely that a journey of 4^ miles would have been 
made to collect flint, when it tfas available close to the 
Lyle’s hill site as large nodular boulders.

A site which has been dug to more exacting standards is 
that at Goodland, Co. Antrim. Here 'flint was to be found 
in the immediate vicinity of the site and in boulder-clay and 
hill-wash, which covers the chalk-exposures; and in the upper 
few centimetres of the chalk where it has been fragmented, by 
subsoil-weathering, and in cliff-screes'(case 1973, p.173).
Case goes on to make a most important statement, namely that ’
'there can have been no question of mining for flint at any 
epoch, the chalk having been so altered by volcanic action as 
to be impenetrable by hand-tools’. The presence of some 13,950 
struck flints gives the site considerable standing as one 
of 'industrial activity' (p.180). The industrial processes 
involved at the site were; of locating suitable boulders of flint 
in the boulder clay: of breaking down this nodular material 
into quartered pieces and cores which were then removed from 
the area, presumably to permanent settlement sites, which 
Case believed existed elsewhere (p.178).

Case furthermore believed that most of the activity 
at the site centred around riyual, and proposed the use of 
the generic term Goodland Site to define similar types oi 
assemblage found in other parts of Ireland (p.i pa V Seve—•’ 
reasons for this conclusion are given the struck flints include 
a fair proportion of small waste and many implements or flakes 
with marks indicative of use which Case felt were inappropriate 
to a settlement site. The occurrence of bones and the recog
nition of a high phosphate content in these pits was further
more believed to indicate deliberate filling which would 
have been ritual in nature.

Alternative suggestions might be made respecting the 
interpretation of these features, and the pessibility that 
this was a permanent settlement site should not be easily 
dimmissed.



Exploitation of the suitable boulders conveniently 
available in the boulder clay would have involved their 
removal from time to time, as demand arose, and the holes 
thereby created could have been filled from an/ old rubbish 
which happened to litter the area. This in turn niicjhrr 
comprise' flint working debitage and include' all the spent 
utilised flakes sTrucfc from previous excursions into the boulder 
clay. Besides the old flint tools, the rubbish could be 
expected to have included dung, hence the high phosphate 
values, and also potsherds.

Despite the massive flint population, no analytical results 
are yet available giving a more pre ise idea of the relative
proportions of re-worked flakes to waste. Whatever the 
result of this, it would be difficult to argue that flint need 
be carried any distance from this site, since much of the 
surrounding area, indeed a great deal of the County of Antrim, 
is superficially covered with comparable flint-carrying deposits.

It is worth mentioning quite incidentally at this point,
that ApSimon has recently drawn attention toU§0§if!^^int' lor
Derry, from which it was believed Late Neolithic man obtained
flint for the settlement site at Ballynagilly, some 7 kms
to the southwest(1974, p.22). I have examined much of the
material from this ’industrial’ site and found it to be
insufficiently diagnostic to be ascribed to a particular
culture or epoch. It is in any case quite unlikely to have
supplied Ballynagilly when massive deposits of re-cycled flint
nodules litter the glacial outwash fans between the two sites, nerfAttention is^c.ravn tc h •< r: , , 2incc 1'. is
of the few outside Antrim situated close to a primary deposit 
of chalk, and which has been postulated as one specifically 
exploiting flint.

The final excavation to be considereion account of its 
proximity to outcropping chalk is that conducted on the 
sand dunes at White Rocks, Co. Antrim by A.E.P.collins(1977). 
here ’the /flint/ material employed seems all to have been 
local and included some beach and drift pebbles and many 
freshly extracted nodules from the chalk. Much of it is of
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very bad quality, full of random holes and cavities^Collins 
1977, p.24). Collins had some difficulty in explaining the 
presence of a high proportion of worked flint, and suggested 
two main alternative interpretations of it•

The location of the s ff.e close to abundant supplies of 
raw material may mean that we are dealing here with an 
industrial site comparable with others round the perimeter 
of the Antrim plateau, such as Robert Bell’s site at 
Black Mountain...Ballygalloy Hill, just N. of tarne, 
or Madman’s window, just B. of Cienarm. Alternatively, 
the White Rocks site may be just another to add to the 
fairly long list of coastal sandhills settlements which 
includes those at Portstewart and Whitepark Bay (p.25).
From this statement, it is clear that Collins at least

believes that these several sites existed for the sole
c<' . . .purpose of commerce m flint or/artifacts. Some difficulty 

attaches to discussing Ballygalley and Madman’s Window, 
since neither is yet in print, but of the other ’comnercial’ 
sites it must be said that the available evidence is by no 
means unambiguous. Each of them could just as easily have 
been a permanent settlement site utilising local resources, 
as it could have been a ’station’ devoted to the sole exploit
ation of the flint.

In summary oify4he sites situated upon or close to chalk 
outcrops it must be said that although there is a strong 
belief among prehistorians that flint was exported from them, 

their archaeological definition remains enigmatic. And like
Collins's sand dune site, each may have been one of permanent 
settlement.

i



(ii) Co. Dovn
Believing that the quality of the industry at Audleystovm. 

Co. Down, was of too high a quality to have come from beach 
pebbles, Collins felt that fresh flint from the chalk had 
been involved (1954, p.28). Elsewhere, at Ballynichol,
a\\ was ue.*.* t a' Crom a • freshly-quarried nodule*
(195b, p.119) At Ballyalton horned cairn, a hoard of flint 
implements was found (Evans and Davies 1933-34, p.98), but 
there seems to have been no question of importing flint to 
account for this, since ’several lumps of flint from the 
surface’ showed 'no sign ofjWorking and were probably carried 
in the bov.lder-clay, * as presumably also was a iv.-p of cha?.v 
from the sami place (p.100).

Although there are many early accounts of finds from the 
Irish sandhills, few sites have been scientifically excavated. 
Collins's post-war work at Dundrum is therefore of considerable 
importance. The Dundrum area yielded several types of 
lithic material including chert (Collins 1952,p.12) And 
whereas most of the raw material was deemed to have been 
collected from the raised beach, aril! indeed proof of this 
existed in a heap of small pebbles found adj acent to a 
group of stakeholes on site 6 (p.18). Some „ere completely 
unworked, while others had only a few flakes removed. They 
were all of poor quality flint and full of incipient cracks. 
Similar defects in the pebble material were noted in later 
excavations at these sites (1969, p.14), but at site 10 there 
was no shortage of raw material, both worked and unworked 
flint being thickly scattered- over the slope (p. I S) , 
the proximity of larger flint pebbles within the raised 
beach itself, it was felt that the better flint had been 
brought from Co. Antrim (1952, p.25; 1969, p.17).

no-

(iii) Co. Armagh
Again, in Co. Armagh, it was believed that flint had been 

imported both at Ballykeel and Ballymacdermot burial sites 
(Collins 1964, p.17; 1965, p.64), whereas at Cluntygora Large 
Cairn, the majority of flints were struck from pebbles up to 
2J5 inches in diameter, which were not only to be found in the
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local drift, but occurred in concentrations on the nearby- 
beaches (Davies and Patterson 1936-37, p.38) Nevertheless, 
the excavators were drawn to consider the possibility that the 
nodular flint had been brought, perhaps from hear Lisburn.

(iv) Co. Tyrone
At Barnes Lower :ourt airn the presence of good-quality 

flint once more drew the excavator to note that the nearest 
outcropping flint was 16 miles away (Collins 1966, p.66), 
while to the south at Knockmany chambered grave, flints other 
than that from drift or beach pebbles were felt to have 
been used (1952b, p.29). It has already been noted that 
Ballynagilly was felt to have been involved in the movement 
of flint from Slieve Gallion to the settlement site. A further 
Neolithic settlement site was excavated at Tullywiggan 
to the south of Cookstown in 1972. Large erratic flint nodules 
were recognised at this site, and it was from these that 
the excavators believed that the implements had been rnade 
(unpublished excavation).

(v) Co. Fermanagh
Although Davies observed that some of the flint at 

Moylederg • Island was probably derived from nodules while 
others was from pebbles, he made no suggestion as to the 
origin of either (1946, p 97).
(vi) co. Donegal

Neolithic finds in Donegal are test known from the 
vecent excavations o.~ 1 jvm '.cri? ’ halwv and Be van - — nd
from the well-known sandhills and beach sites. Although in 
the excavation report of Bavan Flanagan does not explain 
how he felt the flint was won (Flanagan and Flanagan 1967, 
p.91) in a tater paper he states that flint was ’certainly 
not derived from a source in the drift’, and cogently adds 
that the problem 'is one that will require a great deal cf 
study’ (1968, p.15).

In 1941, Evans drew attention to a sandhills site 
in this county and commented upon the unusually large size of 
a flint scraper taken from 'a site so far from native flint' 
(1941, p.72). Subsequent work by Addyman and Vernon was to



endorse this view when discussing the beach pebble industry 
at Dunaff (1966, pp.12-13). In their opinion, the pebble 
material to be found locally to the site was unsuitable for the 
production of the industry they had described, even though 
flint pebbles up to eight. * hes in diameter were located 
Suitable material might ;>avt : >en brought from other Donegal 
beaches, even from as far away as Co. Antrim or along Lough 
Foyle (p.13).
(vii) Co. Derry --------Due to the presence of/primary deposits of flint 

excavated sites have often been felt largely to reflect 
what was to hand. At fcilhoyie, for example hearing and Hay 
noted that the proximity of basalt and chalk need infer no 
movement to import it to the site (1937-38, p.43). In 
the Bann Valley at Newferry allins inclined to the view that 
the cortex of about 2% of the flint had 'all the asperity 
of mined or quarried flint’(Smith and Collins 1971, p.10).
Flint was nevertheless to be founu naturally on the site,
as was illustrated by the discovery of a naturally fractured

td .lump. Woodman further b^ieved that here 'the presence of a 
number of hoards of Mesolithic blades and implements' was 
because ’there was little flint available in the immediate 
vicinity of most sites ’ and that flint was therefore trans
ported distances of up to several kilometers in the form 
of ’a series of caches of large blades ’(1973-74, p.3) 
a view which he later expanded in 1978 (pp.144-146).

At this point it seems worth drawing attention to an 
early observation made by William Cray in 1871. he wrote;

In former times - probably sixty years ago, when gun-flines 
and strike-a-lights were used, the bann Clay from Newferry 
to Portglenone yielded thematerials from which those 
implements/rudely-worked flint§7were manufactured in that 
locality; but it is not clearly ascertained whether this 
practice was a survival, or a revival of the stone age* 
(p.141)
Gray was therefore in no doubt as to the availability of 

stone which might have been used in controlled flaking.



Summary
A brief survey of recently-excavated sites in the North 

reveals that there is a general belief in the carriage, by 
man, of flint from sites close to primary exposures of 
chalk, to settlement sites and- burial sites some distance 
away. An examination of the ’manufacturing’ sites which 
have so far been cited as the sea* of this trade does not 
provide unequivocal evidhA^h^for the large-scale production 
of surplus implements, or for the removal of flint blocks 
for anything other than local consumption. The evidence 
constantly cited by excavator.",, relating to the materia! 
from ’recipient’ excavated sitesi is broadly-speaking of 
two types. First the appearance of fresh cortex, upon flakes or 
finished artifact is taken to indicate that the original 
nodule from which it was fashioned must have been either 
extracted from the chalk itseli, or lrom deposits close to 
the chalk. Secondly, it is generally believed that c(ri€
naturally re-cycled flint nodules may not be found universally/ 
to the excavated sites, and m any case, there evidence 
to suggest that even if they were, these would be of poor 
quality, too poor, in fact, to account for the industries 
described from the prehistoric sites.

It is now necessary to turn to the rest of Ireland 
for a comparison of excavated lithic material and the 
attitudes which accompany their published descriptions.



Flint from excavated contexts outside Ulster
In 1939 Hencken fsuidi an industry of chert and flint

from his excavations at the court cairn of creevykeel,
Co. Sligo (pp.82-3). Here, Movi >us felt that local, naturally 
broken chert had been used to^ supplement flint which 'would 
have to come from a considerable distance'(p.83). Wakeman, 
however, while agreeing that 'flint /was/ not normally met 
with in Sligo, pointed out that 'it may sometimes be picked 
up in grey-black nodules'(1889, p.448).

Corcoran was inclined to find parallels to the industry 
recovered from the megalithic site at Kilnagarns Lower. Co. 
Leitrim with reference to the Creevykeel material (1964, p. ...95} » 
but nowhere did he overtly state that either material need 
have been traded any distance (passim) .

Nearer the east coast, flint finds from excavations 
become more common. With the notable exceptions of 
Rotheram (1902) and Hartnett (1954, p.182), who believed that 
collections of larger flint artifacts from near Crossakill 
and Newgrange respectively had been brought by man from the 
North, from near Lough Neagh or Co.Antrim, most excavators 
have accepted that drift pebbles would have satisfied local 
demands. And contrary to Hartnett’s view that these were 
'not more than an inch or so in length'(1954), larger 
nodules must have been the basis of the Townley Hall 
(Co. Louth) Neolithic industry (Logan 1961, p.43).

Mitchell saw no . reason to invoke a factor of trade 
to account for the prolifL flint and chert industries of 
Lake berryvarragh, Co. westmeath (1972, p.172), though 
the presence of stone axes at "“arnian sites led him to 
suggest that these may have come by way of barter with 
?Northern farmers for cosmestibles (1971)

Some idea of the size of glacially carried pebbles may 
be had from the discovery at Hell td , co. Meath, of a flint 
flake sufficiently large to have been ascribed by its 
discoverers to the Palaeolithic (Mitchell and Sieveking 
1972). This flake was found in an area where chalk and flint 
were a common component of the subsoil and there was no 
question of trade involved in explaining its presence.



However, Mitchell clearly believed that blades of a 
similar size (c.6.0 cm by C.5 cm ) were subsequently 
'traded up and down the Irish coast’ and that this trade 
accounts for discoveries of large implements at some 
distance from chalk outcrops ^,1949, p.174). Nevertheless, 
when the projected trading social organisation was later to 
collapse, these Larnian cultures would again have become 
'dependent for their supplies of flint on the pebbles and 
small boulders to be found on the shore washed out of ithe 
boulder clay. At RocUmarshall all the flint seems to have 
been derived from such t source, and here as at CampbeJItovn 
(Argyils), eff orts had been made to use other stones foi one 
manufacture of implements. At both Rockmarshall and campbell- 
town the difficulties of securing flint led to the late 
use of small implements of early Larnian appearance 
(Mitchell 1949).

Further south, in County Dublin, we return to hhe two 
sites which are crucial alike to the stone axe 'trade' 
and to flint, Feltrim Hill and Dalkey Island. Both sites 
produced massive flint and chert industries. At Feltrim 
the excavators discarded all but the utilised pieces.
The hill did yield several thousand waste flakes (Hartnett 
and Eogan 1964, p.5). 'The raw materials used were apparently 
nodules collected from the glacial gravels'..and 'a number 
of flint pebbles were actually found on the site, some., 
untouched, others with a small flake or two detached.*
But even though it was acknowledged that large nodules 
could have been and still are found in the drift, the absence 
at the site of nodules ’tig enough for the production of large 
flakes led the excavators to suggest that some flint may have 
been imported from Co. Antrim.

At Dalkey, 'the outside of the pebbles or nodules shows 
that almost all the flint was derived from the drift.*
But at least one piece (Liversage 1968,no.320, fig 23) 
had fresh cortex and must have come direct from a source 
in the chalk. The drift flint had been in the form of 
pebbles, usually 6 to 10 ems across, such as occur in the 
boulder clay in the flublin region and can be found on the 
beaches. Chert and quartz were also believed to have been 
won locally (p.143).



Travelling south into Wicklow, we find that flint mayhi e» U itstill be expected in local gravels. At Moylisha^ occurred
the portion of a flint pebble from which flakes had been
removed (O’h'Iceadhe 5916, p.123) while the nodular nature
of a stray find from Garryknork td, at about 175C feet,

¥has been noticed by Mitchell (1937).
In southeast Ireland at Kilgreany Cave, Co. Waterford 

Movius described a deposit containing small water-worn 
pebbles. 'Among those noted were fine-grained, hard, local 
felsite, fine-grained sandstone, and flint.' He observed 
that flint occurred in the glacial deposits of the region 
and had the various rocks identified by a geologist.
Among the cave stones were limestone, dolomitic limestone. 
Old Red Sandstone, quartzite, quartz, slate, shale,flint, 
calcite, felsite, andesite(?) and dolerite (Movius 1935, 
p.269-70). There seemed to be no suggestion of trade 
to account for the presence of flint artifacts.

Similarly, at Ballynamona, o. Waterford, flint 
flakes from the megalithic tomb were felt to reflect the p 2 
poor quality of the beach pebbles found nearby (Powell 1938, 
And although something of a void exists in the prehistory 
of the Irish Midlands, it might now be suggested that the 
chert industry from the Mesolithic site at Lough Boora 
Co. Laois reflects the lithofacies of local glacial 
deposits rather than of imported material (Ryan 1980).

In the southwest, there is every indication that the 
Lough Gur complex wa- one dependent upon drift flint or 
chert (O'Riordain 1949, p.87; 1951, p.49; 1954, pp.349, 
380,407,423,434, and 441). Notwithstanding a basic 
acceptance of this fact, Liversage has drawn attention to 
the relative scarcity of flint in the area and was inclined 
to suggest that the Lough Gur flint was imported. He 
affords consideration neither to its relative quality as 
a working medium, nor to its quantity in relation to 
other rocks (1958, p.77).

A flint industry recognised as far south as Moneen,
Co. Cork, in the excavation of a round cairn, and also flint 

found at Church Island, Valencia were both believed to have 
been produced from local nodules (O'Kelly 1952, p.147, 1958, p.

104) .



SECTION 2; Chalk, and Flint in Ireland
'Irish drift flint is not only small in amount
but almost always poor in quality as well'

(Collins 1978, p.31)
In the preceding section describing lithic archaeological 

discoveries, it was shown that constant reference was made by 
excavators to the content of the^ local drifts. It is generally 
agreed that flint is present in superficial deposits throughout 
much of Ireland, though misgivings have been expressed by 
archaeologists about its adequacy in some areas. For example, 
in the Lough Gur area by Liversage, and, more strangely, in 
Ulster, where it is the view of Woodman (1978) and Collins 
(Smith and Collins 1971), that in the Bann Valley, between the 
two northern chalk exposures (£<(= o J-'i ), there had oeen
some necessity to carry flint in presdtoric times to account 
for the fine quality of industries recoverable at the present 
day.

Both Collins and Woodman have clearly stated their 
premises for this belief.

On the one hand, Collins uses a visual archaeological 
criterion. In careful examination, the condition of the cortex 
is scrutinised to assess the relative 'freshness' of the flint.
In Collins's view, mined or surface-recovered flint exhibits 
a rough white chalky cortex; drift flint is presumed to have 
its cortex worn away in glacial or fluvial transportation.

Woodman, on the other hand, has used a geological index 
and cites the work of Creighton who examined the glacial iithO- 
facies of northern Mid-Ulster (1974), in order to support the 
view that Bann Valley gravels were insufficient a quarry for 
prehistoric domestic lithic demands (1978,p.146).

Any evaluation of Irish re-cycled flint as a potential 
source of material for artifact production mast therefore 
ascertain how far chalky fLint cortex may be preserved in drift, 
and whether or not Creighton’s analytical method is relevant 
to the archaeological problems posed by drift in the Bann Valley. 
The answers to these questions must in turn be incorporated 
into a more general account of the nature and extent of 
occurrence of flint and other hard stone re-cycling in Ireland 
and even further afield.
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In Co.Antrim the prim^ary occurrencqfof flint is close 
to that of porcellanite and baked shales. It is therefore 
important that the presence of flint in re-cycled deposits 
be regarded as an indicate r of the potential presence of the 
other, even harder Northern rocks such as these, the drift 
survival of which would have .'provided ideal material for 
stone axes in Post-Glacial times. Although it would be 
difficult to assess the degrees to which chalky flint cortex 
is preserved in drift deposits, a reasonable index to its 
survival potential might be suggested from a plotting of the 
extent to which chalk itself survives in the Irish drift.

The investigation, wh. . follow comprises these parts.
(1) An account of forensic investigation of drift in Ireland 
with particular reference to Ulster,
(2) a critical examination of Creighton’s work and
(3) the petrology of the drift^in Ireland outside Ulster, and 
beyond.

(1) On the Study of Erratics and the Glaciation of Ireland
Documentation of erratic movement in Britain made during 

the nineteenth century was dominated by an interest in the 
long distance movement of easily recognised stones. The 
stated intent of the British Association for the Advancement 
of Science's Boulder Committee, which presided over inquiries 
into the topic for over forty years (1874-1915), was to . 
record boulders which might otherwise have been smashed 
up for industrial or agricultural use - in roadmending, 
housebuilding, the collection of ballast and in the burpino' 
of lime. The intention was accompanied by a real fear that 
total erratic populations, together with the scientific 
knowledge they might convey, would have disappeared if 
considerable efforts were not made to record them.

The archaeological significance of this Committee's 
work may be appreciated woth reference to the large number of 
boulders described by Knowles at Tievebulliagh, which, though 
present in 1906, had disappeared by 1958 (see above p.iSh). 
Their destruction in this case affected the interpretation 
of the lithic industries in that immediate area, . .



In Ireland the study of erratics was largely concerted 
by the Belfast Naturalist’s Field Club (B.N.F.C.)»Progress 
reports on this work appeared in the Club's annual Proceedings 
They were also submitted to th- British Association for inclusion 
in the Annual Reports of the Committee inquiring into Erratics,
The first appeared only in the i5.^.F.C. Proceedings for 189 3-4. 
the second was abstracted into the Report on -Crratic Blocks 
(Brit. Assoc. 1895 pp 435-6) and subsequently in 1896 (pp 376-77), 
1902 (p.253 and summary table), 1920 (pp.104-106), 1911 
(pp.101-102) 1912 (pp. 134-5) and 1913 (pp.147-9). And whereas 
some microscopic petrography was undertaken, rock indentification 
tended to be from hand specimens. Fragments of easily-recog
nised rock-types commonly mentioned included Ailsa Craig 
riebeckite-eurite microgranite, flint and basalt. Unfortunately 
in syntheses of the work it was noted that ’basalts and other 

rocks too widely distributed as rocks in the district to be 
of value in indicating lines of ice-flow were omitted from 
the schedule '(1902). Chalk and flint mus?£^i^e been among 
these omissions, together with the basalt which commonly .i 
caps it. Porcellanite, then unrecognised, was absent from any 
of the observations, but ample evidence was presented to 
show that igneous and metamorphic rocks from the Cushendun an 
Cushendall area had a widespread distribution over Northern 
Ireland (1902). The general path of the invading Scottish 
Ice, passing over Co. Antrim, was indicated by the distribution 
of Ailsa Craig rock. Many rocks, schists, dolerites, granites 
and basalts, which might have had origins in Scotland, in 
Donegal, Tyrone or the Mourne Mountains, remained without 
provenance.

No overall synthesis was published by the Committee 
itself and it was left to Dwerryhouse and Charlesworth to 
interpret the voluminous observations. Its interpretation 
remains one of contention even among glaciolotists, so that 
up to the present, chronological and geomorphological problems 
have often overshadowed those which are now pressed by archaeology 
upon the field of glacial petrology.

Several different periods of glaciation were plotted 
cartographically by Charlesworth in 1939 (FIG. 0-3O )
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The dispersion of Tyrone igneous and metamorphics in all 
directions, including as far afield as mid-Down, can be taken 
as an indication that Co. Derry f>int would have travelled 
along similar paths, whilst the plotting of Slemish dolerite 
(from North Antrim) gives .some idea of the sort of path a 
porcellanite might have ta-> from the same area. The wides
pread dispersion of Ailsa Craig and other Scottish rock into 
the very heartland of Ireland provides similar dctu/uantation 
of the distances which such durable material might have been 
expected to travel.

Charlesworth*s synopsis falls far short of summarising 
either the information collected by the boulder investigators, 
or of explaining the potential of similar work for prehistoric 
studies. This is the more regrettable since he was the last 
glaciologist to allude to this early documentation of erratic 
populations. Prior(196>), Colhoun (1968) and Creighton (1974) 
have either overlooked this work, or omitted it as not 
being relevant to thier own.

From this brief glance at the erratic sampling undertaken 
up to date, it is clear that whereas a wide variety of rocks 
is known to have been rencycled multi-directionally, early 
investigations were non-microscopic in character, 
selective in content, and tended not to include information 
of direct interest to implement studies.

(2) Creighton's work in northern mid-Ulster
The comparison of artifact petrology with that of re-cycled 

stone presents further problems. First, as already mentioned, 
flint, which was clearly of importance to prehistoric man, has 
been of little assistance to une y
indicator. Its occurrence in Irish drift today attracts
interest only in areas of scarcity. Moreover, even those 
maps which do record drift as well as primary occurrences of 
flint (for e.g. Wymer 1968, fig.4) have seldom been referred 
to by prehistorians in Ireland.

Secondly, attention has already been drawn to the fact 
that the petrographic definition of porcellanite is relatively 
recent so that in Ireland the presence of this or another 
'factory-type' stone may therefore only be inferred within an 
ice-sheet by reference to better-known tracer boulders.



Thirdly, perhaps most importantly, present day students of 
Pleistocene glaciology seem in general not to take advantage 
of petrographic methods to the same degree as do students of 
prehistory.

It is in this light that Dr Creighton's work must be seen. 
Creighton’s technique was an undertaking of 'lithological 
analysis of pebbles’ (1974. p.22) though an examination of stones 
between 9.76 and 4.70 mm diameter (p.28 and appendix 4 pp. 
342-350). He sought out and explored a particular type and size 
of till facies. No examination of the structure and content 
of, for example, drumlins, river gravels, the Lough ^eagh 
Clay or the Lough shoreline, or the Harm Valley Clays 
(for the content of which see Gray 1872) was undertaken. 
Furthermore the study concerned only deposits belonging to the 
last glaciation (Creighton 1974 p.323). It is however clear 
from the nineteenth century Geological Survey Memoirs that 
basalt, chalk and flint boulders were a common component of 
superficial deposits throughout the area.

Creighton recorded chalk from only two locations within f 
the Bann Valley Till, these at Kasharkin ur-d Cloint, Co.
Antrim. It was therefore concluded that chalk was generally 
absent from that facies (p.184) Nevertheless chalk is rot 
uncommon in the Bann Valley and its absence as particles so 
small as 9.76 mm could easily be explained with reference 
to its solubility or its instability within a particular 
till facies. The softer material is not likely to survive 
long in sonstant contact with extremely hard abrasive 
metamorphic and igneous roct . and would rapidly be reduced 
to powder or might otherwise be dissolved.

Some idea of the sizes of basalt and chalk boulders re
cycled into the Bann Valley may be had from an examination 
of cairns and of their excavated contents in the area. Here, 
one of the difficulties in that excavators tend not to record 
the rocks which are the most common component of the cairn 
matrix; unusual, that is visually unusual stones are usually 
selected for special mention.

Flint has been a common component of the sedinentary 
deposits of Ulster since trie Uligocene and is incorporated into 
the Lough Neagh Clays (Wilson 1972, p.79). The subsequent re
working of these Clays through the Bann Valley to the sea is 
a factor of geological history likely to make that corridor one



of the most prolific in re-cycled flint, and is in many ways 
comparable to areas of chalky boulder clay in Eastern England. 
The use of particle sample less than half an inch in diameter 
in Creighton's study does not therefore provide a useful 
key to the composition of the many varied re-cycled deposits 
which can today be seen in the area. Moreover, although not 
now chronologically acceptable, the earlier works of Dwerry- 
house and of Charlesworth still give a clearer idea of the 
range of erratics and of their distvrbution in Mid-Ulster 
and beyond than do any more recent studies.

Although several parts of the Bann Valley are peat cohered 
and some are overspread with diatJor.' deposits, their
underlying deposits being inaccessible at present, it is 
quite indisputable that in earlier post-Glacial times flint 
was available within one milometer, or less, of any known, or 
yet undiscovered prehistoric occupation site here. This 
potential may be appreciated and confirmed by fieldwork in the 
area.

( 3) The Distribution of Flint . her Northern Erratics
in the Host of Ireland

The widespread occurrence of drift flint in Ireland was first 
noticed by Jukes, who observed that 'chalk flint and pieces 
of hard Antrim chalk are found in the drift in the counties 
of Dublin and Wicklow, up to heights of one or two hundred feet, 
and along the whole eastern and southern coast of Gork' (1857, 
p.675). Obviously if hard chalk survived such long-distance 
carriage, chalky cortex mi be expected to survive upon
the flint nodules.

Since Jukes's day th* overall picture of flint occurrence 
in Ireland has changed little. Sound documentation of its 
extent and quantity is to be found in each of the District 
Memoirs on Limerick, where flint occurs in the gravels (1903) 
Cork (1903) and Dublin (1905). Some idea of the quantities 
to be expected may be had from the analysis of Colhoun and 
Mitchell from Shortalstown, Co. Wexford, where in the lower till 
flint comprised up to 4,b.. ■:.>(. the content , and the point was 
made that 'flints are likely to occur in any glacial deposit 
which has been transported onshoreJ(1971, pp 217-218).



The only complication which has arisen since Jukes's day 
has been the recognition of two more outcrops of Cretaceous 
Chalk in, or near to Ireland. The first, noted by Walsh in 1966, 
the Ballydeenlea Outlier, is situated to the E of the Dingle 
Peninsula in Co. Kerry. The second, lies on the bed of the 
sea some 60 km to the SSE of Cork City (Curry et al, 1967).

The re-deposition of the latter, if any, is not charted; 
certainly this exposure of Upper Chalk must be taken into 
consideration if ever a programme of flint artifact trace 
element determination is undertaken, since it is always 
possible that post-Cretaceous processes may have carried 
chalk and flint into later rock, with subsequent secondary 
distribution to the North. The glaciation of cq.Kerry 
and its environs carried flint to the very end of the Dingle 
Peninsula, (Warren 1980 p.16), while it is difficult to
envisage the local North-South ice movements not having 
re-distributed it in South Kerry and Northwest Cork.
General ice movements do appear to have made it a recogniseable 
component of the drift over a considerable area (Wymer 1968, p. 
18).

Besides flint and cUlfc , other northern erratics, notably 
Ailsa Craig microgranite, and Mourne Granites have been noted 
as far south as Cork (MGS 1905,passim). How far these early 
visual provenience determinations are to be relied upon is an 
open question; there is an acute need to examine drift flint 
in the area of Cork itself and determine its precise origins. 
Otherwise we cannot know whether it is from Antrim, Kerry, 
or the submarine exposure,

Although the areal limits of drift flint deposition have 
been tolerably well ascertained with reference to the margins 
of the ice-sheets, the degree to which small pockets of flmt- 
bearing gravel may be found well outside these margins is not 
at all clear. Northern material was cabled by ice due 
West across Donegal (Charlesworth 1957, p.750 Fig. 138), 
where drift flint is recogniseable in raised beach deposits. 
Wakeman noted itsjoccurrence in Co. Gligo (see above), and a 
single chip of flint is noted from the analysis of a calcareous 
clay in Co. Galway (Wilmot 1939, p.128). Any travel of this



nature must be due to constant re-working during the several 
glaciations. As a general rule, however, flint is poorly- 
represented in the Midlands and the West. Thorough sampling 
of superficial deposits throughout these areas would no doubt 
provide a clearer picture.

Despite the many unknowns of its provenance or of natural 
modes of transport (which ri^d not iii any case engage the 
attention of the prehistorian), drift flint is a common 
component of Irish superficial deposits throughout the North, 
East, South and Southwest of Ireland, together with a detached 
in land area around Lime ' ..:V . \ ’ut'-enoes of the stone are
invariably linked with those of actual hard chalk, making it 
probable that chalky cortex^ would be preserved upon flint 
nodules in spite of lengthy processes of attrition, and, 
where observed, the occurrences of chalk and flint are generally 
accompanied by sightings of other Northern erratics, none of 
which has been conclusively identified in recent times by 
microscopic petrography.



Chapter 5:1, part 3 The Use of Flint and Other Stone in
Prehistoric Ireland,

During the course of this investigation it has been establishes
that numerous types of stone have been employed in artifact
production in Ireland. In Lhe West, little or no flint
tends to be recorded from prehisitoric sites; the beach industries

♦

recognised in the late nineteenth century appear to reflect
local availabilities of quartz, chert and even metamorphic
and igneous rocks. In Northeast Ireland, although many similar
classic sand dunes occupations were situated close to primary
exposures of f lint-bearinojcnalk, from Knowles's time to the
present day it has been observed that even here numerous other
rock-types - obsidian, puiTU.ce, ana even pressure-flaked
porcellanite - were in use. The motive to acquire a: rork

appears hot to have been in any way exclusive of these
rock-types, and only when i settlement site was situated
upon chalk-bearing flint, for example at Goodland, Ballygalley 

cHead or the Bl^k Mountain. Co. Antrim, was unweathered material 
worked. In these places it was used wastefully, wastefully, 
that is, in the sense that there were few finished tools 
compared to the high percentage of broken waste flint. And 
whereas it must be contended that this wastage Was high on 
account of the poor quality of fresh flint, in general it 
has been assumed that high wastage equall&i high output, 
therefore material was being taken from these sites in ’trade'.

Actual experimentation of tool-makirg using a variety 
of flint types is required before the problem is properly 
resolved. However, from uncontrolled experiments conducted 
during instruction of students between 1968 and 1972, the 
writer viaited chalk quarries in the Belfast area injquest 
of flint suitable for knapping. Nodules of stable flint were 
found to be rare, most stone shattering easily under percussion.
It was found to be a time-consuming and wasteful process.

Flint-nodules carried by ice, though commonly thought 
to be flawed, cracked and otherwise unsuitable for knapping, 
were on the contrary found to be a much more reliable working 
medium.



In surveying the attitudes of excavators to flint artifactual 
material found at prehistoric sites throughout Ireland, it: 
has been shown that almost invariably local flint nodules 
are believed to have been the source of the stone, rather 
than traded material. Plainly, this fact is obviously 
connected with the reliability of that material as a medium 
for artifact production. Although the superficial deposits 
of Ireland are shown to be well-charged with a wide range 
of far-travelled and local rock-types, the introduction of 
implement petrology to the study of Irish excavations has 
led to a shift of views from one of believing in local stone- 
axe production, to a belief in long-distance trade.

In the foregoing section it has Uien argued that the 
Northern ’factory sites' believed to have supplied the British 
Isles with polished stone axes during the Neolithic period 
were probably involved in manufacture for local purposes only. 
Furthermore, . rocks from N.Antrim are a common component 
of the drift throughout Northern Ireland, and together with 
Scottish rocks and those from Co. Down form a recogniseable 
component as far south as Co. Cork, thereby providing an 
alternative source of quarry for prehistoric man.

The study clearly demonstrates the need to undertake 
a systematic programme of drift sampling, of experimenting 
with various types of fresh and drift flint, together with 
implement petrology from Midland and Western sites. Far 
from its being conclusively determined, the problem of stone 
implement provenance in Ireland is one which, though 
introduced by Knowles a century ago, was only commenced by 
the application of implement petrology by dope and Preston, 
and may only be concluded when the quality of knowledge 
about Irish drift is comparable to that of the artifacts.
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Fig. 2.—The erratic fans of some readily recognisible erratics in North-east 
Ireland; Ailsa Craig microgranite (1); Arran rocks, mainly granite (2); 
Cushendun microgranite (3); Slemish dolerite (4); Tardree rhyolite (5); 
Scrabo dolerite (6); Castle Espie (Carboniferous) limestone (7); various 
members of the Tyrone igneous and metamorphic series (8^ Carboniferous 
limestone from south-west and west of Eough Neagh (9); and lignite 
from the Lough Neagh clays (not necessarily, as also in the case of 9, 
from this restricted area) (10). N.B.—The straight lines within and 
by which the erratics reached the' >• present positions.
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COPPERChapter 5;2

Early copper mining in Ireland; progress of study and present 
state of research.

During the growth of the Industrial Revolution» the necessity
to win metals on a large scale at a time of awakening interosct

*in antiquarian matters was to result in the publication of 
discoveries of the vestiges of mines and mining equipment 
from an anterior period. These finds were ascribed variously 
to the Danes and Romans. in Britain generally such adits 
were termed 'Old Men's Workings* while in Ireland, not 
uncommonly, 'Dane's Mines'. These were often found to be 
accompanied by large stone mauls, which might ha*"? served 
one of several uses, or more occasionally wooden or bone 
tools; such artifacts were recorded from North and mio-Wales, 
Cheshire, Shropshire and Southwest Ireland.

The historical, as opposed to tradition dating of these
early workings has always been of considerable inte-rest
to archaeologists and there seems little doubt that some British
sites were of Roman origin. In Ireland, there was until
recently only the typology of the stone mauls to go on.
There was some suggestion that these may have had a prehistoric
origin (Harbison 1966} though in general, opinion
was so cautious as to urge a possibly medieval one (Davies
1934 ; O'Kelly in Harbison, loc. cit. p.S- ).

, . 14The provision of a C ;ate for a sample from the 
excavation of a spoil-heap at Mount Gabriel, Cn.Cork, by
Jackson and Raftery in 1963 has now apparently confirmedrthe earlier dating. All caution has-been thown to tne wind ano 
Jackson now unreservedly postulates BA dates for all known 
primitive-style adits and attendant stone mauls from Ireland 
on the basis of this single date. Furthermore, using the 
limited information from one of the Mount Gabriel sites, he has 
estimated the total output for the entire Irish BA and 
has used the argument, in its turn, as the basis for an 
attempt to establish Ireland as a copper exporting country during 
the BA(Jackson 1980).



As this argument is likely to be sie.zed upon and used 
quite uncritically alongside information culled from BA mining 
studies in Middle Europe , its
implications go far beyon.i the primitive mining techniques 
of Westcarberry, and if substantiated by further investig
ations, would profoundly affect the history of Irish mining,alio''a study yet in its infancy,^our knowledge about the social 
and economic organisation of prehistoric Ireland, 
and. of prehistoric technology in general.

Consequently, there exists an urgent necessity to 
establish that the mines are indeed of BA date; that 
any suggested outputs of on per mine are reasonable for a 
primitive society; that geological circumstances were 
suitable for these exploits; and finally, that sites 
in west Cork offer other evidence of BA metallurgical
activities, of trading and of settlement.

Accounts of Discoveries, 1800-1880
The sequence of discovery in Ireland began in 1804 when 

Isaac Weld described the Ross Island Mines near Killar^ney 
in his Illustrations of the Scenery of Killarney and the 
surrounding Country, (1907). He wrote 'These mines were 
worked at a very remote period, and numerous ancient tools of 
the rudest description have been found about the place; 
in particular, stones of an oblong spheroidical shape, which 
appear to have been used as hammers for breaking the ore, 
the ends are in general much battered, and their girths marked 
with a slight indenture, obviously intended to confine the 
ligaments by which they were fastened to the handies.
The old shafts are all filled with water, which is supposed to 
have rushed in owing to the unskilful conduct of the miners 
in carrying their works too near the lake; and the mine lay for 
a long time totally neglected, until the year 1804, when a ge 
gei tleman from Cornwall,.undertook himself to open it,'

The subsequent history of the mine is given by Wright 
Cole and Hallissey (1927, pp 84-88) and Weld is here quoted 
from that source. Weaver's text of 1840 is also quoted.
Weld recorded that the earliest working here was'ascribed to 
the times of the Danish inroads' (Wright ejt §l1, loc. cit. ) 
Despite his recourse to local folk-tradition to provide a 
fashionably Danish genesis for the mines. Weld must have



appreciated that folk-memory and even written history 
would have given him a medieval or Elizabethan, possibly even 
a later date for the mines. And the me ieval winning of copper 
hereabouts is to be deduced from the discovery of a completely 
unus ed cast medieval tripod-cauldron, dredged from the 
lake in the mid-nineteenth century (Briggs, in press).
And although Charles Smith, in his History of Kerry (1756, 
passim) does not mention mining at Ross Island, this may 
have been on account of the fact that it was not a particularly
productive lode. Certainly, the tone of Weld's statement

.gives the impression thatjthe water-filled shafts and their 
accoutrements were left by miners whose parting from the 
area was almost within th< grasp of local memory.

Nearby, at Muckross, Smith was able to claim (loc.cit, 
p.125) that 'few mines in Europe have produced such a quantity 
of ore, as that lately discovered' there, and the fact that 
local mineral deposits were known to O'Flaherty in the seven= 
teenth century seems to indicate a continuity of mining which 
may also have had medieval or earlier origins. In 1809,
Wright communicated his observations upon the mines to the 
Geological Society of London ('A notice respecting the Mucrus 
Mine, Killarney,'April 7, 1809; per Wright et al. 1927, pp 82-83) 
'Rude and laborious traces of ancient mining remain, in several 
places, and are vulgarly, though erroneously, known by 
the name of Danish works. Many shafts at sereral miles 
distance have been sunk, though long since filled up, of 
which no history gives us any relation.'

It is interesting to hear the contemporary account of 
mining geologist pour scorn upon popular folk tradition 
respecting the Danes, and the implication seems to be that he 
himself would not have expected the mines to have been of any 
great antiquity; it is not altogether impossible that he

was acquainted with the primitive mining techniques 
which formed the basis of the tradition in Kerry and Cork. Stoop 
nauls from the area were to be scattered around private 
collections. But Robert Day had little to contribute on 
the matters of dating or early technology when he exhibited 
what remained of a hamperful of n which he had
obtained from Ross Island and the bor</ier of Tork Lake in 
1884 (J.R.S.A.I., vol 16, p.281). Neither had Richard Hitch
cock when he presented 'A large stone hammer, used by miners.



and found near Killarney( to the Academy in Dublin in 1849 
(Proc.£-''.A. tIV, 1850,p.326), which Wilde was subsequently to 
illustrate and provenance to Ross Island (1857, p.85. Fig. 67 
and p.8b). Whether or not we may imply from the donor’s use 
of the present tense that ihese hammers were still used 
at that time is an open question.

Early Mining in Westcarbcrry, Go. Cork.
From the Killarney Lakes we now turn to focus attention upon 

the Westcarberry peninsula. Here, within a close compass 
during the 1840s, four mines are reputed to have yielded traces 
of early workings. It is important to dt-.scu.ss accounts of 
these discoveries in some detail, since a great deal of 
importance has been attached to them and confusion has arisen 
ir subsequent repetition.

The earliest notice of a discovery appeared in the lining 
Journal for 1847. Under the title of ’Ancient Mining in 
Ireland', a report was given of John Windele’s address to the 
Cuvierian Society of Cork, in which he exhibited a wooden 
tube and described a wooden ladder and stone mauls. These 
had been found while searching

in the early part of the present year, for indications 
of ore in the mountain district neighbouring to 
Ballydehob...under the direction of Captain Thomas, of 
Cornwall, No less than six old mineholes were 
discovered on the lands of Derricarhoon, 3 miles 
northeast of /Ballydehob/. Of these no previous trad 
ition or susjycio. . been •.-ntf. rtainec’.. They 
parallel lodes, one is about 30 fms in length and 10 
ft broad...filled at the bottom with rubbish., and 
at the top were overlaid with bog (stuff) peat, in 
some places to a depth of 14 feet.

T. Swanton, of Cranliath near Ballydehob, Windele’s informant, 
also noted 'a stratum of whitish slime,(such as runs off in 
the washing of copper) lying between 2 strata of bogs, the 
upper of which is 3^ feet thick, the bog in which this appears 
lies a few yards lower down the hill than the mouth of the 
mines.’



Further explanation of these circumstances was made 
by another local witness in 1849, also in the r.ininq Journal 
(1849, p.199). 'These excavations in course of time filled up 
with peat from the adjacent mountains, in which was found a 
quantity of pure copper, precipitated probably by the action 
of the aaid and iron in the peat, and copper in solution 
exuding from the\lode.'

Windele's original communication also included 
an account of certain wooden objects which had beer, found 
in one of the shafts. These were to be described in greater 
detail when a further version was submitted to the Academy in 
Dublin by Dr. Allman. Here, the townland name was enti*-c ly 
omitted, the location being given as 'in the parish of Skull' 
(Proc. R.I.A. iv. 1848, pp 64-65). The wooden object, a 
hollow tube and a ladder, are described as follows;

the tube formed of yew timber, gradually increasing 
in diameter towards one end, and bent in the matter 
of a siphon at an angle of about 80^, the point of 
flexure being nearer to the narrower end. A slit 
nearly half an inch in width attends for about the 
middle third of the concave side through the thickness 
of the wall, and at the rnrrcwr end are indications 
of wear, as if the implement had been here fitted into 
a collar or tube of greater diameter. It presents 
the following dimensions:
length of the longer leg, 17 inches

^ shorter ditto 13
Diamter at small end 1*5 inches

lage end 2%
Another implement, constructed also of yew timber, and 
evidently related to that just described, was found 
along with the latter, and also exhibited by Dr. Allman. 
It resembles a funnel formed of two cylinders of differ 
-ent diameters, the wider constituting the mouth, and 
the narrower the neciT, the whole being scooped out 
of a single piece. The neck of the funnel fits 
accurately into the wider end of the siphon. The 
following are the measurements:



Length of wider cylinder 
narrower

Diameter of wider cylinder 
narrower

2 3/4 
2
2*5
1%

inches

The ladder with which these were found comprised 
a beam of oak timber, about twenty feet in length, and 
notched along the sides, The voodf.?” cylinders were at 
the time of their exhibition in the possession of Mr J.W.
Clarke.

A third account of the discovery, written by Windele 
himself, appeared some fifteen years later. Here, nothing 
new was added, and in common with his previous communication 
it was noted that the stone mauls weighed from 3 to 7 lbs 
and had a cord-groove around them (1862, pp212 ff).

Almost forty years after the discovery, G.HKinahan again 
drew attention to the site, this time giving merely Ballydehob 
as the findspot. It is from his assertion at this time, 
that 'the entrance was smothered up by the growth of peat, over 
fourteen feet deep'(1885, pp 6,21), that much subsequent 
confusion has arisen.

This recapitulation shows how misunderstandings and misrep
resentations of the discovery have arisen in the re-telling 
of the tale. In fact, the depth of peat was not over the 
entrances to the mines, and they were not full either of 
mining debris or of peat. What they did contain, and the way
in which the peat was disposed both in their general vicinity 
and over the washings, was explained by the contemporary 
observer in the Mining Journal in terms of hillwash and 
the percolation of material into the shafts/oveir a relatively 
short period, perhaps of no more than a couple of hundred 
years.

A final allusion to this strange discovery is taken
from the exhibition of the wooden tube to the Society of
Antiquaries of London in 1871, by which time it was in the

2possession of Col. A.H.Lane tox (Proc. Soc. Ants.Lond.2 p 223). 
Lane Fox (later Col. Fitt-Rivers)had spent some time in Co.
Cork and must have acquired it from its owner in the early 
'60s *,



The function of this odd apparatus is not clear.
It is very difficult to make out whether it was part of a 
primitive ventilating system, or part of a drainage system, 
as Oliver Davies has suggested it may have been (1934, p.22).

Two sites remain to oe mentioned in the Westcarberry 
peninsula; one. Mount Gabriel itself, the other, Ballyrisode 
From the latter site, the ageirtg Richard Caulfield was to 
describe a chamber 12 feet square in which a dozen stone ’celts’ 
were found. A Neolithic stone axe, presumably but not certainly 
associated with this find has been illustrated by Dr Jackson 
vho largely agreed with Caulfield in his belief that these 
circumstances suggested mining between the ages of stone and 
bronze (1958, p.99). Caulfield felt .sure that ’tn.c the m ».?*-•> ■ 
been acquainted with the use of bronze, stone implements would 
not have been found’(J.R.S.A.I.15, 1881, p.341).

Large-scale barytes mining was carried on at Mount 
Gabriel from the early 1850s and for over a decade^ faiJtly 
detailed geological and mining observations were made thereat " 
outs (for example M.G.S. 200 etc., 1861). It was only in 
1932 when Mr T.J.Duffy visited the area that attention was drawn 
to stone mauls in the locality by his descriptions of these 
and 'primitive' adits here and elsewhere in south-west Ireland, 
in an unpublished typescript (Duffy 1932). It must have 
puzzled some of Duffy's contemporaries that these primitive 
features had not previously been described and it is therefore 
not surprising that his account was received with caution.
Duffy showed the drivings to Mahr, who felt ' we have no means 
of distinguishing between, say, prehistoric and early ' dievai 
workings. . .the mauls, etc * .bespeak of an extremely ;
technique, but how long may it have survived into 
historic times?’(1937, p,366). Raftery was equally cautious 
and doubted if it were ’possible to say whether any of them are 
prehistoric or not. They need not be older than the medieval 
period*(1951, p 50), a view with which O'Kelly concurred 
(Harbison 1966, p.5). And finally, in summarising his account 
of early workings throughout the British Isles, Tylecote once 
more drew attention to the dangers of dating by artifact style 
and wrote 'In the absence of other more reliable dating evidence,
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these finds cannot he accepted as proof of prehistoric 
working, for primitive tools were used in mining until 
comparitively recent times’(1962, p-19).

Mining in Co. Water lord.
In concluding this hi~l / of exploration, it remains to 

mention discoveries made at a further series of mines, 
those at Bunmahon, Co. Waterford. Kane drew attention to 
stone miner’s mauls here in 1844; the romance of the site was 
enhanced somewhat by its name, ’Dane’s Island.’ Subsequently 
in 1863, James More gave account of its workings to George 
du Moyer:

The Danes are said to have been the first disoverers 
or workers. Ancient tools and excavations found some 
years since afford evidence of their being worked at a 
very remote date. Tradition also tells of ore being 
raised therefrom, in the reign of Elizabeth and other 
periods down to 1730, when we find a M. Hune worked 
profitably the Stage lode for a length of time.
(du Moyer, 1865, p.81)

The origin of the stone mauls could have been with 
any of these ventures. And as will be seen below, this may 
have been relatively recent.

•' : .. i



The Mount Gabriel Mines
Equipped with Duffy's account ov We area. Dr. J.S.Jackson 

visited the Mount Gabriel sites in 1962 and impressed by 
their apparent antiquity, surveyed them, returning to do further 
work in 1966 with Dr.J. Rafter^. On the latter occasion a 
trench was dug through the tip-heap of mine no.5, the findings 
of which will be discussed below. Subsequent to Jackson's 
work, an adit was carefully surveyed by undergraduates 
from University College, Cork (Doran and Deady, 1972). 
Regrettably to our present purposes, no actual excavation 
took place on this occasion, so that Jackson's trench is the 
only one to have been dug there ior arcnaeologicai reasons.
In a more recent paper, Jackson has now used both sets of 
survey as the basis of calculations upon which he tentatively 
estimates copper production for the whole of prehistoric Ireland

There are six fundamentals in Jackson's argument for a BA 
date for the Mount Gabriel sites. These are as follows*
(a) First the C^4 date of 1500*120 B.C.(Jackson 1980, p.107) 

taken from the 1966 trench (Jackson 1968, p 98);
(b) the primitive nature of stone mining mauls which 

strewed the sites*
(c) the fact that fire-setting was apparently used to 

break up stone;
(d) that stone axes, allegedly Neolithic, had been recovered 

from a similar mine at Ballyrisode nearby;
(e) that one or two similar sites had been discovered

ber.eath enormous •T'.ns of in the -wee,
the peat growth indicating great antiquity;

(f) and finally, that records of the sites are not to 
be found among printed accounts of mining in south
west Ireland.

Points (a)-(e): will be dealt with summarily below, 
and the final point will form the basis for a detailed 
examination of the literature describing this area.



(a) The 1966 Excavation and date
The trench put through the tip-heap of mine no.5 in 1966 

was 4.0 m long and 0.35 m across, extending through between 
0.30 and 0.76 m. to bedrock (Jackson 1968, p.98). Stratigraphic 
information is given for the section in Jackson’s Figure 4, 
and from this it would appear that the spoil deposits were lent
icular, and that of four layers, the topsoil and the third 
layer down each contained carbonaceous material intermixed 
with broken mining mauls. It was charcoal taken from both of 
these layers which produced the date presently being quoted as 
a rough guide to the currency of operation of all twenty-six 
adits hereabouts. It is unfortunate that the date should have 
come from two different layers, as this collection technique 
is not one normally recom-nended for radiometric dating.

Besides this eccentric method of mixing material of one
ur”strata with that from another in order to acquire sufficient 

charcoal for a sample, other objections may be raised to the 
conclusion arrived at in accepting this single date as a 
determinant of the epoch for the whole group of mines. Jackson 
assumes, whatever its date, that fire setting at the site 
was the method used to break up the rock in the adits(see 
below ). This being the case, wood might have been taken 
from close to hand had it been available at the time. If this 
had been during the BA, its effects upon the local vegetation 
would have been severe, and investigation of the blanket peat 
which now covers the hillside (Jackson 1968, p.94) might 
help clarify the story. For instance, it should be quite 
easy to recognise which *.>.• - i of ree were selected for the
process, if a particular type were required.

So far, no pollen analytical investigations have taken place 
and the wood charcoal in the spoil heaps cannot be related 
to a sequence of vegetation. Whatever its relationship, there 
are alternative interpretations which may explain the charcoal 
in peat at Mount Gabriel which were not considered by the 
excavator. Whereas Jackson favours the view that the wood was 
cut locally during the BA and burned soon after cutting, 
the probability that peat might have been used for fire-setting 
within historic times is overlooked. Similarly logs may have 
been probed from nearby bogs for use in historic mining 
operations, and the charcoal may derive from either of these 
sources, the charcoal merely dating the date of the peat, but



not of its use. In either of these two latter alternatives 
the original old charcoal could have been re-covered by new 
growths of peat in relatively recent time, thus confusing the 
issue further.

In order to accept JacKson'y argument, we have in any 
case to believe that both hi a surf k:o layer and the third 
layer in the trench were basically coeval, and that they 
were BA in origin. This seems unlikely, since it would have 
to be demonstrated that peat-cutting had removed an enormous 
amount of peat from above the spoil-heap before it was noticed 
by Duffy and Jackson. It therefore seems more reasonable to 
suppose that the surface layer ..rich incorporated early ••Aar-oa*. 
was one/comprised peat and charcoal of BA date used at a 
subsequent and as yet unapecified period.

The use of fire-setting could have been effected here 
using cheap local materials in historic time, with either 
peat or timber as the combustible. Some knowledge of the 
ownership of the wood and of local turbary on the hill might 
help shed light upon the economics of these possibilities.

Whatever its precise date, it would appear that the pent 
collected for the Mount Gabriel sample should be seen
as material thrown out after fire-setting at an epoch well 
subsequent to the BA.
(b) Stone Mining Mauls

Jackson has attached great importance to the stone mauls 
of the various early Irish mining areas (1980). In his previous 
article. Jackson had di; . ' the typology of the imple-en'-/.
from both Ross Island and Mount Gabriel, and at that time was 
fairly confident of differences in form which made the Kerry 
implements more sophisticated than those from West Cork (1968, 
pp.96-97). No comment was made upon the differing lithologies 
of the two groups of implement which might otherwise have 
influenced the dynamics of their manufacture. A more important 
factor in Jackson’s earlier argument lies in his having drawr: 
attention to certain Indian copper mines on Lake Superior, in 
North America (Griffin 1961, pp 55 ff; per Jackson 1968, p.97). 
These artifacts dated from 3,000 to 1,000 B.C. Such a date was
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ideal for strengthening the argument that the Irish mauls 
were equally ancient.

There is a fairly prodigious literature on early stone
. . . 14mining mauls. To my knowledge, Jackson’s is the first C

date for any site associated with mauls in the British Isles. 
Nevertheless, stone mauls are known from contexts assumed to 
date variously from the Roman or even pre-Roman period (for 
example Davies 1933-34, pp,25-26), at Alderley Sdge, Cheshire 
and from various sites in North Wales as well as from the 
Cardiganshire lead mines. Davies was quite uncertain of these 
tools as dating evidence and pointed out that they were also 
known from possibly med'v^val coal-mining at Ballycastie,
Co. Antrim, and that some of the Alderley Edge hammers may be 
of relatively recent origin (Davies o£. cit. p.37). Further
more, Davies saw no reason why the Ballydehob (Derrycarhoon) 
find should not have been medieval (p.32).

Mining mauls are certainly quite common in mid-Wales, 
but many of the sites whth which they are associated are 
unlikely to be as early as Roman in origin, few are likely to 
date from med val times, and many could just as easily belong 
to later workings. Stone mauls were probably quite as effective 
a tool as hammers of unquenched iron, and indeed were certainly 
much cheaper. Their presence at mining sites anywhere merely 
serves to emphasise the hardship which accompanied 
poorly capitalised early industrial exploitation.

In a further part of his argument, dackson attempts 
to relate stone mauls to the axe-hammers of the BA, particularly 
with reference to an example from Co. Cork (1968, p.^ ).
It will be appreciated from the foregoing, however, that this 
kind of comparison is not to be justified when we consider the 
enormous time-span of their currency throughout the world 
(Davies 1933-34, p.26).

(c) Fire-setting.
Although not implicitly stated in his argument for 

a prehistoric origin for the Mount Gabriel adits, Jackson 
makes play of the fact that the primitive technique of fire
setting appears to have tx n used for stone-breaking at the 
adits. More importantly, the date at which this is believed



to have been effected is intimately bound up with the possibly
14 . .confused nature of the C date. It is therefore imperative 

that the currency of the fire setting technique be established 
so that a terminus ante 11urn may be established for the sites.

According to Davie ., the techniqe was frequently used 
in pre-Roman and Roman ti-cs,'but in Britain is known as late 
as the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Cumberland 
(Davies 1933-34, p.20). In the absence of explosives, the 
technique was still in vogue in India during the 1930s, add 
contemporary observations were made in places as far apart as 
the Gold Coast and Kore.3 (Davies op.cit, pp 30,32), Professor 
Henri Louis was to point >-i t.. . he technique was still
in use in Norway quite late in the nineteenth century. He 
wrote ' thus we find that about If’A) fire-setting was used, in 
the government mines at Kongsberg for drives, though it was 
not used for either sinking or stoping, in which operations 
blasting powder was used, manufactured at the mines themselfes 
In the Report of the Finance Department to the Norwe gian 
Government in 1885, we find that fire-setting was still in use 
at these mines, although less than 33 metres were driven by 
fire-setting against 404 metres by blasting, whereas 30 years 
previously eight times th<- distance had been driven by the 
former method. From the same Reports we find that fire
setting was the cheaper method of the two in 1857, when 
gunpowder cost about 8d per lb. Boon after 1885 fire-setting 
appears to have been abandoned entirely, and it appears that 
it was about this date that it was found that blasting had 
become the cheaper metbo.* owing to the rise in the price of 
wood. Of course, in Germany in medieval times, fire-setting 
was the general method of trekking rock, the combustible being 
piled upon an iron frame-work known as the Fregelkatze; 
fire setting appears to have been practically the universal 
mining method until explosives were employed for that 

I purpose* (in Davies 1933-34, pp 46-47).
Although we have presently no information as to the date 

that explosives were antroduced into the mines of Westcarberry 
it may be noted that accidents with explosives were beginning 
to occur in the 1840s, and that an article that year in the 
Mining Journal (1840) drew attention to ways of avoiding them.



So small were most of the oparations carried out during the nine
teenth century, . so cheap was manual labour and so accessible 
was peat, that it would have been less economic in Ireland to 
invest in explosives, which must have been relatively expensive.

Until information to the contrary is forthcoming, it may 
safely be assumed that many mining operations in nineteenth 
century Ireland followed the Norwe gian pattern and that 
fire-setting was the norm. The use of peat and its discovery 
in a refuse top at Mount Gabriel therefore need not vest the 
site with any great antiquity.

(d) The ^ iNeolithic* ctor- • .from Ual lyrisode,

The evaluation of the stone implements described by 
Caulfield is very difficult. Jackson's location of one axe 
indubitably of Neolithic origin, which purports to have been 
one of the original|twelve, cannot be taken at its face value.
What happened to the other eleven? And why were Neolithic 
stone axes in a mine in any case?

One probability is that the one Neolithic axe was found 
somewhere in Ballyrisode in the nineteenth century and has 
had a mining tradition attached to it subsequently. Without 
the publication of a precise pedigree we must be cautious 
in accepting this as one of those mentioned by Caulfield in 
1880. Whatever its origin, neither this mine nor the Neolithic 
axe can at present be related very precisely to Mount Gabriel, 
or to the type of mining practised there.
(e) Depth of peat

The use of peat depth to justify remoteness of antiquity 
is an important device in Jackson’s argument. He goes so far 
as to compound a formula of growth rate (1968, p.100) in 
order to demonstrate the likelihood of its being BA. This 
method is completely unscientific and must be rejected for 
that reason. But Jackson's speculation must also be rejected 
because, as we have seen, there is no assurance that the Derry- 
carhoon mines were ever actually under any great depth of 
BCat. The depths of peat mixed above the workings could 
have resulted from the expansion of nearby bog; a depth of 
14 feet may ambiguously refer either to a nearby bog, or to 
material in or near the shafts having slumped there through 
normal weathering processes.



(f) Mining Records and Mount Gabriel 
Introduction

Jackson’s account of the Mount Gabriel sites includes no 
information about nineteenth century mining in the area.
In fact, to the uninformed reader, it might appear that post-

rmedieval mining is not Known to have taken place here.
However, Westcarberry is not bereft . of any documented 
history and the printed records might hold the key to some 
of the problems already outlined - of fire-setting, ore- 
crushing with stone mauls and of 'primitive' adit forms.

Without some introduction to the social and economic 
history of local mining, »ian} of th-- primitive physical 
trappings of the mines quite automatically take on an air 
of remote antiquity. An account of local mining history might 
therefore throw considerable light upon the putative existence 
of primitive techniques and adits, either dispelling the 
possibility that these survived tate at Mount Gabriel, or 
equally drawing attention to social and economic circumstances 
in which they might have flourished.
(i) Copper and Barytes Mining during the nineteenth century

Records mf recent copper mining on Mount Gabriel are 
summarised by Granville Cole (1922, p.59). Other information 
about mining adits in the locality is to be had from Hallissey's 
Barytes in Ireland of 1923 (pp.17-20), <

Cole's entry is worth quoting in full:
A copper lode seems to have been openedjup here by the 
Mount Gabriel Mining Com nan •• from 1862 to 1874. bu ->c 
output is recorded. Memoir 200 etc. p.23. (1861) 
mentions copper ore as here associated with barytes.
From 1894 onwards the barytes was developed.

It would have been useful to mention this account 
in Jackson's paper, and for its author to have plotted the 
site of this mine on his plan (1968, Fig.2) so that its adits 
could be eliminated from any subsequent investigations 
in that locality. As it is, although Griffiths mentions 
a copper mine at Mount Gabriel in 1862 (p.143), its position 
does not appear on the subsequent Second Edition of the 6 - inch 
O.S.Map (1904) and its site is still not known.



Contemporary accounts of this copper lode suggest it to have 
been relatively unimportant. The beds here, as confirmed 
by Jackson (1980, p. ) co tained about 3% copper (Mining 
Journal, 1862, p.511). no ording to a correspondent in th 
same journal the following year 'superficial workings at 
Mount Gabriel have produced .300 worth of copper ore* - 
an interesting observation when it be considered that no 
output of copper was traceable in Cole's day. Several 
other accounts of the mines are included in the journal 
around this time.

Apparently barytes haa been discovered at Mount Gabriel 
in 1852 (Min. Journ. 1854, p, 531) • ^f our thousand to.'is of
the mineral was raised in the first two years by only two men 
from adits no deeper than lo fathoms. A company soon took 
over, but the means whereby working and sorting was undertaken 
is not clear. Whereas one observer, writing in 1858, states 
that he 'found extensive and perfect machinery erected and 
in operation for the manufacture of /It _/ from its crude 
state* (Min. Journ.1858, 764), another thought 'the mine might 
be worked for years without machinery, except a crusher 
for reducing the ore' (1862, p.764). Do we take it from this 
that no mecl$iical crusher existed at that time, and that, 
in common wi€Hnmin2nga^actice 1 , the material was
'carefully gone through with the hand hammer' the cobbing 
even being undertaken by boys? (Min. Journ. 1837, p.57)

Observing how the lodes had 'been partially laid open 
by shallow level, and the greatest perpendicular depth /did? 
not exceed ten fathoms' (i-iai. Journ. lobi, p.332), another 
visitor was convinced that ’the Mine may be worked for years 
by adit level' (1863, p.219), an opinion that runs counter 
to the general assumption of a necessity for Industrial period 
mineral extraction to have been deep and sophisticated.
The areal extent of the workings is nowhere stated, but 
'numerous surface trials /foad/ been made on the lodes, some 
of which /were/ of great width, and all of them intermixed 
with grey ore, carbonate of copper, etc.'(ibid. 1863, p.219).

By 1863, proposals were in hand to modernise the venture 
by undercutting with a deep adit for drainage (ibid.1862, p.511)



and inserting tramways for the capital outlay of £6000 
(ibid.1863, p.332). Nothing came of the proposal and in 
fact atl this time the operators of these 'superficial 
workings...’ complained to another journalist that they 
were unable to get sufficient labour (ibid.1863, p.78b).

Subsequent visitors to thi« mining area provided accounts 
of many local copper mines, but interest in Mount Gabriel 
appears to have faded out tfairly quickly (ibid.1869, p.962, 
1875, pp 551,544, 900, 1211) . although further work was
to be undertaken here in the 1880s and into the present 
century (Hallissey 1923, pp.17-19). The present investigation 
has been concerned only with the- earliest work on the hill, 
since this is deemed the most likely to have employed the 
moyfc pr</v>itive techniques; fuller investigation of the later 
working at the site is also desirable, however.

The workings described by those who had made excursions 
into the Westcarberry area during this early period have 
certain features in common with those drawn to the attention 
of archaeologists by Duffy and Jackson; access to the lodes 
was by surface adit of no gru^t depth; some of these adits 
were wide and cavernous; water was never lost,though under
cuttings as it might have been in a more ambitious concern, 
and no . * heavy machinery was ever employed there,
though an interpretation of the several conmtemporary accounts 
leaves much to be desired regarding the latter point.

3everS?e5ncongruities arise within these contemporary 
descriptions. Locally, Derrycarhocn attracted the attention 
of the advertising speculators as (w?. inc a good e-.ample 
of ancient exploitation, and apparently therefore, a successfu 
venture. The use of stone mining mauls at this site was one 
a great curiosity to the travellers (Kin.Journ.1858, p.806; 
1875, p.900). What must they have thought of the mauls 
at Mount Gabriel, and why were these not also mentioned, 
since their presence upon the early spoil heaps cannot have 
escaped their attention when taking the main county road 
up Barnacleeve Gap? Surely these, too, were relicts of a 
glorious and successful mining past and might also have become 
pattt of an exhortation to the potential investors who took 
the Mining Journal? Why not, indeed, unless these stones
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even at that very late date formed a part of the 'machinery’
erected and in operation for the reduction and manufacture
of the barytes from its crude state? And if these mauls had
been in use during the 'fifties and 'sixties, it would hardiy
have been in the inerests of the industry of post-Famine
Ireland to blow the labour exploiting horn of the relatively
penurious speculators who at Mount Gabriel appear to have
employed the crudest of methods for mineral extraction.
Little wonder that they had difficulty in recruiting men- • ^mine«
Perhaps similar conditions also obtained at nearby Derryfunshion 
which in 1855 was referred to hs having been’Conducted in a 
rather primitive way’ (Kallissey 1923, p.16).

An attempt to plot these various mineshafts upon the 
25-inch and 6 inch maps is clearly desirable. The Mownt 
Gabriel area having been declared a National MonumPaf in lc-70, 
it is necessary to distinguish trial adits or baryte s mines 
from those which may be earlier, possibly Bronze Age.

Interestingly, no early copper mines are marked on 
the First Edition of the six-inch map (1845). This is quite 
a useful index, since elsewhere in the peninsula several early 
adits were known and indicated at that time, some under 
'Danes Mines', others. Old Man’s Workings, or merely 'Copper 
Mine'. Similarly, writing at the time in which the baryte s 
mine was operating, in 1862, Griffith never mentioned early 
adits hereabouts, * he had at the time of his writing, 
an unsurpassed experience of this mining area going back 
almost half a century (1862 ). Griffith and
the O.S.'s omission is the core surprising, since three of 
Jackson’s numbered Bronze Age adits (nos 15-17) lie alongside 
the track which over the mountain which was abandoned 
only in the early 1850s for the new county road. If they 
were to ue Seen/-, as they must have been, (if. they wbre ancient), 
during the period of early mapping, it has to be explained 
why they were not marked upon the First Bdition of the map, 
as were so many others



Although the precise lo. t-U>r* c-f zhe copper workings 
on Mount Gabriel is not known, subset}ue.nt mapping was to indicate 
the sites of several of the barytes mines; the major problem 
here, however, is that whereas mines were depicted upon 
the 0.S. 6 inch sheets, trial adits were not always.

According to the Second Edition of the six-inch map, 
two mine shafts were located in the woode to the north of 
the hill, while a further mine was on the mountain itself.
The Mount Gabriel Mills, for barytes and umber, were located 
at Coosheen, a short distance away.

Hallissey, in his study of barytes, attempted to tally 
the historic records with the sites upon the ground; he 
mentions workings north and west of Mount Gabriel: 'In this 
locality also the lodes cut a series of copper-bearing grits, 
some of which have actually been worked for copper'(1923, p.17). 
Kinahan indicated the occurrence of barytes in the road sections 
to the east of the sununit (1001, p.23) associated with traces 
of copper ores (Cole 1922, p.2l). It is to thteast of the 
mountain that Jackson shows a heavy distribution of adits 
(FIG. o il-). These occur along the line of the old road 
(as plotted from the First edition G inch O.S. map).
They seem more likely relics of barytes mining than copper, 

the shape of the lodes, as defined by TriphooJt for the 
former mineral, and as desdribed by the visitor’s accounts 
(see above 1855, p.222-223), .item to tally with the
shapes a s surveyed by Jackson, Deady and Doran.

Kinahan's indications seem to tally with the three
most eastftviy primitive adits on Jackson’s plan. So if these 
have a documented history as part of the barytes working, 
where was the rest of the early barytes mine located? And 
where were the trial workings mentioned by the early travellers? 
According to Hallissey, the barytes lode which lay furthest 
east on the mountain was probably the main source of the 

i mineral raised in that lot.silty. 'On the surface there are 
indications of rather extensive workings, especiallf^where 
the lode crosses the public road, a rhid of a mile N.W. of 
Barnacleeve Gap..’(1923, p.l i). Plotting from Jackson’s plan 
onto the six-inch map, it can be seen that we are now in the 
thick of Jackson's copper-mining area (Jackson 1968, pig.2 ;
FIG.0•31). This is probably the area which produced quite 
high yields during the mid and late nineteenth century and
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might also include many of the non-productive trial adits 
of the same period. Certainly* if Jackson’s estimates of 
the total amounts of rock removed from these adits is any 
index, ijhen compared with the amounts of the mineral which 
actually left the area, the difference suggests that speculators 
here did not enjoy a particularly high success
rate in their choice of adit.

( ii ) Geological facto*^ )ii*oesg.,i r to a consideration of 
Jackson's estimated production figures for BA Mount
Gabriel,

tOne of the main part'sof Jackson's argument that 26 adits 
may have produced over 30,000 tonnes of low-grade copper ore 
is that he postulates local concentrations, or pods of ore 
which would formerly have occupied the voids presently found 
in the adits. As nineteenth century mining geologists 
obviously prospected this region with a view to attracting 
mining investment, the.!;. • v*vs on the probability of this kind 
of occurrence are obviously of interest.

Even Triphook, who was not always cautious in his remarks, 
fett that 'copper ore..though excellent quality in this 
country, is deficient in quantity and greatly scattered 4 
(1854, p.46). Jukes was later to put things into even clearer 
perspective:

The south-western part of the county of Cork is a district 
which' perhaps more than any other, requires great 
caution as well as skill and prudence to mine with 
profits and is a most delusive district to the speculator, 
from its containing so many of those specimens of



•rich ore’, many of which have not indicated the 
existence of much more ore than was actually seen in 
the specimen (M.G.S. 200 etc., 1861, p.28).

' And although the better-known, more productive mines 
of the area are found in junction zones between the purple and 
green grits of the Old Red Uandstone,^Occur closer to sea 
level, the possibility that upthrusting may have thrown 
cupriferous beds into the higher elevations of Mount Gabriel 
should not be overlooked. Despite tnis possibility, two 
points must remain uppermost in our discussion when examining 
the probability of early copper exploitation here. First, 
that even concentrations of tne metal in the Mount Gabriel 
tip-heaps are not more than about 2% viable (Jackson 1980,p.IK). 
Most of the more low-lying mines in Westcarberry had ores 
up to 10% viable (Cole 1922, p.48-62). It is therefore odd 
that poorer rather than richer ores should have been tackled 
by prehistoric man. Secondly, no great enthusiasm was shown 
for extracting copper from this locality in the nineteenth
century, at a time when capital was being invested in» .
exploration. Why prehistoric, man might . have been attracted 
there is, geologically speaking at least, therefore a mystery. 
Furthermore, the absence of later mining from these sites 
ought to make it simpler to distinguish areas of smelting 
and BA settlement at Mount Gabriel, if, indeed, ever took 

-.re- on the scale that Jackson suggests.

Having noted that the mining of very low-yield ores is 
a labour intensive operation, which would have oeen tecnnically 
and commercially demanding at any period, we must now consider 
potential and known tonnage outputs of other mines in 
this area during the historic period.

Jackson arrived at his estimates of ore production by 
asstiming that 1,198 tonnes of rock might have comprised the 
total removed from adit no.4 (for which measured dimensions 
are known). At 2% yield for the ore, this would represent 
23.96 tonnes for that adit. But the 1,198 tonnes must have
included useless gangue in an unknown proportion; perhaps this 
is why Jackson then reduces his estimate to 7.99 tonnes, i.e. 
one-third his original proposed y/eld of 2% or 0.66% yield 
per tonne 6f the rock extracted ? Such a low yield would



hardly be worthwhile, even at the present day when copper 
prices are soaring. Upon subsequent reflection, however,
Jackson sticks to his higher estimate, so that we must presume 
the total tonnage removed from the shaft to have been of ore 
containing 2% copper. And the only possible method of reducing 
such massive amounts of ore to metal would have been in sizeable 
cupolas, which would have devoured a phenomenal amount of fuel. 
Some idea of the difficulties to be encountered in smelting 
such low-grade ores may be had from W.H.Greenwood’s account of 
smelting 2% sandstane ores in Russia (1875, p.60).

Having estimated a pcodu :tion figure for the adit, the 
higher figure is then multiplied by the number of adits in 
order to estimate a total copper production for the mine group 
as a whole; this figure (622.96 tonnes) is then reduced by a 
factor of a half in order to accommodate the presumed inefficiency 
of BA cobbing and smelting.

It now seems worth comparing these with nineteenth 
century production figures from the same area. Fortunately, 
quite detailed figures of ore output are available for the ores 
which reached Swansea from Ireland during the first half of 
the nineteenth century (Hunt 1848). Although not all copper 
was shipped from here to South Wales, some probably being taken 
to Liverpool, or perhaps even Holywell, Flintshire, it may 
be presumed that most Irish ores were smelted at Swansea, 
and that the recorded figures are typical of yields from small 
operators. Furthermore, the type of yield recorded per mine 
gives some idea of the viability of ores from particular lodes 
and of the relative prosperity or poverty of its owner.
Figures quoted from Hunt represent a unit of 21 cwts, so that 
these are somewhat higher than their metric equivalents 
(1 tonne = o.984 ton; 1 von 20 cwts). When considering 
the production figures it should be borne in mind that the name 
of a single mine may have covered adits in several townlands, 
that the name of a company may have embraced several disseminated 
shafts, and that these were liable to sale and re-sale.
Few mines were in existence for any length of time and an 
attempt is here made to give some idea of their currency:
Audley /Cappagh7 18j9-20, 254. Ballycummisk 1814-15,60 
Ballydehob 1817-22,1826,606 Cappagh 1814-14,1824,58;



Coosheen 1840-47, 1,957; Oerreenatra, 1843, 61; Dhurode 
1844-46, 229; Horse Island 1814, 1820, 25 (+230 tons smelted 
at unknown destination according to Kane 1844, p.183);
Roaring Water 1844, 14 and Skull 1841,1843, 118.

The total is 3,553 units of 21 ewts. Adjusted to metric 
this is just over 3,790 tonnesf or roughly the equivalent 
output of 3% adits at Mount Gabriel by Jackson’s reckoning.
In other words for the first half of the nineteenth century 
the total export production of Westcarberry to Swansea, in 
which most ores were around 10^ productive, was about one-eigth 
of that proposed by Jackson for Mount Gabriel during the BA, 

at that, operating with a viability of no more than ote 
fifth the return of copper.

Having already noted the unlikelihood of ever mining 
the low-grade copper ores at Mount Gabriel during the historic 
period, we are now faced with explaining their putative working 
by a society at subsistence level, extracting on a scale not 
dreamed of at the time of the Industrial Revolution. We must 
he re-iterate the question already asked. Why exploit such 
low-grade ores as this, when much more viable rocks were to be 
had fairly close to hand?

Further to the observation that 30,000 tonnes is a remarkabl 
large amount of copper ore for a prehistoric society to have 
raised, this figure is worth contrasting with an estimate of 
the copper contained in surviving bronze axes, as calculated 
by Flanagan (1980). The total, tonne for the first fifty 
years of the BA needs te mpering with the realism of the relict 
nature of the sample. ...:uther these constitute cne-tstthr 
one hundredth, or even less of what was originally made, we 
shall never know. Re-cycling of the metal and the unrepresent
ative recorded distributions must be added to the list of 
unknown factors in the estimate. Nevertheless, the point made 
by Flanagan that the apparent production need not have taxed 
the resources of Irish copper deposits, being on such a small 
scale. Its origin was more likely in surface or superficial 
mineral discoveries rather than in trenches or adits.

A final and even more serious difficulty to be had in 
accepting Jackson's theory concerns the destination of the ores. 
Although it has been suggested that smelting took place in the 
vicinity of the mines (Jackson 1968,p97-98;1980, p.lll),
'no excavation has been undertaken in an effort to locate the



site or sites of the small smelting pits presumed to have been 
used to convert the cobbed ore into metal ingots'(1968, p.98). 
Nether have any cobbing floors yet been discovered, 
though Jackson 'confidently predict(s) that future excavations 
will reveal such paved floors'(1968, p.97). Indeed, should 
they exist at Mount Gabriel, these cobbing floors would certainly 
prove to be most extensive and, more importantly, the smelting 
pits required to copedwith ore from up to 30,000 tonnes 
of ore would have covered several acres of ground. The out
come of such smelting upon the local environment would have 
been utterly disastrous, leaving marks upon the landscape 
which to this day would include the contamination of local 
streams with toxics, marked vegetation changes and a resulting 
difference in the type and amount of bog growing in the 
locality(cf. Pittioni ) . Moreover. Jackson is
of the opinion that charcoal smelting would have been a 
commonplace practice among these early metallurgists; but
had this been the case for such a massive enterprise at this,hud (6 icmuch of West Cork would have stripped bare to accommodate
the process; the resultant effect upon the pollen record 
might easily be traced. O-H

It must be clear from this argument that/amount of ore 
so great as those suggested by Jackson for BA production at 
Mount Gabriel could only have been smelted at cupolas situated 
close to plentiful supplies of fuel. Virtually no smelting 
ever took place in south-west Ireland during the Industrial 
Revolution.IThat which was taken to Swansea was taken is quite 
small amounts, and in order to be economically viable this 
had to .yield nearer lOvt than-2% metal, As it is
most unlikely that even during the Industrial period a specul
ation like that proposed for BA Mount Gabriel could have been 
viable, its survival at an earlier period, when transport, 
fuel and technological process were all less advanced is 
quite out of the question. irt , in failing to identify
barytes and copper mines which indubitably exist close to 
or among the adits which have been confidently dated to the 
BA, Jackson leaves open the possibility that many or most 
of these primitive-looking adits may indeed bd nineteenth 
century trial pits or actual drii/ings for barytes.



Conclusion
The several facets of Jackson’s argument have been examined in 

some detail. The early •Dane’s* mines of Southwest Ireland and more 
particularly -of West Carberry/ re-discovered in the early nine
teenth century are not demonstrated to be convincingly prehistoric. 
Neither can it be proven that locally any of the ’primitive* techniques 
used in mining are necessarily of any great antiquity. Mount Gabriel 
itself, propounded as the veritable Mecca of Uronze Age metallurgists 
llow yields, and probably always did yield, a low-grade copper ore, lUouji* 

formerly had an output of high-grade barytes. The copper was 
hardly viable in the nineteenth century und was far inferior in

quality to that from other local mines known to have shipped 
loads^ tiny in comparison with the estimates for Mount Gabriel’s 
alleged Bronc£ Age adits. The likelihood that this copper 
was at any time exploited on the scale propounded by Jackson 
is extremely remote. On the evidence provided by 
nineteenth century travellers, the ’primitive’ adits are 
probably more ascribable > either to barytes mines or 
trial pits . The nineteenth century mining episode at this 
site, tacitly ignored by Jackson, is itself one fraught with 
many unknown quantities. In the absence of local written 
records, nothing certain is known about the methods of raising 
and sorting the ores^. even during such a
recent historic period ; none of the travellers actually 
mentions the use of the stone maul, or of fire-setting, so 
that its use thereabouts at that period is still conjectural.
But conversely, neither does any one of them suggest the 
dumps to be ancient, yet even in the ic50s and 1360s these

\A £ •must have been/littered with broken stone mauls.
We are left weighing these imponderables against the 

14single C date unscientifically taken from a mixed sample; 
against the total absence of smelting floors, of domestic 
sites, of imported Bronze Age implements or even a proliferation 
of locally manufactured ones. In the balance there are far 
too many unknown quantities for us to accept, on present evidence 
either the proposed Bronze Age priyir of the mines, or indeed, 
any of the/theory of massive copper production here or elsewhere 
in Ireland.



This site is now a Key one in our determination of the 
concepts of industry and trade during the prehistory of 
the British Isles, and any future discussion refuting the 
basically historical arguments propounded here must therefore 
be accompanied by sur'/eys, preferably from excavation, 
together with extensive pollen'sampling, which not only 
demonstrate the viability of JacKson's statistical argument, 
but also indicate the presence of a large bronze Age community 
capable of practising a high metallurgical technology in 
this part of Westcarberry during the Bronze Age.



In the foregoing sections it has been argued that the 
primitive mines of southwest Treland are probably of medieval 
or post-medieval origin. Besides the historical argument 
circumstantial and archaelogical evidence must be discussed 
at greater length.

Clark condi.4ered that so utmost, Ireland with its rich 
copper deposits was very likely a entre of early mining and 
rade (1952, p.187). This view still has many adherents 
(Herity and Eogan 1976, p. ; Harbison 1980). To claim 
any area as one central to trade in a particular commondity 
requires proof of an ingress of good- from outside, together 
with proof that the commodity which i:: in demand and which 
is traded, actually travelled to tae area of postulated 
consumption. The area of postulated consumption should be 
one demonstrably devoid of natural occurrences of the material 
believed to be in transit, or good reasons should exist 
why these occurrences are to be ignored in the argument.

Although there are/^many difficulties in detecting 
small-scale exploitation of minor mineralised rocks as there 
are trace-elements in the numerous ore-types which comprise 
them, copper artifacts from a large-scale exploitation ought 
to carry the trade-mark of the lode through its trace elements. 
In a single ore body, these should be locally consistent 
The Old Red Sandstone copper ores at Mt Gabriel are assumed 
to have belonged to the tetrahedrite-tennantite series of 
copper sulphides and differ foom others within West Carberry 
(Jackson 1980, p.110). The metallographic distinction 
between these ores and those exploited further afield should 
not be difficult. However complex the supposed marketing 
strategem of the tribes involved, the impact of over 620 
tonnes of localised copper ought to have made an indelible 
impact upon the trace element record of Irish prehistoric 
implements. But it has not done so. And even with special 
pleading to account for artifact re-cycling and absorption 
into unknown foreign markets, the angument for this or any 
other proposed Bronze Age metal production which is to be 
gauged in tonnes rather than kilogrammes seems on present 
grounds to be highly tenuous, if not altogether unrealistic.
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2.2-0

On the Scale of Ore Extr^i cion during the Bronze Age
Some idea of the scale of glacial occurrence of ore-carrying 

boulders may now be given. In 1966, Jackson observed a 
boulder of copper ore near Barnacleeve (Mount Gabriel), of 
chalcocite and bornite in a strongly cleaved and mormorised 
reef limestone of Lover arboniferous age, the nearest 
outcrop of which is 23 miles (41.6 km) to the north (Jackson 
1968, p.96). The piece was large and angular and though 
the possibility of its having been introduced by human agency 
was considered, glacial transport seemed more likely (Jackson 
ibid).

As hinted in earlier discussion, sightings of boulders 
of minerals are not normally considered worth reporting upon 
in regional geological r..- . ..o v... i, during the nine 
teenth century, boulders containing metallic minerals were 
often spotted by the officers of the Geological Survey; they 
were known as 'tumblers’ and on occasion had travelled so 
far that they could not be related to a zone of mineralisation. 
These sightings were made by men whose lifestyle was not 
dependent upon the use of such ores, as is generally believed 
to have been the case during the bronze? Age. Their observations 
were the culmination of a unglo f ield visit to a particular 
area. Indubitably several visits would have numerically multipl 
the sightings, and a prolonged stay assisted in providing 
a considerable bank of information about ore boulders. In 
recent times our knowledge of these superficial deposits has 
been greatly affected by the cover of blanket peat, by 
industrial development and intensive agriculture.

Small boulders or a single large rock may have T 
served as a centre for the smelting process; these would 
soon have been cleared away, or have become overgrown. In 
some instances, the infertility caused by the ash and clinker 
from a larger smelt may have been responsible for their 
being left to be overtaken by peat growth. The signs to be 
observed in these instances may manifest themselves as follows- 

There appears to be the records of ancient mining and 
the smelting of minerals in places: as in some localities 
there are fragments >; minerals and ’underground stones’ 
scattered about; these are locally called ’black heaps’. 
These black heaps are remarkable, and have been observed 
in the counties 6f Wicklow, Wexford and Waterford, in



the bo§gy strips adjoining the ferriferous rocks
S(metamorphic fel/tone... near one of the heaps a brick 

fireplace over two feet square, was found. Of the origin 
of the heaps, there is now no tradition in the country, 
but it seems as if they must have been connected with 
some metallurgical process"(M.G.S.sh.158,159 ^

Other workings and 'und! ground stones* were found in 
Ballybrennan and close to the Ballybrittas cromlech (pp.35,36).
And whereas it is clear that in the cases cited here, we are 
probably dealing with later sites exploiting iron ore, the signs 
to be sought would be similar rur copper.

Attention has alread- on drawn to this type of site ic 
Wales, observed in the eighteenth century by Wal ter Davies 
(Briggs 1976(b) p.278), and although little attention has 
been paid to searching in Ireland, such sites are known.
Copper-smelting sites in Central Ulster

In Central Ulster, a handful of similar burned stone heaps 
were located by the late George Barnett, of Sixtowns,
Draperstown, Co. Derry. Here, close to a zone of mineralisation 
in the chloritic schist, which showed good s^gns of copper 
occurrence, a series of burned stone scatters are to be seen 
in the fields, roughly following the zone of mineralisation 
across the hillside (FIG.° li) . My informant, Mr S.Mawhinney 
of Owenreagh, described to me a waisted maul which was got 
nearby, but which had unfortunately been incorporated into the 
hardcore of a farm building. A further similar maulsjwas 
recorded by Davies from Au hentain C•stie. Co.Tyrone, found 
complete with leather thong (193 , p. )• No associated 
mineral working or smelting has been recorded from that area.

It is possible that none of these sites are as early 
as the Bronze Age, when the scale of collecting and breaking 
up ores may have been so small that pit furnaces which smelted 

l the minerals would now go largely undetected in the archaeological 
record. Even if greater numbers of Bronze Age settlements 
were to be discovered and excavated, it is unlikely that 
smelting hearths would be found situated among huts which 
comprised living accommodation; more likely these would have 
been at some distance from the main habitations, where toxic 
smells would have been less offensive. Chances of small 
furnace recognition a: » therefore relatively low, but until 
further sites are uncovered and examined, the crude means 
whereby fine bronzes were • ill • e- .; n one of conjecture.
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Localised Mineralisation in Ireland
My own views upon the problem of local ore 

exploitation were expressed in an article written five years 
ago. Drawing attention to work undertaken by geochemists 
in the six northern counties, I published a map of copper 
anomalies based upon that produced by the Geochemistry 
Research Unit, Imperial College, London (Briggs 1976(b) Fig. 15. 
here FIG.o-31 ) Jackson did not use this work, while Scott 
believes that the potential posed by small-scale surface 
deposits was insufficient for the demands of priiistory (1977, 
p.13). Scott therefore largely rejects geochemical reconnais
sance as a tool with which t > detect the type of minor localised 
mineralisation which may havt iurniohed Bronze Age demands. 
Instead, he sees Irish prehisfcric society as one possessing 
geological and geographical knowledge of ore bodies. Scott 
states 'It seems to me that /Briggs/ has not adequately 
discriminated between non-productive trace-determinations 
and determinations indicative of workable ore pockets' though 
he does concede that 'early copper smelters in Ireland 
would have baa numerous small deposits to exploit whose 
passing has left no trace (following Briggs 1976(b)pp.276-6; 
Scott 1977, p.13). It is vey difficult to appreciate how we

f

are to determine the type of terrain in which small-scale 
working may have been possible during the Bronze Age without 
using something lika a geochemical aid. Certainly, the 
use of records of post-medieval mining to map large-scale 
potential, such as has so far been followed by Jackson,
Tylecote (1962) and Scott, c ems to provide a much less 
reasonable starting point for discus ion of the habits 
of a society at subsistence level.

In his discussion of the problem, Scott's mapping conventio 
is strange. Plotting outcrcups of copper to the ten kilometre 
square is hazardous when no information is presented regarding 
the type and size of occurrence (Scott 1977, Fig.l, p.10). 
Following Harbison (1966^ Scott presents a
distribution of copper artifacts in 3» P*1E-

but fails to discuss the/relationship between 
artifacts and ores. Thef u: however a disparity between
known concentrations of the one in areas of complete absence 
of the other (cf.Harbison 1966:1980). In fact, disparities



of artifact collection, provenance and recording apart (and 
these are of much greater significance than is generally admitted 
the distribution of artifacts bears little relationship to 
known-zones of major mineralisation ; there is no 
clustering of artifacts suggestive of marketing - unless 
we accept Watson's proposi tion (4 935, pp• ^*‘^) that the 
inbalance of collectors aside, Antrim was some sort of 
Bronze Age marketplace. If we reach a stage where we are 
unable to explain this relationship even in terms of long
distance trade - and Harbison seems to have reached that 
point (1980^ surely we should stop to examine
our basic information to b( cert a in ■ . it is absolutely 
correct?

In this case the metallographic analyses (S.A.M.I;
Clayton 197 3) hint by their vcsry diversity of composition 
at ore collection from a variety of sources. The possibility 
that these various suites of trace elements may help determine 
origins within local, nor'^ern, zones of mineralisation, is 
the first which should be explored. For the counties 
Tyrone, Derry and Antrim, Scott plots a potential of fifteen 
'outcrops' of ore. East of the Bann, the maximum figure 
is two. But the Antrim Plateau consists mainly of basalt 
which carries intrusions and many local zones of mineralisation 
During an examination of basalt dumped from Magheramourne 
quarries in Larne Harbour in 1972, I was able to discover 
several lumps of basalt which had been mineralised in this 
way, the green copper salt: being quite obvious to the naked 
eye. A handful of copp - cot 3d have been fashioned from
the metal smelted from a single boulder, which would otherwise 
have passed as quite unremarkable by present-day geologists.
Thus, although it must be admitted that geochemical stream 
sampling may detect some anomalies of copper which relate to 
the low-percentages of copper salts otherwise occurring invisibly 
many of these anomalies are the result of minor local mineralis
ation which is visible and recoverable, though not .economically 
viable at the present day.

Outside County Antrim, in the Tyrone Igneous Complex, 
for example, it would be difficult to believe that so few 
sightings of copper could be found in the field as is mapped 
by Scott. The interdigitation of metamorphic with igneous



os-

rocks in this area - still not properly understood - has 
several times in recent years been the subject of survey by 
mining companies which have been greatly encouraged by the 
anomaly patterns produced in geochemical reconnaisaance which 
Scott rejects. At this point it is worth considering the 
views of a geochemist actively concerned in the interpretation 
of these patterns ift discussing 'Mines and wnere
you find them.. ' Morley makes one or two remarks on the subject 
of geochemistry which are pertinent to our inquiry. 'Interp
retation of geochemical data is rarely easy, and an understanding 
of the glacial hispry of i. , ix:glen: is essential. In Ireland.
the rocks have been largely covered by clays, sands and gravels 
during the Ice Age and, where this covering is over 20-30 
feet in thickness, any secondary dispersion of metals from 
a bedrock source is either effectively stopped or only 
partially successful in re«i-ui»»g the shaJLlcv siiil horizon.
Another complication is chat a train of mineral-bearing 
boulders in the glaical sands may have been transported a 
considerable distance from an unknown bedrock source. The 
metals 1n these boulders can then give rise to a spurious 
soil anomaly.' 1971, pp 15-16). Ironically, what may appear 
spurious to a multi-million pound mining company may not have 
been for the Bronze Age metallurgist, for whom it may have 
represented a lifetime's supply of metal. The fact that 
a leading geochemist and mining geologist feels it necessary 
to draw attention to these glacially-carried minerals implies 
there is no doubt that they are present, in very considerable 
quantities.

’
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Chapter 5:3 TIN

'The question of tin in the Bronze Age in the Middle 
East and the eastern Mediterranean remains one of the 
knottiest problems cpntronting scientific archaeology'

(Wertime,1978).

Wertime’s statement is as true of Western Europe as of 
the Mediterranean. The importance tin to Bronze Age
studies cannot and should not be underrated. Of the eastern 
problem, Wertime had to confess 'ne ative evidence still 
dominates..somewhere in the maze of evidence a crucial clue 
is being overlooked'. This must also be true of Britain and 
Ireland.

In Britain opinion is now divided between those who believe 
that Cornwall provided tin for the total demands of the British 
Bronze Age (Hawkes 1978j McKerrell 1978:Shell 1980) and those 
prepared to accept more local explanations, at least for some 
areas and periods (Briggs 1976; Jackson 1980). *

The two main aspects to the tin problem are those of 
geology and metallurgy, on the one hand, and of archaeology 
on the other. These two questions will be dealt with separately.
1. The Geology and Metallurgy of the tin 'trade'.

The major questions here are:
(1) In what form does tin occur?
(2) In which geological horizons and geographical areas is it 

to be found?
(3) Have all potential deposits been examined and
(4) at what level of demonstrable occurrence is it felt likely 

that prehistoric man «in have r o nised tin. collected 
it and felt it 'economically' or 'commercially' viable for 
his uses?

(1) The form of tin ore
Dr J.A.Charles has detailed the forms of tin most likely 

to be met with in Britain (1975; 1978). Charles considers 
it probable that prehistoric man picked up cassiterite or stannitc: 
pebbles washed from primary ore lodes. Opinion is unanimous 
that deep tin mining is unlikely to have been carried on in 
prehistoric times, so the question of in situ types of tin 
minerals does not affect the investigation.
*Charles provides arguments which help break away from traditional
interpretations (1975;1978).



(2) The geographical distribution of tin
The best-known tin deposits in the British Isles are in

southwest England (Shell 1980,E.g.I, p253). Its primary
occurrence is usually along elvans close to the margins of
granite massifs. Most known primary sources in the British
Isles are of this sort. The main accompanying minerals are
gold, wolfram, magnetite and rutile. It may be expected that
tin ores would form a component of deposits deriving from
granites, and indeed, some of the best-known post-Medieval
industrial workings were situated upon gravels laid down off
the granites. The recent, commerc.nl exploitation of these
gravels in ornwall,Devon lesser extent, Wicklow

' .'i tender f. emphasise the mineral
potential of these areas to prehistoric man. It is easily
forgotten that the Bunter Pebble beds of the southwest also
contain tin in recognis able amounts well outside the areas of

<_'recent economic exploitation, for example those lying to the 
north of Uffculme (Thomas 1902, pp621,623), and that the Bunter 
Pebbles of the Midlands are also derived from that same source. 
Sandford's recognition of a half-dozen cassiterite pebbles in 
re-worked gravels in Oxfordshire among a suite of eighty-odd 
southwestern stones rather emphasises the indestructible nature 
of the cassiterite (1929,pp 304-305). The recognition of 
trace amounts as detntal grains xn sedimentary rock in 
'the Permian, ..Greensand, Eocene, Oligocene and Pliocene 
deposits of South West England, the dune sands of South 
Wales, ...in clay-with-flints at Walton Heath, Surrey, and the 
shore sands of St. Ives Bay, Cornwall'( 8 .Harrison, iri lit. ) 
is a further clear indicator of One ultimate origins of 
certain component parts of these rocks, in the southwest.

The large number of granite ovtxrops in Scotland may well
account for the recent recognition of tin there. Although
deposits workable at the present day have not been proved,
tin minerals are recorded at Diebodale in Ross-shire and an
unconfirmed deposits is noted at Largs, Ayrshire (Slater

(b>1974, p.5- Briggs 1976'p.275), while stream panning in 
Galloway during 1973 produced 128 heavy mineral concentrates 
at locations between Fleet (C.S.KX 56 51) and Carsphairn 
(O.S. NX 56 93) included sightings of copper, tin,lead,
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molybdenum and small amounts of gold (I.G.S.Report 1973 (1974) 
pp 43-44).

In Ireland tin is Known from the Mournes, Co. Kerry, 
Beerhaven Co. Cork, Killiney Hill, Co Dublin and the Wicklow 
Mountains (Kinahan 1889; Armstrong 1917, pp 525-6).

(3) The examination of PjLentil tin deposits
Several methods of inve i i .i on a re currently open in the 

search for tin. Panning may bo nr k * taken in streams or 
rivers using the same sort ot simple equipment as might 
have been in prehistoric times. Potential methods of 
prehistoric gold panning have been discussed by Briggs, Brennan 
and Free burn (1973) and Jack-on favour, the probability that 
tin would have been picked up fortuitously in panning for 
gold (1970, p.122) while it can be argued that the converse 
might equally have been the case.

Unsophisticated mechanical methods for obtaining stream
ores are well-known in southwest England, in Co. Wicklow,
and in West Wales and were employed in the geological invest!- 

2gation of 200 km of Co. Galloway which incidentally produced 
tin. Nowadays deliberate programmes of systematic investigation 
are not normally undertaken unless there is some possibility 
of commercial return, so that most granite massifs and their 
margins remain completely unexamined at present.

Geochemical methods may also be used in the location of 
tin minerals. Using a map compiled from geochemical reconnaiss
ance, attention has already been drawn to the tin anomalies 
recognised along the aureoles of the Mourne Granites,
Co. Down (Briggs 1976. F i 15.3; Your.' ■.971, 113, fig. 40; 
here FIG.ft-it).

Excepting parts of cos Down and Galloway, no systematic / 
exploration has ever been undertaken upon areas in which 
some sort of tin discovery was not already known from medieval 
or post-medieval ’industrial’ working. Elsewhere, the 
mechanical or geochemical recognition of tin has been made 
fortuitously.
(4) The viability of tin resources

Although indications of tin deposits do exist outside 
the Cornish mining area, in the main, prehistorians and 
metallurgists have not appeared anxious to alter the view, 
based upon Classical literature, that the British and Irish



Bronze Age was supplied from this source alone. Indeed, alone o(-though there is agreement that the tin question is^the most 
crucial to Western prehistory, there appears a reluctance 
to physically examine known and potential mineral sources.

«r

The following statement by Shell (IbSO,p.255) is 
extremely germane in this regard

it IS important to emphasise that in seeking deposits 
of tin that may have been exploited in the bronze Age, 
it must be established that the tin ore was present in 
sufficient concentration to have been discovered, and in 
an extractable form suitable for smelting. The tin 
mineral should neither he too finely divided and dispersed, 
nor intimately mixed with a qangue material from which 
it cannot readily be separated. Briggs in a recent paper 
discussing the distribution of prehistoric raw materials 
shows a map (1976, fig.15.3) of points around the Mourne 
Mountains where chemical analysis of the sand fraction 
of stream bed sediment indicates a concentration of up to, 
and over, 70 parts per million of tin, with the implication, 
though not stated, that this region may have been a source 
of tin in later prehi..toric Ireland. Members of the 
same geochemical survey undertook a stream sediment 
reconnaissance in the area north of Dartmoor (Nichol et al 
1971). Tin anomalies of over 700 p.p.m. not equated with 
previous mining activity were consider^ worth further 
investigation, and the sediment tin concentrations were 
significantly higher throughout the area where stream-tin 
may be recovered, than the values determined for the 
Mourne Mountains. The geological identification of a 
potential source of tin for the bronze Age needs to be 
supported by local 'evidence or exploitation.



In fact, chalcopyrite commonly accompanies tin ores in 
the southwest of England (Dewey 1923, p.l; FIG.0-3V) whilst 
metalliferous lodes which carry tin upon the granites run 
continuosly through greenstone carrying copper (Dewey loc.cit■,

lr

p-4) In the mid-nineteenth century over 100 copper miner 
were in production in this area U*i.G.S. 1848, p.413). Whilst 
enrichment of copper lodes occur in the neighbourhood of 
el van dykes, the occurrence of copper i.. by no means exclusive 
to the granite (FIG.od)-).

Had the juxtaposition of raw materials been of importance 
in prehistoric times, technological innovations would 
have taken place there which vonjd r->h bly have resulted ir 
a locality-developed industrial complex exhibiting its own 
implement types. In the earliest Bronze Age such industrial 
vigour is not recogniseable either in the quality or quantity 
of material found in the Cornubian area. The general absence 
of tin artifacts at an early period also seems to argue against 
any need for pure tin ores in metallurgical practice at that 
time. The purity of the ores seem? the refore to have been 
of no significance to the early metallurgist.

Shell speaks in present-day economic terms when considering 
that 'the tin mineral should neither be too finely divided and 
dispersed, nor intimately mixed with a gangue mineral from 
which it cannot readily be separated.’ Such refinement of 
recovery as this advocates suggests that pure tin ore was 
sought by Bronze Age metallurgists, while all the geological 
metallurgical and archaeological evidence argues against it.

current opinion or. 1 d* n .moot of early technology 
inclines to the view that advances of alloying tended to be 
the result of adventitious, rather than intentional inclusion 
of particular minerals. Therefore far from its being undesirabl 
to have other gangue minerals taken from streams alongside 
tin ore, the local Cornish Bronze Age may well have been 
dependent upon them.



The imposition of present-day values of commerce and 
industry upon the world of prehistoric technology distorts 
objective appraisals of the problem in hand. No potential 
tin source should be overlooked or lightly dismissed before 
panning has been undertaken over a period of time., and the 
samples collected analysed for comparison with metallurgical 
data deriving from artifacts.

Wertime s supposition that we are overlooking many 
plausible answers to the tin question is obviously quite 
correct. The high levels of chemical recognition required 
to make tin commercially viable in an industrial world have 
so far mitigated against searches being made around most 
granite batholiths in the British Isles. Positive sightings 
at the others have also been dismissed in an out of hand 
manner by metallurgists through an unfair and unlike comparison 
of Bronze Age demands with those of the present day.

2. The Archaeoloc4Y of the Cornish Tin Trade
Shell rightly points out that belief in prehistoric trade 

of any sort must be accompanied by archaeological finds to 
back it up. In Cornwall, smelting floors, tin ingots or 
caches of cassiterite ready for export might be expected: 
traded wealth in the form of imported raw materials or finished 
products shoulcf^, appear in the archaeological record.
Similarly we ought to be recognising artifacts of ornish type 
at locations outside the Southwest. Finally, an irrefutable 
demonstration of trade would be the recognition of all these 
features ir concentrations adjacent or convenient to the 
<-in streams.
(1) Bronze Age Artifacts in Cornwall
Hencken's account of the Cornish artifacts of 1932 remains

I useful guide even to the present day. In his study,
Hencken was to contrast the with Fox's Cambridge Kegion
(1924) and the artifacts therefrom as some index to their 
relative prosperity. Hencken’s figures were as follows-
EBA . Cornwall 22 Cambridge 74 

2 39MBA 76
LBA 134 690
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For gold ornaments the figures were Cornwall EBA 5, MBA 8 and 
LBA 10: Cambridge Region 2,9 and not stated.

Little comment was offered upon the sparse 
Cornish discoveries, from .“j county with undoubted supplies 
of gold, tin, copper and lead, which appeared sparse alongside 
those from a county not believed- to have native supplies of any 
of these. The discrepancies had to be explained away.
Hencken argued for a sea trade during much of the Bronze Ace.
For the earlier part of the period, metalwork was randomly 
scattered in Cornwall, the greatest concentration, of eleven 
findspots, being upon Bt. Austell Moor west of the tin-bearing 
Fowey Estuary (Fig. 21.. p. 3 5} LBA finds are more concentrated 
at the extreme western peninsula of the county t> tt«e

Although the types represented by these finds include those 
from other parts of the Irish oea culture province, from 
Wales, Ireland and Brittany, the assemblage from Cornwall 
is little different from any other BA metalwork group from 
an English county. Given also that other native metals 
are not uncommon in the Southwest, it is surprising that more 
BA artifacts have not survived there. And when compared 
with eastern counties and with Somerset, the area is quite 
poverty-stricken in finds.

In the Southwest only one founder's hoard contained copper 
cakes as well as possibly one piece of tin - that from Kenidjack 
St.Just, whilst in eastern England there are dozens such hoards, 
admittedly without any tin. The; paradox of these finds has 
been the subject of some speculation, and it was of these 
hoards that Charle^as ^ is be Tin?' (1975} Charles
inferred in his article that cassiterite or other tin minerals 
may have been carried around, may even have been deposited 
with hoards, but that these were not recognised by their 
finders, nor are they recognised by archaeologists.

Of the Cornish finds guade close to tin-streams. Shell 
has mustered all the availa)le information.

There are several undatable tin ingots, but these could 
be Roman or later (Shell 1980. p.256). By his own admission, 
artifacts known from the vicinity of tin-streams ascribable 
to the Bronze Age were neither reliably linked with tin-working 
nor afforded acceptable stratigraphic relationships (pp 256-258) 
Although several important prehistoric sites have been carefully 
excavated in the Southwest in post-War years, onlyon^, Trevisker, 
has produced cassiterite pebbles suggestive of deliberate



collection for a metallurgical objective (ApSimon and Greenfield 
1972). So far only a single site, Caerloggas Down, Site I, has 
produced a tin-rich slag. This was associated with an EBA 
dagger fragment also rich in tin (Miles 1975, p.32 Fig.18 
and PI. IX). Even then the < a , '.iterite may have been accidentally 
included in the stones around the fire which produced the slag 
since cassiterite is such a common mineral in the local subsoil. 
It is upon the evidence of metal-working at this site, and at 
this site alone, that shell . • rues an^tin industry spanning the 
whole chronology of the British Bronze Age, a trade which he 
suggests supplied much of Britain and which followed the 
old Classical model.

If the archaeological evidence for this industry is virtually 
absent from Cornwall, upon what other criterion might a tin- 
trade be built? A postulated centre of ancient commerce 
might be expected to produce a surfeit of articles foreign to 
the region brought thence by way of exchange? Shell draws 
attention to a couple of Tumulus/Early Urnfield pins which 
might have been imported (pp257-259). As putative Bronze Age 
imports these are fine examples, but as suggested vestiges 
a tin-trading contacts with the continent they leave much to 
be desired. When compared with eomtemporary finds of European 
type from quite short stretches of the Thames, these Cornish 
finds wither into insignificance.

Shell rehearses the local repertory of early gold artifacts, 
again following Hencken, and Taylor (1971) in believing these 
to be imported, and forgetting that the tinstreams also 
produced reasonable amounts of gold (Hunt 1887, p.U»T see scjo-v 
p.2fi). The old model of exchanging Irish gold for Cornish 
tin is therefore not one which ran be easily upheld, unless 
it be claimed that prehistoric tin-streamers ignored the gold 
which appeared in their pans.

Although Shell has argued for an archaeological documentation 
of claims to Bronze Age tin collecting outside the Southwest, 
the evidence martialled in his argument supporting a Cornish 
tin trade is slight. At best, such activities in the Bronze 
Age must be considered circumstantial to the geology of the 
area, while their relationship with areas more replete in finds 
of bronze artifacts remains enigmatic.



In a paper written subsequent to Shell's, Miss Pearce has 
summarised the difficulties of Bronze Age ore and artifact 
studies in Devon, particularly around Dartmoor(1979). In this 
study she has noted the contrast between the high tin content 
of South .oast and Somerset bronzes, and the contrasting low 
content of those from E. Anglia and the Thames Valley, already 
observed by Rowlands (1^76, p.lb9-183), but concludes that 
'no direct evidence so far suggests the source of the tin 
used by these various industries ’(loc.cit, p.139). Nevertheless 
the search for tin as offered ehsewhere in her paper is 
restricted by a belief bhathornubia and Armorica were its 
sole sources; that it had vo r«' pur , .,d that the only earth
processes which re-cycled the mineral were of Pleistocene 
or later origin.

It is now obvious from the metallurgical examinations 
of prehistoric tin by its various inquiere, that Bronze Age 
studies in Britain have reached what might be called 
a ’materials location crisis’. The symptoms of this crisis 
are that the raw materials of Bronze Age metal technology as 
appreciatedlfrom metallurgical examination are not now known 
to occur naturally in the areas where metals have been mined 
in historic times.

Among the several possible interpretations of this state 
of affairs is one in which widespread trade was practised by 
prehistoric communities. The major alternative possibility 
to this one is that present day knowledge of prehistoric 
metallurgy is far advanced upon present day knowledge of 
metallic mineral occurrence. And whereas neither alternative 
should be discarded as an impossibility, tnere are growing 
indications that the latter, though a strong probability, 
is presently bn approach being dismissed in an out-of-hand manner 
without proper historic consideration, or proper field or

. . . ~ »c*»Ulaboratory investigation of small/ore occurrences.
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3• The Irish 'tin trade'

Deposits of Irish tin have successively been drawn to the 
attention cf archaeologists by Wilde (1863, p.358), Hallissey 
(in Armstrong 1917, pp525-526) and latterly Macalister (192b, p, 
55) and Raftery (1951, p.11-1). Seven tin-ore localities are 
Known, six of which are listed from earlier references and 
fieldwork by Kinahan (1889, ), the seventh, in the Mournes
by Seymour (1902, p.583) and subsequently by Young (1971).

In a recent paper by Jackson it has been claimed that there 
is little likelihood of sources other than those of Wicklow 
having been tapped in the bronze Age (1980, p.122). Relying 
upon nineteenth century ficvros for gold production and a 
related series of data on tinstone recovery deriving from a 
single mid-nineteenth century exp eriment, Jackson assumed that 
if tin and gold had been recovered in roughly equal quantities, 
itshouli \pe possible to calculate the amount of tin which may 
have been recovered in the nineteenth century A.D. From the 
figure arrived at flackson then estimated, through a series 
of arithmetical calculations the potential amount required 
as a percentage element of the known/surmised 'output' of 
Irish Bronze Age artifacts. Jackson concluded from this 
accommodating arithmetic that Ireland was not quite self- 
sufficient in tin, but had to rely upon imports from abroad, 
i.e.from Cornwall, durinc the Bronze Age (pp 123-124).

While it is remotely possible 'bat the same conclusion 
may be reached after evaluation of more real archaeological 
and geological evidence at come future date, the method 
whereby this c inclusion is reached is quite unscieotifi

CC'-* (k • : h vC

First, although no/stream-panning has ever been undertaken 
outside Wicklow, Jackson rejects any potential sources elsewhere 
rn Ireland. No archaeological or geological reasons are given 
for this rejection. No particularly important Bronxe Age 
finds are known from this part of Ireland and there is nothing 

I in the record to distinguish prehistoric culture groups there
i

on account of a particula r metallurgical know-how which was 
not also present in many other areas (Price 1940).

Secondly, the figures used in this argument for a high 
stream tin yield are not demonstrably common to all the gravels 
of the gold-bearing Sold Mines River from which the gold



production figures were taken, and these are therefore not 
even valid for comparison on the local,small-scale, though 
further panning mentioned by Jackson and undertaken in the 
1930s may hold a key to thir problem (Jakkson 1980, p.^3 ).

Thirdly, if Jackson's argument that a roughly equivalent 
amount of tin to gold might 1* f rpectod from this Wicklow gravel, 
the potential of gold-producing areas elsewhere in xreland 
ought also to be explored. The relationship between gold and 
its bedrocks is not clear in Cos Antrim, Donegal,Derry and 
Tyrone (Briggs et.al 1973). The effect of overlooking these 
and other gold-bearing localities is to artificially boost 
the standing of the Wicklow area as • potential oroducer of 
metals during the Bronze Age. And as already noted, Wicklow 
has no greater archaeological claim to gold production than 
many other areas of the country.

Although Jackson has once moe drawn the attention of 
archaeologists to the tin problem, he has done so with the 
bias of modern values set against those unknwon values of the 
prehistoric world and of our immense ignorance of tin depesits 
outside Cornwall and Wicklow.
4. Dv.scussion- The search for tin in the prehistory of the British

—I sles.
In seeking a solution to the problems of Bronze Age tin, 

prehistorians and metallurgists have tended to look at ore bo 
bodies through the eyes of those conceded with commercial 
exploitation at the proent. day. It must at the outset be 
appreciated that prehistoric values and objectives were very 
different from our own. The y anc reccvoij or sc.. .
rocks in the soil and in streams may have occurred accidentally 
through everyday activities not normally indulged in by modern 
populations. The recognition of small, metallurgically 
useful mineral particles, now the j^cvince of a handful of 
geologists, might well have been a knowledge shared by whole 
prehistoric communities, even if the actual metallurgical 
process was in the hands of a single smith.

What precise meaning a pebble o' tin ore would have held 
for Bronze Age man is not now clear. Unlike gold, tin 
appears
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to have ghjoyed/a very limited currency as a cosmetic article 
in the British Isles (Coghlan' and Case 1957j ) .
Whether or not this is due to the motallographic instability of 
the metal is not entirely clear, but Charles does consider it 
unlikely that finds should have been entirely lost through 
its corrosion in metal form (> ha'rles 1975, p.2-1 ).

What is quite remarkable, in view of the status it is 
believed to have enjoyed in the world of prehistoric metallurgy, 
is that none of the ,A tin beads from Western Europe/have come 
from either Cornwall or Brittany, the two areas known to have 
cassiterite in plenty. Tin objects are known in bead form 
from Sutton Veney (Wilts), Odoorn, brenthe, (Holland) and ar- 
decoration upon an ash and birch cup from the tumulvs at 
Guldfytfj, Jutland (Shell 1980, p.182, and refs).

The Sutton Veney bead could easily be explained in terms 
of accidental inclusion of cassiterite pebble in a domestic 
hearth. The widespread occurrence of plateau gravels from 
southwestern England over much of Wiltshire and Dorset

. the geological possibility of such an accident 
' ) . The finds from Jutland might similarly

be explained. Southern Scania is far from devoid of tin, there 
having existed until the nineteenth century massive, almost 
mountainous lodes of tin ore.
Glacial carriage accounts for most of the superficial deposits 
of Denmark, so that the discovery and adventitious smelting of 
tinstone pebbles by prehistoric man is to be expected there.

The mysterious non-appearance of tin artifacts in areas 
where natural tin is plentiful 1 ■ to the probability, alre?.by
suggested by harles (1975, p. ■? 3 ) that cassiterite pebbles
formed an exclusive part of a formula which included copper, 
either as ore or as cake, to make a bronze, quite without the 
intention or even knowledge of tin production as a separate 
process (Charles 1978, pp 28-29). The close juxtaposition of 
copper and tin minerals in some areas must have encouraged 
if not actually have been responsible for this practice, whilst 
the early metallurgist had only a very basic idea of the relative 
quantities of minerals re ...ir*’d, Charles expresses these 
problems nearly in the following statement, considering



that Cassiterite became the main raw material 
in its own right..in view of the scarcity of the mixed 
deposits, stannite, or tin-rich gossans (for only rarely 
do copper and tin ores occuj in association) and the 
need for high tin sources to give a consistently high 
tin content in the bronze. Having said that, we must be 
cautious on basing our view too strongly on present 
mineralogical evidence, before man began to use minerals, 
surface concentrations would have been more widely in 
evidence in small po koto: of suffi lent size to interest a 
Bronze Age miner, the remains of ynich are not even worth 
recording today in an industrial sense. The occurrence 
in large lump sizes or near-surface waterborne oxidised 
deposits from weathering, and other rich surface mineral 
concentrations, obviou ly would have been muc^ more wide

1

spread , Early man scavenged the surface of useful material 
built up over previous mi-Vler^ia, and the condition cannot 
be repeated and is scarcely represented today. This 
would apply particularly to placer deposits of such minerals
as cassiterite. (Charles 1978,p2h ).

-----—————- 9Vf>ri v’trf'fjr.tW.ty t ■; • .... •

Though the idea of mining for tin is not easy to 
substantiate during the British Bronze Age, the degree to 
which copper and tin ore are commonly juxtaposted is a 
fact easy fce establish. . •- •-a, coppei and sin arc cc-isu;:--;, 
interdigitated in deposits of south west England (Dewey 1913 
FIG. 0.37). Charles's statement does however bear considerable 
restraint in the application of modern economic values to 
past societies.

Charles's inference that some surface-or near-surface 
deposits might have been worked out since prehistoric times 
requires further discussion. If Charles is correct, we. should 
also be asking 'Where has the tin disappeared from?' and 'How 
do we know it was there in the first place?'

Besides those deposits which probably occur on the 
margins of emexplored granites, which we should be seeking 
using geochemical methods, we should also be exploring detrital
beds.



It is obviously worth beginning with an investigation of the 
Bunter Pebble Beds which are known to derive from the southwest, 
also of all the deposits which derive therefrom. We have 
already established that cassiterite pebbles do occur in 
Bunter and adjacent derivative gravels. Some of these beds 
also host native or mineral copper besides (Harrison et al 
1975, p.12). An important pointer to the high probability 
that prehistoric man expected to find, or at least to acquire 
cassiterite pebbles are the numerous hoards of southern 
and eastern England, which contain only cppper cake in a 
pure form. The question now arises •uid the tin pass from 
Cornwall from hand to hand, or, were cassiterite pebbles 
picked up locally and added to the copper from time to time?*

The vigour and appart nt innovation of metallurgical 
industry in the Thames Valley during the bronze Age is 
manifest through a wide range of exotic metalwork in tin 
bronze. Some may have been imported, but the potential 
of the gravels in this area as a resource for metalwmiths 
should not be overlooked.

It would be easy to dismiss the apparent absence of 
cassiterite pebbles from archaeological sites and gravel 
workings in the east of England with reference to Charles’s 
suggestion that prehistoric man took it all. But this 
postulate supposes human technology to have advanced while 
geological and geomorpholc|c;ial process stood still. This 
is certainly not the case, and the constant re-working of 
gravels will no doubt keep exposing fresh minerals.

The major problem in these suggestions is that tin 
minerals appear hardly to be recognised at the present 
day by prehistorians. few look in places where they are 
not expected to turn up. furthermore the demands of 
modern economic geology have not nor probably ever will 
require detailed surveys of metal minerals outside areas 
of present-day viability. The equation of non-economic 
viability with non-recognition is therefore a strong one. 
Another problem is the quantity of the tin actually 
used by prehistoric man compared to the quantities which 
may be won from gravels, and the quantities we believe may 
be picked up from such sources. If, as Charles suggests.



we are dealing with a scavenging society, it seems more likely 
that any old geological deposit wouffld be examined in the 
course of farming and all useful pebbles returned to the 
home base. So far, only one man, Sandford, has actually 
picked up cassiterite from the Oxfordshire plateau gravels, 
and this only over a couple of hours’ collecting.

Clearly archaeologists should appraise themselves of 
tin recognition in order to explore this dimension of the 
inquiry.

Conclusion
There are many potential tin-bearing localities in 

the British Isles. Many are situated upon or close to 
granite massifs as well as upon detrital deposits, the 
latter often situated at considerable distances from 
the older harder rocks. Few if any of these potential 
deposits have been investigated and those which have are 
only normally discussed in terms of present-day economic 
viability. Clearly more deposits must be examined, epecimens 
collected and their analyses used alongside programme s 
of metallurgical investigation of artifacts.

Whereas reasonable quantities of tin are known to exist 
in southwest England and in parts of Scotland and Ireland, 
evidence for specific collection from these areas is found 
to be largely wanting. It remains possible the^prehistoric 
man rarely, if ever, saw tin alone smelted. Tin appears 
to have been part of a formula in which various pebbles were 
mixed into the copper smelt s the at; ..ace of tin artifacts 
can be explained in no other way.



Chapter AMBER AND LIGNITE
Amber bead necklaces and single-finds of amber beads, 

or of jewellery set in amber have a fairly widespread distrib
ution thoughout Ireland. They occur in contexts from the 
Neolithic to Medieval. Some of the more spectacular finds 
are known from the North and West. In mid-Ulster, cx 
presence in Late Bronze Age hoards and the discovery of lignite 
necklaces, presumably of the Early Bronze Age, prompts some 
reflection upon the geological origin of these materials.

According to most recent opinion, amber comprises a part 
of the ’Baltic element' in the Irish Bronze Age and as such 
is believed to have reached the country through trade or 
exchange (Herity and Eogan 197b, pp 213,218). Elsewhere in 
the British Isles, opinion also tends to the view that amber 
was imported from bcandinavia, and that this was part of a 
well-organised trade which supplied Europe (Harding 1971:1974; 
Coles and Harding 1980, p.535). Some modification to this 
view has been offered by Coles and Taylor, who suggest that 
the Wessex Bronze Age may have obtained its amber from East 
Anglia (1971). This modification has not met with great 
support from prehistorians, who seem anxious to cement 
the Scandinavian connection and rely upon spectrochemical or 
more refined physical techniques of investigation which 
apparently demonstrate the link.

Difficulties attach to the forensic provenience 
study of amber and these problems are imperfectly understood 
by both archaeologists and spectro-chemists. Amber as used 
by prehistoric man appears to have comprised many varieties 
of copal, succinite and amber (Conventz 189b). In general, 
amber is a term covering all three. Geologically there is 
little difference in their modes of occurrence. Most varietie 
are the resins of member species of the conifer-ales, occurring 
in lignite beds of the Jurassic and later eras. The botanical 
associchion of a particular type of resin with a specific tree 
is still not properly demonstrated, owing to the difficulty 
of determining tree species within the lignite, and due to 
the fact that amber collection is usually from secondary 
deposition rather than from actual lignite beds (Rottlander 
i9 to ) .

The tests designed to provenance fossil resins for 
archaeological purposes tend to ask one of two single questions
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of the spectrum. Is its make-up characteristic of Baltic 
Amber? And does it. match physical and chemical characteristics 
of resins provenanced to other areas? The salient facts, 
consistently swept under the carpet by investigators, are 
that no experimental data exists which help,
distinguish., between tree species ,'which recognise different 
types of resin, or, more importantly, capable of distinguishing 
Jurassic from Pleistocene resins. Equally important, there 
exists no overall geological survey listing the localities 
at which amber has been found, or at which it might be expected 
to occur.
The occurrence of Amber in Ireland

When Herity and Eogan wrote off local occurrences of 
natural amber in Ireland, they were closely following MacWhite's 
article of 1944, in which the subject was last discussed.
MacWhite began:

Natural amber apparently does not occur in Ireland:(p.22)
A footnote then documents this statement as follows:

Professor H.J.Seymour (Professor of Geology, University 
College, Dublin) kindly informs me that the recording 
of amber from Rathlin Island is probably an error for 
retinite, an amber-like substance which occurs with 
ligmce, and that Geikie's re fere nee to amber from 
Howth is probably incorrect, since he refers to amber 
in those interbasaltic beds which do not occur there.
Mr J.J.Duffy, of the Geological Survey of Ireland informs 
me that except for a reference in Bristow, Glossary of 
Mineralogy, (1861) ,s. v, \.r oer ’ , the Geological Survey 
has no records of amber from Ireland. Bristow refers 
to amber from Howth, and Rathlin Island, for which see 
above. He also refers to amber from 'Craignashoke,
Ulster.' If this is for Carricknashoke, Co.Cavan, it is 
likewise erroneous, as Mr Duffy informs me that no 
suitable deposits for the formation of amber occur in 
this area.

Despite this confident rejection of local, Irish amber 
sources, two historic notes suggest that amber was to be found 
here. The earlier comes from the account of Nazhat-al-Mushtaq, 
the author of the Book of Marvels, a ninth century compilation.



He states that in ships used to put into Irish ports and 
buy amber and coloured stones from the inhabitants (James 
1978, p.5). The later account is that by O'Flahertie, who 
in hi-s History of Hiar Cor naught of lt>84, says that pieces of 
amber, sufficient for trading, were washed up on the shores 
of Galway and Clare, and if in his time, presumably also in 
pre-historic times (Hardiman 1856, p.94 fn 7j Kinahan 1881, p. 
537) O'Flahertie uses the terms 'amber' and 'ambergrise' to 
describe this material. The latter is from the dung of Whales, 
but it is clear from the description of its appearance and 
of its value, that he was referring to a resin rather than 
to fecal matter.

Bristow aside, the only other allusion to further localities 
of its occurrence is by Raftery, who considered that 'small 
deposits on the seashore at Kinsale might have been called 
upon' (1951, p.204).

The occurrences rejected by MacWhite must now be dealt 
with. I am unable to discover- the Geikie reference to the 
amber occurrence at Howth. Craignashoke, however, offers 
only one possibility. In the earliest comprehensive Geological 
Survey of Ireland in 1843, Portlock mentions amber. At 
Craignashoke was amber ..'of a rich yellow colour and highly 
transparent' (p.M 2. ) . Apparently Sir C.Giesecke had seen
similar material in the coal a£ Rathlin (loc. cit. p.2^3-). 
Portlock's FIG E2 is a geological section of the map which 
forms the frontespiece of the volume. An examination of the 
placenames upon that map shows a 'Craig-na-shoke'to the 
west of Cooinasiliagh, though its foi.u uoes net seem to be 
in common usage in the area at the present day. It is 
situated on Portlock's map around o.s. H 76 00: whether or 
not its inclusion in this form in the Geological Survey is 
a mistranscription or the record of a defunct placename is 
not clearX PtdS 0-3$



The geological horizon in which amber occurred was 
'under the basalt' in 'a bed of lignite 18 inches thick' 
and it was in the pores and cells of this that 'small lumps 
of amber' were discovered.Portlock 1843, pp 112-113).
In the later Memoir of the area (Nolan and Egan, 1884),
the sighting was confirmed (p.26) whereas there is no further 
mention of the Rathlin Island sighting made by Giesecke 
(G.S.M■7 and 8,1888,passim:Wilson and Robbie 1966, p.195).

The gget|^godistribution of lignites in Northern Ireland 
is diverse. beds are found at many localities around
the Lough. Neagh Basin, while later deposits are among the 
fill of the basin itself (M.G.S.35, 18 . pp 13-14:36, 18
pp.16-17). In these possibly Oligocene beds (Fowler and 
Robbie 1961, pp 124,126) there occur remains of coniferous 
woods which contained resiniferous cells, and from which it 
might be expected that amber deposits would have formed 
(Macloskie 1870, pp 171,173). Glacial re-working of these 
Northern deposits has carried the lignites considerable 
distances (Charlesworth 1939,p259 and fig. 2 ). The
discovery of further lignite beds in the Southwest of Ireland

and the presence of
high percentages of lignite in the gravel deposits of 
the Southeast (for example around
make it possible that amber might be associated with this 
also, though the primary origin of the Southeastern lignite 
pebbles has not been properly determined.

Although sightings of native amber in Ireland are not 
common, amber has been found at a handful of loca..tions and 
the geological circumstances are ripe for its recognition 
at many places within the country. These are felt to have 
been more likely quarries for the origin of the amber used 
in early Irish ornaments than is an inferential trade with 
the Baltic.

Lignite is of such common occurrence throughout the 
Irish drift that contrary to those writers who have ascribed 
the origins of the artifacts to a trade with Whitby (for 
example Frazer 1892), this too must be seen as a locally- 
produced prehistoric ornament.



GOLDChapter 5:5
Discussions about the gold ornaments of the Bronze Age in 

Western Europe tend to assume four premis<Gs:
1. That geologists Know where all the natural deposits of gold 

are to be found,
2. That examples of this gold have been scientifically ex;aiined 

and that spectra of their composition is common Knowledge 
among spectrochemists, geologists and mining historians,

3. That in the British Isles gold is only to be found in 
Ireland and all the gold in prehistory therefore came from - 
Ireland and finally,

4. That gold was to prehistoric man a luxury ’good' for which 
there was demand, a market, and a motive to own and to wear, 
and that this market extended mt-» ^ -x ope frcm Ireland.
Not all of these point may be dealt with at length; the 

first two will be dealt with briefly.
1. The Natural Occurrence of Gold

The natural occurrence of gold in the British Isles was 
discussed at length by Calvert well over a century ago (Calvert 
1853). From his work it is clc>ar that gold might be expected 
to occur at numerous localities throughout Britain and Ireland.
He wrote 'gold is one of those metals most extensively diffused* 
(p.l), and 'there are few gnat river ueds in some part of which 
gold in visible particles and nuggocs has not at one time existed ' 
(P- 2)

From ^alvert's work and the plethora of literature which 
accompanied the rise and fall of the Kildonan, Dutherlandshire 
goldrush in the 1860s (for example Joass, 1869), and the 
Merioneth Gold Rush, some twenty years' earlier (Hunt 1887. rn 
168-0), it may be ascertained that in Wales and Scotland gold 
may occur variously in veins of quartz, scattered throughout 
quartzites, or have associations with granite and fluvio- 
glacial deposits deriving from any one of these or similar 
formations. Far from being restricted to the granites of 
Wicklow, as appears to be suggested by the work of Hantiann 
(1980), there exists a wide range of rock types and modes of 
deposition in which gold n.v. occur naturally.

Alluvial gold may derive from any oi these primary geological 
occurences, which are of different age and composition.
Information respecting this composition potential should 
therefore be collected for comparitive purposes by spectrochemists
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2. The spectral Analysis of Native Gold
If the modes of occurrence of the metal are relatively 

poorly explored by the metallurgists investigating prehistoric 
gold ornaments, our knowledge of their compositions of the 
ores is even less so. Although Forbes published some analyses 
of the Scottish deposits in 1869,„ following
on the pioneering work of Mallet upon the Wicklow deposits 
(1850), the spectro-chemical variations in the many modes of 
occurrence and widely-separated areas in which they have been 
recognised, remain to be explored by modern science. The 
grouping of element spectra from prehistoric gold artifacts in 
complete ignorance of the native deposits (as presented by 
Hartmann in 1970) is thereion. compli uuy premature. It 
ignores the high probability that modes of primary gold 
occurrence similar to those recognised for artifacts across 
Europe may share similar chemtc al spectra which reflect more 
the age or mode of deposition of an ore than they do provide 
positive and exclusive proof of geographical origin.
3. The Occurrence of Gold in the british Isles

Recent discussions of the cultural affinities of EBA 
metalwork (Taylor 1970; 1980), of spectral analyses of gold 
ornaments (Hartmann. 1970; 1980 Raftery 1971 Harbison 1973 
Scott 1976), or of the geological occurrence of gold in 
relation to these questions (Briggs,ed. a_l 1973) concentrate 
on comparing ornaments and analyses from the West Atlantic 
Seaboard exclusively with potential Irish source* for the 
gold supply, (though Briggs < t a_l did mention occurrences 
outside Ireland (pp,19-2Q).

Although there can be no doubt but that go’'d occurs at 
many locations throughout Ireland and the contrasting of 
artifact distributions with native metals is here a useful 
excercise (for example Taylor 1970, p.64; Briggs 1976(b) p.273), 
outside Ireland, the assumption that the gold artifact is of 
Irish origin has in recent work precluded a consideration of 
non-Irish, British native gold. At present, the apparently 
maritime distribution of lunulae(Taylor 1970 Fig. i p.39) 
is seen as one indicating the coastal movement of traders 
(Taylor 1980, p.249). The observation that few ornaments are
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found outside areas in which gold has not otherwise been found 
to be of naturalloccurrence (Briggs 197B(b)p.273) has gone 
ignored (Taylor 1980pasum)

Neverthless, reliable records do exist of gold found in 
commercial quantities outside -LrdJand. :,ir Lindsay Scott 
mapped known occurrences in Scotland and discussed artifact, 
distributions alongside the geology of the metal (1951, p.37 
and Fig.l p.70), even going so far/is to suggest the export of 
gold to Northern Ireland. At srme localities massive gold 
nuggets may yet be found and there is no doubt that in northern 
Scotland the drift over a very considerable area might yield 
some vestiges of the metal (Joass 1860, p.325). In soutnern 
Scotland whole dynasties of German ar- dutch miners were 
leased rights to exploit the metal during Medieval times 
(Hunt 1887, pp 167-168).

In Wales, the Merioneth gold rush of 1850 and the presence 
of gold-working in the Dolaueothi area attest to more than 
a sufficiency for prehistoric purposes, Whilst in Cornwall 
and Devon, areas particularly neglected in the present debate, 
gold was collected at localities throughout the nineteenth
century (Calvert 1853, pp.78,82-3 and 89; Hunt 1887, pp 167-70),

It is therefore possible to regard BBA lunulae as a 
largely deterministic reflection of the areas in which gold 
occurs naturally; the fact that these localities appear maritime 
is one of geographical coincidence.

Besides occurrences at the above-mentioned localities,
Calvert drew attention to minor occasions of gold recognition 
in Derbyshire (p.102), Cumbci),md (p.105), Shropshire (p.54) 
and possibly Essex (p.54) anG . *. (p.101)» ..'here the
potential of its recovery is not so remote as may at first 
appear. Vein-quartz from the south-westof England is 
common in the southeast (Hey 1965) and tinstone pebbles are 
to be met with in the plateau gravels of Oxfordshire, indicating 
a common origin for both metals (gold and tin) (Sandford 1929).

It has been necessary to dwell at length upon these many 
occurrences of the metal in order that the Irish deposits, 
believed to have provided material for '-port', may be seen 
in fresh light.



4. On the place of gold in prehistoric society
In her discussions of EBA goldwork in Atlantic Europe,

Taylor is tempted to speak of a market in gold, to see gold as 
a luxury 'good' and to regard the metal as an indication of 
•wealth’ as if prehistoric societies enjoyed similar economic 
values to those of our own (Taylor 1980, p.249). Indeed, 
writing in 1976 I too took gold to be an index of wealth in 
the EBA (Briggs 1976a, p.12) and as such I attem pted to 
show that Ireland had been rich and Wessex poor.

For several reasons 1 now think differently. Firstly 
if prehistoric man had been possessed with the geological 
knowledge vested in the present arguments supporting prehistoric 
commerce, and if there had existed a teal demand which helpeo 
constitute an argument for a kind of monetary wealth or 
bartering wealth in prehistory in which these ornaments played 
a key role, then their distribution would not only be clustered 
around mijHJlster, where fine alluvial particulate metal is to 
be found, but it would have formed a much stronger feature 
of distributions in Wicklow and in parts of both Highland and 
Southern Upland Scotland, and would also have made up a stronger 
element of discovery in Wales and the Southwest.

Secondly, there is the question of the mode of transmission 
of the artifacts. So far, little effort has been given to 
explanations of how knowledge of artifact morphology may travel 
among primitive groups. Dr Taylor tentatively offered the 
suggestion that some 'transference of design’ would be 
'conveyed by trade or exhange on a perishable object possibly 
of leather or wood, now unable to give evidence of how 
influence arrived in the new region 1^1960, p.231). This is 
the most reasonable suggestion; how else would be be likely to- 
expect similar overall ornament morphologies in gold, copper, 
b®onze, bone, amber and shale, decorative features which were 
also shared with contemporary pottery?(Taylor 1980, p.235).

It is therefore my contention that whereas the overall 
mode may have been for lunulate neck ornament, its expression 
in gold is merely a reflection of the medium best suited to 
the convenience of the maler. and the wearer, who may have 
been one and the same pei;; ,i, otherwise must have been fairly 
closely related. Techniques of decorating the various media
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were probably quite universal and the ubiquitous nature of the 
ornament type, mirrc^s the kind of cultural movement, be it 
trade, invasion or slow acculturation which put similar 
ornament types upon an equally wide geographical canvas.

If a concern with gold had been paramount to prehistoric 
man, we could not expect to find so many lignite necklaces 
in Northern Ireland or Scotland; neither trade or geological 
knowledge would have helped provide greater access to 
the yellow metal which is now so valuable.

Space does not permit of a full discussion of the growing 
anomalies which exist in the assumptionltnat gold was to the 
Wessex culture what it now is to wall street. Suffice to 
say that within the British isles, spectral analyses of the 
artifacts demonstrate that BA gold ornaments were being won 
from a variety of different sources, and that it seems probable 
that different methods of gold-winning might have teen practised. 
The possibility that any form of scratch or deep mining was 
effected so early in prehistory is one which cannot be 
entertained on present geological and metallurgical evidence 
despite Taylor's attempt to make out a case (1980, p.229).

Conclusion
It has been established that gold occurs naturally in 

many parts of the British Isles, and that we are largely 
ignorant of the chemical composition of this native gold.
It has been argued that sources other than those traditional 
Irish ones were the source of gold ornaments in the EBA, and 
that most EBA goldwork is distributed in areas where alluvial 
gold is still obtainaole-. The concept chat gold ornament- 
carried a commercial as well as ornamental or aesthetic value 
for prehistoric man is questioned and it is suggested that the 
raw materials of which lunulate ornaments were made is largely 
a deterministic reflection of materials close to hand.

For Central Ulster it is possible to test some of the 
above conclusion by looking at lignite, amber and gold ornaments 
which might easily have been made from local materials known 
to exist local*/. Is one favoured above the others? In the 
EBA gold ornament seems to have been preferred, if numerical 
survivors are taken into consideration. Only two or three



lignite bead necklaces are known (for e.g. FIG. 2-22} 
Interestingly, th^bnly amber beads found in any quantity have 
associations with presumed LBA/FIA hoards, whilst alongside 
the promise (numerical) of the lunulae in the area, neither 
MBA nor LBA gold ornaments are prolific when compared to 
other parts of Ireland, particularly Munster and Leinster.
This shift from one medium to another is rather puzzling.
It may have been coincidental with the opening up of new land 
in the Bann Valley, and the movement away from rivers which 
were sufficiently shallow or slow moving to pan. Amber might 
well have been common within the Bann Valley and along the 
shore of Lough Neagh, so that if stream-borne gold had become 
inaccessible and there was no nugget gold (and so far it has 
not been forthcoming in any quantity as it does in Leinster), 
amber would have pr supplied a a viable alternative for ornament* 
The shift in fashion within this region may therefore have ha 
more to do with changing domestic economies under duress of 
environmental change. The shift away from the use of particulate 
stream gold to another source (possibly nuggets or even vein 
gold) is suggested by the spectro-chemical analysis of
the Brotghter hoard (Farrell et al 1975).

Evaluations of the relative use of native minerals may 
however only be undertaken in the presence of reasonable 
sample sizes both of prehistoric artifacts and of geological 
samples, and as has been seen, the present discussion is 
therefore severely hampered by inadquate records of either.

r



/ #Chapter 5:<» Raw Materials; Conclusion
As stated at the odset, the intention of this investigation 

wasto inquire into the quality ofgeological information upon 
which^theories of geographic determinism are applied to 
prehistoric artifact studies,

Reviewing the information presented here, a pattern 
can be seen to emerge in which scientific artifact provenience 
studies are followed by claims for long-distance trade.
Almost without exception, these claims are full of pitfalls.
For stone axes and flint implements, we are dealing with 
potential quarry in Irish superficial deposits which are 
totally unexplored, petroara; hi all, - The location of copper 
ores, previously thought to have been confined to a small 
number of localities, is demonstrated to be much more widespread 
and we are still without ore analyses of comparable quantity 
or quality to justify arriving at a conclusion at the present. 
Irish tin deposits have only just entered into the reckoning 
of Irish Brci^a Age industries, yet must have played a key 
role in technologies during that period. Mapping and analysing 
them has yet to begin. A handful of men have in modern time 
demonstrated that gold occurs in small quantity at various 
locations in Ireland; no systematic collection or analysis 
programme' comparable with that for gold artifacts has been 
instigated. Lignite is a common mineral in many parts of 
the country, amber apparently less so. Despite its ascription 
by prehistorians to a Baltic origin, there are both historical 
and geological reasons for believing ip an Irish source
or sources, for it.

This is a catalogue of unsatisfactory conclusions based 
upon incomplete data or negative investigations. In general, 
raw materials appear to have been more common at home than 
prehistorians ore prepared to accept, and in particular, the 
unsatisfactory knowledge of them derives from the work 
of a very small group of men. Overall, none of it proves that 
Ireland was a great trading nation before the coming of the 
Romans, either internally, or externally. This conclusion 
is a good formula for systematic investigations of resource 
which must be pursued with conjectural prehistoric subsistence 
values firmly in mind.



Chapter 6 The Bronze Age Metalwork from Central Ulster:
Typology and Distribution

Introduction
The cataloguing of artifacts from two counties provides 

a broader basis for the discussion of Bronze Age cultures 
as seen through an analysis of the types of implements, 
ornaments and metalworking traditions, than is possible from 
Co. Derry alone.

The presentation of this section takes account of recent 
trends in . Irish archaeology, namely to do away with the -i* io^ 
Middle Bronze Age altogther. Whereas in both Eogan.'s papers 
on Bronze Age ch^nology written in the mid-'sixties (1963,1^0^) 
he recognised industrial phases ascribable to a distinct 
division of Middle Bronze Age, ApSimon was to question the 
necessity for this division (1969), and Harbison has more 
recently absorbed the period 1400-1200 B.C. into a fourth 
phase of his Early .^Bronze Age. Behirid this is the growing 
belief that the major technological innovations took place 
around 2,000 B.C. and 1,200 B.C.,and that these dates should 
therefore be reflected in considerations of Irish metalworking 
traditions.

1. The Early Bronze Age
The most pressing quefclions in the Irish EBA are at wha- 

date was metalworking introduced? Where were the sources of 
the metal? Is it possible to establish relationships between 
metalwork and pottery traditions? And How widespread ire 
these traditions spread, geographically speaking'.
A contribution towarcfci the solution of the second question has 
been offered (chap. 5).

The Introduction of Metalworking
The vexed question of the introduction of metalworking 

I has many facets with few clues to its proper solution.
Case's original hypothesis (1966), - -i: of a Beaker introduction
was largely bastiJ upon the fact that outside Ireland Beakers 
and metalworking are ontemporaneous, Inside Ireland, there 
was in 1966 little evidence of Beakers, though much of 
metalworking. Case's agument has a strong following, Harbison 
(1980 p.101 and passim) and Scott (1977) the most recent.



Despite fairly widespread tenure of this belief, it is 
difficult to escape the fact that Beaker-associated artifacts 
from Classic Wessex-type grave-groups remain unrecognised 
in Ireland(Waddell 1978) and the proof of the question is 
still elusive.

An important part of the original argument for Weaker
metallurgy in Ireland rests upon the thck-butted axe element.
Here, the massive and therefore 'primitive' and 'early'-looking
appearance of the implements is highlighted. Certainly,
a comparison of the typology of these axes with those found
abroad in Beaker contexts does not show the types to be

k*similar (Case 1956., jg. ^ ). A basic absence of fin fro)
this thick-butted type in Scotland, as demonstrated by 
spectrochemical analysis has been taken to prove that 
•unalloyed copper' was earlier than 'alloyed copper' (Coles 
1969), a conclusion which might not so easily be drawn from 
the Irish ones, which produced a mixed bag of traces (Clayton 
1974). The validity of the conclusion will be discussed 
further.

The coincidental denser distribution of archer's bracers 
recognised Beaker pottery and other items in the NE, leads 
Harbison to infer that the NE acted as a real stepping stone 
for Beaker traditions to Ireland (1980, Figs •* & ; Here FIG oM\J
By extrapolation the absence of Beaker from the rest of 
Ireland is taken as a true prehistoric distribution.
We have elsewhere touched briefly upon the history of collecting 
in Ireland, and must re-iterate (hat the intensity of collecting 
and recording in the North is old and has always had far 
practitioners per hectare than any other part of the country.
Thus the distribution of Beakers W of the Bann in Co. Derry 
and Tyrone is entirely due to the activities of A McL May 
and colleagues, and of Mr J Brennan and Mr G.Freeburn.
At the other end of the country there might have been no 
Beaker in Co Limerick but for the exeavation programme of 
S.P.0'Riardain at Lough Gur. The argument that the distribution 
of Beaker pottery and EBA thick-butted axes do not coincide 
is therefore based upon a poor sample of the former. Bronze, 
on the other hand, ia easily recogniseable and highly 
collectable. It is noteworthy that the Munster School of
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Antiquaries collected Bronze, Gold and not stone or pdfeherds 
whereas stone and potsherds characterised collections like 
those of Hewson, May and Knowles. Bronzes might therefore be 
more widespread upon the map because they were collected 
ubiquitously, in sharp contrast with artifacts whihh until 
recently were not. r

It must be concluded that\there is insufficient coincidental 
distributional evidence to attach Beaker-users to the introduction 
of metallurgy. These distributions are at present so unrep
resentative that they cannot enter into the reckoning.

Dr Taylor has demonstrated the similarity between Beaker 
pottery motifs and those on gold lunulae (1970). Although an 
absolute contemporeity is not demonstrated, the relationship 
in design is certainly close. Nevertheless, in Ireland, 
these motifs are equally represented upon Food Vessels, for 
which again a can hardly be in doubt (personal
observation). Lunulae/may thus also have a Beaker ancestry, 
though be coeval with Food Vessels.

In England there are flat gold discs with Beaker connections, 
and in this regard Harbison has singled out similar Irish 
examples, demonstrating them to be randomly distributed 
throughout Ireland (though there are only seven). This might 
suggest a pan-Irish goldworking tradition if they may be 
shown contemporary in Irela nd. (Harbison 1980, p.101. Fig 5 
here FIG. O M^l) .

Although in general, excavated settlement and burial sites
have not produced evidence of metalworking, rer* ::..ros r :
grange, including a flat axe cf Case *s impact phase 
(cf Harbison,Type Killaha) and burnishing stones, possibly of 
a metalworker, are associated with datingevi<?e^Caround 2,000 
B.C. (O’Kelly and Shell 1980). O’Kelly has used this find 
to postulate an earlier introduction of tin-bronze than was 
earlier accepted, while emphasising the Beaker element in its 
introduction (1980, p.131). We will return to this important 
matter of metal composition.

I
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Metallurgy of EBA axes
O'Kelly’s observations upon the Newgrange axe bring us 

to another problem, one too complex to be discussed here in 
detail, but nevertheless one which must be explained briefly.

It is generally assumed that copper axes were produced 
before tin-bronze axes; arsenic'and bismuth impurities were 
a metallurgical half-way house in the transition from one 
to the other. Ores containing impurities of arsenic or other 
trace elements would naturaly yield alloys of copper. But 
the word ’alloy’ is used by metallurgists and prehistorians 
to describe bronzes believed to have been intentionally created 
by the addition of ores of other elements to the copper.
Its origin as a natural alloy is therefore forgotten. It is 
then not a difficult step from an assumption of deliberate 
alloying of arsenic with copper, with the intention of improving 
its cold-working properties, to the idea of a controlled 
formula for artifact composition, determined by the prehistoric 
metallurgist. At this point the prehistoric metallurgist 
is assumed to have had several ore types at ;his disposal 
and to have been able to choose which to mix in order to 
achieve the desired effect. In short, this problem is tied 
up with the belief that prehistoric metallurgists had similar 
concepts of smelting and economic geology to those held at 
the present day; some of these concepts have been examined 
in Chapter 5. The shortcomings of these assumptions on 
our part is to be found in the trace element analyses of EBA 
copper-Bronze implements in Ireland and Scotland, vhch, in 
the main, dc not appear to reflect local knet’r art" type 
distributions (Clayton 1974 passim; CoCes 1969, pp 54-69).
Local ores and major zones of mineralisation are hardly 
explored for their^irace-element patterns.

The massive range of metal analyses ’grouped’ or ’clustered* 
by computer, statistical or other techniques, are generally 
held to reflect and demonstrate (1) widespread synchroneity 
of technological innovation, particularly traceabie during 
the EBA before alloying of scrap became common, and (2) that 
in consequence, trace element differences demonstrate traits 
of chronological and cultural significance. The soundness oft- 
the argument is far from esbblished, and upon geological 
grounds must be treated with great caution (see Chap.5).
Further argument in support of the necessity for catition has



been pleaded at length by Harke against Optical Emission 
Spectroscopy (OES) on a European scale (1978), while the writer 
has protested about more specific aspects in the British Isles 
(1976a,1976b).

In short, the application of metallurgical analysis to 
demonstrate cultural or technological synchroneity must be 
tempered by programmes of research upon native mineralisation 
and must take into account more experimental work upon the 
behaviour of trace elements in smelting (a problem not entered 
into here). Only Atom Absorption techniques applied to EBA 
artifacts and ores from the same locality (where possible) 
may help provide a more accurate picture of a compxtx prooiem.

Technological innovation and environmental decline
The introduction of metallurgy, whatever its pecise date 

or practitioners, that of stone circles, single-grave burial 
and henges into Ireland, is generally agreed to have taken 
place between about 2,200 and 1,600 B.C, During this period 
widespread environmental changes are apparent from palaeo- 
ecological and palynological studies. The connection between 
cultural change and technical innovation on the one hand, 
and the application of bronze technology to improvement in 
agricultural technique on upon Icand clearance, on the other, 
is not well established. Whereas bronze axes might have 
replaced those of stone for tree-felling - hammered bronze 
attaining greit hardness - the planting and harvesting implements 
normally associated with farming are almost entirely absent 
from the archeological record in the EBA. Despite this, it 
is probable that technical improvements were applied to basic 
domestic and horticultural practice to the benefit of the 
subsistence economy.
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Traditions of gold-working in the Early Bronze Age
The feasibility of recovering small amounts of gold from 

rivers in Central Ulster has been noted (supra p. ;Briggs
et al 1973). So far, only one sample of panned gold has been 
spectrographically examined and found to have a low total 
trace element content, thbuah miniscule amounts of copper 
and silver are present. This analysis matches those from 
lunula from the same area. Sine'* alluvial gold grains assume 
a high degree of purity by loss of silver and copper through 
oxidation, it is presumed that the extremely pure metal of 
the lunulae is most likely to be alluvial in origin, though 
Taylor, without stating reasons does not accept this view 
(1980). It seems unlikely that an^ gold would have had to 
be brought from the Wicklow Mountains (pace Hartmann 1980).

The Ornaments
Taylor lists eight lunulae from Cos Derry and Tyrone, 

four from each county, comprising roughly ten percent of the 
recorded total from the British Isles (1970, pp 68-69,71). 
These are provenanced Draperstown (Taylor’s CoDe 4); Dungiven 
(CoDe 5); while two bear only county provenance. These are 
N.M.I. 1909:7 (CoDe 3), the other, lost (co De 2) which 
Taylor suggests may have been the same as the Dungiven example, 
also lost (here Appendix I, no 142). From Tyrone there is 
one county-provenaneed example, now in the N.M.I. (W.5*Co Ty 2) 
an eighteenth century find. The three others, one from 
near Carrickmore (Co Ty 3; N.M.I. 1900:50); near Trillick 
(Co Ty 8: N.M.I. 1884:495) and Tullynafoile near Cloyher 
(Co Ty 9; U.M. 254; 1946).

As noted, Taylor considers it pasible that her De 2 (p.68* 
is the same as her Co De 5 (p.69). It seems more likely, 
however, that her Co De 4, now in the Draper’s Collection in 
London, may be the one d'icovered dn Ogilby’s land, since he

I and his family leased estates from the Company during the
I

nineteenth century. Leslie Ogilby acquired a further example 
from Rosgarran (Appendix I, no. 149) which in all probability 
provenances Armstrong's no. 37 (1920, p.57), otherwise only 
ascribed a Co. Derry provenance. Havig^ removed one from
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the original four, the numerical order is redressed by adding
two further examples, one also from Rosgarran now lost
(Appendix I, no.149), and another discovered by Hugh Crawford
wnile'digging for potatoes in dunnabruggy (Appendix I, no.]43).
The recorded total for Derry therefore now stands at five.

#•

It is not possible to add to the Tyrone list, but is worth 
noting that three out of the four listed by Dr Taylor 
bear respectable pedigree; . There is a strong chance that 
the unprovenanced lunula now in the National Museum of Antiquities 
of Scotland (Taylor's NL 129, p.72) is also from the Central 
Ulster area, and bearing in mind the similarity in collecting 
habits of Ugilby and Bell, iiom whose collection this one 
derived, it might even have been the lost example from Rosgarran.

The typology of the ornamontf, ^
Dr Taylor has classified the lunulae by size, ornament and

weight. A sequence of•ClassicalUnaccomplished• and
'Provincial' models emerges, the tenets of which are that
Classical ornament is Irish made, and those litae it found
elsewhere are exports. The inferior (in decoration) ’Unaccomplr"
shed' models are felt to be rather a degenerate form of
'Classical', a form presumably necessitated by paucity of
raw materials and a relative absence of skill. 'Provincial*
types are believed imitations of the real thing, made outside
Ireland (Taylor 1968). There are, however, many difficulties
to be met when the data is presented statistically and
chorographically. To begin with, a.Wa 1 ready noted, the

ffour 'exported' Irish lunula© (two xn Cornwall, cwo xn Scocl&ixii
are from areas where alluvial gold is still freely available, 
thus obviating the need to import either the metal or the 
finished product. Similar remarks apply to Wales and more 
particularly to Brittany.

Of the listed lunulae, only 30 out of the 71 are 'Classical'. 
Part of the thesis of typology depends upon the claim that 
in N Ireland the 'Provincial are distributed peripherally to 
the 'Classical'. Strangely, in Co. Derry, both if the 
provenanced specimens are of ’Unaccomplished' forms, while 
three cannot be classified. By contrast, the four from Co. 
Tyrone, plus the unprovenanced lunula in Edinburgh are 'Classical' 
thus appearing to confirm the theory that in the heartland 
of 'production', only chv highly decorated ornament was

r.de



In the writer’s opinicm Mid-Ulster is central to the^production 
of Irish gold lunulae distribution, so that this local anc-ialy 
seems odd. Taylor is further drawn to consider Ireland 
as ’Provincial to the Beaker and Wessex areas of dominance' 
(p.60), and goes on to discuss Wessex in terms of power (p.61), 
power which presumably atfecuod Ireland, even though there 
are no lunulae in We>sex and the Beaker connection with lunula 
is not demonstrated (Brr.ggs 1976a). It is possible that 

. the differences between ’Provincial’ and'Classical• 
lunula upon which this interpretation dep^ends may in the 
course of time be re-interpreted and the division possibly 
shown to be chronological rather than cultural. Otherwise 
is would seem strange to have ’Classical’ types so thoroughly 
mixed as they are in the Sperrin area.

i
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FIG. 0.43. Flat axes and halberds, Co. Derry
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Distribution of EBA Bronze Metalwork in Mid-Ulster

Flat axes and Halberds
From Co Tyrone come 21 and from Co Derry,38 flat axes 

(FIGS 2.1-2) There are fewer halberds and daggers, only 
12 from Co Derry, two from TyrorTe (including the type 'Knock 
nague’ from Blacklands, Fivemiletown; Harbison 1978).

Harbison lists 19 flat axes from Co. Tyrone. Of these,
9 are mapped correctly (nos 623,528,534,900,512, 926,778,
138 and 156), two incorrectly (?850 and 920 - which is in 
the wrong county, Fermanagh), three not at all (nos 97,868 
and 1341). Of these listed here, nos Tyrone 6,8,11,12 and 
17 are additional to Harbison's County list; no 6 is only 
questionably a flat axe, no 11 is ^robabiy a new provenance 
though not certainly, nos 8 and 17 aic in private possession 
and otherwise unlisted, while no 14, though published in the 
1930s, had also been overlooked.

Four new examples have been added to Harbison*s list 
for Co. Derry; here nos 4,8,22 and 33, and no.55 Appendix 1.
It has already been noted that the O.S.provenances from which 
source four of these five derive, tends to lie away from the 
River Valley area, a category into which nos 1,5,9-15,24,25-29, 
31-32,34 and 35 fall. In fact seventeen out of eghteen, i.e. 
over 41% of the sample. A further three have only 'town* 
provenances (nos 19-21) and two, county only (nos 36-37) 
twenty-one out of thirty eight (or about 55% of the sample) 
have unsatisfactory provenances.

Of the earliest types represented in total from both 
counties, thirteen Lough Ravel/Ballybeg or ingot axes are 
known; of these five are new finds. Plotted upon a distribution 
map these make an interestinc; comparison for the early map of 
Harbison (1980, p.101; here FIG.0+1) and of Scott (1979, Fig. 3) 
upon which there are respectively only fore or six axes.

For succeeding axe types in Tyrone, eight foallyvalley are 
represented while there are thirteen from Co. Derry. Type 
Kilaha has a population of four for Tyrone and fet^ht in 
Derry, while Type oerring oi uas three in Tyrone and five in 
Co.Derry.

The most important points which emerge fro^> these figures 
are first, that most provenances are very poor; secondly,they
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FIG 0.46 Palstaves, Co Tyrone
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reflect recent collecting habits, and finally, it takes only 
a handful of finds to radically alter a period distribution 
map, even in an area so well combed as this.
Halberds and Daggers

The distribution of Halberds and daggers, already touched 
upon above, is very odd within the study area. Whereas 
there exists a dozen for Co. berry7 onj^ two have been provenanced 
to Co. Tyrone. Part of this apparent dearth may be due to 
the collecting habits of John Bell during the 1820s-’50s.
Fourteen halberds and daggers are represented in his collection 
at the N.M. A. Scotlk-nd /4W though Hardison originally 
listed seven, later adding further one to his &• •> :r
the fourteen is however a £ake. Nevertheless, six remain 
of which the 'Wessex dagger' already discussed, is one.

The earliest and most interesting dagger from the area, 
noted above from Blacklands, i-ivemiletown) was recently 

recognised among a collection presented to Monaghan County 
Museum (Harbison 1978). It is.of a rivetless variety usually 
associated with Beaker when found outside -Lreland, and may 
be taken as a further hint of the origin of Irish metallurgy.

Barly Bronze Age Phase Four (Harbison)
Palstaves and Flanged axes

The least studio ! of all Irish Bronze Age implements are 
the later flanged ;s and palstaves. Although brief accounts 
have been written the types, little is known of their 
overall distributvoi. and local developments (Eogan 1962,1964)
The finds may .be ^^1 led 5 ?:t five A re ;is; (i) f A 
axes (ii) hammer flanged axes, (iii) wing flanged axes (iv) 
shield pattern p. <4 Hive , and finally (v), European and 
miscellaneous pais j-XiAes.

Of these imp^p nent^ types 10 are listed from Tyrone,
34 from Co. Derry. T^e numbers of Deity axes are. boosted by 
those from the O.f MEmoirs, seven in all. Of those from 
Co. Tyrone, one ulr least have a specious provenance
( no.11)

From wi’VxA- t;he first tfUnsion there are five flanged 
axes from Co. (V-rry (here Kcrl 1 ,2,6,23,25). and four fre-jn 
Co. Tyrone (nc j 2,5,7, and IS-; of which no is decorated 
in herringbone ^ittern remini ent of axes from the preceding 
Derrinigin Ph-: ;. Two Tyrone axes are wing-flanged (nos 11 
and 14), six are from Derry (nos 8,11,12,13,27,33). of thv



latter two were looped and this may be taken as a feature of 
later influence adopted from the introduced socketed axe types. 
It is not always easy to di itinguish between these early types 
and n© 16 (Derry) appears byrrid. In the third group, of halt 
flanged examples fall 12 fron v> Derry (nos 4,9,10,22,15,19, 
20,21,24,26,20 and 31) an, ^rely ft ree (nos 6,12,12) froiii 
Tyrone. Three of these bti^r shield patterns (Qerry nos 12,121 
and Tyrone no 8). Of those with full shield patterns 7 are from 
Derry (nos 3,7,12,16,22 and 29), three from Tyrone (3,4,6).
Again it is interesting to note the presence of cable pattern 
along the flanges of Derry no 16, once more emphasising the 
ancestry of the series.

There remain two transversely hafted chisels (Derry no,5). 
and a further example from Omagh which may also
fall within Phase 4, as well as a looped 'European-type 
palstave* probably rather later than 1200 B.C. The status 
of Tyrone no.17 in this series is not clear.

Rapiers and rapier knives
Co. Derry is again prolific in rapiers and its river finds 

gave rise to Trump's 'CuttS'* class of weapon (1962). Trump's 
overall classification has not been widely recognised (Coles 
1964 pp 111-114) and the blade classification offered to 
solve the problem by Burgess (19o9) is here used instead.
Burgess divided blade form into four types of section.
Two were earlier, two later. The majority of the finds from 
Co. Derry, where ascertained, appeared to be late, three of 
section 117, and nine of * tien v, a i fe inform?*tic^ 1° 
so scant for Tyrone as to render valueless any further deduction:

The most' interesting specimen from the area is undoubtedly 
the so-called Lissan Rapier, now re-provtpnced to Tullynure 
td (Appendix 1, no 122), and generally believed to be one of 
the most accomplished castings if its type in Bronze Age Europe. 
Trump's observation that 'it is not surprising that one of the 
rivet holes is broken’(1962, p,66) is, however, mi;guided, 
implying as it does,some fault on the part of its artificer, 
since the break is recent, as shown when Wilde illustrated it 
(1857, Fig.323), when both rivets were still in place.

A further find of note, now in the Ashmolean Museum, which 
requires further examination, was the dagger from Magherafelt 
(no.16), which was halted in oak, while the rapier from 
Coleraine (Derry no.3) is endowed with a long tang of
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square section, and is also capped, u tusually, with a bronze 
rounded rivet head.

Factors affecting the distribution of rapiers are 
comparable to those for palstaves and spearheads. Many are 
from the Bann (nos ?,3.4-5and 6, possibly also 13,18,19,20, 
and 21-24), making thirteen in all, that is, half the Derry 
total, while only one from Tyrone was a river find (no.Tyr 3)*.

Spearheads
Following on the relatively early appearance of socketed 

spearheads in the Derrini^gin-.’ach Island period, socket-looped 
spearheads became one of the most populous finds from the 
period until large hoards were deposited.

In their local distribution, the problem of differential 
collection is again very important, for whereas Co. Tyrone 
has produced only a dozen, of which two are fakes, some 59 
are recorded from Co. Derry. This high figure is directly 
attributable to two factorsi the 0.S.Topographical Survey, 
which records 18, and the Bann Drainage, which produced a 
further 21.

Representatives of the Inch-Island/Derrinijgin series are 
known from the Bell Collection, Edinburgh and from the collection 
of Rev J.Spencer Knox, (Appendix 1, no.107), from the Parish 
of Maghera, Co Derry. The early bronze-working tradition is 
otherwise well-known from the axes of the period and dagger 
finds, while the presence of moulds from near Omagh (see 
below) might have encouraged a belief that the series would 
have been better represented locally in the Foyle Basin.

The development of spearneads need not concern us.
The old-fashioned divisions of Parker Brevis and Greenwell, 
modifed somewhat by Coles (1964, p 103 ff) are used here. 
Non-looped spearheads with riV'et holes in the socket, 
the pegged spearheads of Ehrenberg (1976) are here termed

! Type V after the old style, q0< Derry
Numerically the most common types/are thesocket-looped 

variety C, their origins firmly rooted in the centuries 
which heralded and carried ornament Horizon material to Ireland 
around 1,200 B.C. Of these there are twelve, while Coles’s 
Type D (which in the writer’ opinion is almost too closely 

to tl\*3 fottwi ot u'O'ul distinction to be made} is 
represented by 11. fnes-e fwe cl ai-.'-en are fairly evenly dist
ributed thro^hout the area (PIG. ). Of the ten with ba^al 
loops (Type £) , eight are • the :unn Valley and even the
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FIG. 0.48 Socketed spearheads, Co. Derry
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two unprovenanced examples might also be.
Some of the finest bronze castings, of multi-piece mouldings 

also come from the River Bann (no.9), while no.12 must represent 
remaihs of one of the longest spearheads from the British 
Isles, if not Europe. No.36, from Loughan Island, is equally 
an unusual piece and its ornament and casting techniques look 
forward to the very latest phases of Bronze using, perhaps 
contemporary with iron-using(FIG. 2 (1 ' )■

Scant discussion is necessary for the Tyrone spearheads.
Nos 8 and 10, from Killeter and Plumbridge, are very interesting 
in that they demonstrate the protected loop spearhead not to 
be a cultural feature confined entirely to the Bann.

Ehrenberg has suggested thatsowe of the larger spearheads 
found in the Thames estuary were probably used in spearing 
massive fish. Too large for salmcan, she suggests that the: 
quarry of these fishermen was sturgeon, which formerly did 
inhabit the deeper estuaries. In this connection it is 
interesting to note that pieces have been cut out of two or 
three of the Bann spears, giving them a barbed effect 
(notably FIG 2.14, nos 1 and 2), thus adding to the argument 
(Ehrenberg 1976, p.23 ),

Many of the problems of the spearheads are distributioral 
and may only be tackled with reference to the re-provenancing 
of antiquarian finds, and of diisaoveru,^new material. Culturally 
and technically much remains to be lean.?d about this class 
of object from comparison with casting matrices, which are 
particularly well-known from C- ;.rim and Jerry.

Local Metal-working traditions, c.2,200-1,200 B.C.
A brief descriptive of the foregoing finds gives a clear 

impression of the vigorous and throving metallurgy practised 
during the period. To these major classes of bronze must be 

I added .razors; of which are handful are recorded locally, 
two from excavated context' , tuc megalith at Largantea 
(Appendix 2 no. ; Herring 1938, 178, pi.XX; Butler and bmith 
p.52 no.15). another from Altmore, possibly associated with 
a lost urn (see Appendix 2, p. ).

The production of these artifacts must have taken place 
locally. The fine series of stone moulds from near Omagh, 
already alluded to (Coffey 1907; Coghlan and Raftery 1961, 
pp 236-238) testify to the presence of a full EBA tool kit
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at a date contemporary with the Arreton Tradition (fleedham 
1979).

Two palstave moulds are known; orj£ from Loughash (Davies 
1939a-), the other from Caraloan (App .iix I, no. 131).
'Two sets of, or part sei.;; :>i 'pi-arii,. ulo, matris are known 
from Maghera, one sec in the h.fh (FIG. ), the other in 
Belfast (U.H. .'Collins 1970, p.32). The fate of the Ballina- 
screen spearmould (Appendix 1, no.130) is not known, and 
it is worth conjecturing that either the drawing, its measurement 
or both, are slightly inaccurate, and that it is now represented 
by Collins’s Maghera mould or another like it.

That stone moulds f®r*r ••v]y , l ; part of trxssc eve*- 
made is evident. Sand and clay must have formed the basis 
of casting technology on a day-to day, but perishable basis, 
probably relying upon wax or wooden models (see below)
The convenience of these stone moulds is that chlorite schists 
are soft and easily worked, they are common in both primary 
and drift occurrence throughout the northern part of Ireland, 
and presumably sufficiently heat-resistant to accommodate 
molten bronze. Apart from this, many of the ■ matrices
are sufficiently small to be portable, and their movement

\

over even short distances m... ,:ht well account for the transmission 
of technical knowledge at such an early period.

Eogan and others have emphasised the period around 1,200 
B.C. as the starting point for new tehnologies reaching Ireland 
in the long-term from the European Urnfield Cultures, but 
locally from developed traditions like the Ornament Horizon
of ^ouchwe:. v. England ,1. in ... 1 Fisi,__ u.ns •- ini
must have been felt; strangely, the home-developed axe/palstave 
series scarcely reflects it, though influences upon spearhead 
type may be seen. The ornaments, so well desribed elsewhere 
in Britain, are absent (cf. Smiik 1959).



Chapter 6:2iijC
The Distribution of LBA metalwork in Mid-Ulster
C'J Socketed Axes

The Late Bronze Age proper is distinguished by the ubiquitous 
appearance of socketed axes and bronze swords, having originated 
and developed on the European mainland.

In the study area, the pattern of survival is already 
well-established. There are 20 socketed axes from Co. Tyrone, 
29 from Co. Derry/Antrim boundary, some ten of which were 
recorded in the 0.S.Memoirsi while seven of the others were
from the 3ann.

after initial introduction in the *BiAopslend Phase*,
possibly through Nordic culture contact (Eogan 1964, p.275) 
socketed axes developed locally and several distinctive local 
Irish types emerged, the most common of which was the bag-shaped 
axe.

Most of the implements encountered in this survey are 
bag-shaped. A significantly high proportion of these are 
small, i.e, under 7.0 cm long. There are perhaps nine of these 
from Derry (nos 1,2,4,5,8,11,?!6, 19 and 22) and 4 from 
Tyrone (4,10,12,and 14). Of these, Tyrone 1 and 9 and Derry 
25 26 carry elaborate rim moulding, while Derry 6,11,18,21, 
and 29, Tyrone 6,8,15 and 18 are larger bag-shaped with orna^te 
moulding around the mouths of Derry 7,9,11,14 and Tyrone 17. 
Only Derry 17 and 23, Tyrone 2,16,17 and 20 appear facet ed, 
though Derry 24 and 27 are also well moulded. The typology 
of Derry nos 13 and 20 is not clear, though thee are possibly 

v •'’f?y i:tis or ■.Vy-" , v•*■■>' 1 r-7 o ■ > ■* r-

form in miniature and recalls socketed artifacts in the 
Taunton Norkhouse Hoard (Smith 1959, FIG 1). The status of 
no Tyrone 14 is not clear, while that of 11 in the same series 
is certainly a fake.

The place of the Trillick socketed axe within a hoard 
i places it firmly within the Dowris hoarding tradition, the s 

straight-stemmed sunflower pin suggesting a date after 800 £» G. 
(though this may now be revised a little cf Burgess 1979;
Eogan 1974).

More intriguing, while upon the subject of Dowris Hoards, 
is the local presence of hoarded rings, amber and socketed 
axes, previously undetected in this locale, but noli confirmed
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FIG. 0.50 Socketed axes, Co. i)erry
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FIG. 0.51 Socketed bronze axeheads, Co. Tyrene
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from the O.S.Memoirs, thus giving mid-Ulster its own small 
regional variation upon the Dowris pan-Ireland tradition.
(see above pp foV/oO .

Bronze Swords
There are 26 bronze swords from do. Derry, 17 from 

Tyrone. The overall distribution once more emphasises the 
«iver Bann as a repository of implements, the total including 
nos Derry 3-13, 15-18, 24-25 and 27-33, or two-thirds of the 
county total. Of these, are of the earliest class in
the series, Ballintcber (3, 16 and 23), while there are a 
further two from Co Tyrone, 14 and 12, the latter specimen 
believed to have been, found’with a fragment of geld and 
piece of ring moneyt in 1879 (Eogan 1965, p.25).

Of Bogan's class 3, there is one from Co. Tyrone (no,5) 
and 8 from Co. Derry. The type is cliaracterised by V-noteche 
buttfpronounced flanges upon the bang, which is often slotted 
though there may be from one to three rivet holes. This type 
derives from the Hemigkofen variety and is its insular replace 
merit (Eogan 1965, p.10).

Class 4 swords, as might be expected, are well represented 
in the study area. Though varying somewhat in detail, the 
type has a flanged tang with straight-ended terminal. cadging 
may occur on the side of the rivet holes. The lade is 
usually leaf-shaped and oval to pointed-oval in section.
Eogan also distinguishes sub-classes, A,B,C,D,, of these 
£ shows influced from the Hallstatt C instrusive model, 
the Gtlndlingen type. From Tyrone nos 1,3,4,8-10 , and from 
Co, Derry nos 1,2,14,15,19,24,25,28.29,35,36 are of type 
4; Dyrone 11,15-16 of Type 4a, Derry 2, 4b, and 30 4c.

Hallstatt C influences are much clearer within the fifth 
class. These are characterised by pointed ears, long, more 
parallel-sided blades, some tin® j'with bevelled edges. Of these 
nos Derry 12 and 32 are the only ones from the area.

Derived from Carp's Tongue prototypes, the sixth class 
is characterised by a T-shaped terminal and it is locally 
represented by Tyrone 2 and 0 and Derry no.13.
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4'.ji . Later Bronze Age Gold-work i ; (c. 1,200-500 B. C. )
' This period is fairly veil represented by finds. i-rom—the

There_ are four associated finds from each county.
Marginally the earliest . r La.i. documented discovery 

was of a ?string of biconical beads, sold to a watchmaker 
in Coleraine over a long period of time, and probably not 
having survived ) (Append! .. .1, no. 140). An almost contemporary 
discovery was that of tht celebrated Kilcolpy Hoard, This 
comprised four sleeve fasteners, (..,ogan 1972, p.199): a 
gold bulla which more resembles a model purse or locket of 
modern type than any other v. r: f . , prehistoric ornament, 
and two gold-covered sunflower pins, now lost (Eogan 1974, p.114). 
Drawing upon parallels from continental finds of Montelius 
IV-V period, Eogan places the latter in the late eigth century 
B.C., allowing no longer than a century for the development 
or phasing out of local tradition (•.. 96) , a chronology with 
which Raftery is in general agreement (1970, p.73-74), though 
against which Burgess has strongly protested (1979).

From the sawe sale as the Kilcolpy Hoard an unusual 
alderwood box containing a fibula with expanded teminals, long 
known from the literature as the ’Killymoon’ Hoard, was also 
acquired by the National Museum (Raftery 1970, ppl69 ff;
Armstrong 1920, p 33). According to Armstrong the discovery 
was probably 100 years old when he published it. It is 
tempting to connect this discovery with the 'ancient Irish 
Gold ornament found in the parish of K-i.Icronaghan. .now in the 
possession of William Stewart, Esq i llymoon' which James 
Bleakley heard of in 1036 (Appendix I, no.146). Raftery 
considers this particular hoard to be of the same date as 
the Kilcolpy find (1970: though see also J.R.S.A.I.101, PI.20 
opposite p.87, where a full plate of this composite find, drawn 
by duNoyer in 1839 has been slipped in without title).

I A recent acquisition to the British MusePhcompletes the
list of associations. Although acquired in 1963, tbs\two 
dress fasteners found near Garvagh Hou: o, Go. berry and given 
by Miss I.M.Lyon, were not 1 j. J d b Eogan and cannot have 
been made available to him. They are described as decorated, 
pennanular, in shape and with gold foil around a core
(B.M.1965, 6-6.1). No further information about the 
circumstances of their dijcovery is dorthcoming.



There remain a small group of ornaments to be described. 
We may enjoin the journalist of c.1810 who lamented the 
loss of what may have beer, a Tara-type Tore found near Derry 
City '’by a poor man cutting t icf' ( ',pp uidix I, no.141).
As it was obviously in a ; state, being been broken and 
re-soldered, its fate at 9 ounces was most probably the 
melting pot. Might this have been the one from Fahan, Co. 
Donegal (not far from Derry city), melted down after being 
sold at Sotheby's in London, later in the century (Crawford 
1912, p.47) ? A similar rate may have taken the expanded 
terminal tore from Mullayhinel (Appendix I no.1.148), though 
its appearance in a letU-t U. - ^ l trie strengthens 
the possibility that either he or i fellow collector may have 
saved it.

It is impossible to guess what ilk of hollow article 
may have weighed 4^ ounces , was worth L5.17 6d and had quite 
the appearance Bestowed upon it by Stokes in 1829 (Appendix 
I, no.147). More easily explained is the gold ring from 
Gienmaquill which at £l 10s o.d the ounce may ha^e .'ieen 
preserved. This was probably a pennanular ring of the 
type catalogued by Eogan (1972).

Tyrone boasts .a further specimen of the plain pennaular 
ornament found near the megalith at Louyhmacrory (Armstrong 
1920, p.80). More unusual was the pluin-eneded twisted tore 
armlet threading two small gold rings of ribbed-pattern from 
Skelly. Typologically these objects mey fall into a broad 
MBA-LBA spectrum, sharing the if e;. i no*.-.gy with a further cve 
dresc fasteners, one with, -.a .. . ru:. Trilj.it’; (Log--.
1972, p.199 no.33), and one with, from Clenarush (Flanagan 
1966a- pp 113-114). A further nineteenth century find, now- 
lost but weigh ing ’upwards of 15 pennyweights' was no doubt 
a further decorated pennanular (Eogan 1972).



Local Traditions of brom?-vwrl; ing 1,200-500 B. C.

?(^j

Many of the remarks made about the early traditions of 
metalworking apply to the later* Our record of actual 
technical processes is enhanced now by the necessity to make 
clay moulds in such a way as to ensure their survival. Hence 
sword, socketed axe and s pea mould., are known from Lough 
Kscragh and ^hitepark Bay, Co. Antrim (Collins 197D). Earlier 
clay moulds, for palstaves, for example, were probably of such 
a form that they broke immediately after use. Implements of 
more linear design tend to preserve their clay moulds rather 
better.

Of further interest are the voooer patterns found in a
bog at Tobermore, Co. Derry, in 1851 (Belfast Catalogue 1852). 
Originally there were at least ten, and as Hodges illustrates 
only five, it would be of interest to know what the others 
represented (Hodges 1954, Fig.3), Hodges has discussed the 
importance of this group at some length. Such wooden models 
may have been used to transmit information about bronze implement 
forms? alternatively these models may have been for simply 
casting in sand or clay in the larax r used by floor moulders 
until the present day. Hodges also drew attention to the 
use of wooden sword moulds (1956, p.64) and in this connection 
it is interesting to speculate upon the 'wooden halbert' 
from Rocktown (Appendix I, no.155) 'about2^ feet in length, 
and shaped like a halbert, with a butter sunk in eacu side of 
it. '

Although we have elicited an i* tv resting selection of 
moulds for the currency of the eatl-r period, some of which 
must have been in use after c.1,200 B.C., moulds for socketed 
axeheads and other characteristic LBA metalwork are largely 
missing from the area. It is aj a matter of time before such 
discoveries are made. It has been remarked elsewhere that 
nowhere in the British Isles there exist moulds or vestiges 

I of workshop practice for the find hollow-cast spearheads which 
characterise LBA estuarine archaeology of the Thames and the 
Bann (Smith 1959, p.179). Nevertheless, there can be little 
doubt btit that these implements were being manufactured locally. 
How far this is true of the .ax.ten bronzework remains an open 
question, as will be seen below.



Beaten Bronze Vessels.- Distribution
Subsequent to Hawkes and Smith’s work on buckets and 

cauldrons, a numberof new finds have been made and fresh 
identifications given to antiquarian discoveries. These 
must be enumerated briefly. A base strengthening plate was 
found in one of the ditches at tadbury Castle, though unfortunate 
ately in an unstratified context (Alcock ). A further plate,
continental in type if not in origin, comes from the recently 
excavated hoard at Egham ( O'. An early 
sketch of the ’kettle’ f^rom Cheshire thought to have been 
anomalous by Hawkes is now demons tr» a ted to have come from 
Codington, Cheshire, and to be of t' c 1■ish-British series 
(Briggs 1977), A quite new ’kurd -type vessel’ has 
now been unearthed from the basement of the Yorkshire Museum 
(see above and Appendix 2 p. ). Since 1957 another of the 
unrpovenanced Irish, discoveries has been described in some 
detail and its provenance in North Co. Derry clearly established 
(Corcoran 1967? Rynnil967). This brings the total number of 
buckets to 17, of which 6 are English and 11 Irish.

Among additions to thi cauldrons, one of type B has come 
to light in the Yorkshire kuseum (Appendix 2 p. )• A 
pair of cauldron handles from the Vale of York come from the 
same source. A Scottish example not mentioned earlier,
Dowalton (N.M.A.S. H 45; Coles 1969) has briefly entered the 
literature and a MS outline drawing in the R.I.A. adds yet 
a further specimen to Co. Derry (Appendix I no.136). In addition 
to these Rynne published a note on j :Tine, partly decorated 
rimless example from Co. ;aiway in i . -d, use ’Portglenane* 
cauldron in the Ashmolean Museum has been reprovenanced to 
Cape Castle, Go. Antrim (Briggs 1979), while aether possible 
example is represented by the two rings and 'ears by which 
the rings attached' from the Bog of Monella, Roscrea, Co 
Tioperary recently acquired by the N.M.l. with the Brackstone 
Collection.

The net effect of these discoveries is to fill out the 
distribution map consideEbly.
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Situlae, or beaten bronze buckets

Two basic classes of situla are recogniseable among the 
British-Irish finds (Hawkes and Smith 1957). One of these 
has rivet ed-on staples for the handle rings to ride in, 
possibly also flat circular baseLrengthening plates and 
is known as the ’Kurd type* following von Merhart’s terminology 
(1952). The other variety has cast-on staples, may incorporate 
other 'Kurd* features, but is gene^ .11y believed to be a local 
adaptation of the imported cla . s.

A number of features of ec_h ccries demand detailed 
analysis, analysis which cannot be undertaken without clearer 
descriptions of vessels tbs ; c wrontly available-
It is therefore proposed to examine the decoration and technology 
of only two vessels, the Cape-Castle bucket, now in Limerick 
and the as yet unpublished Yorkshire Museum bucket, or 
’Bally-money' bucket, as it might better be called. Both 
according. rto the Hawkes and Smith definition, are of ^urd* 
type.

How far does the shape of the vessel accord with those 
described by von -Merhart believed to have been propotypes?
Of those illustrated by von Merhart (1952, Figs 16-22), 
the continental examples all have higher shoulders than the 
British-Irish finds. There is an overall . similarityjin form; 
the bases may be omphaloid, the conoid bodies tend to be of 
three pieces and the staples arc rive tied onto the shoulders. 
Close inspection of all these feature*; reveals several contrasts 
with hhose from the British Isles, Tb shapes of the staples 
are different. Many of the content il examples have lings 
which fall outside the body of the vessel. Although not 
invariably the case, the ’British Kurd-type’ (Dowris, Arthog, 
Cape Castle and 'Yorkshire Museum’), doyshcare that feature.

A major problem encountered in relating the similarities 
between these continental and British-Irish vessels, is the 
type of base plate believed to cement the ancestry of the 
obi to the other. Cast strap base plates are common only 
to th e mid-European tradition, with the closest analogues 
to our own series in the Alps, Poland ad>Jugoslavia (Hawkes 
and Smith 1957, Fig.4). The only beaten bronze vessels 
from the North Atlantic seaboard are beaten bronze cups from 
the Marne region (Hawkes rit. p.144) How may the distance 
of the one from the other p. •..ping L«. accounted for?
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Hawkes’s answer to this problem is through the training 
of Irish smiths upon the continent, or at least the movement 
of trained persons from one place to another. Perhaps this 
may have been the case. It depends from what strength of 
evidence the case is argued, and indeed, what is co-ftidered to 
be strong evidence. If it ix* anyued numerically, there are 
now almost twenty early buckets or parts of buckets from the 
British Isles (Hawkes's list of 15, p.148, plus Codington,
Egham (base plates), Cadbury (base plate) and possibly other 
unpublished finds). The:..-' form t tr"ng body of artifacts 
which are quite dissimilar from their closest contrntental 
counterparts (von Merhart 1952, pi 17, no.5), which are in 
any case numerically inferior,aand form part of a group 
which in itself may eventually be worth sub-dividing and 
ascribing to local sub-cultures and even varying chronologies.

We turn now to the sub-pendant triangles which form 
an important part of the decoration upon the Cape Castle 
and ’Ballymoney' vessels. Whereas repoussee decoration 
forms an important element in the continental series of 
beaten vessels, as noted by Hawkes (p.142) 'the contiguous 
trhangle pattern is rather rare in this technique*. Hawkes 
seeks parallels for it in Tarquinia, in Burgundy and among 
North European beaten bronze cups. But there are 
analogues closer to hand. Dattery types from Late Bronze Age/ 
Iron Age sites in England, offer clear decoration parallels.
The types of decoration (? imitative of beaten metalwork), art. 
seen at All Cannings Cross (Cunliffe 1971, p.317) and searches 
may reveal closer paralell ir. eightn-seventh century B.C. 
contexts.

A final feature which deserves discussion is the ribbed 
base of the 'Ballymoney' bucket. Bo far this has proved to 
be unique in the British-Irish series. Its presence upon 
a vessel believed to be early in the series is puzzling. 
Comparisons of it are not bo be found among either the Scandinav
ian or European vessels of the period, but instead such a 
base appears upon the later, Italian development of the bucket

Rippcnciste, of possibly the sixth century (Stjernquist 1968). 
The only known example o: tl i series in the British Isles 
is the Weybridge Bucket (Stjernquist 19e0, 2, pp30-31;Taf.XIII).



If Hawkes's chronology for the introduction of the 
•Kurd* type bucket, and typology for its local development 
in the British Isles is correct, this would suggest the 
• BalAymoney bucket' to be one of the eatliest incorporating 
such a base. This point must call to question the contemporan
eity of the British-Irish cries, -nd the primacy presently 
occupied by those handful defined by rivetted-on staples.

The preservation of such a large number as is presently 
known within these islands mciy be due to special conditions 
of preservation locally. Certainly the relationships between 
the severux European groups would be much better understood 
if there were more examples; at pro cut our own provide 
a statistically greater sample than any other group.

Cauldrons
Much less easy to parallel in Hallstatt contexts are 

the beaten cauldrons of the EBA/IA. Although believed to 
have been derived from Greek dinoi, the connection is 
at most tenuous, and at least, makes chronological nonsense 
(Burgess 1979). The series appears to be a native tradition 
which absorbed incoming Hallstatt metalworking techniques 
and transferred them into a form which took account of the 
best features of the ’.Kurd' buckets - in their developed 
form with cast, rather than rivetted-on handles - provided 
some repoussee decoration in the manner of both Scandinavian 
and Hallstatt beaten metalwork, yet retains a uniquely 
Irish-British distribution, its numbers possibly approaching 
fifty from both singi*. . • d Ho, ,:de i. f' .

The brief purpose of this comment is to attempt to 
explain the known distribution with reference to two finds 
which exhibit features otherwise unnoticed. These are 
Lisdromturk, Co. Monaghan, Type BI of Leeds (1930) and 
Tul-na-cross, Co. Derry type AI. The vessels have been most 
recently described in detail (by Raftery 1972, Lisdromturk; 
and Eogan 1964, PI XXIX; Tul-na-cross.)

The important features of each, are the small portions 
of iron incorporated into them. Tul-na-cross has an iron 
strengthening ring which appears to bo contemporary with 
the original manufacture of the vessel (s below, p. ),



Lisdronturk has thirteen iron rivets, possibly replacing earlier 
bronze ones which had worn away (See FIGS 2.30-31).

Our discussion now assumes two aspects: chronological 
and distributional. First, the inclusion of iron in a cauldron 
lying at the head of the series need not necessarily 
invalidate the hypothesis that A Class was the earliest. 
Nevertheless, the remoteness from Greek types, and the apparent 
contemporaneity of several different types in the Dowris Hoard 
('Kurd-type’ bucket. British Irish bucket, A and B cauldrons), 
rather sgggests that caution is nocc.- .ary when considering 
the absolute dating the 'find', and if this is a votive 
offering site, as suggested by Colo {!9><), this would 
explain the heterogeneous collection of material. If, on 
the other hand, ^ were a hoard, then its dating would be 
a very difficult matter.

Although some observers have suggested that that onslaught 
of iron-using was a cataclysmic affair in which bronze-industries 
collapsed and bronze smiths threw away their stock or 
encouraged their 'customers* to deposit as much as possible 
in rivers or other watery repositories, (Burgess 1979), others 
have maintained a rather more moderate approach, suggesting 
the gradual intro iduction of iron during the Hallstatt period, 
and explaining its absence from the archaeological record 
in terms of its relative corrosive quality (Champ, ion 1971 ; 
Raftery 1976). The closer inspection of further beaten 
bronze vessels will no doubt clarify this problem.

It is the relative corrosive qualities of Bronae and Iron 
which is of interest in the relationship between distributions 
of these and other Hallstatt period beaten bronze vessels.
The burial of bronze, alone, provide the metal with a certain 
security which it loses if attached to iron. Spratling has 
pointed out that iron attached to bronze in the ground assists 
the corrosive process by the ionisation of the metals (1971),
This being the case it is quite amazing that the two cauldrons 
have survived. But more interesting, is the question of how. 
many such vessels have perished or lost the parts constructed 
of conjoined metals, and over what areas of Europe/the British 
Isles, and in what proportion to the surviving finds?



Conclusion
In the light of our brief argument about corrosion* it win 

be appreciated that the distribution of beaten-bronze buckets 
and cauldrons in N Ireland is one in which preservation 
has played an important role. , We have argued that the 
buckets form an insular variant of the Kurd-type, and that 
true imports cannot be recognised’at the moment. Cauldrons 
appear to be an expression of insular Late Hallstatt technology 
which from a numerical strength of evidence ' must be 
related to buckets.

The role played by iron in these vessels is crucial 
to speculation upon technological and chronological matters.
The presence of such a fine body of this metalwork in Britain 
and Ireland may be owed to a local conservatism which resisted 
the adoption of iron-using. Where its use was accepted 
and iron incorporated into vessels, these pieces might have 
perished rapidly. Only the all-bronze vessels would have 
stood a better chance of survival, in general.

Further excavation and radiometric dating will no doubt 
confirm or refute these suggestions. If they are correct, 
ir.nn-working may have been entering Ireland by Hallstatt C/D. 
It is futile to speculate upon the speed with which this 
new technology spread until we have greater understanding of 
the bronze technology and typology which preceded it, and was 
contemporary with it. Nevertheless, these two cauldrons help 
us look forward to a period i.j which North-east Ireland 
continued to develops Burcp./an Iron .traditions xn -he 
form of an insular Celtic Art. These traditions have an 
ancestry relying upon craft and resource which we have shown 
to be of considerable antiquity in the area.



Chapter 7
CONCLUSION

;c)i*

This study has examined two of the most important aspects 
of scientific prehistory at the present day. In one, the 
distributional aspect, demographers and students of settlement 
have devised formulae of spatial theory which assist the 
investigator, while possessing a minimum of site data, to 
re-create boundaries of social, political or putative economic 
significance. The many shortcomings of such spatial ’models' 
are appreciated only by students aware that site loss is an 
extremely variable, though potentially massive, unknown.
Aerial photography has made an important contribution in this 
regard, through showing that sites exist where previously 
unsuspected. But aerial photographic studies maybveremphasise 
the presence of very specific monument types which are seen 
only on restricted soils or vegetation.

Artifact distributional studies are similarly used to 
complement site distribution patterns. But in the
case of' neither artifacts nor sites have antiquarian studies 
ever been applied to a degree in which distribution patteras 
were radically altered. 'Spatial archaeology' may only exist 
and thrive in a climate of study where the totality of original 
sites and finds can be estimated with accuracy - a most unlikely 
possibility in prehistory. In order to appreciate the drawbacks 
of such theory, some knowledge of the factors which affect 
site recognition and discovery, as well as of artifact recovery 
is an absolute necessity. r. The foregoing chapters have been 
successful in highlighting a number of these important factors.

An attempt has been made in Chapter Two to demonstrate 
the ease with which new sites and finds accrue through systematic 
fieldwork. The opporunity to examine surface collected artifacts 
on the scale afforded the writer during the late '60s in the

hCookstown area is not one which often arises in modern Ireland, ne v© t .and has , to the writer's knowledge, ever been undertaken 
outside the northeast* And indeed, those massive collections 
made within that area during the nineteenth century have few 
provenances as reliable as those encountered here.
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In Chapter 3 it has been seen that an accident of history 
preserved records of artifacts and the artifacts themselves, 
of types and in numbers which must have been commonplace else
where in nineteenth century Ireland. Complex economic, social 
and political factors determined the direction of the survey 
from which it derived and n&n§sofy£he environmental conditions

under which the observations were made could ever 
be reciprocated.

Thesecomments are as, relevant to the rates of destruction 
of prehistoric sites, discussed in Chapter 4. Although rates 
of site destruction appear to have been high, there is no sugg
estion that these were higher as part of an original total 
than had existed in other areas. Indeed, the destruction 
rate between 1300 and 1835 is seen to have been so high 
that it is a miracle that Co. Derry is still so well endowed 
as it is with upstanding prehistoric monuments. Here, as 
elsdwhere in Ireland, the preservation of the monuments owed 
a great deal to the widespread cover of peat; the peat prevented 
quarrying of upstanding stones, ploughing out of sites, and 
to a lesser degree prevented aggrading or degrading soil 
movement.

Despite the cataloguing and discussion of so many sites 
and finds (Chapters 2-4, 6), relatively little bearing has 
been given to known habitation sites, their chronology, 
early environments, or farming methods. Little remains to 
demonstrate how intentional/^?fie siting of prehistoric settlement 
or burial areas, or whether or not preferential choice 
dictated their proximity to a particular raw material, of 
use for building or for artifacts. Here, every effort has 
been made in relating sites to local potential and often 
conclusions have been strongly argued from negative evidence .

The effects of a presentation of this fresh information 
and resultant distributions should serve to shift away 
prehistory from the incautious generalising spatial demographic 
and territorial theories, to partake of field recording and 
artifact examination



The secodd aspect of prehistory, topical and important 
at the time of writing, concerns the scientific examination 
of artifacts. In modern prehistoric studies prehistorians 
tend to have an implicit belief that physical and chemical 
examination of artifacts will not only provide some instruction 
as to how ..they were made, but will also point clearly and 
indisputably to the exact location from which man himself 
took :tV\a,^- The information so acquired is then used as 
a basis for the establishment of behavioural patterns, of 
social, political and economic significance. There can be 
no question but that social, political and economic prehistory 
is valuable and neccessary. In this thesis, however, the 
writer is not protesting abaut this potential value. What 
is being questioned, is that certain of the fundamental raw 
materials have ever been examined sufficiently carefully 
in relation to occurrence, utility and workability, to 
bear^comparison with the sophisticated studies and experiments 
which have been performed upon the artifacts.

In the casesjof flint, hard stone, amber, lignite, gold, 
copper and tin.it has been demonstrated beyond doubt that 
natural.’.occurrences are more widespread than is cufrently 
recognised by petrologists, metallurgists and geologists 
who normally act in a consulting capacity to prehistorians.
It has in fact been shown that many present-day attitudes 
towards wealth and trade, and of economic geology, dominate 
our approach to the scientific studies commissioeed to
answer questions of prehistoric behaviour.

Solutions to the problems chronicling the inadequacies
of these studies will be expensive and time-consuming, but are 
felt better undertaken now than later, when even greater expense 
will have been made upon artifacts. Of course, there is no 
guarantee that the examination of natural occurrences of stones 
and of metals will necessarily answer the problems posed by

prehistorians, but better they remain unanswered than uninvestigated
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Despite the appearance of lengthy and well-considered studies 
of the Irish Bronze Age over the past twenty years, the short 
analysis of metalwork undertaken within mid-Ulster highlights 
their weaknesses. Many important classes of bronze artifact 
remain uncatalogued nationally, or are now in need of fresh 
cataloguing; chief among these are the palstaves, spearheads 
socketed axes and beaten metalwork. Dr Taylor's corpus of 
goldwork was published too late to be included in discussion 
here, but is unlikely to create any significant shift in artifact 
distribution patterns, or alteration in view as to the whereab :outs 
of the raw material. In any case, national surveys often omit 
local collections, whether public or privately owned and it 
is only when catalogues like this one (Appendix 2) are compiled, 
upon the county basis, that full cover may be attained.

Finally, the study of archaeological sites and finds in 
mid-Ulster should now be projected forward, chronologically, 
in order to accommodate the wealth of surviving evidence as well 
as that from the Ordnance Survey Memoie tohich remains to be 
analysed. The conclusions reached about artifact provenience 
work should, however, be taken up in canon and re-iterated 
rather further afield.
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SETTLEMENT AND FOOD PRODUCTION IN CENTRAL ULSTER 
c. 3,600 ~ 1800 B.C: CONCLUSIONS AND RETROSPECT

The material collated and presented in this study concentrate 
on two main issues; one is the quality of evidence available 
for an assessment of distributional compilations, the other, 
the degree to which this may be used in reliable interpretations 
of man to land relationships in prehistoric times. And 
whereas it is intended to devote the greater part of this 
discussion to the latter aspect, it is first necessary to 
summarise briefly the quality of the evidence.

1. The Evidence and Its Limitations
In this thesis, information has been used deriving from 

field survey, literature searches, museums and private collectors 
and antiquatian MSS sources. At first sight the most valuable 
of these might have appeared to be field survey, such as that 
undertaken in the Cookstown area. Certainly, this work, as 
might have been predicted by Hamond (1980), brought to light

^ £>Gr1new sites where least suspected, that is,yiand already well- 
ploughed, subjected for centuries to some form of industrial 
pressure, and appearing to lie the general concentration
of prehistoric monuments. Without si*fh discovery of settlement 
debris, it would have been all too easy to interpret the 
megalithic and later burial monuments and their artifacts 
in vacuo.

Thorough literature searches have been shown to amplify 
both the quality and quantity of evidence from fieldwork.
But the greatest amplification of data has come from the O.S.
MSS, and here the most striking contrasts are seen to be between 
the Tyrone distribution of single-grave sites and finds, and 
its Derry counterpart, demonstrating that the majority of 
discoveries was being made prior to the Famine, and prior to 
printed systematic record. The.Co. Derry finds were mostly 
made between 1800 and 1835; virtually none was deliberately 
excavated, whereas a number of those finds which comprise 
the later totals both of Derry and Tyrone, were found during 
scientific excavation.



The loss of sites and finds must have continued from 
the earliest times, though its rate would be extremely difficult 
to calculate. A handful of finds made at the beginning of the 
eighteenth century, at Cookstown, Dhngannon, Killymeal and 
Omagh, were recorded by Nevil in the Phil Trans Roy Soc-.in 
1712, (p.184), while possibly as many as twenty EBA Food Vessels 
and urns collected by John Bell between c 1815 and 1845 also 
derive from the Co Tyrone, though the latter have not been 
plotted . It may be possible^estimate rates of recovery, even 
using only those bare facts before us; a figure of four per 
decade might be suggested for Tyrone. From 1710 to 1840 
about 50 destroyed sites might thus be projected. But for Co. 
Derry the figure would be much greater, since around one hundred 
sites or finds are recorded over a period of a.bcx-<47 one-third 
that number of years. That would produce one find per five 
months, or so. Rates of discovery must have been differential, 
however, so that forward or backward temporal projection is 
extremely difficult. It is regrettable that records are poorest 
for the ten years prior to the Famine, when^lgriculture was 
at its most devastating.

So far as settlement sites of the,, single-grave period 
are known, these, at Ballynagilly, Coney Island, Lough Neagh,
‘ Inland McHugh and Tullywiggan have all been discovered either 
during fieldwork intended specifically for that purpose, or 
adventitiously thraugh the excavation of a site of another, 
later period. There is no way of estimating the rate of their 
destruction in historical times.

An even more difficult class of monument to examine in 
terms of its putative destruction in recent historic time, is 
the megalith (FIG. 0.58). As obvious quarry for hardcore and 
ashlar; megaliths have disappeared from Co. Derry at a prodigious 
rate over the past century and a half. But any supposedly 
greater rate of destruction than that in Co. Tyrone may be 
more apparent than it is real, for certain unforeseen factors 
have to be taken into consideration. Many Co. Derry sites listed 
in this study as 'destroyed' may in fact be traceable as vestigial 
mounds or cairns through fieldwork; equally, many of those



plotted from the Preliminary Survey for Co. Tyrone, may have 
been barely recogniseable when seen before 1940, and be totally 
unrecogniseable now. But against this, it is fair to say that 
the South Sperrins and Tyrone Uplands were not as easily 
accessible to mid-nineteenth century agricultural practice 
as was the area to the north and east (as witnessed by the 
peat map in Kane's Industrial Resources of Ireland, 1844, 
unnumbered at end). So a relatively greater rate of preservation 
may be argued on that account.

Of the artifacts, stone axeBrc^vl:C*?he best example illustrative 
of the massive problems posed by saleable, collectable goods.
It has already been demonstrated that a considerable difference 
exists in provenanced bronze artifacts pre-1835, with those 
provenanced from museum registers at the present day (FIGS 
0.21 and 0.22). And it has been noted that nineteenth century 
finds of stone axes tended to be made away from the River Bann 
(FIG 0.20). An examination of the more up-to-date distribution 
of stone axes (FIG. 0.57) seems to give entirely the opposite 
impression of the more recently-discovered axes. Do we here 
call to question the word of the collector (one of whom pwned 
at least fifty fake axes from Portglenone), even though it is 
known that many axes were tetrieved from drainage projects, 
or do we feel that there is a sufficiently strong bias in the 
total axe population for us to be able to offer an interpretation 
which takes account of this massive riverine population?
Some middle way has to be foun<3 in which not only these, but 
the implements clustering Ground Draperstown, Maghera, Magherafelt 
and Toome may be better explained, also as collector's specimens.

Through the presentation of these three maps (0.57-59), 
many or most of the interpretive problems encountered again 
and again throughout the study have been touched upon.

It appears from this record that intensive fieldwork will 
bring to light early settlement sites, though in the main it 
will not enhance our knowledge of-burial traditions. Museum 
and private collections are often omly the source of unreliably- 
provenanced artifacts, the distributive interpretation of which 
could easily lead to ^uite false conclusions. Equally, literature 
searches and moern O.S. maps, though reliable sources for extant



burial or ritual sites, are limited by the omission of lost 
sites and of stray finds.

Only through a combination of these varied sources is it 
possible - both to build up a picture of the true intensity 
of settlement, over a small area, anci/^gain an idea of the massive 
losses of burial monuments over widespread tracts. The latter 
is achieved through a comparison of the O.S. MSS for Co. Derry 
with an absence of the MSS for Co. Tyrone. Despite higher 
preservation factors for part of Co. Tyrone, as already argued 
the differences in distribution between the two counties are 
quite staggererg, most particularly for Bronze Age artifacts 
and burial sites. We may thus conclude that few available 
distribution maps of either sites or artifacts offer any more 
than tentative keys to original population dr.'sities.

2• Farmers in the landscape of Central Ulster during the Neolithic
and Early Bronze Age.
Having discussed the limitations of the evidence, we turn 

now to attempt an interpretation of that which has survived.
Although the Neolithic colonisation of the study area 

was of considerable importance in modifying the native yegetation, 
it is not yet clear how far the Mesolithic population had 
already begun that task. We are now fortunate to be able to 
draw upon pollen analytical evidence from a broad spectrum of 
site type, not only providing evidence of vegetational history, 
but also of man's relationship to local ecology. These studies 
have tended'.to be undertaken uppn deeper rather than shallower 
peat, so that archaeological evidence may remain submerged in 
the same locality; it is therefore important to note that 
pollen is often yielding the only evidence of human activity 
in an are I^8?he^ii6e^Sp^lrefit'ly absent.

Several archaeological sites have been studied to great 
advantage, in particular, Ballynagilly and Beaghmore (FIG.0.60a 
and b). It is noteworthy that despite the apparent absence 
of a Neolithic settlement site at Beaghmore, the pollen diagram 
indicates that inroads were being made^/into local pine and elm 
forest during the Early Neolithic. Although its domestic debris 
does not compare with that of the later Ballynagilly population.



the Beaghmore settlement may well have occupied fields cleared 
coevally or subsequent to the Neolithic landnam. Furthermore, 
the stone axes from Beaghmore probably relate to this early 
phase of activity, though of this ve cannot be. certain.
At both sites there seems to have been a lull in forest clearance 
activity between about 3,000 and 2,500 B.C. and then at 
Ballynagilly further and more intense clearances are recorded. 
These are not so clearly reciprocated at Beaghmore, where 
heath began to develope rapidly around 2,000 B.C. Perhaps 
these differences had something <bo do with their relative heights 
above sea-level, although that would seem odd since Ballynagilly 
at over 700 feet O.D. is nearly 100 ft higher than Beaghmore.

In Lough Neagh and from Dr Goddard's work, a similar story 
emerges, the period around 2,000 B.C. againjand again recurring 
as one of intense agricultural activity, to be followed by 
the widespread development of heath.

How does this relate to the archaeological record?
As the Neolithic landscape was well populated to quite 

a high by megalithic tombs, the absence of evidence for
forest clearance between about 3,000 and 2,500 B.C. is difficult 
to explain. No doubt the location of sampling sites somehow 
relates to the problem, though there must also have existed a 
real lull in the type of landnam activity known from earlier 
and later phases. A real possibility is that much Middle-Late 
Neolithic activity took place either in areas subsequently 
subject more to degradation, than to the aggrading process of 
peat formation, or that in some cases it may have remained 
continuously under the plough to such a degree that no record 
is now available of it. We are therefore faced with some 
difficulty in directly marryingthe palaeoenvironmental evidence f!£&el§g?8IT, and greater correlation may only come 
from the investigation of more archaeological sites by palaeo- 
environmentalists.

But this seems to be in stark contrast to the correlation 
which clearly exists between the ineption of the positive and 
dramatic effects of land-use and destruction around 2,000 B.C. 
and the evidence of slow culture change from Late Neolithic to



Beaker and Bronze Age, for which that', date stands at the thresh- 
hold. It must^therefore be demanded how far the environmental 
change was related to a knowledge of the working of copper alloys. 
How much more effective may flat copper/bronze axes have been, 
either for tree-felling, or for adzing or heeing? Cold-worked, 
the metal would certainly have been sufficiently hard, but from 
our knowledge of its distribution (FIG 0.43 and 0.44) would 
we be justified in suggesting a sufficiently widespread currency 
for it to have competed effectively with the much more easily- 
won stone axe? Although tfte mitigating circumstances of metal 
scrapping, and of modern collecting may have had profound effects 
upon the numbers of these axes deposited or recovered, the 
answer mul m in the negative. The means to forest clearance 
and farming were already available to Neolithic man; the impetus 
of forest clearance was one and: a half thousand to two thousand 
years old at the time the Beaker cultures were developing.
The environmental deterioration with which we are dealing 
had begun around 3,600 B.C., if not earlier, and its rapid 
expansion cannot be put down to the introduction of one single 
technological idea. Rather it was the continued cumulative 
ignorance^/of intensive tree-felling, the absence of a systematic 
dunging policy and the overgrazing of what good pasture and 
nutritious saplihgs or shrubs then remained, which caused 
the silting of Lough Neagh, a phenomenon which has its parallels 
in modern agriculture in the great Dust Bowl of Arizona of the 
•1920s.

The nature of the man-made landscape at this tim£ is 
very difficult to reconstruct. It seems reasonable to suggest 
that the stone and wooden enclosures discovered in Central 
Ulster, and outside it (FIGS 0.16 and 0.17) were part of the 
formula of the disl^trous agricultural policy. But how much 
these may^ftl^e been a Neolithic phenomena**, or one which continued 
after, say, 1500 B.C., it is difficult to say.

We have described early ploughmarks (p.71), but not dated 
their ploughhands; not^nly have we recognised t.f?e early walls 
but also the tree-felling and burning which preceded their 
erection (pp 57-75), but with few exceptions we are clueless as 
to a cultural of chronological context for them, and even



3*3/

where scientific excavation has taken place in the West of 
Ireland, the establishment of'these relationships has been 
found extremely difficult and net to be entirely satisfactory.

It is nonetitless clear from pollen analy tical work, that
cereals were produced throughout :the period; The suggested
distinctions between Neolithic agriculturalists and Beaker
pastoralists presently propounded as an explanation of culture
or socio-economic change has yet to be supported by clear
incontrovertible evidence. The process of evaluating the
available facts must now be re-directed to collecting fresh
ones from the areas they are best likely to help us solve
these problems. In the same way as we have little context
for the early fields, the grain (or stone) rubbers from the
Bann Valley (p.162), and the stone from Ballybriest (FIG 0.9

doesno. 8) lack datable contexts, as . the flint blade, possibly 
of a sickle (FIG. 0.10, p.50), none of which provide any more 
than a hint at some several possible economic pursuits.
Bere is clearly a case for the examination of early museum 
collections for plough coulters, such fas Dr S.E.Rees has 
recognised in her survey of British agricultural implements, 
together with a sound policy of excavating settlement sites.

Arguments have been brought to bear using the megalithic 
tomb as the unit for establishing areas of Neolithic land 
division, and by comparing Court;Cairn distributions with those 
of Passage Graves, to argue the establishment of chif^fdoms 
from a segmented society during the Later Neolllkiic (Darvill 
1979,1980). There is a vast difference between the data avail
able to Darvill and that presented here (FIG. 0.58 cf Darvill 
Fig. 4, p.317). The shortcomings of this method are obvious.
It takes no account of megaliths other than Court Cairns 
(Davies 1980), destroyed sites, or known or inferred Neolithic 
land allotment features other than megalith^.s.

If the criticism we. ihave levelled at Herity's catholic 
embrace of all mounds circular in the Passage Grave class is 
to be found to be general elsewhere, few, other than the 
classic sites would remain. Certainly, to claim a replacement
of a propounded Neolithic segmented society by a chiefdom- 
ridden Passage Grave-using class is for Central Ulster quite



out of the question on present evidence. Furthermore, the 
demonstrable widespread replacement of megalithic tombs by 
single-graves throughout most of Ireland ( and well exemplified 
here, FIG. 0.59) suggests^e^Lther a quantitative nor chorographical 
shift in grave location fyks Darvill urges for the Passage Grave 
users) . And rather than indicate any revolution of a social 
nature, the evidence clearly demonstrates a continuity of burial 
in multiples, sometimes the single-graves being inserted into 
the existing megalith, at others, new mounds being created, 
or the cemetery being dug into the ground quite without any 
indication of its existence. Here is a conservatism which 
absorbed the idea of cremation and of inurned single-grave 
burial, but which from available evidence in this study area 
certainly does not hint at any element of social stratification 
either during the Neolithic or the Early Bronze Age.

Darvill and others have dwelt upon the phenomenon of trade 
as part of an argument strengthening the necessity for inter
dependent social groups. This study has demonstrated the 
need to examine putative ’trade relationships’ in terms of 
the available local materials, rather than through potentially
effort-wasting human carriage. Andfche examination undertakeni
bm- has shown many ascriptions of long-distance
trading to have been based upon geological ignorance at the 
present day.

Overall, it has been demonstrated that the food-producing 
communities of Central Ulster were largely self-sufficient in 
raw materials, while at the same time sharing in developments 
in agricultural, burial and ritual practices which took 
place over much of Western Europe. Distributional studies 
suggest the story to have been one of almost unbroken contin
uity of settlement from c.3,600 to c,1,800 B.C., one into which 
new technologies were absorbed, butuwhich d<<Al not in themselves 
become central to fresh social or economic systems.
Environmental deterioration around 2,000B.C. is felt to have 
resulted from cumulative agricultural malpractice and an 
anthropogenic interference in the natural vegetation.
Any climatic change may have been causal^ or consequential upon 
this deterioration, though the latter explanation is favoured.
It is advodated that further intensive laboratory and fieldwork



be undertaken to investigate the many problems explained 
here, while in general,, they remain unanswered questions.
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